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Abstract 

This thesis addresses issues of sex equality in the financial services sector in Britain and 

Turkey. incorporating a critique of the well-established theories of sex segregation in tht? 

labour force, the labour market and the organisation. 

The concepts of 'belonging' and 'otherness' are utilised to explain the problems of 

representation in the lahour force. Sex segregation in the lahour market is analysed using 

the occupational closure framework which elaborates gendered strategies of inclusion. 

exclusion. demarcation and dual closure. At the organisational level. the implications of 

different ideologies of sex equality will be studied. with a specific focus on 

transformational change ideology. 

The field study for this project was carried out with male and female stafT working in the 

financial sector in both countries. Two main types of data were collected: primwy data 

gathered through interviews and questionnaires. supplemented by field notes: and 

secondary data provided by the readily available published material such as international. 

national and organisational surveys, and company publications. The Turkish suryey 

generated 312 completed questionnaires and 21 taped interviews with staff employed in the 

sector. The British survey. which presented greater difficulties in secunng access. 

eventually yielded 50 completed questionnaires and 25 taped interviews. 

The analysis of the findings revealed certain cross-cultural differences in the gendered 

norms of "belonging' and 'otherness'. in the gendered strategies of occupational closure 

and in organisational approaches to redressing issues of sex equality. However. despite 

these differences. common patterns of disadvantage based on gender were apparent for 

staff working in the financial services sector in both societies. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1. 1 Introduction 

This thesis addresses the cross-cultural comparative aspects of employment practices in 

relation to sex equality in the financial services sector in Britain and Turkey. The specific 

focus of the thesis is on the gender dimensions of the issues of "belonging' and "otherness' 

of the individual worker in relation to employment norms. occupational closure and 

organisational politics. 

The field study of my Masters dissertation, on the organisational cultures of insurance 

companies in Istanbul, signalled the prevalence of gender based hierarchies and inequalities 

in employment practices in the sector. encouraging me to take up an international research 

studentship opportunity in January 1995 in order to conduct this cross-cultural research 

project. Having been trained in Business Studies and Human Resources. I found that the 

concepts and theories they employed could not provide satisfactory explanations of the 

phenomenon I was studying. Since embarking on my doctoral studies in 1995. I have 

extended my understanding of equal opportunities and employment by making something 

of an academic transition from human resource management (HRM) to organisational 

sociology. I have extensively drawn on sociological literature. research methods. and 

modes of analysis for my research project, to supplement and extend my original approach 

rooted in HRM. 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a socialist-feminist critique of current emplo)ment 

practices in relation to sex equality in the financial services sector in both countries. based 

on interview and questionnaire responses from participants in Turkey and Britain. The field 

studies generated 45 taped interviews and 362 completed questionnaires provided by 

employees of financial institutions in Turkey and Britain. 

1.2 Research questions 

This thesis aims to answer four exploratory questions. the first one of which informs the 

central concern of the thesis: what is the current position regarding sex equality in the 

financial services sector in both countries? 



The central question of this thesis is: ~'hat are the differences between the emplo~ ment 

experiences of female and male employees in the financial sen'ices sector in Britain and 

Turkey? From this general issue arise three further questions. which explore this major 

topic from three different perspectives. These are: 

a) What are the differences between female and male employees' expenences and 

perceptions of 'belonging' and 'otherness' in relation to the employment norms that prevail 

in the financial services sector in both countries? 

b) What are the differences between the strategies employed by female and male 

employees, both individually and in groups. to gain. sustain. or negotiate the control of 

occupations within the sector in both countries? 

c) What ideological perspectives can be identified as informing and underpinning current 

employment practices in the financial services sector in both countries? 

The latter three questions aim to explore the central concern of the project from the 

perspective of the labour force. the labour market and the organisation. respectively. Thus 

they derive from the arguments introduced in the literature review in Chapters Three. Four 

and Five. respectively. Drawing on the field study data. several answers to these questions 

are suggested. It is argued that cross-cultural similarities and differences are underpinned 

by a variety of factors including historical. ideological and societal factors. 

1.3 The structure of the thesis 

This thesis consists of ten chapters. In this present chapter. Chapter One. the topic and 

purpose of the study, its main research questions and the structure of this thesis arc 

introduced. First. it poses the four principal research questions that the rest of the thesis 

seeks to address. It goes on to describe the structure of the thesis. showing how and where 

these questions are explored. 

Chapter Two introduces the social and historical context of gender and employment issues 

in both Turkey and Britain. This sets the background for the sex equality issues that are 

relevant to the financial services sector in both countries. Chapters Three. Four and Fi\ ~ 

are literature review chapters. which identifY three main bodies of pertinent th~on:tical 

literature on sex segregation and equal opportunities in employm~nl. For the pUfP\lS~S of 

this thesis. these are termed lahour forc~. labour market and organisatillnal th~ories, 



Chapters Three and Four deal with macro issues. operating at the societal level. Chapter 

Three is concerned with theories of sex segregation of the labour force. which afl'ects both 

employed and unemployed workers. This literature examines prevailing employment 

nonns, and the sex segregation of the labour force arising from them. Chapter Four reviews 

the labour market theories of sex segregation. which concentrate on the functioning of the 

labour market in relation to sex equality issues concerning the employed population. Thi~ 

chapter focuses on the ways in which gendered employment practices are introduced. 

negotiated and sustained within the labour market. In Chapter Five. the level of discussion 

moves to the micro level. It provides a critique of organisational theories concerned with 

issues of organisational structure, culture and politics in relation to equal opportunities by 

sex. The three main ideological perspectives adopted by organisations to address their 

problems of sex segregation and inequalities are reviewed. 

Chapter Six provides an account of the methodological perspective. research strategy and 

process of the research project which provided the empirical data for this thesis. Cross

cultural and feminist issues are highlighted in this chapter. 

The analysis of data from the Turkish and British studies is presented in Chapters Seven 

and Eight respectively. The structure of these two chapters follows the order of the 

literature review chapters: each analysis chapter starts with the broader issues of 

'belonging' and 'otherness', followed by an exploration of gendered occupational closure 

strategies and. finally, a critique of the organisational ideologies that were found to be 

prevalent in the participating organisations. In Chapter Nine. the main points of cross

cultural comparison are identified, which emerged from the preceding data analysis 

chapters. These are then used to revise the theoretical assertions and frameworks presented 

earlier in the literature review chapters. Chapter Ten restates the main research questions of 

this study, and summarises the findings of this thesis. It suggests potentially fruitful 

directions for further research and provides an opportunity for critical reflection on what 

has been learned from the research process. 



CHAPTER T\\O 

Equal Opportunities by Sex in Turkey and Britain 

2.1 Introduction 

A comparison of sex equality in two countries with social and cultural c()ntexts a~ di~tinct 

and different as Britain' s and Turkey" s is a difficult task. It invoh eS explainin~ two 

autonomous bodies of social and cultural history. and yet presenting them within a similar 

structural framework. Part of this divergence is attributable to geography: these countrie~ 

are located at furthest eastern and western margins of the European continent. at I.?ither sidl.? 

of the two socio-political areas that have for generations been referred to as the Orient and 

the Occident. 

As a product of their different histories and traditions. the feminist agl.?ndas for change 

difTer markedly. both between the two countries. as well as intemalh within them. 

Howe\er. in both countries sex segregation in employment is a major issue in 

contemporary feminist discussions. This chapter will introduce the socio-cultural 

background of these feminist debates and activities concerning sex equalit) in employment 

in both countries. The first section presents a brief social history of Turkey. WO\ I.?n together 

with changes in women' s employment generally. and then focusing on the financial 

services sector. The latter section of this chapter presents a similarly brief social history l)f 

sex equality in employment. and then in the financial services sector. for Britain. The 

background to the Turkish socio-cultural context will be examined in greater detail than thL' 

British context. which is already familiar to the British readers of this thesis. SUbsequently. 

the current status of sex equality in the financial services sectors of both countries will be 

explained and contemporary debates outlined. 

2.2 Social and cultural background to the position of women in Turkey 

This section explores the transformation of women' s social and employment ~tatll" in 

I'urke) since the 1 i.)~Os. providing a brief introduction tl) the hish)rical anJ sl)L'ial context of 

the feminist movement which inspired and encouraged this transt~)rrnation. ll) under"tand 

the current status of \\omen at home and work in Turkey. it is neCl.?s"ar: to ~l) b,lI:\.. a" far 

as the period before the Ottoman lurks \\ere cllO\,erteJ to blam in 9th Centur:. 



2.2.1 The 9th to the 11 th century: the social consequences of religious conversion for "omen 

While migrating from Northeast Asia to Asia Minor, the Ottoman Turks. who later 

founded the Ottoman Empire, were gradually converted to Islam from Shamanism by Arab 

colonisers between the 9th and the 11 th Century. This religious conversion of the Ottoman 

Turks is widely considered a historical turning point. marking the beginning of the 

degradation and decline of Ottoman women' s social status and economic power (Altindal. 

1994; Dogramaci, 1992). Altindal (1994) pointed out that Shamanism. the previous 

religion of Ottoman Turks, celebrated femininity and motherhood as superior human 

attributes. The strongest of all goddesses and gods was the "mother goddess'. and spiritual 

leaders, which could be either sex. had to adopt female attributes to gain their spiritual 

status. In civil society. women enjoyed equal rights with men in issues ranging from ruling 

the country. to rights pertaining to marriage and divorce. 

The introduction of Islam to the Turkish world brought about fundamental changes in the 

status of Muslim women in Ottoman society. Non-Muslim communities within the empire 

were still subject to the rules of their own religions. and thus non-Muslim women in the 

empire were relatively exempt from these Islamic social controls. AI-Hibri (1982. pp. 207-

208) claimed that Islam brought about a wider range of rights to the Arab women than they 

previously enjoyed during pre-Islamic times in the Arab Peninsula. the area occupied today 

by Saudi Arabia, the Republic of Yemen. Oman and United Arab Emirates. However. 

conversion to Islam indisputably meant a loss of social status for Ottoman women. 

2.2.2 The 11th to the 18th century: religious rule and the repression of women 

Starting from the early years of the empire, women gradually became confined to the 

private domain, whereas men were allowed to roam freely in both the public and private 

domains. By the 15th century, head and body covering was introduced for women. justitied 

in terms of modesty and propriety. and women's mobility in public spaces became 

restricted. Women were not permitted to travel alone without the company of a male 

member of their family. By the second half of the 15th century. women in the cit)' centres 

of the Ottoman Empire faced stronger religious and social controls than pertained in rural 

areas. Polygamy became not only socially acceptable. but institutionalised by the 

introduction of the harem system. 

Nare (1994. p. 106) asserted that the erotic discourse of the ancient and modem Arabic 

world considered the female body to be sinful and provocative. proposing that it should be 



kept out of the sight of men to whom women were not related by blood or marriage. who 

could be tempted by this sight. This discourse was widel) used by the religious authoritll". 

all of whom were men, as justification for differentiating between public and priyate life in 

the Ottoman Empire. 

Gokcen Art (1996). in her book Women and Sexuality. examined the religious fetwas (the 

religious laws produced to regulate social life. based on Islamic beliefs and tradition) of the 

17th Century Ottoman Empire concerning women and sexuality. She argued that although 

sexual conduct with women. men, children and animals was regulated with the same rules. 

the application of this legislation in court cases suggests that male victims' concerns \\ I?rl? 

regarded more seriously than female and child yictims' concerns. She examined the 

hierarchical structuring of Ottoman society and its immediate reflection in legal casl?s. 

concluding that a privileged minority of men and women enjoyed sl?:\ual and social 

freedom over other men. women. children and livestock. 

From 15th century onwards. the influence of the religious and legal authority \\as felt more 

strongly in the urban centres of the empire than its rural areas. \\'omen migrating from rural 

areas to the cities were forced to withdraw from economic actiyity as they were denied 

access to the public domain in the cities. Access to public services such as health. 

education. transportation and others become rigorously segregated on the basis of Sl?:\. 

Until the late 19th century. women were barred altogether from employment in the public 

scryices and government agencies. 

Howcyer. over 80 per cent of the empire's population liyed in rural communities until its 

declining years in the early 20th century. Rural inhabitants experienced different types of 

religious and legal pressures from the urban population. such as haying to meet the 

expectations of the central authority in relation to income tax and military support. In the 

rural areas women worked in agriculture. they contributed to household economy. and they 

interacted with men socially. without the strict religious separation of public and priYatl' 

spaces as experienced by their urban counterparts. However. many studies of this era fail tel 

difTerentiate between the social and economic status of rural and urban \\omen. gi\ ing 

most attention to the life experiences of the minority of women in the cities. pl)ssibl) 

hecausl' better documentary records l':\ist for urban life. due to the high illitl'racy Ie\ cis in 

rural areas. 



2.2.3 The 19th century: the rise of the egalitarian movement 

During the late 19th century, several social movements emerged to oppose the totalitarian 

and theocratic regime of the Ottoman Empire. The roots of the modern feminist movcment 

in Turkey can be traced back to this period. continuing into the Second Constitutional 

Monarchy period in the early years of the 20th century. This era witnessed the deca\ of the 
~ . 

social and economic system on which the Ottoman Empire was based. giving rise to 

widespread admiration in Turkish society of the economic and social model. and its 

associated life style, of the Western world. particularly France (Tekeli. 1993: ·Gole. 1993). 

The social divide between the Occident and Orient was identified by the writers and 

intellectuals of the time on both sides of the geographic and cultural frontier that separated 

the Ottoman Empire from Western Europe. As French-style egalitarian social movements 

gained power and influence across the European continent. Young Turks (1876 to 1909) 

appeared on the Ottoman political scene with a similar egalitarian political agenda. 

intended to challenge the hierarchical and theocratic structure of the Ottoman Empire. The 

Young Turks movement was fonned in 1876. and quickly gained the support of the urhan 

intellectual elite, including admirers of the Western European model. Its supporters sought 

to challenge the totalitarian regime of the Empire in order to introduce French-style 

democracy. In their short political life, between 1876 and 1909. the Young Turks 

introduced the first political debate to challenge the unequal social and legal status of the 

sexes (Toprak, 1994). Although they succeeded initiating public debate about sex equality. 

they failed to achieve any real lasting impact on the legal or social structures of the 

Ottoman Empire (Gole, 1993). 

In the second half of the 19th century. while the Young Turks were seeking to promote 

Western democracy, groups of Ottoman women in Istanbul were organising to reclaim their 

rights, as granted by the Koran. They argued that the religious legislation of the time placed 

unfair restrictions and controls on their rights. which were specified in the Koran as to be 

'good' wives. mothers and Muslims (Ahmed. 1982). This was a liberal movement for the 

time in seeking rights for women \\"ithin the existing framework of religious legislation. 

rather than challenging the theocratic and totalitarian system itself. This movement can h\.' 

considered the foundation of the modern Islamic feminist movement in Turkey. which \\ ill 

be described later in this chapter. 
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2.2.4 The early 20th century: the new Turkish republic and the nationalist mo\"ement 

Both the Western-style and the Islamic feminist debates of the early 20th century were 

interrupted by first the Balkan Wars (1912-1913) and later by the First \\torld \Var, in 

which the Ottoman Empire allied itself with Germany. During these times of social 

dislocation in the declining Ottoman Empire, women interacted socially, they shared 

military duties with men and took up employment to compensate for the declining male 

labour force. Women's participation in war-time employment brought about the relaxation 

and partial disintegration of the religious controls on sex segregation in public and private 

spaces (Toprak, 1994). One specific example of this is the Ottoman Women's Nursing 

Organisation, which was founded in 1876 and became the first war-time organisation to 

employ women. This organisation provided nursing and medical services to the survivors 

of the Crimean War in 1877 (Guzel. 1980). 

The period of national struggle between 1919 and 1923, which followed the end of the 

First World War. witnessed wars in numerous border areas of the collapsing Ottoman 

Empire. against both the invading military forces of the European states such as France, 

Britain. Greece and Italy, and also the conservative military forces which shored up the 

Ottoman Sultanate and Caliphate systems. During this period, Turkish women provided 

military and economic support to the newly formed troop battalions of the modem Turkish 

state, as well as forming their own combat groups. These wars of national struggle ended in 

1923 with the success of the Turkish army in recapturing those lands where Turks 

constituted a majority within the Ottoman Empire. The new post-war Turkish Republic 

was defined in a nationalist way, as the motherland of the Turks. This echoed the emergent 

nationalist movements in various western countries in the late 19th century, and was made 

possible by the establishment of the country's borders on racial and national grounds, as 

the new Republic only claimed those parts of the Ottoman Empire territories where Turks 

were in a majority. Some women's groups identified themselves with this new nationalist 

discourse. forming organisations and parties to enable women to serve these national 

ideals. 

2.2.5 The 1920s to the 1940s: progress towards legal and political equality 

Some of these women's war-time organisations survived beyond the war, paving the way 

for the establishment of the first women's political part)". This was the People's Part~ for 

Women, which was formed in June 1923, under the leadership of Nezihe ~'1uhittin. It 

rallied effectively for over a year for women's full participation in employment. education 
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and other areas of social life (Tuncay. 1989), and was c10sely a]]ied \\ith the nationalist 

movement of the time, which identified as its goal to create a secular. Western-style 

repUblic. After the establishment of the modem Republic of Turkey under the leadership of 

Mustafa Kemal in 1923, it was deemed to have achieved its nationalist goals when. by the 

order of the Turkish Grand National Assembly in 1924. it was transfonned into a 

federation (the Turkish Women's Federation) on the recommendation of the ruling 

Republican People's Party (RPP) (Toprak, 1994). However. as the federation gained power 

and influence in the country, it became perceived as a political threat by the RPP. which in 

1935 ordered it to disband (Arat, 1994). 

The first decade of the new Turkish republic witnessed significant legal and societal 

changes towards the equality of the sexes. The new Turkish Civil Code. introduced in 

1926, banned polygamy and gave women equal rights to men in matters of divorce and 

child custody. Women won the right to vote in 1934. The programme of legislative changes 

in this era inc1uded the prohibition of the head and fu]] body covers for women. which had 

been potent symbols of political Islam in the Ottoman Empire~ the introduction of secular 

education~ and lifting the bans on women' s employment. in both state and private 

organisations and companies. 

The teachings and speeches of the founding leader of the Turkish republic in the 1920s. 

Mustafa Kemal (named as Ataturk, the ancestor of Turks. by the Turkish Grand National 

Assembly because of his spectacular military and civil achievements). had a far-reaching 

impact on the issues of sex equality. especially in relation to employment. Speaking in 

support of lifting restrictions imposed on women' s employment, Ataturk pointed out that 

more than 80 per cent of the Turkish population were peasants and that Turkish women 

had always worked alongside men as agricultural workers (AltindaI. 1994). His vision was 

to encourage Turkish women into all sectors of employment by removing the restrictions 

and barriers in their way. He pursued his vision by supporting the first wave of women 

professionals in Turkey. such as doctors. pilots and educators. in their careers and 

promoted their visibility as role models in the Turkish media. These efforts had a strong 

nationalist and secular message. leading some writers like Tekeli (1982) to argue that 

women and their social problems were used as a means of embedding the Kemalist rdomls 

of nationalism and secularism into Turkish society. 

Yesim Arat (1994). a modem Turkish feminist scholar. contrasted this Turkish 

refonnation. which was based on the Kemalist principles of secularism and republicanism. 



with the situation in other predominantly Muslim countries. Examining the status of 

women in several countries. she concluded that these reforms had further reaching 

consequences than those in Egypt and Iran, which had little impact on the traditional social 

formations that underpinned women' s inferior social status. However. Tekeli (] 982) was 

more sceptical about the success of the Kemalist revolution. For her. although it 

indubitably promoted the social status of a group of city-dwelling elite women in Turkey. 

these reforms were not part of a broad national programme capable of reaching rural 

communities or of addressing the problems of women from the lower social and economic 

classes. She also argued that the Kemalist revolution used women' s issues and sex equal ity 

as devices to dissociate the new secular Turkish Republic from its Imperial and theocratic 

past. However, Tekeli disregarded the role ofwomen's activism. both before and after the 

establishment of modem Turkey. in encouraging and promoting these reforms. suggesting 

that these rights were granted to women by a benevolent central authority. Although her 

argument failed to recognise the role of feminist groups and individual women in the 

negotiation and introduction of these rights, she made a valuable contribution to our 

understanding of the eagerness of the dominant nationalist movement of the time to 

promote rights for women, in order to distance the new Republic from the heritage of the 

Ottoman Empire, which had conspicuously failed to provide women with these rights. 

Turkish women gained their political rights to vote in local elections under the Law of 

Municipalities in ] 930. and they won the right to vote in elections for and to be elected to 

the Grand National Assembly in ]934. In 1935. the Turkish women's movement gained 

international recognition as the International Women' s Union held its 12th Congress in 

Istanbul (Tekeli. 1993). In 1937. Turkey became a secular state by law (Bilge. 1995). This 

was considered the start of a new phase for the Turkish feminist movement. The previous 

era witnessed substantial legal changes towards the equality of sexes. The new era was 

expected to bring about broader social change in the status of women. 

2.2.6 Tbe 1950s to tbe 1960s: tbe rise of tbe nationalist and tbe statist mo\'ement 

Although Turkish troops did not actually participate in the Second World War. the Turkish 

economy sutTered during the war, as the civil segments of the society were forced to make 

sacrifices to provide for the anny of troops which were mobilised and sent to the possihlc 

frontiers of war. After the Second World War. Turkish intellectuals criticised the 

hierarchical and patriarchal structuring of the previous Ottoman society. They praised the 

ideals of the new republic. while they denied and vilified Ottoman heritage and histlu'~, 
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The official discourse of the government praised its so-called great advanccs in \\l1men' s 

employment and civil rights. arguing that Turkish women \\ erc fortunak to ha\ e heen 

'granted' their social and economic rights earlier than their European ,:ounterpart-; 

(llkkaracan. 1996, pp. 14-15). 

The radical secularist movement of the Kemalist era lost momentum under the rulL' of the 

Democratic Partv in the 1950s. The Democratic Party all 0\\ cd religious idel)ll)~ic" and 
"" ""...... '-

sectarian conflicts to re-enter government politics. mostly in order to gain the support ()f 

the rural population. which had not yet fully accepted the secular message of the Kemalist 

government. Koran courses and religious education. \vhich were banned by the previous 

governments. were reintroduced all over Turkey. This period, with hindsight. can he seen 

as the end of the period of progressi\e legislative developments for women. The last l)f the 

legal reforms outlined in the Turkish Civil Code of 1 q~6 concerning \\ l)men were enacted 

in 1951. Since then. the only change in the Civil Codc has been the Divorcc :\ct. passcd in 

1988 (Ilkkaracan. 1996). This signifies both the inertia of political feminism in I urkc: 

since the early 1950s. and also the rise of political Islam and the resurgence of rural 

patriarchy as a political influence which made any progressive changes for women in thc 

Civil Code unlikely. 

2.2.7 The 1970s: the anti-capitalist mo\'ement and socialist-feminism 

After two decades of silence from the Turkish feminist movement during the 1950s and 

1960s. the 1970s witnessed the emergence of a number of women \\Titers who discusscd 

the social problems facing women in capitalist society (Akatli. 1994). These discussil)ns 

retlected the emergence of the modem feminist and socialist movements in the United 

States. Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands and other countries. Ho\\ e\er. influenced 

and informed more bv Marxism than feminism. the\ argued that the capitalist cconom: . . 

sustained patriarchal relations in societ:. and thus equal it: could onl: he achie\ ed through 

a ne\\ socialist formation of the society and the state. Because the Tur\...ish feminist 

mo\cment had allied itsdf with \larxism during the 1970s. the military coup in 1 qsu hit 

hoth the f\1arxists and thl' Marxist-feminists sc\erdy (Tekeli, 199~). T e\...l'li (19q~) argued 

that not onl: did it silence and marginalise \larxist groups. hut also it pn)nll)tl:d 

fundamentalist Islamic fomlations in opposition to \1arxism and sOl'ialist-feminism. 
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2.2.8 The 1980s: recession~ migration and the rise of political Islam 

\1ilitary rule ended and Turkish democracy was restored in 1982. The first ~l)\ emm~nt 

after the coup d'etat implemented liberal and laissez-faire policie~ which hroll~ht 

unforeseen changes to Turkish society, Both privately-o\\ned and state-owned televi~ion. 

radio and other mass media channels replaced the state monopoly in the 19R1ls, \\'ith the 

advent of the mass media. religion. the family and sex equality became hotly dehated i~~ue" 

(Ecevit 1994). During this time several feminist journals were published and femini~t 

arguments received wide media attention. Public debates resumed about feminist concerns 

ranging from women's employment and domestic violence to the rights of sex \\orkers, 

However. in the later part of the decade these feminist groups fragmented. retkcting 

widening disparities in the fortunes of their supporters from ditTerent classes and ~thnic 

groups, from rural and urban areas. and from different educational backgrounds. \\'ithin 

this social framework. the hard-core feminist movement in Turkey \\as still dominated hy 

an elite group of academics or \\ell-educated women from the urhan centre~ of Turkey. 

because they had easier access to the media. Thus. it enjoyed little succ~ss in reaching the 

lower socio-economic segments of Turkish society or in addressing their immediate 

concerns. 

One of the primary social problems facing the female population is the strong patt~rn of 

son preference. which has its roots in Turkish tradition. culture and religiun. Girls \\er~ 

accorded less social value than boys. hy certain traditional segments of I urkish society 

(Seager. 1997). While. due to the losses of men in the war. immediatel: after the ~ational 

Struggle in 1927 women comprised 52 per cent of the Turkish population. hy 1992 they 

were only 49.5 per cent of the total population of 29.3 million men and 28.7 million 

women in Turkey (DIE. 1994. p. xi). In contrast, women constituted 51 per cent of the h)tal 

population in Britain in 1993 (EOC. 1996). Seager (1997) argued that. since Y5 females ar~ 

born to every 100 males world-wide. this rapid relative decline in the female popUlatilHl j" 

due to the neglect of female children' s health concerns. nutrition. education and safet:. 

rdlecting the strong preference for boys. This priorit: accorded to hoys' education. h: 

families. contributes to female poverty in Turkey, Boy preference is therefore an important 

social prohlem affecting all women throughout their live~ which. with its s()l'ial 

consequencl's. deservl'S to hl' studil'd hy health sociologists in I urkl'Y· 

I'hc proportion of \\omen who ar~ l'Clmomically acti\e in I urkl': has f()r a numhl'r of: l'.lr" 

hCl'l1 dcclinin~ relative to men (DIL 19(5). \\'hik 9:' p~r l'l'nt of the adult mall: r~)rulatil)n 



participated in the labour force in 1955. thi fi ure had decrea ed t 
'- p r nt h\ I C. 

W men's participation decrea ed e\ en more rapidl). from 72 per nt to -+2 per nl 0\ 'r 

the same period (DIE. 1993) (Figure 2.1). 

igure 2.1: Ratio of economically active population in Turke\ b, c n u \ r and .. 1.: • nd 
ratio of female 0 ulation in economically actiYe . 0 . ulation. 19:: to 19 0 
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ource: DIE. 1995. pp. 22-23. 

Likewi e. the recent recession ha affected women' acce to mpl vment to a grc ler 

extent than men's. Although Turkish women' non-agricultural wage in pr p J1ion t 

men i 84.5 per cent. high r than the international ratio of 74.9 p rc nt. Turki h men till 

enJo high r absolute wage than Turkish women do. Due to a chronic tinan iul ree 

ince the 1960 and the lack of progre ive legislation. Turki h \\" m n' _ r lati, e r -ili n 

in empl yment has been or ning inc the earl) ear of th r publi . a th abl \ t.: 

tali tics ugge t. 

Th oth r triking ocial phenomenon affecting vv'omen' s employm nt in e th 1970. 

t g th r \ ith the negative social effects of the economic recession. i the accel r tic n or 

th migrati n from rural to urban areas, and its negative social and economic on u n e.

f r migrant w m n' live. In 1992, Turkey had a grov. 'ng population of 5 milli n. f 

wh rn 1 million lived in citie and _7 million in rural conununitie D1 ~. 1994. p. \i). In 

the la t d ad. a d ire for the n mlC. ial and cultural nv m n c f III j t\ 

pr m ted b , th rna TIl dia. ren wed thnic. religi u and cultur J c nili t in the. lIth-

t:11 tern purt urk y. have all fu 11 d ial m bility and migrati n fr m rural to urhan 

centre . ~rhilc th c untI) urb n p pulati n 

r pulnti n (f 14 millil n in 1 35. b) J lhi h d increa d t P r 'cnt f:6 milli" n 

(13bk 2.1) (DII. 19 5. p.IIS. his pht:n I1ll.:nJI gr \\ 1h r the urb'lIl .lr '..1 111 an 

unpl. 11I1t.:d fn~hiL1n. an tht fl.:IJti\cly ) uthfui pflfill: r tht.: 'untr\ r )plIhtil n. h'l\ ' 

hWlIght une pCCII.'J .... \. Li i ' nd Pt1 illlC,11 ,,'l111 .... 1..' lllLn 'c .... 



Table 2.1: Proportion of the Turkish population in cities and villages 

Census Year 
- -- -- -~ --- ._--------

_~C~ity (per cent) _____ _ 
1935 
1940 
1945 
1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 
1990 

Source: DIE, 1992, p. 20. 

23.5 
2.1 . .1 
2.1.9 
25.0 
28.8 
31.9 
3.1 . .1 
38.3 
.11.8 
43.9 
53.0 
59.0 

\,illage(percent) 
-:-6 ~ 

-5 6 
-5.1 
-5.0 
-1. ] 

fJ8.1 
fJ-6 ). 

61. -

582 
56.1 
.1 -. 0 
,/1.0 

Women have been influenced by this massive migration to cities in main two ways. The 

common pattern of migration for members of the lower socio-economic classes starts with 

the migration of the men, who then try to achieve economic and social survival in the city . . 

in order subsequently to bring their families to join them. In this pattern. women face the 

new urban social and economic conditions later than men. and are reduced to financial 

dependence on the men who brought them to the city. This trend is observable in the 

statistics: women constituted 48.8 per cent of the urban and 51.~ per cent of the rural 

population in 1992 and while men's labour force participation in the cities \\as 69.~ per 

cent and women's 16.1 per cent the figures for rural men's labour force participatilm was 

76.6 per cent and that of women was 50.2 per cent (DIE, 1994. p. xi). Secondly. Turkish 

cities do not offer adequate employment opportunities for poorly educated women. as their 

labour requirements are for a more highly skilled and educated work force than in rural 

areas. Furthennore. sex segregation in unskilled jobs is even stronger than for highly

skilled jobs (Kandiyoti, 1997). While women's unemployment rate was 20.5 percent in the 

cities and 2.5 per cent in the villages, men's unemployment rate was 9.8 in the cities and 

6.2 in the villages in 1992 (DIE, 1994, p. xi). Migration causes migrant women who were 

economically active in the rural economy either to lose the skills that they were able to USL' . . . 
in agriculture and the household economy. or to sufTer exploitatitm b> becoming piel.."L'

work or temporary workers without adequate payor social security. In either ca"e. their 

economic and social dependence on husbands and fathers is innea"I..'d. 

2.2.9 The 1990s: political Islam and feminisms 

In the ) 990s. the rise of the \\'elfare Part\. which was alk~edl> ba"L'J t)n blamil..· 

.. ~ 



principles. and its associated women' s wmg. operating under this part~' S local 

organisation. became a central factor in the argument that mass migration and the recession 

have had particularly adverse effects on women. Although. in the 1991 General Election. 

women's issues were included in the campaigns of all the major political parties. the 

Welfare Party was more successful than others in addressing the needs of and problems 

facing women from the lower socio-economic classes. from ethnic minority and migrant 

backgrounds, groups which the other feminist movements in Turkey have largely ignored 

(Arat, 1994). Its women's wing played a major role in the party's local election success in 

1995. creating what is currently the largest and the most inclusive network of women in 

Turkey. with over 100,000 women members (Yesil. 1992). Its concerns included migration. 

the recession. sexual trafficking, health and employment. as part of their party propaganda. 

However. although it used socialist and feminist discourses to attract supporters from those 

marginalised segments of the society which have been ignored by the mainstream parties of 

the 1990s (Yesil. 1992. pp. 166-8). the proposed remedies were of a traditional nature. 

offering no progressive solutions for women' s problems. 

Women within the Welfare Party played an important role in gaining political support 

before the 1995 local elections. bringing political messages offering solutions to the social 

and economic problems currently facing Turkish society. However. the success of the 

women's group within the party at the local level was not reflected in the list of party 

candidates for national government. which disillusioned some women activists. Indeed. the 

list of party candidates for the 1995 national elections did not include a single woman 

(Nesrin. 1995). This suggests that the leaders of the Welfare Party did not feel it necessary 

to offer much to its women supporters in terms of political representation and employment 

rights. 

It is interesting to note that within the female wing of the party, different and often 

contlicting ideologies regarding women and employment co-existed (Gole. 1993). The 

spectrum of ideologies within it ranged from Conservative Islamist. which suggests that 

women's role in society is to be "good' mothers. wives, and Muslims. to Feminist Islamist. 

which argues for a wider range of socio-economic benefits for women based on the re

interpretation of the fundamental religious doctrines and the "decontamination' of texts and 

doctrines from their prevailing male bias. The Welfare Party was closed down in 1997. on 

the orders of the Constitutional Court. acting on the basis of allegations and evidence of 

fraud and misconduct in its funding and rallying methods. Although this was welcomed 
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within the secularist circles of Turkey. to close down a political party of thi~ k\d of 

popularity poses a threat to the democratic process. and may result in reactionar: 

underground activities. The future of political Islam. and the Islamic feminism which was 

becoming aligned with it, is currently difficult to predict. 

In modem Turkey. the constitution guarantees that women and men are equal and enjo~ 

equal rights. However. this legal understanding has not fully permeated all the interstices of 

Turkish society. including employment. There are no equal opportunities laws to guarantee 

equal treatment at work in Turkey. In practice, sex equality in the workplace is left to the 

ideological choice and good will of organisations at all levels of the labour process. and h) 

the operation of the capitalist system. There are still organisations in Turkey which employ 

no women at all, justified by their so-called religious beliefs. organisational culturcs or 

traditions. yet there is no scope to challenge their practices. 

The international environment within which Turkey is a player has an essential role in 

promoting the enactment of legislation to promote women' s status in employment. As \\ c II 

as the legal acknowledgement that women and men are equal under constitutional law. 

Turkey has ratified several relevant international treaties and charters. including the 

European Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, the Charter of the United Nations and. most recently. in 

1985. the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against \\'omen. 

The Directorate General on the Status and Problems of Women. working under the Turkish 

Grand National Assembly. provides training programmes to encourage and support 

women's active participation in politics and employment. Various groups within the 

Turkish feminist movement are working to redefine the politics of sex segregation. These 

are all progressive moves towards creating a legal framework for equal opportunitics in 

employment. Yet the very diversity of these groups, and their consequent incapacity to 

organise effectin?ly to influence the current male-dominated environment of Turkish 

politics. dooms their efforts to ineffectuality. Furthermore. information on thes~: treatie~ 

and the rights they promise for the different segments of the Turkish s()(ict~. such as 

\\omen. is not made publicly available. Thus. they benefit articulate and well-infornlcd 

women from the higher socin-economic classcs of Turkish society. but fail to ..idJrcs~ the 

probkms and concerns of the rcst of the femak population. who an: not awarc l)f their 

rights and S(l arc unabk to c:\crcisl' them due to thcir disadvantageJ cL'lmomic and s()cial 

status. ~1orco\'er. although there arc organisations and legal prc)\'isilms fl)r e4uality. thc~ 
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are centralised and grouped together in the big cities. serving only small communities of 

power and influence, rather than the whole female population. 

The contemporary Turkish feminist movement embraces a wide diversity of political and 

ideological stances. These groups range from conservative and liberal Islamist feminists 

(Arat, 1990; Gole, 1993) to radical and socialist feminists (Arat, ] 994). and they subscribe 

to radically different conservative or progressive definitions of, and aspirations for. sex 

equality and women's position within Turkish society and work life. Recent social trends 

indicate that Turkey is once more at the cross-roads of tradition and modernisation. religion 

and secularism, west and east, democracy and totalitarianism. It seems that within this 

social spectrum of ideologies, women's problems have been used as a platfonn for 

enhancing men's political ambitions and ends, rather than promoting real solutions to the 

legal and social inequalities which disadvantage women in modern Turkey. It is interesting 

that these wider social. religious and nationalist movements. based on man-made 

ideologies of male supremacy, once again incorporate feminist concerns into their agendas 

in order to attract women supporters but at the same time they fail to address women' s real

life problems. This suggests that there is a need for a stronger political and social 

movement which can cater for the expectations of the women from the lower SOCIO

economic classes. from ethnic and sexual minorities. as well as from the privileged 

segments of the society. in order to challenge the current legal and social systems that 

sustain these unequal social divisions. 

2.2.10 Women in the financial senrices sector in Turkey 

It is important to note that the banks in Turkey undertake nearly all of the activities that are 

performed in the money and capital markets, which in Britain are carried out by diverse 

institutions independent of banks, such as building societies and insurance companies. 

Therefore the terms 'banking' and 'financial services' are often used interchangeably in the 

Turkish context. The Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs identifies several phases in the 

historical development of financial services sector in Turkey. in their report Banking in 

Turkey (MFA, 1997). I will outline these briefly here and pay particular attention to 

women's employment in the sector each period. 

2.2.10.1 Before 1908: theJinancial services sector in the Ottoman Empire 

The foundations of the modern financial services sector in Turkey can be traced back to the 
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money-changers and Galata Bankers of Ottoman times. before 1847. Until 1847 all 

financial activities were carried out by bankers drawn from members of the minority ethnic 

and religious communities, such as the Jewish. Christian. Annenian and Greek minorities. 

who were then living in Istanbul. Information about the role of women in the financial 

services sector of that time is very limited. The ethnic and religious minority communities 

in Istanbul were not subject to Islamic laws and had their own religious norms and values. 

such as the Old and the New Testaments for the Jewish and Christian minorities. 

Therefore, it is possible that women from these religious minority groups worked in the 

sector before women from Muslim backgrounds were permitted to do so. but little relevant 

evidence has survived. 

From 1847 to 1908. the number of foreign financial institutions operating in Turkey 

increased. This was mostly due to the decline in the Ottoman economy after the Crimean 

War. Osmanli Bankasi (The Ottoman Bank) was established in this period. in 1856. 

although its head office was in London. It served as a central bank to the empire unti I the 

1930s. and was one of the first to employ women in clerical positions in Turkey. This is 

mainly because it was one of the first banks to be established. surviving to the present day. 

2.2.10.2 1908 to 1980: national banking and women 

In connection with the nationalist movement in the early years of the 20th century. 24 

national banks were established in Istanbul and Anatolia between 1908 and 1923. The First 

National Economic Congress in Izmir in 1923 took the decision that banks would be 

established to finance the main sectors of the economy. Turkiye Is Bankasi (the Turkish 

Labour Bank) (1924), Sanayi ve Maadin Bankasi (the Turkish Industry Bank) (1925) and 

Emlak ve Eytam Bankasi (the Turkish Building Bank) (1927) were established to finance 

the economic development of the new republic. These government-owned banks pursued a 

secular and nationalist ideology, in accordance with government policy, which promoted 

women's employment and provided employment opportunities for them in the years to 

follow. 

A liberal policy which was more favourable to private sector interests was adopted in the 

1950s. under which more than 30 privately owned banks were established in that decade. 

The private financial institutions which emerged after 1945 modelled their emplo)ment 

policies on the practices which the state banks had followed. As an emerging industry. not 

subject to the sex-typing of jobs which characterises traditional fields of employment. the 
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financial services sector started providing large numbers of Turkish women in major cities 

with better than average employment opportunities. 

2.2.10.3 The 1980s and the 1990s: social change and the status of women 

A new liberal economic policy, which favoured the globalisation of the financial services 

sector. was put into effect in 1980, which established a free-market economy and promoted 

the integration of the Turkish economy into the world-wide economic community. Several 

reforms. such as the establishment of the stock exchange market and the liberalisation of 

foreign trade, were undertaken during this period to increase the competitiveness of the 

Turkish financial services sector. These liberal policies also permitted the establishment of 

financial institutions which claim to be working in accordance with Islamic principles. 

following a model which originated from the Islamic countries of the Arab Peninsula and 

the Middle East. These institutions. which operate on a system of interest-free profit

sharing arrangements. have grown substantially in the last decade. They keep the 

institutions for which they provide financial support under religious. as well as financial. 

scrutiny. They do not employ women. because of the system of religious beliefs on which 

they are founded, and they support an economy which promotes at a minimum sex 

segregation, if not the total exclusion of women from the workplace and from business and 

industry. 

At the end of 1995. there were 69 banks in Turkey. This number includes the Central Bank. 

13 investment and development banks and 55 commercial banks. Six of the commercial 

banks and three of the development banks are state-owned and their share of financial 

transactions within the banking system is as high as 45 per cent. The state-owned banks 

and most of the commercial banks. except for the interest-free financial corporations. now 

provide employment opportunities for women. 

As pointed out earlier (see Figure 2.1). women's participation in the labour force has been 

falling since 1955. and migrant women experience stronger barriers than men to their 

participation in economic activity. The agricultural sector. which provides rural women 

with ample employment opportunities. still employs the highest proportion of the lahour 

force. although it has been shrinking while the service and industrial sectors are growing in 

the cities since the early years of the Turkish Republic in 1920 (see Figure ~.:n. 

As Figure 2.3 indicates. horizontal sex segregation. where women and m~n work in 

different occupations. is still much in e\'idence in Turkey (see Chapter Five for a more 
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detailed di cu ion of h rizontal . ex egregation . In 19 1 1 urk J had an a ti\ I b:lur 

force f 19.5 million. 8.8 million f \\hich \\ orked in th agricultural e l r (01 . 19<) .. L . 

xi). FUll. 82 per cent of economically active women work d in the agri cultural ~ c 'tor. \\ ilh 

11 per cent in the service sector and onl se\'en per cent in the indu tri al e t r in I 

The proportion of men emplo ed in agriculture was 38 per cent. in th en 1 e r 1l \ \ .1-

37 percent, and it was 24 per cent in the industrial sector for the arne) ear 01 . 1 _. pp. 

30-1). While between 1970 and 1990 the proportion of women to m n mpl) ~ U In 

agriculture increased from 51 to 55 per cent. the proportion of women decrea ed frc III 1 

14 percent in the industrial and increased from 9 to 14 percent in the en'i e e t r. TI1 

accelerated migration from rural to urban areas is a significant factor in increa ing th 

proportion of women workers in the agricultural sector. since. a \ve ha\ e een. the arh 

waves of migrants tend to be men. The service sector. after agriculture. i UIT ntlY the 

cond large t sector and employer of women in Turkey. 
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This increa e in the pr portion f female \\or er in the e t r I du t th lh I..u l r 

and global policie adopted b) the mainstream finan ial en i e rgam 11 n f r lh Ir 

human re ource management practice. and i also attributa I 

proportion of the female labour possessing higher technical skill . 

an In lh 
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Many young Turkish women in contemporary society are encouraged by their parents, 

peers and schools to take up employment in the sector. The financial services professions, 

like the teaching profession, are widely considered to be "appropriate' and morally 

acceptable for women. However, as the Milliyet article demonstrated, the common view 

that the sector is female-dominated does not have any factual grounding. Although its 

record may be better than other sectors for the recruitment of well-qualified women staff, 

women only constituted 31 per cent of its labour force in 1992 and they encountered 

considerable sex segregation within it. Furthermore, it has been long assumed by the 

supporters of this common view that women, irrespective of their socio-economic. 

religious, and ethnic backgrounds, enjoy equal opportunities. However, in practice Turkish 

financial institutions offer employment opportunities only to a minority of privileged 

employees who are well-educated and willing to sustain a life-style and physical 

appearance that is 'acceptable' within the organisations, the sector and the international 

environment. Thus, employment opportunities within the sector are not only skewed by 

gender, but also by other socio-economic variables such as class, education. ethnicity, age 

and physical appearance. The issue of 'belonging' and "otherness' with reference to sex 

segregation in the sector will be explored in Chapter Seven. 

Fi ure 2.5: Number of Turkish financial service workers b sex, 1988 to 1992 
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Although no reliable statistics were available on the proportion of women at different 

levels of the hierarchy within organisations in this sector. those generated from the 

personnel archives of the organisations which participated in this study suggest that women 

are under-represented at the higher levels. Figure 2.6 illustrates the proportion of the 

economically active population in Turkey by sex and occupational group. It indicates that 

while only 0.2 per cent of economically active women occupied administrative, executive 

and managerial positions. seven times as many men (1.36 per cent) were working in this 
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do not employ any women, justifying this position on the basis of their ideological and 

traditional views. Thus sex equality in the sector is left to the devices of the market 

economy and the good intentions of employers, which are clearly inadequate to eliminate 

discriminatory practices. In Chapter Seven the demographic attributes of female and male 

employees in this sector, the segregation of its occupations. the gendered strategies of 

exclusion and inclusion, and finally the ideological stance taken by employees and 

employers in the sector to address sex equality issues will be explained. based on the 

personal experiences of the study's participants. 

2.3 A brief history of women's employment in Britain 

In this section. I will give a brief history of those feminist movements, set in the context of 

wider social changes from the 18th century onwards, which prepared the foundations for 

contemporary patterns of women's paid employment in Britain. The history of sex 

segregation in employment in Britain will be explained, starting with the period prior to the 

Industrial Revolution. This section concludes with a review of studies concerning women 

in the financial services sector in Britain, and identifies issues of sex inequality in the 

sector for further discussion in Chapter Eight. 

2.3.1 The 18th to the early 20th century: the beginnings of modern British feminism 

It is possible to identify the origins of modern feminism in the suffrage movement of the 

late 18th and early 19th centuries. The role of the Enlightenment in establishing the 

intellectual roots of the modem feminist movement in Britain has been identified in earlier 

works. However. as Caine (1997) explained, this argument is probably incorrect: 

Nowhere is the importance of potential change more marked than in regard to the 
late eighteenth century and the Enlightenment... Modern feminism has thus come 
to be seen not as a simple outgrowth of the Enlightenment and the French 
Revolution. but rather as a consequence of the new forms of discrimination which 
women faced at this time when they were explicitly denied rights being granted to 
men under bourgeois law. It was this new discrimination which provided the 
stimulus for feminist demands in Britain as in France and America (Caine. 1997. 
pp.4-5). 

This feminist movement of the 18th and early 19th centuries thus prepared the ground for 

first wave feminism, both in Britain and the USA. which promoted a new political identity 

for women and mobilised them to seek legal and social rights. which would put them in the 

same position as their male counterparts. Although both the anti-slavery movement in the 

USA and political agitation in mainland Europe in the 1840s have been identified as the 



origins of the first wave feminist movement, Davis (1981) warned against such association 

between 'blacks' and 'women', as conducive to unconscious racism and false 

universalisation. 

The first wave feminist movement in Britain was represented by the organisations such as 

WSPU (Women~s Social and Political League); WFL (\\'omen's Freedom League): 

NUWSS (National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies): and the Women's Co-operative 

Guild, as well as the WILPF (Women's International League for Peace and Freedom). 

Alice Paul, one of the central figures of the movement. founded the W0n:tan's Party in 

1914. The political activities carried out by the members of these groups, such as petitions. 

demonstrations and campaigns for the vote for women and subsequently for women's 

rights in both the public and private spheres. were influential in achieving certain legal and 

political rights for women between the years of 1880 and 1928, until women won the 

franchise on same terms as men in the Equal Franchise Act of 1928. The National llnion of 

Societies for Equal Citizenship (NSEC), led by Eleanor Rathbone. played a major role in 

winning women the franchise. This was considered as the ultimate aim by many of the 

liberal activists of the time, who then organised to teach women how to use their \'ote and 

the importance of it. This first wave feminist movement prepared the ground for women's 

entry into occupations and witnessed the opening of some professions and opportunities for 

advanced education to women. 

The first wave feminist movement in the late 19th and early 20th centuries coincided with 

the later years of the Industrial Revolution in Britain. which had its own set of 

consequences for women's participation in economic activity. Humphries (1995) explored 

the key census data concerning women' s participation in employment in Britain. in her 

groundbreaking historical study of Women and Paid Work. Contrary to common 

assumptions, she argued that: 

... women were active economically in the period of the Industrial Revolution. 
more active than they were to become by the end of the nineteenth century. and 
more active then they were to be in the first three decades of the twentieth. 
Unfortunately, we have no way of comparing this period with earlier in the 
eighteenth century and so cannot comment on whether early industrialisation 
elevated women's activity rates. But far from destroying women' s jobs and 
driving them out of paid work. industrialisation seems to have sustained relatively 
high activity rates... Industrialisation undoubtedly eliminated some women' s 
work. Hand spinning is the obvious, hut not only, example. Overnhelming 
evidence also exists to suggest that women'sjobs in agriculture were also reduccJ. 
But industrialisation also created jobs for women. Factory production of textiles is 
again an oh"ious example, but others could be cited (Humphries. 19Q5, p.(8). 



Despite poor documentation of women's labour force participation prior to and during the 

Industrial Revolution, Humphries (1995) re-examined census data and other relevant 

historical documentation (see Table 2.2). Her estimates suggested that, although women' s 

activity rates were high at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. they declined 

between 1846 and 1881, not least because of barriers to women's mobility. 

Women, then (as now), were less geographically mobile than men. Married 
women could only move with their families~ while young women moving on their 
own were very vulnerable. Significantly, the most rapidly growing job for women. 
domestic service, was one that eased the strain of moving to a strange place and 
acquiring a new home (Humphries, 1995, p. 99). 

This has parallels with the contemporary Turkish situation, where women are often pushed 

out of employment during urbanisation, due to the social. traditional and religious 

constraints imposed on their mobility. The issue of mobility in modem financial services 

organisations will be examined in greater detail in Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight. in 

relation to Turkey and Britain respectively. 

Table 2.2: Female activity rates for Britain, before, during and after the Industrial 
Revolution 

Year (1) (2) (3) (4) Period 
Eer cent Eer cent Eer cent per cent -- ---~-

29.4 46.4 1787-1815 
28.3 36.6 1816-1820 
21.1 44.0 1821-1845 
36.2 41.5 1841-1845 
19.2 34.2 1846-1865 

1841 18.6 21.2 
1851 26.3 28.5 
1861 27.2 28.3 
1871 27.5 28.2 
1881 25.5 25.6 
1891 25.5 25.4 

Source: Constructed from Humphries, 1995, pp. 93 and 96 
[(1) Census data, (2) Higgs, Women's Occupations and Work, (3) Constructed 
from Horrel and Humphries, Women's Labour Force Participation and (4) 
Constructed from Horrel and Humphries, Women's Labour Force Participation. of 
married women] 

2.3.2 The 1910s to the 1930s: changes in women's participation in employment 

Although the first wave feminist movement promoted women' s entry to professional 

careers and other employment. women's general participation in the labour force in fact 

declined during and after the First World War (Figure 2.7). 



Figure 2.7: Percentage of female population aged 20-64 in paid employment in Britain. 
1851 to 1991 
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After the First World War. British society experienced a major social change as the ratio of 

women to men in the population increased due to war-time losses in the male population. 

While there were 6.8 per cent more women than men in 1911 in Britain. by 1920 this 

excess increased to 9.6 per cent (Lewis, 1984, p. 4). Considering that the majority of the 

population married at a younger age than their contemporary counterparts and that there 

were too few men to enable all women who wished to do so to marry. sustaining economic 

independence became a concern for increasing numbers of single women after the war 

years. The removal of the Sex Disqualification Act in 1919. despite its limited impact. 

allowed women to enter the legal profession, and the election of the first women to 

Parliament immediately after the First World War. coupled with weakening social controls. 

allowed single women to resume paid work after the war. Although many married women 

returned to full-time homemaking. the aftermath of the First World War witnessed 

promising developments promoting the economic independence of single women. 

2.3.3 The 1940s to the 1970s: the Second World War and the social change in its 
aftermath 

During the Second World War. women once agam entered formerly male-dominated 

occupations in large numbers. After the war. women's employment received much popular 

attention, and sex inequalities in pay became a matter for discussion. The Equal Pay 

Campaign Committee. fonned by over hundred women's organisations in 1943. led to two 

progressive measures in the subsequent years: equal pay was accepted for teachers in 195~ 
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and for Civil Service employees in 1954. However. the Committee dissolved itself after 

these modest gains (Caine. 1997. pp. 232-233). These limited achievements must be set 

against other, reactionary developments. In the same period. the Beveridge Report (1942). 

which was part of the development plan for the Welfare State advocated by the refomling 

Labour government. shaped women's entitlement to welfare benefits based on traditional 

notions of "the family' (Crompton and Sanderson, 1994, p. 50). Similarly, the marriage 

bars introduced in certain occupations during the inter-war period. in response to recession. 

were only removed gradually. finally ending in the 1950s. Some of the legislation to come 

out of post-war welfare reform, such as the "Butler' Education Act (1944). which proposed 

free secondary education for all citizens, was highly influential in expanding education 

opportunities for women. The main discourse used for sex equality during this period was 

based on individualist morals and individual freedoms. which are the basis of liberal 

feminist arguments. The liberal ideology of the time thus promoted women's opportunities 

in both education and employment (see Table 2.3). 

Table 2.3: First year full-time students in British universities. 1965 to 1982 (thousands) 
Term Women Men 

1965-1966 15 38 
1970-1971 21 44 
1975-1976 27 49 
1979-1980 34 5~ 

1980-1981 34 52 
1981-1982 33 50 

Source: Crompton and Sanderson, 1994, p. 56. 

Although women's participation in economic activity increased after the Second \\' orId 

War (see Figure 2.7). its significance has been questioned by Braybon (1981). who argues 

that this increase in women's employment was mostly in temporary. voluntary, and 

underpaid jobs, which did not bring much improvement in women's economic status. In 

the 1960s and 1970s. women' s jobs were usually located firmly at the bottom of the 

organisational hierarchies. As late as the 1960s. they were still expected to leave 

employment after marriage. or prior to the birth of their first child (Halford. Savage and 

Witz. 1997. p. v). In Britain. the concept of equal opportunity in employment infonned 

legislation in the 1970s fuelled by the women's liberation movement. which itself gre\\ 

from the democratic. anti-war. and anti-racist movements of the time. The 

institutionalisation of debate about sex equality leading to changes in employment polic~ 

and practice began in the British puhlic sector. and later gained acceptance within the 

private sector. 
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In the 1970s. as Crompton and Sanderson (1994. p. 53) suggested. 'the social citizenship of 

women was con finned by legislation' in Britain. The first equal opportunities la\\ to be 

enacted as an outcome of these efforts was the Equal Pay Act in 1970 (amended in 1983). 

This law covered various aspects of equal pay including holiday entitlements and sick pay. 

The British government joined the European Community. signing the Treaty of Rome in 

1972. Article 119 of the treaty states that women and men should receive equal pay for 

equal work. The European Union has also passed several other directives regarding sex 

discrimination. Britain, as a member state. pledges compliance with these directives. 

European Union legislation therefore has become a driving force for legislati<>n against sex 

discrimination in Britain (Clarke, 1995, p. 63). The Sex Discrimination Act (1975) 

(amended in 1986) followed this first legislation. Racial equality entered the legislative 

agenda in 1976 with the passage of the Race Relations Act. The Disability Discrimination 

Act (1995) and the Pensions Act (1995) have been enacted in recent years to promote 

equality by physical disposition and age. Although Britain has established this raft of 

equality legislation on sex. race. disability discrimination. British laws do not vet 

discourage discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation. 

Starting with the enactment of the Equal Pay Act (1970) and the establishment of the 

Industrial Tribunal system (1964). equal opportunity became a part of standard 

employment practice in business and industry in Britain. While some employers chose 

minimal compliance with these laws. others employed more progressive strategies to tackle 

sex discrimination at work. However, the rise in the number of cases taken to Industrial 

Tribunals suggests that there is now a better awareness of the available mechanisms and 

also that the legislation has not yet obliterated practices of sex discrimination. 

The current framework of equal opportunities legislation and the role of the Equal 

Opportunities Commission have been criticised for failing to achieve substantial progress 

towards sex equality. Clarke (1995. p. 55) insightfully criticised the overall perspective of 

the equal opportunities adopted in British legislation: 

Sex discrimination law in the UK begins from the classical liberal principle that 
similarly situated individuals should be treated alike. whereas differently situated 
individuals should be treated differently .... The model of . sameness' . that sex is a 
suspect clarification which simply needs to be ignored in order to achieve equality. 
fails to address the reality that women's lives are different from men's~ it aspires 
to an assimilationist model that takes the male role as the norm. and aims to 
encourage and enable women to be just like men. (Clarke. 1995. p. 55) 



Cockburn (1991) explained the reasons why the current legal framework of \.?qual 

opportunities cannot induce positive change: 

The law is too weak and difficult to use. Organisations taking positive action are 
too few and their goals and methods too limited. Organisations chose high profile. 
cost-free measures and neglect the more expensive changes that would improve 
things for a greater number of women. Policies adopted are seldom implemented. 
Implementation is not monitored. Non-compliance is not penalised. nor is co
operation rewarded. (Cockburn, 1991, p. 225) 

Although equal opportunities legislation may have failed to transform gendered 

employment practices in British industry and business, it was instrumental in promoting 

public debate and the dissemination of an equal opportunities literature which was 

influential in the 1980s and 1990s in encouraging women to aspire to and penetrate into the 

senior ranks of many organisations. 

2.3.4 The 1980s: the literature and practice of equal opportunities b~' sex 

In Britain. the notion of equal opportunities management entered business language in the 

1980s. Many companies employing large numbers of workers have established equal 

opportunities departments. which were instrumental in ensuring that the organisation' s 

position on equality is understood and implemented at all levels of employment. Although 

the implementation of equal opportunities legislation varied widely between different 

organisations and also within them. Davidson and Cooper (1992) suggested that increasing 

numbers of women succeeded in obtaining senior posts within organisations in this period. 

2.3.5 The 1990s: current debates and issues of sex equality 

Between 1973 and 1993. while adult women's economic activity rates increased from 63 

per cent to 71 per cent (Figure 2.7). men's participation has decreased from 91 per cent to 

86 per cent in the same period (Hunter and Rimmer, 1995. p. 252). Perrons and Sha\\ 

(1995. p.19) suggested that. if this trend continues. the economic activity rates of women 

and men will converge at 75 per cent sometime in the next decade. In 1994. the economic 

activity rate for women between the age of 16 and 65 was 71 per cent. while that of men 

was 85 per cent (EOC. 1995). 

However. it should be noted that a rise in the economic activity rate of women does not of 

itself affect the quality of women's employment. Despite over two decades of legislation 

intended to promote sex equality in employment. labour market statistics suggest that both 

vertical and horizontal sex segregation. as well as sex inequalities in pa~. persist. Fewer 
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women than men occupy higher grade posts: while 32 per cent of managers and 

administrators are women. fully 79 per cent of them are working as administrators. and 

merely 21 per cent are managers (EOe, 1995). Another important trend in women' s 

employment in Britain in the last two decades is that women are increasingly employed in 

part-time jobs. In 1994. there were 4.7 million part-time women employees. but only 

700,000 part-time male workers. There has been a fal1 in the proportion of ful1-time 

workers since 1970, to be set against increases in the proportions of self-employed and 

part-time workers: while the proportion of full-time women employees fel1 by 3.8 per cent 

between 1979 and 1993, there was a 3.4 per cent increase in the proportion of women part

timers and only a 0.4 per cent increase in the proportion of self-employed women. 

However. a significant decrease of 9.3 per cent in the proportion of men full-time workers 

was matched by a 6.3 per cent increase in the proportion of self-employed men and an 

increase of only 2.9 per cent in the proportion of part-time male workers (Table 2.4). 

Table 2.4: Employment by type of work by sex, as share of total employment 

1979 1985 1990 1993 percent change 
Women 

Self employed 3.3 6.6 4.3 3.7 +0.4 
Full-time employees 57.6 53.9 54.5 53.8 -3.8 
Part-time employees 39.1 39.4 4l.2 42.5 +3.4 

Men 
Self employed 10.0 11.7 17.7 16.3 +6.3 
Ful1-time employees 89.6 83.9 80.2 80.3 -9.3 
Part-time employees 0.4 1.3 3.1 3.2 +2.9 
Source: Calculated from Gregg and Wadsworth. 1995, p.357. 

These changes in the composition of employment suggest the feminisation of part-time 

employment. Crompton and Sanderson (1994) wrote that: 

In Britain ... part-timers who work less than sixteen hours a week are not covered 
by the Employment Protection Act, and part-timers are often not eligible for 
bonus schemes. pension benefits, or holiday pay. (Crompton and Sanderson. 
1994. p.60) 

Thus. the lower status and benefits that part-time employees enjoy compared to their full

time and self-employed counterparts constitutes an issue of sex equality. as it affects 

women more than men. Britain has the highest rate of part-time female employment in 

Europe. This is due to both the lack of adequate child-care provision and also the economic 

advantages of such employment for British employers. In Turkey. part-time employment is 

controlled by the same legal measures as full-time employment. providing part-time 

workers with the same employment. pension and unionisation rights. and holiday and sick 
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pa., entitlements a full-time worker. Thu . part-time work i unattra Ii\ e noml Ih 

for Turki h emplo er . wherea it i attracti\ e for Briti h empl ) r . du t th 10\\ er 

tatutory benefit as ociated with part-time empl0 'ment. There~ reo part-time mpl \ m nt 

in Turkey has been largely confined to domestic services such a cleanin .... and al \\ rker ' 

with high-level technical expertise, uch as doctors. law er . engineer and ta, n ~ ultal1l . 

in small-scale organisations (Celik, 1992, pp. 52-53). This compari on betw en Britain and 

Turkey suggests that the increase in women' s participation in part-time \\ ork i I rg I~ dul.' 

to employers' intentions to exploit labour market opportunities. 

Lastly women still receive lower wages than men in Britain. Figure 2.8 illu tmt th ~ 

change in women's full-time hourly earnings as a percentage of men's from] 975 t 1994 . 

Although there is a modest] 0 per cent change towards equality over the la t t\\O de ades. 

women are persistently paid lower wages than men. Thu . in Britain. de pite a hi t [\ f 

equal opportunities legislation since the 1970. tati tical indicator ugg t that \~omen in 

employment still constitute an underrepresented, underpaid and di advantaged group. 

Figure 2.8: Female/male hourly eamin s ratios offull-time em 10 ee in Britain. 1975 to 1994 
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2.3.6.1 Before the 1970s: changing patterns ofwomen's employment 

The financial services sector in Britain has a history dating back over 300 years. Gray 

(1996, p. 2) posed the following questions to suggest the strong tradition of financial firms 

in the British business environment: 

Did you know that the doorkeepers at the Bank of England still wear the same 
red and pink livery as their predecessors did when the bank was founded 300 
years ago? .. That Lloyd's, the insurance market now located in a striking and 
controversial building designed by Sir Richard Rogers, was founded in a London 
coffee house in the seventeenth century? That the Stock Exchange was given its 
name in 1773? That the Corporation of London, the local authority that promotes 
the City, is older than Parliament? That building societies have been in existence 
for more than 200 years? That banking can be traced back to the Middle Ages? 
And that the oldest professional banking body in the world is the Chartered 
Institute of Bankers in Scotland, established in 1875? (Gray. 1996. p.2) 

The traditions that Gray (1996) described refer not only to business practice but also to 

male dominance. Despite an unprecedented increase in the proportion of female employees 

in this sector since the Second World War. senior positions in the hierarchies within it are 

stil1 disproportionately occupied by men. Since the 1940s women have entered the 

financial services sector in growing numbers, especially since the 1960s when their entry 

into the sector accelerated (see Table 2.5), coinciding with the opening of the financial 

markets to the international business environment. 

Table 2.5: The growth of male and female employment in the London Clearing Banks. 
1948 to 1970 

Men Women Total employees 
per cent per cent 

------1-9-4-8----------~7~7.~1=---------~2~2~.9------------8-4.-86-9 

1955 64.5 35.5 93.833 
1960 57.4 42.6 114.618 
1965 52.4 47.6 144.775 
1970 47.0 53.0 176.875 

Source: Heritage. 1983. p. 132. 

Since the 1950s British financial institutions have been experiencing strong competition in 

their business environments (Humphries and others. 1992, p.127). This is mostly due to the 

opening of the financial markets to international competition. but also the obscuring of 

boundaries between the services provided by different types of financial companies. such 

as banks and building societies. This competition has been accelerated by both the 

Financial Services Act ( 1979) and the Building Societies Act ( 1986) which were devised to 

Iiberalise the financial markets with the goal of gaining competitiveness in a free market 



economy (Humphries and others. 1992. p. 127). Kerfoot and Knights (1993. p.6~l)) argued 

that these developments have indeed promoted masculinist values in the financial scf\ ic~~ 

sector: 

2.3.6.2 The 1970s to the 1980s: women's entry into management 

The late 1970s and 1980s in Britain have witnessed an exponential Increase In the 

proportion of women acquiring financial service qualifications from the Institute of 

Bankers, the Chartered Insurance Institute and the Chartered Building Societies Institute 

(Table 2.6). This is indicative of women' s growing aspirations for career development and 

progression in that period, as opposed to their ostensible satisfaction with mere 

employment, which characterised the earlier post-war decades. 

Table 2.6 : The proportions of women achieving total passes in the examinations of the 
Institute of Bankers (lOB). the Chartered Insurance Institute (FClI L and the 
Chartered Building Societies Institute (CBSI) 

lOB FCIl CBSI 
(per cent of passes (per cent of passes (per cent of passes h: 

-_._---.- by~ome~) ____ by women) ______ women) 
-- --- _ .. 

1970 1.9 0.4 0 
1975 4.2 3.5 1 
1980 11.6 11.8 7.9 
1981 12.2 17.1 12.7 
1982 19.2 16.1 14.0 
1983 20.6 18.3 14.2 

Source: Crompton. 1986. p. 131. 

However. this increase in the number of qualified women has not been matched by a major 

improvement in the career prospects that the financial sector organisations offered them. 

rable 2.7 shows that there was growth in the senior clerical grades but relatiyc stabilit: in 

the numbers of staff in managerial grades between 1976 and 1984. In 1986 women 

constituted under two per cent of bank managers or senior departmental managers in the 

sector (Alston. 1987. p. 72). supporting Ashburner's (1988) contention that in the 1980s 

women were given piecemeal promotions within clerical grades without this posing a 

significant challenge to the male-dominated composition of the managerial grades. 

The financial sef\'ices sector in the 1970s and the 1980s has also experienced incr~ased 

competition from international markets, Exposl'd to an environment of growing Ipeal and 

intcrnational competition. and with inerl'asing numbers of qualified women entering the 

sector. some of its firms \\ l'rC impelled to adopt legal minimum requirement~ l,r Sl'\ 

equality in the 1980s, Hl)\\C\ er. Collinson (]987) in his rcscarch on the l'qual opportunitll'~ 

. , 
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programmes of two banks in Britain, argued that the equal opportunities programmes 

implemented in the 1980s proved less effective than had been anticipated: 

the initiatives of the major banks are unlikely to have a positive effect on the 
position of most female employees. The extension of recruitment tiering. severe 
restrictions on study leave, the retention of closed promotion procedures and the 
focusing of new schemes on a small elite group of "high potential" women and 
men are aJllikely to reinforce the entrapment of most women in "jobs" rather than 
··careers". (Collinson, 1987. p. 20) 

Table 2.7: Employment structure by grade and sex, London Clearing Banks 1976. 1981 and 
1984 

1976 1981 1984 
proportion proportion proportion proportion proportion proportion 

of total of female of total of female of total of female 
staff staff in the staff staff in the staff staff in the 

(per cent) grade (per cent) grade (per cent) grade 
(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) 

Grade 1 19 75 15 75 14 69 

Grade 2 37 76 36 77 34 78 

Grade 3 15 54 17 61 19 67 

Grade 4 8 25 9 28 10 33 

Grade 4+ 12 8 14 14 14 17 
Managerial 9 10 .., 10 ., - -
Source: Humphries and others. 1992. p. 135 

The new equal opportunities legislation introduced during the late 1970s and the 1980s was 

resisted by some employers who. after its enactment. implemented strategies to circumvent 

the legal requirements by finding loopholes in the system. For example. the Equal Pay Act 

(1970) aimed at levelling up women employees' pay to that of male employees'. Soon after 

its enactment. however, some employers in the financial sector planned to introduce wage 

cuts or pay freezes to finance this process, although the legislation was clear in explaining 

that the equal pay programmes should be implemented for levelling up the pay of the 

disadvantaged employees. and not used as a device for reducing the pay of other 

employees. A report produced by the Banking Insurance and Finance Union (BIFU) raises 

these concerns about equal pay legislation and criticises such strategies adopted by 

employers. arguing that pay inequality is even worse than a pay cut for men because the 

majority of the female members have never received fair pay for the job they do (BIFl1. 

1991 b). 

Coupled with the developments described earlier. women's share of total employment in 

the sector has increased slightly from 54.6 per cent to 55.~ per cent between 1981 and 

1988. while part-time jobs as a share of all women's jobs have increased from 15.4 per (ent 

to 24.1 per cent during this time (Table ~.8). Humphries and others (199~. p. 134) (ite t\\l) 

... -
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possible reasons for this increase in part-time jobs. Firstly, technological development~ 

have simplified the work process. Second. the extended opening hours which are being 

reintroduced in financial institutions, in order to gain competitive advantage over their 

rivals which still work traditional hours, encourages part-time emplo)ment. Competition 

between the banks and the building societies encouraged banks to resume Saturday opening 

and to remain open for longer hours. However. these 1\.\70 reasons do not e\plain full: the 

shift of female workers from full-time to part-time employment. with their inferior 

employment benefits, as discussed earlier. Other factors which almost certainly contrihute 

to this trend include inadequate child-care provision and the general lack of family-friendly 

policies to address the needs of women in full-time employment. 

Table 2.8: Employment trends in banking and building societies In Britain by se\ and 
emEloyment status. 1975 to 1988 

1975 1980 1981 1985 1988 1981-1988 
per per per per per per cent 
cent cent cent cent cent change 

--- ._---_._--_. __ ._-- - --- - - ____________ 0_ 

Female (full time) 186 ~~O 
.,..,-; __ I 

~~9 ~-1~ 7 
Female (part time) 3-1 -10 40 56 77 93 
Male (full-time) 183 195 193 21-1 2-1~ 25 
Male (part-time) 0 0 6 -1 17 183 
Female/total (per cent) 56.-1 57.1 57.3 55.5 55-~ 

Female full-time/total full-time (per cent) 50.5 53.0 5-1.0 51.6 50.0 
Female Eart-time/total female (Eer cent) 15.-1 15.4 15.0 19.7 2-1.1 

Source: Humphries and others, 1992. p. 134 

Griffin (1986, p. 113) pointed out that office jobs were historicalh not a pnmary 

employment area for women. but rather provided employment opportunities for white 

middle class male clerks until the late 1870s. when the new technology of the type\\Titer 

rendered the administrative skills of these men obsolete. \\'omen were initially allowed to 

enter office jobs. not as the equals of men. but to undertake those jobs which men no 

longer wanted. Although these jobs did not offer the same high rewards to women as thc: 

formerlv did to men. socially they were considered prestigious and 'secure' jobs for young 

school-Iea\er girls for a few years prior to marriage or motherhood. Rudiments of thesl.' 

initial differences in the hierarchical positioning of women and men in otlice johs in the 

financial sen'ices sector persisted in the 1980s. Furthermore, Griffin ( 1986. pp. 119-120) 

argued. based on her interviews with female bank clerks, that jobs in the financial sen ices 

sector are still considered 'ideal jobs for girls', who rna: now aspire to better training 

opportunities and higher managerial pOSh but still come to realise that 'the picture was not 

quitl' as rps: a~ they had hel'n IcJ to C\rect". She argued that the sn)rl.' tl)r \,:an:er 

progression anJ training l)pportunitil's continue to be limitl.'J for working clas~ girls. 



showing that gendered organisational hierarchies coincided with class (also see Sayage. 

1993). race and age hierarchies: 

All of the employees were white and middle class. with the exception of the 
younger working class woman in the production room. The branch operated 
according to a strict hierarchy. with the older middle class men in the most 
powerful senior positions. The manager, Mr Shaw. saw banking as an "ideal job 
for a girl'. and boasted of the job security it could offer them. (Griffin. 1986. p. 
120) 

2.3.6.3 The 1990s: current issues in sex equality 

Financial services is traditionally a male-dominated sector in Britain. but Shaw and Perrons 

( 1995, p. 7) argued that banking has been progressive, in comparison to other sectors. in its 

equal opportunities related practices in recent years. Harker (1995) provided examples of 

progressive practices: the Midland Bank offers maximum of 46 weeks maternity leave and 

other family-friendly policies to complement this. The National Westminster Bank pIc 

offers a career break scheme to all its employees enabling them to look after a dependent 

for up to seven years. Similarly Barclays Bank pIc offers "responsibility breaks' for up to 

six months to look after an elderly dependent (Harker. 1995). Cockburn (1991. p. 92) 

reported that the Midland Bank announced a plan to open 300 nurseries in four years (see 

also the Bank of America case in Stamp and Robarts. 1986. pp. 11 ::!-113). Although 

examples of progressive practices do exist. these cases mask the overall scenario of 

widespread sex discrimination in the sector. BIFU has sho\\-TI that horizontal and vertical 

sex segregation still prevails. part-time workers continue to receive inadequate employment 

benefits. and sex discrimination in pay persists as a significant problem. Women constitute 

more than half of the labour force in the industry. However. they are mostly employed in 

the lower levels of organisational hierarchies in part-time jobs with lower financial benefits 

and career opportunities. 

2.3.6.3.1 Employment trends in the sector 

The financial services industry is the second biggest employer of women employed full

time in Britain. after public administration. education and the health industry (Table 2.9). 

In 1994. it provided employment to 1,461.000 women employees. 33.5 per cent of whom 

were part-timers (EOC. 1994~ EOC. 1995). 

The proportion of female staff in full-time employment in the financial services sectllr has 

been decreasing since the early 1980s. While this ratio was 53 per cent in 1980. after a 

steady decline during the 1980s. it fell to 42 per cent in 1994 (Figure 2.9). In the same 



period the proportion of female part-time employees in relation to total femal mpl: m nt 

increased from ] 5.4 per cent to 33.5 per cent. The fundamental re n behind thi 

casualisation of female labour was the lack of adequate maternity and child-care pr \ i i n. 

as well as technological change. The latter and its consequences are explained later in thi 

chapter. 

Table 2.9: Employment by industry and sex, 1994 

Women Men 
full-time full-time 

(thousands) (thousands) 
Agriculture and fishing 28 146 
Energy and water supply 48 264 
Manufacturing 952 3152 
Construction 94 818 
Distribution, hotels and 859 1554 
restaurants 
Transport storage and 228 1003 
communication 
Banking finance and 971 ]334 
IDsurance 
Public administration. 2053 1647 
education and health 
Other services 293 406 
All industries and services 5533 10335 

ource: EOC, 1995. 

Women 
part-time 

(thousand) 
34 
15 
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63 
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Figure 2.9: Women employed full-time in Britain as a proportion of all full-tim tafT. and 
women em 10 ed art-time as a ro ortion of all women staff, 197 t 1994 
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break. When women come back on to part-time contracts and are then made 
redundant. their redundancy is calculated solely on their pay as part-timers. This 
by now common practice has been challenged in the courts by EOC hut without 
success. (Figes, 1994, pp. 201-202) 

This kind of casualization of employment poses difficulties for women who become part

time workers. They neither enjoy similar employment benefits to full-time workers. nor do 

they earn comparable hourly wages. Women in the financial services sector earn as little as 

66.3 per cent of their male counterparts' weekly earnings as managers and as high as 83.6 

per cent in the non-managerial grades (BIFU~ 1995). Furthermore. Humphries and others 

(1992, p.137) pointed out that female part-timers' hourly earnings have fallen from 93 per 

cent of full-time pay in 1980 to 80 per cent in 1988. Currently. sex discrimination in pay 

does not only affect all women adversely, relative to men. but also affects different groups 

of women~ such as part-timers, more than others. 

2.3.6.3.2 Restructuring, technology and sex segregation 

In the recent years several studies (Ashburner. 1988~ Crompton and Sanderson. 1994: 

Halford, Savage and Witz. 1997) have shown that organisational restructuring within the 

financial services sector often involved gendered practices through which the quality of 

men's careers and employment standards are promoted and prioritised over women's 

careers and employment standards. McInnes (1988) argued that before the late 1980s 

experience as a branch manager was seen as central to career progression in the sector. 

However. as this role has lost value in comparison with the experience of being employed 

in head offices. which offer a wider range of career alternatives. it has become feminised. 

Based on their study of the branch managers' role. Crompton and Sanderson (1994) argued 

that technological change has diminished the control and authority branch managers 

enjoyed previously. as computerisation has taken decisions about financial lending and 

budgeting away from the branch managers, to the central authority. 

Ashburner (1988) argued that although women have been entering managerial positions in 

the sector in growing numbers. many of these posts have been restructured in ways which 

reduce the levels of authority and prestige they enjoyed previously when they were 

occupied by men. Crane and Bodie (1996) argued that the banking sector faces a radical 

transfonnation with the introduction of electronic. internet and telephone hanking 

technology. which will considerably reduce the paperwork and time devoted to face-to-face 

customer interaction. A BIFU report on the effects of the introduction of EFTPOS 

(Electronic Transfer at Point of Sales) identifies that the jobs of the :!OO.OOO employees in 
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the sector who are currently involved in handling paperwork wi)] be under threat as a result 

of this technological advancement by the year 2000. Women are concentrated in clerical 

positions and they carried out the routine tasks that will become obsolete with the 

introduction of this new technology. Thus, technological change will have gendered 

implications disproportionately affecting female employees. 

2.3.6.3.3 Trade unionism and sex equality 

Although the casualisation of labour contracts and the growth of individualism has reduced 

the role of trade unions in collective bargaining, trade union activism can be mobilised to 

implement strategies to challenge the persistent structural inequalities in the sector. 

Collinson and Knights (1986) argued for the appropriateness of collective strategies rather 

than individualistic solutions in challenging current gendered employment practices in the 

insurance companies they studied. as individual solutions are often counteracted by 

organised resistance from other workers who have already identified themselves with the 

current gendered practices. 

The National Union of Bank Employees (NUBE) was founded in 1917 as a trade union. 

and received recognition within the industry in the 1960s following an influential lobbying 

programme. NUBE was progressive in adopting an equal pay programme in ] 967. three 

years before it was enacted as the Equal Pay Act (1970) (Crompton. 1989). NUBE has 

become replaced by BIFU as the main trade union for banking staff. serving slightly less 

than 50 per cent of the financial services sector employees in Britain (Taylor. 1994. p.35). 

Heritage (1983) argued that the increasing participation of women in the sector before 

the 1970s played a significant role in the formation and recognition of trade union 

activism within the industry. However, Marshall (1982) reported that the union' s initial 

efforts to encourage women's participation involved liberal methods which did not 

directly address women's problems or rights at work. BIFU has achieved some success 

through its negotiations with finance industry employers. An article in Personnel Review 

( 1987) has. for example, identified that, as the representation of politically active women 

in the leadership of the union increased. it made more rapid progress in its equal 

opportunities negotiations with employers. Although equality issues now receive 

increasing priority in the collectivc bargaining agenda of the Union. the majorit~ of 81Fl}, s 

guidelines concerning equal opportunities for women are recommendations in principle 

thus they do not seck or enforce any explicit commitment from employers. :\Iso. the 

organisational hierarchy of the union is gendered. \Vhile 51 per cent of the 154.576 un ion 
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members were women in 1985. only 13 per cent of the Executi\ ~ members. 19 per cent of 

the full-time officials and 21 per cent of the Trade Union Congress (TUC) delegates were 

women (Stamp and Robarts. 1986. p. 84). Until the trade unions redress their own unequal 

gender hierarchies, trade unionism is almost certainly incapable of offering any radical 

solutions to sex inequalities in the sector. 

2.4 Conclusions 

Turkish and British women. despite the geographical, historical and cultural ditTerences 

between their countries, share a common position as a disadvantaged group in employment. 

The feminist movements in both countries engage in different debates and activities to 

promote change towards equality. The statistical indicators of employment and pay by sex. 

legislative provision and the sociological studies of equality of opportunity in employment 

in both countries suggest that there is still ample opportunity for progress towards equality. 

In this chapter, the status of sex equality in the financial services sector in both countries 

has been surveyed in chronological order and the major current issues facing the industry 

have been identified. I will return to these issues in the Conclusion chapter (Chapter Ten). 

in the light of the findings of my empirical studies of sex equality in the financial services 

sector in Britain and Turkey. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Sex Segregation of the Labour Force 

3. 1 Introduction 

In this chapter. I review theories of sex segregation in the labour force. beginning with 

Marxist and radical feminist theories. whose strengths and limitations are assessed. Then. 

dual systems theory. which is a product of the amalgamation of these two grand theories. is 

critically studied and its limitations identified. Following this. the post-modern and post

structuralist versions of these earlier theories are explored. While the emphasis they place 

on the diversity of individual experiences is a welcome development. their deliherate 

neglect of the structural issues underlying the enduring disadvantaged position of women in 

the labour force is criticised. 

Building on the dual systems framework. while seeking to incorporate the diversity of 

individual experiences. notions of 'belonging' and . otherness' will be used as a conceptual 

tool for understanding both the sex segregation of the labour force and the exclusion of the 

members of certain groups and communities from favoured categories of employment. 

3.2 The Marxist analysis of sex segregation 

Marxist theory focuses on the impact of the capitalist system on the segregation of the 

labour force. Its major contributions are two-fold. First. it provides a class analysis. which 

is essential for the study of power and it is argued that the exercise of power is a key 

element in generating and perpetuating inequality. Its second achievement is to propose a 

historical dialectic materialist method. to analyse patriarchal relations (Eisenstein. 1979. 

pp. 6-7). Although dialectic materialism was originally used to explain the relationship 

between production and reproduction. O'Brien (1982) argued that this concept could 

usefully extend our understanding of sex segregation in the labour market. 

Marxist theory does try to explain the status of female labour in the capitalist system. 

arguing that women constitute a 'reserve amlY of labour': that they cntcr paid 

emplo~ ment when there is a shortage of male labour and they are expected to leave when 

there is no longer a shortage. Furthemlore. Marxists argued that domestic labour creates 

surplus value (Lockwood. 1(86). showing how inequalities in the home and work lives of 



employees are exploited h; capitalists to their greater ad\antage. Gardiner I ]l)/l) I 

attempted to explain how this \\ orks: 

At a time of economic crisis such as the present. when a major requirement fl)r 
capital is hold down the level of wages. domestic labour performs a vital 
economic function and further socialisation of house\\ ork or child care \\ ould he 
detrimental from a capitalist point of view. However. other pressures (e.~ .. the 
need for women wage workers or the need to expand markets for workers' 
consumption) might lead to further socialisation of housework and child care in a 
period of capitalist expansion. (Gardiner. 1979. p. 188) 

Although this explains how capitalists benefit from sustaining current inequalities in the 

distribution of domestic duties between women and men. Gardiner's analvsis has heen 

rendered out-of-date by the achievements of women' s groups over the past 25 ~ l?ars in 

generating social. political and economic change towards sex equality. both at work and 

home. 

Similarly. Marxist labour segmentation theorists ha\e argued that the sex sl?~regation of 

labour is rooted in conflict between labour and capital (\\'right. 1989: Braverman. 197-l1. 

They did not. however. claim that class conflict is the only reason for sex segre~ation. hut 

rather argued that employers' strategies to secure the cheapest possible labour force and to 

hinder worker resistance do encourage and sustain sex segregation in employment 

(Beechey. 1978). ~'hile women did not constitute a class under these \ 1arxist theories and 

sex segregation was examined only as a by-product of class conflict. \1arxist theory has 

been criticised by radical feminists for trivialising issues of sex segregation hy studying 

\\omen's issues as a sub-category of "malestream' articulations of class conflict (Dal;. 

1978). rather than giving it a central role. 

Another criticism levelled at Marxist theory was its neglect of child care Issues. In her 

study of how child care and mothering activities are integrated with women's work-life in 

industrialised countries. Chodorow (1994) pointed out that women world-\\ide still are 

almost wholly responsible for child care. The capitalist system has been largely inetfl?l,t i\l' 

in providing new ways of enahling parents to combine child care with employment. \hl' 

goes on to argw: that whereas Marxist theory alone cannot come up with l'rtl:cti\ c 

propl)sals for the reorganisation of parenting. radical political feminist theory can. 

3.3 Radical feminist theory 

Rather than seeing class contl iet as the heart of the relationship hetWl'l'n l'apital and Jah\.)ur. 



identified the Reds/ocking' . . \lani{esto of 1970 as an early example of radicJl femini~t 

ideology in the CSA. It argued that all forms of oppression in society deri\t? from a ~~ ~tem 

of patriarchal relations. \\'here \1arxist analysis sees capitalism as the basis of ()ppr('~~il)n 

in employment, radical feminists use the concept of patriarchy for this purpose. 

Originally patriarchy was defined as the power of a father over women member~ of hi~ 

household and younger men (Lockwood, 1986). As currently used. it refers to the sy~tems 

and structures that accommodate male authority over women (\\'alby. 1990). In its 

contemporary form, the concept of patriarchy recognises women as a class and refers to a 

structure of social relations where men are systematically privileged and where thi~ 

inequality is perceived as legitimate. 

In relation to the segregation of the work force. radical feminists argue that men henefit 

from the unwaged work which women pro\'ide in families. and that this is thc basis l)f thc 

patriarchal social relations that privilege men over women in employment. They usc the 

concept of patriarchy to describe the fundamental social and the economic system which 

enforces the lower status of women in society and employment. Ho\\c\er. this use of 

patriarchy as a conceptual tool to explain the current disadvantaged status of women in the 

labour force has been criticised by some contemporary feminist writers. For example. 

Colgan and Ledwith (1996) described patriarchy as an imperfect but a useful dcscriptivt? 

tooL but criticise the biological determinism of the concept in its traditional foml which 

implies that onl~ males can exercise patriarchal authority. Wilson (1995) argued that it is 

trans-historical and describes only one form of male dominance. Similarl~. Lock\\ood 

(1986) criticised its application to modern societies. arguing that as it refers to a specific 

historical form of domestic relationship. it should not be applied to explain the 

complexities of sex segregation in contemporary societies. Certainly. patriarchy has its uses 

in referring to a specific trans-historical form of unequal domestic relationship. hut it 

cannot explain other forms of dominance and oppression such as those based on race. 

disability. ethnicity and sexual orientation. 

3.4 Capitalist patriarchy 

Disillusioned bv \ larxist and radical feminist theories' inability to explain adequately 

women's current status in employment and slKiety. a group of acaJcmiL's attemrkJ to 

amalgamate these mutually exclusi\ e thcoretical propositions in a progressi\ c s(xialist 

tt:minist theory of capitalist patriarchy. Dual systems frameWl)rk \\as an attempt tl' deate 

such a structural theof\ that l'an ofl~r explanations of the role of hoth patriarchy and the 



capitalist system in creating and sustaining a sex-segregated labour torce. J learn (1 C)87) 

noted how the theorisation of these two apparently autonomous s~ stems are inter-linked 

and how theorising them together can reveal the patriarchal relations that are c)b~cured by 

the capitalist system: 

Capitalist theorising could be said to produce a capitalist domination of the mental 
environment. For if capitalism is superstructure to patriarchy's base. capitali~t 

theorising with its conflations will obscure patriarchal relations. (Hearn. 1987. p. 
14 ) 

Similarly. Walby (1986) saw the notion of capitalist patriarchy as an advance In our 

understanding of gender inequalities in employment and at work: 

A considerable advance over the 'capitalism alone' and "patriarchy alone" 
approaches to explaining gender inequality can be found in the conception of one 
system of capitalist patriarchy. (Walby. 1986. p. J 1) 

Thus, Hartmann (1979) argued that socialist-feminist analysis can on~rcome the difficulties 

encountered by Marxists and radical feminists in theorising the status of women in both 

employment and domestic life. She noted that !\1arxist theory disregards the role of men in 

excluding women from employment on social and historical grounds. ~eeing the exdu~ion 

of women from the labour force as an outcome of the capitalists' desire to emplo~ workers 

in the cheapest possible way. However. if Marxist analysis tended to oyeremphasisL' 

capitalist processes and largely ignored the impact of patriarchy. the radical kminist 

critique. on the other hand. failed to acknowledge the role of the capitalist system in 

sustaining and further exploiting the inequalities embedded in societ~ and in the presumed 

roles of women and men at home and work. 

\\'itz (1994) elaborated on the dual systems framework to explain ho\\ capitalism and 

patriarchy have disadvantaged women in the labour force. Proponents of the dual s~ stcll1~ 

theory differ in their theorisation of the relationship between patriarchy and capitalism. 

Lisenstein (1979) and Hartmann (l979~ 1981) argued that patriarch~ and capitalism arc two 

autonomous systems that blend together and that the tWt) systems promote identical 

interests. Howeyer. \Valb~ (1986) pointed out that capitalists and patriarchs ma~ han~ 

contlicting as well as similar interests in sustaining the subordinate status l)f women in 

speiety and employment. She argues that shortages of labour and the indusion of women in 

the lahour force pose contlictual interests for capitalists wI1\.) want to e\.ploit che.lper 

female lahour. whereas patriarchal values oppose women"s employment outside the home 

altogether. 



Although the dual systems framework does advance our understanding of sex segregation 

in employment, Young (1980) argued that its theory obscures differences in the domestic 

and work experiences of women~ since inequalities in employment are prioritised over the 

oppression of women in the society. for example in Hartmann's analysis. \\'alby (1986) 

also acknowledged this and suggested a more inclusionary formulation of the dual systems 

theory to embrace differences between individual women's lives. 

However, a more serious attack on the dual systems framework comes from the post

structuralists. who argue that structural theories such as this ignore the diverse. 

>fragmented' and 'discontinuous' experiences of women and men in employment. 

3.5 Post-structuralist theory 

Post-structuralist arguments focus on systems of representation such as the representation 

of the sexes in employment. arguing that depending on who controls the dominant 

discourses of representation. women and men can be included or excluded. While Marxist 

theory takes class as the basis of segmentation. post-structuralist analysis places dominant 

discourse as the basis of the exclusion and inclusion of women and men from positions of 

employment. The work of the French post-structuralist. Foucault. on the discourses of 

madness. medicine. prisons and sexuality (Foucault. 1979) is quoted widely by the 

proponents of post-structuralist feminism. who argue that gender roles and identities are no 

more than social performances determined by the dominant discourses. which vary 

between different cultures and communities. For them. theorisation based on structural 

issues only leads to an oversimplification of women' s employment experiences: women are 

individuals. rather than members of a social group whose identity or expenences are 

determined by such structural variables as social class, ethnicity or age. 

Some contemporary studies of sex segregation at work draw on post-structuralist 

arguments (Connell. 1987: Calas and Smircich. 1993; Hollway. 1996). They criticise the 

structural analysis of sex segregation with its (for them) outdated focus on the dualistic 

opposition between women and men. They argue that 'gendered subjectivities' is a more 

appropriate way of conceptualising the complex. subtle. shifting nature of gender 

relationships in employment. Collinson and Hearn (1996). for example. argued that: 

Exclusively structured analyses of gender relations caricature men' s power 
and women's subordination and ignore the anal)1ical significance of the 
organisational practices through which these categories are constituted. Post
structuralist feminism has increasingly recognised men and women' s 



diverse. fragmented and contradictory lives in and around organisations. 
Attention has focused on gendered subjectivities and their ambiguous. 
fragmented, discontinuous and multiple character within asymmetrical 
relations. In deconstructing or decentring the subject. some writers argue 
that all subjectivities are fundamentally non-rational and frequently 
contradictory. (Collinson and Hearn, 1996. p.1 0) 

These post-modem critiques of structured analyses of sex segregation suggest that 

structural analysis is unable to capture the diversity of experiences of women and men in 

the labour force. while enforcing crude sex stereotypes. For over three decades. the 

structural analysis of gender relations in employment has documented and explained 

women's enduring inferior status to men. However. although the proportiort of women in 

employment in Britain has risen since 1960s. and it is declining in Turkey. as explained in 

Chapter Two. there is strong evidence from empirical studies that in neither country has 

there been any real improvement in the status and quality of women's employment 

experience in comparison to men' s. In emphasising the changing gender roles of the tiny 

number of exceptional women who. for example. enter male fields of employment and 

achieve spectacular success within them. and men who. for example. take paternity leave 

while their female partners are in full-time employment, these post-structuralist arguments 

ignore the continuing general reality of life for most women who remain confined to the 

least secure and worst paid fields of work. and whose life choices are therefore constrained 

by poverty and lack of economic power. 

Although a post-structuralist analysis is useful in pointing out the diversity of individual 

experiences in employment. it poses two basic difficulties. Firstly. it ignores the continuing 

prevalence of systematic and structural sex discrimination. as experienced by most female 

employees. Rather. they attempt to illustrate the co-existence of contradictory. marginal 

individual cases which transgress the boundaries of structural analysis. While the post

structuralists aim to explain the diversity of experiences. they ignore the material reality of 

discrimination that a greater proportion of employees experience. In trying to transgress the 

boundaries of structural analysis. post-structuralist analysis confines its focus to a small 

number of employees whose gender positions are not examined by the previous empirical 

studies. Witz (1994. p. 25) argued that post-modem theorisation produces only a seamless 

web of pure description. disregarding the historical and material reality of patriarchy and 

capitalism that socialist feminist analysis attempts to explain. \\'hile post-modem analysis 

attempts to deny any claims of truth and reality in explaining social processes. as tvtarx 

defines them. revealing the difTerence between the appearance and the essence should 

constitute the core purpose of our intellect,ua! e~uiry (Norris. 1990). 
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Secondly. post-structuralist theorists. in attacking structural arguments. seem to assume 

that post-modem phenomena can only be explained through post-modern theory. Seyeral 

feminist writers have challenged this. Yule (1995). for example. distinguished between the 

theory of the post-modem and post-modem theory. identifying post-modern theon as 

essentially conservative. By avoiding rigorous theorisation and denying the rele\·ance of 

valid empirical evidence and validity. post-modem theory cannot fully grasp the complex 

reality of sex segregation. She argues that the theory of the post-modem. however. refers to 

those theories that aim to explore the key parameters of sex segregation with a systematic 

and structural analysis which can capture the post-modem realities of diversity and 

difference. Dual systems theory. based on socialist-feminist principles. can be considered a 

progressive theory of the post-modem as it aims to identify the key social. cultural and 

historical elements that impact on the subordination of women. without losing their focus 

on the functioning of the capitalist and patriarchal systems. 

3.6 'Belonging' and 'otherness' 

The concept of woman as "the other'. or as the second sex. was introduced by the French 

existentialist feminist writer. Simone de Beauvoir. in her book The Second Sex. first 

published in 1949. De Beauvoir argued that women are considered as 'the Other'. as 

secondary and inferior to men. who are held up as the norm in patriarchal society. She 

describes "Otherness' as an individual state which could be overcome by individual 

women's efforts to increase their rational ity and critical reasoning. As used by de Beauvoir. 

'Otherness' is essentially an individualistic concept which cannot explain the effects of the 

collective activities of women and men in negotiating. reforming or sustaining their social. 

economic and political positions against each other. In this sense. the Beauvoirian concept 

of "Otherness' has similarities with human capital theory (see Chapter Four). which argues 

that individuals can overcome inequalities through personal development. These 

individualistic theorisations of 'Otherness' are still prevalent in contemporary post-modern 

and psychoanalytic feminist studies. Hollway (1996) explained the usefulness of the 

concept of "the Other' in critical and post-modern theory: 

The concept of the other has occupied an important place in critical and post
modern theory. largely because it serves to bridge psychological. philosophical 

and social analyses, (Hollway" 1996. p, 28) 

However. she cautioned the use of the dualism of "the norm" and "the other" in directl~ 

referring to the division of labour. arguing that "the dominant foml of the masculine psyche 



and its relation to the feminised other has its O\\TI set of effects which help to reproduce, 

but should not be subsumed under. a structural gendered division of labour'( 1996, p.39) . 

She argued that a discourse of determinism which takes women to be 'the other' is not an\ 

advance on the traditional socialisation model. Although post-modem critiques caution 

against using the conceptual dualism of 'the norm' and 'the other' as their main tool to 

understand the sex segregation of the labour force. because in its traditional application the 

concept of otherness suggests a biologically determinist account of segregation. the use of 

this metaphor can extend our understanding of different forms of oppression hased on 

ethnicity, disability, age and sexual orientation which are traditionally excluded from dual 

systems theorisations. 

In this study, 'belonging' and · otherness' in employment are defined as outcomes of hoth 

the collective negotiations and conflicting interests of diverse groups and parties. as wdl as 

the employment experiences of individual workers, Therefore. this definition departs from 

the existentialist essence of the concept of 'otherness', and reformulates it within a 

socialist-feminist perspective to concentrate on the material bases of oppression. In order to 

achieve this goal. rather than employing an existentialist perspective which claims that 

oppressIOn is self-inflicted. attention focuses on the social and material base of the 

oppressIOn that encourages the 'otherness' or 'belonging' of individual workers from 

different social communities. A dialectic materialist analysis is employed as a method in 

explaining the 'otherness' and 'belonging' of individual workers to employment. In doing 

so. it is argued that the dominant groups in both employment and wider society have a 

strong gendered interest in establishing the norm of the ideal worker. Having heen 

negotiated between these diverse groups. it gains material reality through employment 

practices and is used as a criterion for decisions about recruitment. selection, career 

development. promotion and human resource allocation. to reinforce the 'belonging' of 

certain groups of workers while promoting the 'otherness' of others, 

Labour processes carry implicit and concrete definitions of "the worker': who is eligible to 

work and what makes a good worker. The definition of the 'ideal worker' is created, 

negotiated and re-negotiated by the stake-holders of organisations. such as employees. 

employers. trade unions. customers and other groups. which share common or conflicting 

interests in gaining control over employment rights and practices (see Chapters Two. Seven 

and Eight for a fuller discussion of these issues). The dominant groups who are able to 

exercise power in society have a greater say than others in determining the outcomes of 

these discussions. The definition of "worker' created through this negotiation process 



privileges the dominant groups as fit for work and stigmatises minority groups as 

communities of ineligibles. Empirical studies of labour force segregation suggest that there 

are disproportionately fewer women, members of ethnic minority groups. disabled people. 

gays and lesbians in higher status, better paid and more secure jobs, while dominant groups 

such as Caucasian men, heterosexuals, and able-bodied workers enjoy employment at 

higher positions in terms of status, security and economic prosperity. 

Acker (1990) argued that employment practices are based on the assumptions and 

expectations of these dominant groups. She explained that any imperatives that impact on 

work life, such as domestic work, child-care. or a partner's job. and the accommodation of 

these roles within employment practices, have traditionally been discouraged by the 

dominant groups of men in employment. This rejection of domestic responsibilities as 

organisational imperatives has a gendered impact~ men, as a sex. exploit this social 

structure to gain unfair advantage over women in employment. promoting and reinforcing 

men's work and life styles as the ideal. Similarly. Fassinger (1993) argued that as 

housework is perceived as women's work and as there is scant evidence of progress 

towards an equal share of domestic chores. inequalities in the domestic sphere will 

continue to compound women's disadvantage, both at home and at work. 

Not only does the social organisation of work disadvantage women who work and carry 

domestic responsibilities: but ideologies of love and partnership doubly advantage men and 

disadvantage women by allowing employers in some occupations to appropriate male 

employees' wives' labour, free (Finch, 1983~ Delphy, 1984). Rees (1992, p. 33) argued that 

'a narrow focus on work practices, or, indeed the family or education system in isolation' 

cannot promote an inclusive understanding of sex segregation in employment. Gendered 

employment practices, and other social. economic and political aspects of women and 

men's lives. indicate the role of power dynamics between groups of women and men in 

establishing who is deemed eligible for work, and the kind of careers for which they are 

considered suitable. Therefore a detailed analysis of the segregation of the labour force 

should include not only class and gender, but also other variables such as ethnicity. 

disability, age and sexuality, which playa part in the stratification of society. 

Although dual systems theory explores divisions by sex and class as its central focus. it 

fails to address adequately other forms of oppression and segregation in employment. The 

other key bases for oppression. such as race. disability, sexuality and so on. which are 

prevalent in employment practices, are examined only as peripheral issues (\\'alby, 1986~ 
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Witz. 1994). Dual systems framework can. however. be refonnulated to include the 

diversity and complexities of the post-modem. 

3.7 Conclusion 

Dual systems theory offers an analysis rooted in socialist-feminist theory of how capitalism 

and patriarchy operate to shape the experiences and life-chances of men and women. hoth 

in the labour force and in the wider society. However, it has been criticised for its strong 

focus on the oppressive forces of capitalism and patriarchy. and its relative neglect of 

ethnicity, sexuality, disability, age and other forms of oppression. 

In this chapter, in order to identify specific aspects of sex segregation which are relevant to 

the experiences of the participants of my survey. I have introduced the concepts of 

'belonging' and 'otherness' to explore gendered definitions of the ideal worker. These 

concepts will be used later in the analysis of the study data to explore gendered definitions 

of the ideal worker in the financial services sector in Turkey and Britain. 

In the next chapter. I attempt to explain these issues as outcomes of the collective actions 

of women and men in the labour market. who are seeking to gain and retain power and 

authority in the persistently masculine bastions of employment and the professions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Labour Market Theories of Sex Segregation 

4. 1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I will set out and evaluate the main theories of labour market segmentation 

and will try to synthesise them to provide a context for an empirical analysis of the current 

sexual division of the labour market. These theories are grouped together in three broad 

categories, comprising economic, social and political theories of labour market 

segmentation. Those theories which deal with the supply or the demand side of the labour 

market, or which offer economic explanations of sexual segregation. I call economic 

theories of labour market segmentation. Those theories that deal with the interaction of 

social institutions and the labour market are identified as social theories. Thirdly. the 

theories that explain female and male labour and their activities in organised groups are 

classified as political theories of labour market segmentation. 

My argument is that these three dimensions of labour market segmentation jointly and 

continually determine the sexual segmentation of the labour market. Economic theories 

either focus on the supply and demand of labour. or they develop historical explanations of 

segregation within an economic framework. They try to offer economic explanations for 

the sexual division of the labour market. Some of these concepts have been adapted and 

developed by sociologists. These economic theories can be criticised for using outdated 

economic concepts to explain sex segregation and for failing to acknowledge the historical 

and political foundations underpinning the division of the labour market. Social theories 

provide the key to explaining the sex segregation of the labour market. by focusing on the 

social institutions of the family and work. But they can only provide a static picture of the 

situation. Political theories. on the other hand, explore sex segregation as an active. 

dynamic process. focusing on the strategies employed by the state and by occupational 

groups of women and men in the labour market. 

The division of labour was traditionally defined as a technically or contractually 

established hierarchy of occupational positions. statuses or relations of production (Scott. 

1986. p.l 056). This definition bases occupational hierarchies on technical or contractual 

criteria. The assumptions on which 'malestream' sociology is based ignore the efTects of 

sex. race, sexuality, and other attributes on labour market segregation. Howen:r. most 



empirical research suggests that sex is one of the basic detenninants of the seorel!.ation in e ~ 

the work force (see Scott. 1986 and Wilson. 1995 for a review). 

The labour market is segregated both horizontally. as women and men are working in 

different types of occupations. and vertically. as men are working at higher grades of 

employment (Hakim, 1979; Wilson, 1995). Longitudinal research on various occupations 

suggests that (with the exception of teaching) horizontal sex segregation is not. in fact. in 

decline (Hakim, 1979; Dutton and Elias, 1983: Scott, 1986: Wilson 1995 and Hakim. 

1996). The proportion of British women in managerial positions may have increased from 

22 to 29 per cent between 1984 and 1990. However. three quarters of all occupational 

groups have a proportion of males which is higher than for the labour force as a whole 

(Labour Force Survey. 1992). The same trend also exists in the Turkish labour market: 

although the proportion of women managers increased from 11 per cent in 1988 to 1 3 per 

cent in 1992. gender inequality in occupational groups in general has not changed during 

this time (DIE. 1995). As these statistics suggest. while vertical segregation has been 

decreasing slowly, horizontal segregation seems to be persisting. Although these statistics 

indicate the existence of sex segregation. further statistical data is required to pennit 

detailed analysis within occupations or of any geographical or historical differences (Rees. 

1992). Although such quantitative data can be used as indicators of sexual segregation. 

they cannot reflect the depth of the cultural. social and historical forces which promote and 

underpin it. In this study I will base my argument on the social construction of segregation 

in the labour market. in an attempt to develop it beyond the quantitative analysis of sex 

segmentati on. 

4.2 Economic theories of sex segregation 

In this section I will critically evaluate economic theories of the sexual segregation of the 

labour market. Neo-classical segregation theories. dual labour market theory. labour suppl) 

and demand arguments (see the framework offered by Chiplin and Sloane. 1980) and 

radical economic theories all try to explain the sex segregation of the labour market on 

purely economic grounds (Scott. 1986). Traditionally these interpretations of the labour 

market segregation process drew heavily on the capitalist system and its needs. Some of the 

concepts they used have been borrowed and adapted by sociologists (Bradley. 1989). which 

justifies their inclusion in this theoretical background to my work. 



4.2.1 Theories of supply and demand in the labour market and sex segregation 

Labour supply and demand have been analysed by economists seeking to explain sex 

segregation in the labour market. Human capital theory. on the supply side. and dual labour 

market theory. on the demand side, were the outcomes. Labour supply-side economic 

theories have been influenced by the assumptions of functionalist sociologists such as 

Rapoport, Fogarty and Rapoport (1982) about gender and family roles (Rees. 1992). On the 

supply side of the equation, human capital theory suggests that a worker's education and 

training, as well as their innate abilities, determine the returns they get from their 

occupation, and that employers base their recruitment decisions on the market value of 

each individual's human capital. This assumes that individual merit is the onh- determinant 

of a person's employment prospects in a competitive labour market. Thus. human capital 

theorists argue that women possess less human capital then men. because they have less 

education and training (Bradley, 1989). They use this weak argument to justify women's 

under-representation and lower pay in most occupations. Mincer (1962). one of the 

advocates of human capital theory. even claimed that domestic work is similar to waged 

work and it is women's free choice to undertake domestic labour. Becker's much cited 

article Human capital. effort. and the sexual division of labour (1985) and Hakim' s much 

criticised paper Grateful slaves and se(f-made women: fact and fantasy in women's work 

orientation (1991) followed this tradition of human capital theory arguing that women. as a 

group, have lower career aspirations than men. Hakim's work was criticised heavily by 

other feminists who argued that she grossly ignored the importance of structural sex 

discrimination which largely hindered women's career aspirations in the labour market. It 

is also interesting to note that both Hakim and Becker based their theoretical assumptions 

on quantitative analyses of survey data. (The critique of a methodological approach 

exclusively based on quantitative analysis is given in Chapter Six, Section 6.2.) 

Human capital theory has been criticised also by sociologists for three main reasons. 

Firstly, opportunities are not equal at the labour market entry level for female and male 

school-Ieavers (Lonsdale, 1985); second, employment benefits are not determined by 

purely economic forces such as labour supply and demand. in that factors such as 

patriarchy and domestic power relationships are missing from human capital theorists' 

analysis (Walby. 1986): thirdly, women who have not had maternity breaks still fail to 

enjoy the same high pay as men who are their equals in terms of their human capital 

altributes (Bradley. 1989). 



Career slippage takes place between female and male graduates with similar qualifications 

(Large and Saunders, 1995). Even when women and men enter the same occupations with 

similar qualifications, international comparisons show that women still earn less then men 

and enjoy less mobility in the labour market. Table 4.1 provides statistical infonnation on 

the differences between women and men's non-agricultural wages in various countries. 

These differences cannot be attributed to the women's inferior education and training. since 

countries with high rates of female literacy do not necessarily have smaller wage gaps. 

Therefore human capital theory does not receive empirical support from this international 

comparative base and so fails to provide an adequate explanation of the origins of sex 

segregation. 

Table 4.1: Women's non-agricultural wage in relation to men·s. in selected countries. in 
1995 

women's non-agricultural wage as a ~ercentage of men's 
Tanzania 92.0 Italy 80.0 Spain 70.0 
Vietnam 91.5 Egypt 79.5 Great Britain 69.7 
Australia 90.8 Zambia 78.0 Hong Kong 69.5 
Sri Lanka 89.8 Greece 78.0 Ireland 69.0 
Iceland 89.6 Poland 78.0 Thailand 68.2 
Sweden 89.0 Austria 78.0 Switzerland 67.6 
Norway 86.0 Finland 77.0 Luxembourg 65.2 
Bahrain 86.0 Netherlands 76.7 Argentina 64.5 
Kenya 84.7 Portugal 76.0 Ecuador 63.7 
Columbia 84.7 Brazil 76.0 Canada 63.0 Average 74.9 
Turkey 84.5 Paraguay 76.0 Bolivia 62.3 
Jordan 83.5 Germany 75.8 Philippines 60.8 
Costa Rica 83.0 USA 75.0 Cyprus 60.8 
Denmark 82.6 Mexico 75.0 Chile 60.5 
Hungary 82.0 Belgium 74.5 Syrian Arab Rep. 60.0 

Mauritius 81.3 Uruguay 74.5 China 59.4 

France 81.0 Swaziland 73.0 Rep. of Korea 53.5 

NewZea1ard 80.6 SinsaEore 71.1 Bansladesh 42.0 

Source: United Nations Human Development Report, 1995, p. 36 

On the demand side of the equation, there is dual labour market theory which originated 

from racial segregation theories of the labour market in the United States. It was imported 

into Britain and adapted as sex segregation theory by Barron and Norris (Rees. 1992). Dual 

labour market theory identifies two distinct labour markets. As proposed by Barron and 

Norris (1976). one is the primary sector. which is characterised by high wages. job securit)'. 

and good promotion opportunities. while the secondary sector is identitied with low wages. 

insecure employment. and a lack of opportunity for career development. This analogy has 

parallels with Marxist notions of a reserve army of labour and surplus population (Brddle~. 

1989). Dual labour market theorists suggested that. as the organisation of labour becomes 



more hierarchical and occupations more diversified. demand increases for lower status 

labour and so a secondary sector is created. In addition to the differences in wages. job 

security and promotion opportunities between the two sectors. there are also restrictions on 

mobility between them. This suggests that the sexual division of labour can be changed by 

improving women' s representation within the primary sector. while employing enough men 

to fill the gap that will open as women move from the secondary sector to the primary 

sector. or eliminating the proclaimed difference between these two sectors. It also implies 

that with technological change. workers gain job-specific skills and experience. which 

moves them from the secondary to the primary sector. The two world wars are cited as 

examples of the use of women's labour as reserve or secondary to men' s traditional fields 

of employment. 

The model of the dual labour market proposed by these theorists does parallel the actual 

gender composition of the labour market. Women in the labour force are over-represented 

in low status jobs, while men tend to occupy the high status ones. However. dual labour 

market theory has attracted much criticism. due to three theoretical and tautological errors: 

firstly. dual labour market theory suggests that a change in technology will enable women 

to move into the primary labour market. Technological change and development do not 

necessarily enhance workers' skills~ on the contrary. they are likely to diminish employees' 

control over the labour process. and have been observed to lead to the de-skilling of the 

labour force (Yeandle. 1984. Liff. 1987). Secondly. dual labour market theory locates all 

women together in a 'secondary worker' category and all men in a 'primary worker' 

category. In the real world. there are women in the primary worker category. as there are 

men in the secondary worker category. although their proportions are skewed. Dual labour 

market theory disregards the variations in women and men's experiences and affiliations 

in the labour market (Beechey, 1986). Thirdly. dual labour market theory suggests that the 

capitalist economy is the sole reason for this sex division. However. this cannot be so. 

because the sex division of labour existed before the development of industrial capital ism 

(Beechey. 1986). It was also asserted that historically employers wanted to have men in 

certain jobs (Bradley, 1989). Dual labour market theory fails to acknowledge these 

di fferent historical forms of the sexual division of labour in employment 

The orthodox theorisation by economists of the supply and demand of labour fails to 

explain sex segregation. Human capital theory. on the supply side. is contradicted by the 

abundant empirical evidence of sectoral and international comparisons. Furthermore. the 



demand side of the argument is based on a fallacious interpretation of historical. theoretical 

and empirical evidence. 

4.2.2 Radical economic theories of sex segregation 

After the dual labour market theorists' failure to support their premises with historical 

evidence, radical economic theorists took on this task, examining the history and the 

institution of labour market segmentation, which had not been very well theorised by the 

dual labour market theorists. However, the North American and the European radical 

economic theorists' disagree in their approaches to the history of segmentation. American 

radical economic theorists claim that labour market segregation by sex dates back to the 

1890s~ when a shift from 'competitive capitalism' to 'monopoly capitalism' took place 

(Reich, Gordon and Edwards. 1980). This argument can be disputed: firstly, in that this still 

claims that sex segregation starts with capitalism (Yeandle, 1984). disregarding the 

existence of patriarchy during pre-capitalism. Secondly. women and men in organised 

political groups seek to exercise power. but the North American radical economists' 

hypothesis lacks any understanding of sexual politics (Lonsdale. 1985). The British school 

of radical economy prefers its economic theory with a political dimension. Several 

economists accept that social and historical factors playa major role in the segregation of 

the labour force (Chiplin and Sloan. 1980: Lonsdale. 1985). and argue that women and 

men's organised efforts in trade unions played a role in establishing their positions in the 

economy. 

Neither dual labour-market theories nor the supply and demand side economic arguments 

of sex segregation of the labour market can explain the historical, cultural. social and 

political influences. Economic theories based on the older, well-established economic 

orthodoxies assume the sex-neutrality of economic decision-making (Bradley. 1989). They 

build their assumptions around the capitalist functioning of the labour market and so seek 

solutions to sex discrimination within the capitalist system. The world economy is largely 

controlled by men: women earn in varying degrees less than men in every country. 

According to United Nations statistics. women do two-thirds of world's work. receive ten 

per cent of the world's income and own only one per cent of the world's resources (\\'ilson. 

1995). The assumption of sex-neutrality in economic decision-making. therefore. weakens 

the very foundations of economic theories and threatens their efforts to explain or 

challenge sexual segregation. Because. men. as wealthier stake-holders in the world 

economy. make most of the economic decisions. Bradley (1989) suggests that gender 



cannot be added to an existing framework as an afterthought. Economic analysis in its 

traditional form does not offer a useful anal)1ical tool to aid our understanding of the sex 

division of the labour market. Rather. explanations should be sought in the social. political. 

cultural and historical institutionalisation of the imbalance in women and men' s 

economIc power. 

4.3 Social theories of sex segregation 

Social theories of sex segmentation in the labour market have borrowed and developed the 

concepts originally formulated by economists. They can be traced back to the works of 

functionalist theorists. For example. two functionalist family sociologists. Parsons and 

Bales (1955). considered the family as the core social unit that sustains the survival of the 

society through the production~ reproduction and raising of children. They offered a 

functionalist model of the family where women were assigned the house-bound. 'caring" 

roles. while men were expected to work outside, based on a division of roles which was 

common in western societies when they formulated their theoretical propositions. In this 

section I will explore two social theories of the sexual segregation of the labour market that 

have their roots in the theoretical formulations of these earlier works. These are the two 

roles and the occupational sex segregation theories. 

4.3.1 Two roles theol1' 

Parsonian theory defined men's roles as mobile and marketable. while immobile and 

house-bound roles were expected of women. The immediate implications of this di\'ision 

of roles. in the 1950s. was deskilling for women as they were unable to enjoy the mobility 

and access to training which men were awarded (Rees. 1992). Smith (1982) argued that a 

static functionalist analysis of sex roles in the private and public domains of life is both 

simplistic and ahistorical: it does not sufficiently capture the complex relationships 

between the two spheres and. as more women enter employment. the m)1h of male bread

winner has lost its empirical basis. 

Although functionalist sociology did not theorise the relationship between women's 

domestic and waged labour (Smith. 1982). two roles theories offered an explanation of the 

phenomenon. It explored the domestic and work roles of women. suggesting that structural 

conflicts exist between the two. It led to extensive research on working mothers in the 

1950s and ]960s (\\'illiams. 1969). much of it seeking to promote married \\of11en'~ 

opportunities to enter occupations. Although this work pro\'ided useful empirical data on 



women's employment patterns of the time. rather than being critical of contemporary social 

structures, researchers offered liberal solutions within the tenns of the social system which 

promoted sex segregation. The most influential example of this genre was Women 'J Tln) 

Roles: Home and Work (Myrdal and Klein. 1956). 

Two roles theory started focusing on dual career couples in the 1970s. Rapoport and 

Rapoport (1976) pioneered the study of dual career couples in Britain in the 1970s. 

although they failed to offer a radical analysis or critique. Holahan and Gilbert's (1979) 

work was another example of these studies. They suggested that the higher the work 

aspirations of a woman, the higher the role conflict she experiences, w~ile the higher the 

work aspirations of a man, the lower the role conflict he experiences. Although differences 

between women and men's motivation. commitment. aspirations and role conflicts were 

established during the 1970s, no explanations of them were offered. Researchers used the 

previously developed 'malestream' scales and measures to investigate the phenomenon. 

and adopted liberal frameworks for their analysis. 

Until the 1980s the role of men in the domestic division of labour was largely ignored by 

sociologists. Gradually. this situation changed. In the 1980s, men's lack of participation in 

domestic work was criticised (Yeandle, 1984). Although. in the 1980s and the 1990s. 

research on the domestic division of labour and employment supplied empirical evidence 

of women's employment patterns. it hardly challenged existing family structures. By the 

1990s men' s experiences of the relationship between home and work, compared with 

women's. became an issue in pro-feminist literature (Foster, 1990~ Lips. 1993). Such 

studies proposed that equality in both the domestic and employment environment would 

also benefit men, as the employment systems men have traditionally created are unable to 

address the changing needs of the household and its members in contemporary society. 

4.3.2 Occupational sex segregation theory 

Opportunities in the labour market are segregated on the basis of the personal attributes of 

employees such as sex, age, sexuality and race, as well as work-related qualifications or 

skill levels (Hakim. 1979). This separation reflects the comparative value. skill. autonomy. 

and authority levels of women' s and men' s work. as women mostly occupy lower paid. less 

technical. dependant and lower status jobs. Occupational sex segregation exists when 

women or men are disproportionately represented in the labour market (\\'ilson, )9q5: 

Hakim 1979). 



Occupational sex segregation theory suggests that "gender' characteristics are matched \\;th 

the attributes of the jobs in the labour market, creating sexually segregated jobs (Siitanen. 

1986; Bradley, 1989). Sex role theory which accounts for the differences between the roles 

women and men play in society (Williams, 1989) can be used. along \\;th occupational sex 

segregation theory, to establish links between societal sex roles and the sexual segregation 

of occupations. 

Parsonian family ideology (Parsons and Bales, 1955), with its 'instrumentality' versus 

"expressiveness' duality, was truly reflected in the earlier sex-labelling of jobs. According 

to this ideology, women were expected to play the house-bound "expressive' roles. such as 

caring, while men were expected to play the 'instrumental' roles, such as bread-winning. 

Min's paid work in the functionalist allocation of duties is more mobile and marketable 

than women's housework. This family model is used to explain why the earl ier fonns of 

women's waged employment had similarities with women' s traditional domestic work. 

Women initially entered occupations that have similar attributes to their traditional 

domestic work. Nurses. home economists. nursery-school teachers. secretaries. typists and 

switchboard operators are sex-typed as doing typically women's work. In blue-collar 

occupations in Britain. women are expected to play nurturant and helpmate roles. There is 

no place for nurturance in carpentry and plumbing. so these occupations were sex-labelled 

as men's only. The helpmate role in the trades has been filled by male apprentices. male 

college students, and young men who are ""finding themselves" (Lips. 1993). 

Furthermore. "being' roles are traditionally associated with women and "doing' roles are 

associated with men (Beauvoir, 1949). Following the Beauvoirian tradition. Chodorow 

(1994) stated that because the masculine identities of boys are not consonant with their 

childhood experiences with their mothers. they repress their innate feminine qualities and 

devalue what society considers feminine. They develop their masculine identities hy 

continually rejecting anything feminine. Girls' feminine identities, on the other hand. do 

not conflict with their early childhood experiences, so they feel no need to reassert their 

femininities. Similarly Cockburn (1990) elaborated on the "mind' and "body' and "hard' 

and 'soft' dualisms, referring to her survey of engineers whose findings suggest that men 

are associated with "mind' and "hard' work roles and women with "body' and 'soft· roles. 

She concludes that masculinist ideology identifies and asserts what mind and hod~ or hard 

and soft dualisms signify. 

There arc several explanations offered for the ways in which such sex roles were sustained. 



WiJliams (1989) concluded from her research with female marines and male nurses that 

workers who cross over into non-traditional occupations are expected to manifest those 

gender traits associated the opposite sex. Lips (1993) stated that when men violated sex

stereotypes by entering non-traditional occupations, there is evidence that thev are likelv to 
~ . 

become labelled as homosexuals. She argues that men are less likely than women to be 

considered for a non-traditional occupation for their sex, and their sexuality may be called 

into question more frequently. So evidence of the ways in which these dualisms were 

sustained should be sought within the labour process rather than in the labour market 

(Bradley, 1989). 

Dualisms like 'instrumentality' versus 'expressiveness'. "mind' versus "body', "hard' 

versus "soft' and 'being' versus 'doing' are differentially associated with women and men. 

This use of dualisms has been criticised (Siltanen, 1986): firstly, they do not adequately 

represent the breadth and diversity of women's and men's employment experiences. 

Second. they are falsely based on biological, deterministic assumptions of physical 

difference between the sexes: thirdly, they cannot explain the differences between women's 

and men's wages; and fourthly, these sex dualisms have different causal relationships to 

the establishment of women and men's jobs in different cultures: fifthly. although 

dualisms provide insight into the stereotypical images of men and women in the labour 

market. they do not account for the gendered processes that promote these dualisms: and 

lastly. sex based distinctions between jobs are considered discriminatory by international 

authorities (lLO. 1975~ Leijon, 1976). 

Social theories of sexual segregation provide us with 'photographic' images of the current 

extent of sex segregation in employment. They do not. however. see it as an outcome of the 

collective efforts of dominant and subordinate groups within society. Rather, their analysis 

focuses on the differences between women's and men's employment patterns. Employers' 

predilections for discriminating against certain groups change and are reshaped over time. 

The use of a "women versus men' analogy tells us nothing about discrimination by race, 

ethnicity. sexuality, religious orientation, age, and whatever other demographic attributes 

one may possess. 

4.4 Political theories of sex segregation 

Political theories focus on the "gendered' organised activities of groups to gain control over 

occupations and the labour market. In this section I will examine sexual segregation under 

two categories: firstly, state ideology regulating the limits of "official' discrimination, and 
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secondly. occupational strategies that see the process of segregation as a result of the 

strategic efforts of exclusion, demarcation. inclusion and dual closure by organised 

occupational groups. 

4.4.1 The state and sex segregation 

Halford (1992) argued that while in its traditional fonn the state is considered a gender

neutral institution, it carries gendered assumptions in its ideology. policies and practices. 

This view of the state as a gender-neutral institution has been criticised and rejected by 

feminists. Several feminist writers have evaluated the 'gendered' concept of citizenship on 

historical grounds, as constituting the core of the state's ideology (Walby, 1990: Crompton 

and Le Feuvre, 1992). Crompton and Le Feuvre (1992) wrote that: 

Thus 'citizens - in theory and in practice - were initially defined as male . 
. Citizenship' is but one of the range of ostensibly universal and gender neutral 
concepts within the social sciences which have, increasingly. been shown to rest 
upon a gender-specific division of labour in the public and private spheres. This 
has. however. remained implicit until the advent of feminist critiques. (Crompton 
and Le Feuvre. p. 29) 

Dating back to the ancient times the state' s ideology of citizenship accepted men as the 

nonn. Feminist movements world-wide have sought to achieve equal status with men in 

both the public and private domains of life. Recent analysis of various social institutions 

reveals how state policies and ideologies have gendered implications for people's daily 

lives (Halford, 1992). 

The early efforts of the women's liberation movement in both Turkey and Britain focused 

on women' s representation in politics and in employment. The implications of these efforts 

were observable in the two spheres of 'public' and 'private' life: in the 'private' domain, 

state institutions consider domestic violence to be a different fonn of violence. from 

violence in public places between strangers, rather 'a private matter' (Halford, 1992). It is 

legitimised or left unregulated as a taboo topic. In Turkey. after a legal case on 4 April 

1987 which made domestic violence legitimate, several demonstrations took place. Two 

privately funded houses were built for the victims of domestic violence in 1990 (Ytiksel. 

1993). However. these feminist efforts were soon undennined without the state support 

essential for their continuation. In the 'public' domain. the state is reluctant to otTer 

'affordable child-care' and regulates decisions about 'fit' and 'unfit" work for women. In 

Britain there are still regulations that designate women 'unfit" for 'heavy' and 'dangerous' 

work. Bradley (1989) cited hosiery and pottery as two industries where the employers 



justify their discriminatory practices against women with reference to the le~i~13tion tm 

'dangerous' work. In Turkey, similarl:, there are laws 'protective' of women (~'e1ik, 1 yy~) 

which limit their work during late hours in some industries and ban employer~ from 

recruiting women for 'dangerous' and "heavy' jobs. In Turkey. \1ofvaridi's (197~) re"e3rch 

on the role of state agricultural policies in deskilling women showed how the suppu"eJI: 

gender-neutral agricultural policies of the state. when introducing ne\\ techlh)lo~ies. 

actually bring highly gender-based consequences. So the state itself plays a part in the 

segmentation of the labour market. 

Legislation backed up by national equal opportunities laws and international treatie~ tl)n11 a 

base-line for employers' practices. which bind employers to certain minimum lebal 

requirements. The Sex Discrimination Acts of 1975 and 1986 in Britain. for example. state 

that 'discrimination is unlawful in employment. training. education and the provision t)f 

goods, facilities and services to members of the public' (EOC. 1994). AIthoubh supposedly 

they provide a basis for addressing direct and indirect discrimination in emplt)yment. in 

practice they have had no impact on the forms of horizontal sex segregation which lead 

women and men to work at different jobs (Hakim. 1996). 

4.4.2 Gendered strategies of occupational closure 

Several writers have acknowledged the importance of the collective acti\itics t)f \\t)men 

and men in organised groups in establishing control over occupational boundaries. such as 

their entry requirements. employment rights. responsibilities. and benefits (Hartmann. 1979 

and 1981: Eisenstein. 1981: Walby 1986 and 1990). Drawing on a neo- \\'eberian tradition. 

nccupational closure theory examines the struggle between dominant and subordinate 

groups in the labour market. \\'itz (1994) in her conceptual framework of occupational 

closure identified the kinds of 'gendered' strategies employed by dominant and subordinate 

groups to exercise control over certain occupations. She used this to explain how various 

occupations within and allied to the medical profession successfull: excluded \\Ollh.'n or 

restricted their employment. while women in various kinds of health-related thXupatlon 

sought to re-establish their status and to regain a measure of autonomy. 

4.4.2,1 Tlte dominant group 

\\'itz (1994) defined two ditTerent strategies employed by the dominant group tt) e\.I.'rei"I.' 

authority over women's emplo:ment (sec Figure 4.1): exclusionary and demarcatit)nar: 

strategies. Lxclusionar: strate~il.'s are the intra-t)I.'Cupatit)llal efforts of the dominant grt)up 



-- "~~""r ~"-'''-'."." ~'U :~~ur-ce5. processes, outcomes and opportunities associated with the j 

occupation under their own control. Exclusionary strategies involve the do\\nwards 

exercise of power. Witz's (1994) example for this is doctors' efforts to create a set of 

qualifications for the medical profession that would make women ineligible for entry. 

Figure 4.1: Conceptual framework of gendered occupational closure strategies 

IDominant group 

ISubordinate group! 

EXCLUSIONARY 
STRATEGY 

INCLUSIONARY 
STRATEGY 

DEMARCATIONARY 
STRATEGY 

DUAL CLOSURE 
STRATEGY 

1 
Downwards exercise of power 

1 
Upwards. countenailing 

involving subordination exercise of power 

Source: Witz. 1992. p.45. 

IUsurpation! 
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Demarcationary strategies, on the other hand. describe the control of the dominant group 

over the affairs of a related occupation. Demarcation strategies were originaU)' defined as 

professional imperialism. They involve the side-ways exercise of power to control adjacent 

occupations. Witz (1994) considered this strategy crucial in the analysis of women' s 

subordination in health-related occupations. 

4.4.2.2 The subordinate group 

Witz (1994) identified two strategies implemented by the subordinate group to counteract 

the exclusionary and demarcationary strategies of the dominant group: inclusionary 

strategies and dual closure strategies. With inclusionary strategies. the members of the 

subordinate group affected by the operation of exclusionary strategies seek inclusion in the 

occupations hy the upward exercise of power. Witz's (1994) example was the historic 

struggles of women doctors who sought to acquire the full professional qualifications 



required for inclusion in the ranks of the profession. 

Dual closure strategies are implemented by the members of subordinate groups affected by 

the operation of demarcationary strategies. Two types of dual closure strategies are 

identified: usurpation and exclusion. Usurpationary strategies are the oppositional activities 

of subordinate groups affected by demarcationary strategies. The members of such 

subordinate groups may choose to employ their own exclusionary strategies. in the same 

way as the dominant group does. 

Various criticisms have been made of this conceptual framework. Firstly. the subordination 

of women in certain occupations may cause many women to leav~ these contested 

occupations, in order to regain control of their lives (Goffee and Scase. 1985~ Flanders. 

1994; Colgan and Ledwith, 1996). Studies. again of health sector occupations. indicated 

that female nurses employ exit strategies. leaving the occupation in search of better career 

opportunities elsewhere. Exit strategies have a strong influence in organisational sun'ival 

as they have significant cost implications for employers (Wyatt with Langridge. 1996~ 

Langridge. 1997). Therefore this conceptual framework should be revised to include exit 

strategies. This modification is explained further in Chapter Seven. Section 7.3.2.4. 

Secondly, although occupational closure theory conceptualises gender relations within 

existing institutional structures. it does not offer strategies for change capahle of 

challenging discriminatory institutional structures. This issue will be addressed in the 

following chapter, which examines organisational theories which do offer strategies for 

structural change. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have reviewed a range of well-established theories of the sexual 

segregation of the labour market. Economic theories in their traditional fonn often tack on 

sexual equality to their 'malestream' analysis as an afterthought. Social theories such as 

'two roles' theory and occupational sex segregation theory provide useful empirical and 

analytical interpretations of sex roles, both in the wider society and at work. to reveal these 

sexual divisions. However, they are descriptive rather than analytic or critical. This 

theoretical deficiency has been redressed by political theories concerning the gcndercJ 

strategies employed by subordinate and dominant groups in the labour market. 

For the analysis of my field work. I will therefore draw primarily on the political theories 

as my basic framework to interpret the data. supplemented by concepts adapted from the 



social and economic theories to explain the findings when required. By testing their 

applicability to the financial services sector. I hope to be able to confinn or amend these 

theories and concepts. in the light of my findings. This will also enable me to compare 

differences and similarities between the labour markets of Turkey and Britain. 



CHAPTER FIYE 

Organisations and Sex Segregation 

5. 1 Introduction 

In this chapter. I review the organisational theories of sex segregation with the aIm of 

identifying organisational strategies for effectively promoting equal opportunities. The first 

section examines how gender issues have been treated. within organisation theory. In the 

second section. I examine the history of the separation of the private and public domains l)f 

life and assess its historical significance for organisations. In the third section. I re\iew 

organisational theories of sex segregation in chronological order under three subheadings: 

theories of representation: culture: and change ideology. Early studies of gender iSSlIl'S in 

organisations focused on distributional issues. examining the gender profile of the staff as a 

whole. and at various levels within the organisational hierarchy. Gender culture theories 

provide contextual infonnation on sex segregation. The last section of this l'hapter 

identifies three different ideological positions in relation to change towards sex equality in 

organisations. Liberal ideology aims at achieving equal numerical representation in 

organisations. without addressing issues of hierarchical representation including the 

distribution of power: radical change ideology aims to promote equality for disadvantagl'J 

groups of employees based on a moral imperative. Transformational change ideology 

involves two agendas of change: in the short-tenn, it aims to redress sex segregation in 

employment. and its long-tenn agenda aims at transfonning the very foundations of 

organisational structures which promote sex segregation. 

5.2 Organisational theory 

There was little or no dialogue between scholars working within organisational studies and 

feminist theory until the 1980s. Much organisational research was carried out b\ \\"ell

funded academics who sought solutions to specific organisational problems. often as 

consultants to commercial or industrial enterprises. Feminist research. on the other hand. 

rooted in an anti-establishment and critical tradition. sl)lIght to expose patriarchal relation, 

\\ ithin the wider society. with rdati\ dy under-funded research projl'C\s (\\'itl and Sa\ .lge. 

1992. p.4). By the }980s organisational studies had become the tar~L·t for feminist nitique 

<. ·urrentl:. the feminist critique l)f organisatil)nal theory challenges its implicit assumption 



of gender-neutrality (Ferguson, 1984~ Ramsay and Parker, 1992) by examining the role of 

gender and sexuality in organisational life (Pringle. 1989~ Hearn and Harlow, 1993). 

Furthermore, it seeks to identify the ideologies that inform measures to promote sex 

equality in organisations (Jewson and Mason. 1986; Cockburn, 1989, 1991, 1996~ Ramsay 

and Parker, 1992; Fletcher, 1995). 

Thompson and McHugh (1995, p.363) suggested that "organisation analysis has a unique 

relationship with a practitioner community, providing theoretical resources which range 

from standard academic research to simple 'how to do if manuals. But management 

thinking draws lightly on theory". Despite its close association with this kind of 

practitioner thinking, the roots of orthodox organisational theory can be traced back to 

Durkheim and Weber. Durkheim's main contribution to organisational theory has been his 

theorisation of a new industrial division of labour based on social rules created and 

promoted by new professional and occupational groups. He argued that this division of 

labour promoted the status of workers in those occupations and professions within the 

overall scheme of production (Thompson and McHugh. 1995) 

Weber's work on authority and bureaucracy (1968) drew on themes of rationality and 

formal controL subsequently developed by Taylor who prescribed the use of 'scientific' 

methods in place of "traditional' management. Weber proposed an 'ideal type' of 

bureaucracy (Gerth and Mills. 1948), and identified the essential features of this type of 

organisation. Weber's depiction of an ideal typical bureaucracy was long assumed to be 

gender-neutral. However. it has been argued by contemporary feminists such as Ferguson 

( 1984). Acker (1990), Witz and Savage (1992), Morgen (1994) and Morgan (1996) that 

bureaucracies tend to institutionalise inequalities based on gender, race, class and other 

oppressive attributes. 

The assumption of gender-neutrality In orthodox organisational discourse has been 

challenged on two grounds. Firstly, managerial models prescribed by the "malestream' 

practitioner literature embody male-dominated cultural assumptions (Hearn, 1989~ 

Collinson and Hearn. 1996). One contemporary example of this type of literature, in the 

Harvard Business Review, Pearson (1987. p. 49) asserted that "while most people would 

agree that their business's success hinges on the quality of its people. very few ex~cuti\'es 

are willing to adopt the tough. aggressive approach to managing people that's requir~d to 

produce a dynamic organisation'. The managerialist ideology which equates aggression 

with dynamism is hardly new, and can be traced back to the 'scientific' manag~m~nt 



literature. Secondly, male modes of work, behaviour, competencies and power are widely 

accepted as organisational norms. Symons (1988, p. 51), in her research into women' s 

occupational careers in business, pointed out that women and men typically have different 

patterns of career development and that 'women in business have been both hidden and 

silenced by male models of career and masculine stereotypes of managers and 

entrepreneurs". Liff (1987) argued that the association of masculinity and femininity with 

different types of competencies, ways of behaving, relations of power. as well as forms of 

work, should be addressed in organisational analysis. Cockburn (1985, p. 231) explained 

that essentially there is a dual gender bias in organisational practices, stating that . both 

people and occupations are gendered'. 

Acker (1990, p. 154) wrote that 'ostensibly gender-neutral control systems are built upon 

and conceal a gendered substructure in which men's bodies fill the abstract jobs. Use of 

such abstract systems continually reproduces the underlying gender assumptions and the 

subordinated or excluded place of women'. She cited sexuality, procreation. and emotion 

as aspects of the organisational control processes leading to sex segregation on the basis of 

class, race and ethnicity, as well as gender. Despite these developments in the feminist 

critique of organisation theory, the dominant concern of organisational research remains as 

fixing problems rather than implementing real change. 

5.3 The separation of paid employment and domestic labour 

In his historical work on the 'Western Family', Anderson (1980) identified the passage 

from agricultural work to factory-based industrial production as a point in time when child

care issues and conflicts between domestic commitment and employment first became 

problematic for most women. Acker (1990) argued that work organisations have been and 

still are based on the assumption that workers should not bring in any external life factors 

such as domestic responsibilities or child-care commitments to their working lives. 

Therefore, historically, workers who could centre their lives around their work and manage 

the separation of work and home were considered fit for paid work (Haas. 1993, p. 258). 

Andrews and Bailyn (1993, pp. 273-274) stated that 'constructing an alternative to the 

separate worlds metaphor has been problematic due to the segmentation model's 

consistency with social and organisational norms'. Therefore. the organisational systems 

upon which industrial capitalism depends assume the separation of the private and public 

domains for employees. and social institutions. norms and values in the wider society 

complement and reinforce this phenomenon. 



Fassinger (1993) argued that domestic work is an area where gender relations are produced 

and reproduced. Men's and women' s physical participation in housework underline~ and 

perpetuates gendered social assumptions. Gender differences In the time spent on 

housework inevitably constrain or facilitate adults' capacity to partIcIpate in paid 

employment. As Table 5.1 illustrates for Turkey. working women continue to pertlxm 

most of the domestic work in the 1990s. However this model was based on hderosexual 

partnership. Virtually all studies have examined heterosexual partnerships. singk and dual

career families and their work and domestic lives (Rapoport and Rapoport. 1971: Pahl and 

PahL 1971; Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976). Non-traditional partnerships. such as leshian 

and gay partnerships (Wakeling and Bradstock. 1995). single parent families (Fassingcr. 

1993), single women. and single men constitute important groups for whom the conncction 

between domestic responsibilities and employment is yet to be examined. 

Table 5.1: Division of domestic work in families in Turkey in 1990 

Select Working Male Together \\' omen and other Other 
domestic women partner famih members 
duties per cent per cent 

--
_ per cent per cent per cent 

Cooking 65.3 '2.7 '26.4 5.5 

Cleaning 58.2 0.1 '2.4 28.4 11.0 

Washing up 58.5 0.1 '2.5 3.1 ., - 8 -' :-- . 

Ironing 58.2 0.6 2.0 17.8 2l.4 

Shopping '23.9 34.6 '2l.6 3.'2 16.7 

Budgeting 8.7 50.4 ')6 -- .) 0.8 U.6 

Administration 6.3 65.9 10.7 l.0 16.1 

Source: DIE. 1996. 

In employment practice. provisions related to child-care and parental leaycs are alnwst 

ah\'ays associated with women. Family-friendly organisational policies are percci\ ed by 

employers as devices to provide support for female employment. Men's domestic and work 

accommodations are made less visible than women' s in organisations (Schwartz and 

/immennan. 1992). Pleck (1993) questioned if men experience the same kind of contliL'ts 

as women between their domestic and work commitments. He argued that men' s parental 

leave patterns are often infonnal and rarely formally recognised h: employing 

organisations. Pleck (1993. pp. 232-233) acknowledged that workplace cultures' can create 

expectations for male perfonnance that can exceed the official demands of the jl)h·. and 

proposes research into men's use of infonnal family-supportive policies and the impact nf 

organisational cultures on them. He argued that this can pwmote the visihilit: of l11en'~ 

participation in domestic life and expose thl' cultural barriers that limit men's domestic and 

work accommodations. 



The sex segregation of work and home responsibilities is often beyond the reach of 

organisational policies, because it is also underpinned by the policies and practices of the 

state, government and trade union politics and the social culture, and is ultimately a matter 

of interpersonal negotiation (Haas, 1993). Newell (1995), in her cross-national study of 

equal opportunities in employment in Britain and Denmark, concluded that unless the 

gendered assumptions underpinning the division of domestic work are confronted 

systematically, equality will stay a distant goal in both countries. 

5.4 Theories of representation of the sexes in organisations 

Hakim's study of employment in Britain during the period 1901-1971 showed that. 

although there has been some decline in vertical segregation, horizontal segregation or the 

polarisation of female labour in certain occupations has actually increased. She suggests 

that a similar trend can be observed in the United States and other western countries. The 

last two decades have witnessed a noteworthy increase in women's entry into the 

professions and managerial positions in Western countries. Women now hold over 40 per 

cent of managerial positions in Australia, the USA, and Canada. an increase from only 6.3 

per cent of such positions in 1978 in the USA, for example (Burke and Davidson. 1994). 

Because of variations in the criteria used to measure segregation in employment both over 

time and between different countries (West, 1996), reliable data are not always available 

for cross-cultural comparative studies. 

Tools such as horizontal and vertical segregation and the glass ceiling metaphor are utilised 

to conceptualise sexual segregation in the labour market (Hakim, 1979; Hakim. 1996) and 

within organisational hierarchies (Buzzanell, 1995, Ledwith and Colgan. 1996). A similar 

concept to vertical segregation, 'the glass ceiling' metaphor was coined in 1987 by 

Morrison, et a1. in the United States. As originally used, it denotes the barriers women face 

at some point in their careers as they try to move up the organisational ladder. where they 

can perceive and aspire to senior posts, but find their advancement blocked (Flanders. 

1994~ Rhode. 1994, p. 1195; Bass and Avolio. 1994; Hemenway, 1995; Burke and 

McKeen. 1995). The term. while becoming a catch phrase in corporate circles (Hemenway. 

1995), has been applied to broader aspects of the under-utilisation of women's potential 

and skills in the 1990s (Glass Ceiling Commission. 1995). These concepts are explained 

further later in this chapter. Empirical research in Britain on the glass ceiling in relation to 

remuneration and promotion opportunities provides little evidence that the glass ceiling 

was cracking in the early 1990s (Gregg and Machin. 1993) 
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The glass ceiling metaphor has been applied to a range of organisational phenomena. Tl1\.'~e 

include: the 'subtle barriers' women face in career progression (\10mson and other~. ll)~·n: 

Morrison and Von Glinow. 1990; O'Lear: and Ryan, 1994)~ 'ageist practices' used 3Qainst 

women in their mid-forties and over (Segerman-Peck, 1991. p. 28): organisational and 

individual 'cultural and structural blockages' (Large and Saunders. 1995): the 'under

utilisation' of women's potential (Glass Ceiling Commission, 1995)~ and the 'sncial 

construction' of sexism through the use of 'language' (Buzzanell. 1995). 

A paradigm shift is observable in the way the concept of the glass ceiling has heen used, 

from, initially, representational issues towards~division of power in employment based on 

gender. The literature still includes arguments based solely around gender differences in 

numerical representation in organisational hierarchies and wage differential issues (see 

Fisher. Motowidlo and Werner, 1993) without further critical consideration of the social. 

historical and political factors underlying these demonstrable factors. Lxcept for 

Buzzancll's (1995) work on the glass ceiling as a socially constructed phenomenon and 

Kay and Hagan's (1995) work on gendered inequalities in the earnings of lawyers. the 

remedies proposed in the literature to achie\e 'break-through'. or to 'shatter' and 

'unmould' the glass ceiling, are firmly rooted within current organisational thinking. The) 

aim at "quick fixing' the unequal representation of women in different occupational and 

hierarchical grades, rather than aiming radically to transform these gender based hierarchies 

into democratic systems. Buzzanell (1995), however. criticises this approach as Shl' 

suggests that real solutions to sex inequalities in organisations could be achie\ ed through 

exploring and challenging the gender-based assumptions that underpin organisational life. 

Despite its common use as an indicator of women's hierarchical status in employment. the 

glass ceiling metaphor is used in this study to denote the barriers that block women's career 

development opportunities, based on different gender-based assumptions of sex 

segregation. 

5.5 Theories of organisational culture and sex segregation 

Organisational culture can be defined as the combination of original. fundamental and 

shared assumptions, which are manifested in the values. rules and produ(ts Ill' a 

communit). Organisational l'ultures are invented, created, accepted and recreated h> that 

communit> in order to harmonise its beliefs and perceptions with the external environment 

and to solve problems of internal integration, and an: conveyed to the cnming ~enerati(lns 

as tools for percl'i\ ing problems. thinking and feelin~ (\10rgan, 19S(): Schein, I lISS, 



Phillips and others. 1990~ Adler. 1991; Robbins. 1993 and Trice and Beyer. 1993). In this 

definition. the constant re-creation and reconstruction of the culture by the group 

experiencing it makes it a flexible and dynamic phenomenon (Mills. 1989). Although such 

definitions of organisational culture were provided by mainstream literature. they often 

lacked an understanding of the gender issues inherent in culture. Homans' (1950) book The 

Human Group and Goffman' s (1969) book The Presentation of Self in Everyday L(fe 

represent two early examples of mainstream literature on organisational culture. They 

largely ignored issues of gender in their analysis. Indeed, virtually no academic analysis of 

gender cultures existed until the late 1970s, because it was often assumed that culture was 

a gender-neutral phenomenon. The concept of organisational culture was popularised by 

Deal and Kennedy (1982), and Peters and Waterman (1982) in the early 1980s. but they too 

failed to acknowledge the interconnection between gender and culture. 

The impact of feminist scholarship in the social sciences focused academic attention on 

gender cultures after the 1970s (Hearn and Parkin. 1988). Oakley (1972) argued that social 

relations based on gender and various elements of sex segregation are deeply rooted in 

cultural processes. Hearn (1989, p.4) identified the historical deficiency of the 

organisational culture literature in integrating issues of gender in the ground breaking book 

The Sexuality of Organization (Hearn and others, 1989) and argued that male language. the 

'assumption of maleness and reference to the world of men' recurred in the theory and 

practice of organisation, management and leadership. Thus. these practices and 

assumptions are deeply entrenched in thinking and language~ the language of leadership 

and management often equates with the language of masculinity; leaders are often . he' . just 

as 'chairs' often remain • men" . 

Gherardi (1995. p.17) explored reasons why organisational culture studies for so long 

ignored issues of gender, concluding that this was due to the 'pervasiveness' of experiences 

of culture and gender; the 'elusiveness' of defining these concepts; and the 'ambiguity' of 

cultural symbols and their association with gender. However, she also argued that the role 

of traditional theories in silencing gender knowledge should be assessed as an example of 

the exercise of domination and power which served to maintain the assumption of loman as 

the norm'. 

Maddock and Parkin (1994) argued that challenging gender-based cultures is essential in 

order to establish fully democratic organisations. Itzin (1994, p. 48) identified several 

cultural processes that had gendered impact on emplo)ment practices, through her major 



research project conducted in a local authority in 1990. These processes included 

expectations of long-hours work. the lack of encouragement for and acti\'e discrimination 

against women. women's lack of confidence to aspire to positions of authority and power. 

discriminatory practices during interviews, the withholding of information from women. 

and women' s isolation in male-dominated areas of employment. Similarly. Acker (1 qq~. 

p.2S3) identified four conceptual processes through which organisational culture is 

gendered: first, the sex-typing of jobs. hierarchies, employment benefits. power and 

subordination; secondly, the creation of organisational symbols which explain and maintain 

these sex divisions; thirdly, interactions between individuals which involve implicit and 

explicit acts of subordination and domination. often differentiated by sex~ and. lastly. the 

individual's thinking and understanding of organisation. work and opportunity. 

In the analysis chapters (Chapters Seven and Eight). I will use organisational culture as an 

overarching framework within which gendered processes of "belonging' and ·otherness·. 

occupational closure. and organisational ideologies of equality are negotiated and 

experienced. The two former concepts were explained in the preceding chapters: ideologies 

of sex equality will be examined in the following section of this chapter. 

5.6 Ideologies of sex equality in employment 

In this section I will evaluate the change ideologies adopted by employees and managers to 

address issues of equality: firstly. from the literature I will identify a range of different 

approaches to promoting sex equality. Secondly. I will examine a set of criteria to establish 

the status of work organisations in terms of equal opportunities by sex. Lastly. I will 

discuss three different change ideologies adopted by employees and managers seeking to 

achieve equality. 

Since the late 1970s a growing number of British companies have declared themselves to 

be "equal opportunities employers'. in order both to attract skilled women staff and to 

redress their public images (Cockburn 1989). However. the approaches adopted to try to 

achieve this objective vary widely. A range of ideological approaches to the promotion of 

sex equality in organisations have been identified. Jewson and Mason (1986) outlined 

liberal and radical change ideologies. to which Cockburn (1989) added the concept of 

transformational change ideology. All three approaches constitute the ideological 

framework \vithin which organisations operate in the 1990s. I will examine each of thesl' 

ideologies in the following section. 



5.6.1 The liberal approach 

The liberal approach to promoting equal opportunities for an organisation' s employee" 

aims at eliminating discriminatory employment practices, h: ensuring equal terms and 

conditions of employment for women and men. Its proponents regard v.omen and men a" 

equivalent. without acknowledging any differences in their current social and economiL' 

status. Thus they argue that employment policies and procedures should be identical t()r 

both sexes (Jewson and Mason~ 1986). Straw's (1989) book on equal opportunities 

represents an example of the liberal approach. She defined equality in terms of t'Ljlwl 

chances at the recruitment leveL equal access at the selection len.'l and equal share.' in the 

organisational hierarchy. The liberal approach assumes that the exercise of fonnal 

authority, rules and procedures are gender-neutra1. and so it does not challent:L' the 

structural inequalities in employment which are embedded in tradition, history and culture. 

This approach has been in common practice for more than 25 years in Britain and for over 

50 years in Turkey. The 'business case' for equal opportunities propounded in the 1990s 

introduced the concept of equality. in the liberal sense, into mainstream capitalist idl'l)log:. 

American practitioner-based 'business case' arguments aim at con\incing a managerial 

audience that equality is profitable (see Schwartz. 19(2). assuming that employers make 

their recruitment. career development and progression decisions on the basis of profit. The 

business case for equality moved in some companies from merely legal compliance h) the 

cost-effective management of people. \aluing members of staff and, respecting and 

balancing their needs in relation to the company's social responsibilities (Douglas, 1(95). 

However, these arguments resemble human capital theory in being naive about employers' 

motives for not seeking to employ certain categories of people. and they ignore any notion 

of structural inequality. However. this approach has been the main equality ideol0t:: in 

both countries. with anti-discriminatory action as the main tool for change associated \\ ith 

it. The Equal Opportunities Commission in Britain and the Directorate General on the 

Status and Problems of Women in Turkey work in accordance with liberal principle" h) 

de\'e!op and implement policies regarding women. Hakim's research (1979: 199h) on 

occupational sex segregation in Britain indicated that the impact of the liheral Fqual 

Opportunities legislation of the 1970s was scverel: blunted by the recession and. de"pitl' 

the growing numhers of women in professional occupations. women' s o\crall status in 

Britain has not radically changed in comparison to mcn's sincl' that time. 

Both Turkc: and Britain are suhject to the !'uropcan Council and Union'" l'yU,lI 

()pportunities le~islatil)J1. rhe FUH)pean l inion and C0ll1ll1i"si()11 han~ L'OrnpaLlti\ cl: 



progressive policies on equal opportunities that its members are formally committed to 

implement, as they constitute a second legal framework for the member states (Foster. 

1990). However. some researchers were sceptical about the extent to which the European 

Union's legislation can exercise an effective influence. based on two main points. Firstly. 

Duncan (1996, p. 419) argued that the European Union's equal opportunity reforms are 

"men's rules for women's rights', and the Union is dominated by Christian Democrats who 

promote traditional state, society and family values without any commitment to changing 

women's inferior status. Secondly, despite the European Union's comparatively 

progressive equal opportunities policies in the field of employment rights. 'women are 

underrepresented in the leaderships, committees and congresses of their trade unions in 

European member states. Yet they are given a significant policy making role in the 

European Union' (Cockburn. 1996, p. 7). Thus the legal framework in both countries 

promotes a liberal ideology. 

While liberals seek fair representation and the best person for the job without 

acknowledging gender differences, their analyses are inadequate in assuming that job 

specifications, structures and terms are free from gender bias (Cockburn. 1989). Although 

the liberals' assumption that open competition matters more than historic structural gender 

inequalities has been challenged by feminist critiques which argued that bureaucratic 

organisational systems are indeed gendered, the liberal approach continues to be the 

ideology espoused by the state and governments in many countries. 

5.6.2 The radical approach 

The radical approach recognises the differences between dominant groups, such as middle 

class white heterosexual men. and subordinate groups such as women. ethnic minorities 

and the disabled. It challenges existing social and organisational structures. seeking 

equality for the members of these disadvantaged groups based on some ethical and moral 

principle (Jewson and Mason, 1986). Positive discrimination and affirmative action. which 

acknowledge that women and men are different. are the methods commonly adopted by 

organisations seeking to implement a radical approach to equal opportunities by sex. It tries 

to ensure the visibility of both sexes in the work place. and seeks the eradication of the 

barriers to advancement faced by disadvantaged groups. Thus. it is often adopted by 

organisations with strong political and ethical considerations and values. 

Adler and Izraeli (] 988. p. 6) identif!l three phases of a radical change strateg)' for 

women's employment: firstly, identification of the unique contributions of women and 
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men; secondly, creating enabling conditions for both types of contributions to be made and 

rewarded within the organisation; and lastly, looking for the ways in which women's and 

men's contributions can be combined to form new and more powerful managerial 

processes and solutions to the organisation's problems. 

As the radical change strategy for women in organisations aims to improve their standing. 

relative to men, Lowery (1995) argued that affirmative action remains the whipping post 

and rallying cry of many white males, even though there exists no evidence that women 

and/or ethnic minorities have taken power and authority away from white middle-class 

men, or have even begun to challenge their dominance in the workplace. On the contrary. 

Watson (1994, p. 211), in her research on sex equality in the senior Civil Service, reported 

that in practice equal opportunities policy is usually "a compromise which recognises 

women's differences from men, but tries to iron these out by finding ways to enable more 

men to join men's worlds'. She argued that equal opportunities practice in organisations 

should seek radically to alter the structures of these male worlds so that differences are no 

longer an impediment for women in employment. 

Crow's (1995) research into hiring decisions indicated that discrimination is a complex 

phenomenon, as the members of discriminated groups experience varying degrees and 

types of discrimination due to other oppressive attributes which they may possess. 

Therefore improving one group's position in employment will not necessarily provide 

equal opportunities for others. Daly (1978) argued that affirmative action aimed at 

promoting the career prospects of a disadvantaged group is "reform tokenism', something 

that delays real change towards attaining equality. Similarly. Cockburn (1989. p. 217) 

argued that the radical approach is "retrogressive in further dividing the already divided 

powerless groups'. She also points out that, although the use of a radical approach may 

promote the relative position of one disadvantaged group. it does not promise any 

improvement in the nature of the gendered organisation itself. 

5.6.3 The transformational change approach 

The transformational change approach was introduced to the equal opportunities literature 

by Cockburn in 1989. She argued that the liberal approach is incapable of meeting its 

equality targets and that the radical approach. whilst boosting the interests of some 

disadvantaged groups such as women. ethnic minorities and disabled workers. does not 

challenge gendered hierarchical structures. Instead. she proposed a transfonnational change 

approach with a short- and a long-tenn agenda. The short-tenn agenda aims at combating 



inequalities in organisational life, while the longer tenn programme of change seeks to alter 

organisational structures and cultures to create a democratic organisation. where equality is 

sustained throughout the organisational system. 

The transfonnational change approach proposes an ideal work-force profile similar to that 

identified by the American school of women in management (Morrison et al. 1987~ 

Morrison and Von Glinow 1990; Rutherford 1995) as resulting from "diversity theory'. 

This argues that organisations benefit from having a diverse range of employees. including 

those from underrepresented segments of the wider society. However. the kind of 

democratic organisation envisioned by the transfonnational change approach IS more 

comprehensive than the one offered by the diversity theory. as the latter is driven by 'the 

business case', rather than 'the moral and ethical case' for equality. Diversity theory draws 

on a multi-cultural approach to promote equality in organisations (Morrison 1992), which 

assumes that women and ethnic minorities will provide organisations with new ideas and 

ways of working, merely by bringing members of these underrepresented groups into the 

work-force in greater numbers. The business case for diversity is simplistic as it does not 

recognise the existence of gender or racial imbalances or issues of power and culture in 

current organisational settings. It legitimises discrimination against some disadvantaged 

groups who are under-skilled and who therefore cannot enhance the competitive edge of 

the organisation, due to their marginal position in the wider society. Another disadvantage 

of the diversity discourse is its exclusive emphasis on the diversity of a managerial elite. 

where key ideas and policies originate. The transfonnational change approach aims at 

altering current organisational systems to promote diversity among all its staff. not only as 

a business choice but also as a moral and ethical prerequisite. 

Returning to the elaboration of transfonnational ideology's short and long-tenn agendas, 
~ 

Joanna Foster (1990), the fonner chair of"Equal Opportunities Commission. endorsed 

mainstreaming as the major organisational task for equal opportunities in the coming years. 

Mainstreaming. one of the few encouraging pieces of legislation to come out of the 

European Union in the 1990s (Rossilli 1997). is an action that aims at integrating equal 

opportunities into the mainstream of thinking, strategy planning. resource allocation and 

decision making within organisations (Foster 1990). It has parallels with the short teml 

agenda of transfonnational change in aiming to ensure equality within current institutional 

systems. but a long tenn agenda is essential to dismantle the systems which have led to the 

present position of gender bias. in order to establish an open systems democracy. where the 
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members of different groups in the wider society enJoy equal representation and 

occupational benefits in employment. 

Buzzanell (1995) argued that this transformation could be achieved through freeing 

individuals from social sex-stereotypes in their thinking. interacting. and organising. 

Similarly, in order to promote a model of bureaucracy which is conducive to sex equality. 

Ramsay and Parker (1992. p. 269) proposed a third ideal type bureaucracy. that is between 

classical bureaucracy and anti-bureaucracy: it is neo-bureaucracy. "Neo-bureaucratic 

organisations would be continually attempting to refuse the fixity of patriarchal and 

capitalist imperatives whilst recognising the power of organised labour to bring wider 

social benefits'. 

Cabana (1995) commended a participative model of organisational design which seeks to 

empower people to restructure their own organisations and work. This model is particularly 

useful in reaching a consensus over an ideal state of equality. In the participative design 

modeL participants: 

... work in groups to analyse their current jobs. They do this by complementing 
two matrices: the first. an analysis of their jobs related to the six critical 
requirements (eliminated power differentials, opportunity to learn. an optimal 
level of variety. mutual support and respect, a sense that ones own work 
meaningfully contributes to social welfare and a desirable future). and second. an 
analysis of the skills they posses. These matrices show that critical requirements 
and skills are lacking across the section or organisation. The scores on these 
matrices indicate how the organisation falls short of a democratic design work 
environment (Cabana 1995. p. 20). 

Despite its merits, the transformational change approach has hardly been used for any 

practical applications in contemporary organisations. Cockburn (1989) indicated two 

reasons for this. Firstly, there is a lack of strong co-ordination and co-operation between 

pressure groups such as women, ethnic groups, gays and lesbians which seek to reshape 

social relations, and secondly, there is the lack of a strong working relationship between 

these groups and the trade unions. Also" the conflict created by the redistribution of power 

to promote equality between the members of an organisation may hinder the application of 

the transformational change approach. Fletcher's (1995) framework for "rear work and 

Ramsay and Parker's (1992) work on neo-bureaucratic organisations suggested ideal 

visions for transformational change, but because this would imply a real change in the 

distribution of power. conflict between the current holders of power and those that 

~urrently lack power but seek it is unavoidable. Lees and Scott ()990) in their research into 

equal opportunities in higher education institutions concluded that organisational change 



involves conflict not only between the powerful and powerless. but also bet\\een the 

members of the various disadvantaged groups themselves. They argue that the progressive 

aspect of conflict should be recognised. Change can be achieved through organised action 

and by building alliances with members of the organisation who currently enjoy power and 

authority and support equal opportunities initiatives, despite the fact that these policies will 

bring restrictions on their currently favoured positions. 

5.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have reviewed theories of sex segregation in relation to organisational life. 

Arising from two distinct research perspectives, organisational and feminist research 

currently dominates the analysis of sex segregation in organisations. While I criticise the 

instrumental and descriptive nature of the fonner. I have tried to reconcile the two 

approaches for the purpose of this research. 

Until the late 1980s. both organisational and feminist research has focused on providing a 

critique of discrimination and segregation in work organisations. Recent feminist work on 

organisational life has moved beyond this, to include proposals for change. In the last 

section of this chapter, I evaluated three change strategies: the liberal. radical and 

transfonnational. and argued for the appropriateness of the transfonnational change 

strategy for challenging structural inequalities in employment. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Research Methodology 

6. 1 Introduction 

In the previous literature review chapters, I examined theories of sex segregation in three 

areas of employment: the labour force, the labour market and the organisation. A 

theoretical framework developed from this literature informed my field research. 

identifying both research questions and appropriate groups of informants with whom 1\) 

explore them. 

In this chapter, I explain the methodological approach and the research process I adopted 

for this project. explaining and justifying the choices made in the chronological sequence 

actually followed in the process of data gathering and analysis. Although the sequential 

titles may appear to represent discrete phases of the research process. in practice they often 

overlapped. and were reviewed and modified throughout. 

I used mainly qualitative research methods. supplemented by the use of quantitatin~ 

methods. to gather data on equal opportunities issues in the field. in order to seck 

confirmation or refutation of the suppositions derived from the literature review. Feminist 

research methods informed my methodological approach. but I also used historical 

comparative, ethnographic. organisational and cross-national research methods. 

Here I start by explaining the research philosophy and the research methodology. 

Subsequently, I describe the research design, covering such matters as my personal 

affiliation to the research. the aims and objectives of the research. the design of the 

preliminary literature survey. the data collection tools. the ways in which participants were 

selected, the administration of the pilot studies. details of the study in Turkey and the study 

in Britain. comparisons between the two studies. and how the data were analysed and the 

outcomes reported back to informants. 

6.2 Research philosophy 

There has been a debate lasting several decades between the proponents of 

quantitative and qualitative research. These approaches han: different 
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philosophical foundations. \\Thile quantitative research offers explanations of s~)ci31 

phenomena based on the interpretation of numerical data. qualitative research deals with 

eliciting actors' meanings to explain social facts. Therefore quantitati\ e data are anal; sed 

through mathematics and qualitative data are analysed through conceptualisation (Dey. 

1993). Within the quantitative tradition are located schools of sociology such as 

functionalism. structuralism and political economy. whereas the qualitative tradition 

includes schools of sociology such as symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodoh)~: 

(O'Brien, 1993). While quantitative research has its philosophical grounding in positivism, 

qualitative research has its roots in interpretative sociology, which opposes the use of 

'hard' natural science methods such as experimentation to explore the external truths of the 

social world (Davidson and Layder, 1994). 

Quantitative methods in the social sciences seek to apply the processes and methods of the 

natural sciences to understand social phenomena (Davidson and Lavder. 1994). \\'ith its 

origins in the 19th century. in the work of the French philosopher Auguste Comk (1798-

1857). positivism became the fashionable social research philosophy of the 19605 in '\orth 

America (Urmson and Ree, 1989). Sociologists like Comte. Durkheirn and Parsons 

followed this tradition of positivist research enquiry. Bryman (1988) identified fi\ e 

suppositions underpinning this positivist tradition: first, positivism suggests that the social 

sciences can make good use of the methods and instruments of the natural sciences: 

second, while observable phenomena are regarded as knowledge, phenomena which cannot 

be observed with the senses or using positivistic tools are ignored or disregarded: third. 

positivism suggests that broader scientific knowledge is reached through the accumulation 

of verified facts: fourth. positivism seeks to derive specific propositions from ~eneral 

accounts of reality; and fifth, while positivists claim to investigate the implications of a 

certain normative statement. they cannot reject or accept the statement itself. 

The application of positivistic research instruments and processes in the social sciences has 

been much criticised, not least by the supporters of interpretative sociology (Keller, 1990). 

Their criticisms were these. Firstly, the questions, aims and objectives of positi' ist resl.'arch 

inquiry are not necessarily shared or known by the participants of the research: rather. thL'; 

are seen as 'subjects', the passin~ guinea-pigs of the study, who are intentionally ('\eluded 

bv the supposedly 'expert' researchers from active involvement in the pnKes"I..'s and 

outcomes of the resl..'arch. Sl'cnndly, positivistic, quantitative rcscarl..'h l'rnplo: s instruments 

that are unable to eXpll)re sl..lcial phenomena in any depth. These ti)ols exist e\ternal to thl.' 

society and its pnKessl's ([)avids~)fl and Layder. 1994). ror example, statistical estirnati~)fl" 



of women' s representation in different spheres of life do nothing to explain the sharing of 

power and authority which (according to many social scientists) brings about the situation 

being observed. Thirdly. positivists disregard any social phenomena which cannot he 

observed with the senses or with the use of survey instruments. such as belief systems, 

super-natural events and many of the emotions. Lastly. an exclusively positivistic approach 

suggests the detachment of the researcher from the research: research is considered 

something external to the researcher. This artificial barrier suggests the expert authorit) of 

the researcher over the people constituting the social phenomena being studied. This 

hierarchical power distance between the participants and the researcher raises ethical 

questions about positivist research philosophy. In this respect. feminist research phi losophy 

denounces positivism for being paternalistic and the positivist researcher for being 

patronising, leading to 'bad research'. 

As these fundamental premises of positivistic quantitati\'e research are still being 

contested, its opponents propose in its place the use of interpretative sociology which 

employs qualitative research methods and strategies. This tradition of sociology is often 

associated with Marx. Weber. Goffman and Garfinkel. Here, I will examine the main tenets 

of interpretative sociology. which uses qualitative research methods rooted in perspecti\'es 

such as phenomenology. ethnomethodology. and symbolic interactionism. 

In his book The Phenomenology of the Social World. Schutz (1967) introduced the concept 

of phenomenology to the social sciences. in opposition to the common use of posith'ist 

methods in his time. He suggested that. rather than 'pre-selecting' or 'pre-interpreting' the 

facts of the world. social scientists have to base their assumptions on concepts based on the 

common-sense understandings of people in a society, Current feminist discussions of 

epistemology centre around issues of objectivity. subjectivity and relativity. where the 

gender and other attributes of the researcher are considered an integral part of the research 

project (Maynard. 1994). Ethnomethodology. as coined by Garfinkel (1967). was informed 

hy these principles of phenomenology. It refers to research based on everyday life and Lll'e

to-face interactions (\Vise and Stanley. 1987), The contemporary form ()t 

ethnomethodological research. the constitutive ethnography. tl)cuses on the analysis of the 

full. uncensored transcripts of conversations in natural situations (Bryman. 1 9XX). It is 

regarded as a truly feminist method of research enquiry as it challenges the hierarchical 

assumption implicit in positivist research methods. which places the researcher in a 

superior position to the n:search participants. Implementing an ethnlmlethoJl)lo~i(al 

researching in organisatilmal settings in\ l)1\ L'S practical JitlicultiL'" It \\ouIJ. for l':\ampk. 



be difficult to secure research access to financial servIce companIes USIn~ the kind of 

participative research designs that ethnomethodology commends. This was not an 

acceptable research method in the sector when this study was carried out. whaea:-; 

questionnaire surveys were recognised as a legitimate means of doing organisational 

research. 

Srmbolic interaction ism is identified as a methodological philosophy which seek~ the 

meaning of social actions in human interaction, rather than in human biolo~y or 

socialisation (Blumer, 1969). Bryman (1988) identified three premises of symboli( 

interactionist philosophy. Firstly. human actions toward things are determined bv the 

meaning of those things for the human actors: secondly. meaning is given to these thing~ 

through social interaction; and lastly. an individual processes meanings in order to deal 

with social encounters. Symbolic interactionists focus on the interpretation of the meaning 

held by the individual. They use individual and group inteniews. letters and diari~s. and 

listen to conversations to determine actors' intentions and the understandings l)[ 

assumptions which lie behind them (Fielding. 1993). Symbolic interactionist philosophy 

offers research methods and tools which are conducive to researching cultures and 

organisations. and which are also regarded as acceptable means of doing research in the 

financial services sector. Although symbolic interactionism is commended for feminist 

research. Stanley and Wise (1983) criticised some traditional applications of symholic 

interactionist method which are based on mainstream notions of 'science' and ·objectivity·. 

In this project. symbolic interactionist philosophy is not adopted to promote the notions of 

science and objectivity. but rather it is used to explore the experiences and intentions of 

th~ participants and what lies behind them. 

These philosophical approaches to qualitative research are not mutually exclusi\ e, and 

there are no clear-cut boundaries between them. They converge in their opposition to the 

use of numerical tools and processes borrowed from the natural sciences to examine sllcial 

phenomena. believing that they can only be examined using instruments for collecting data 

purposely developed to understand each social phenomenon. 

Two centuries after Comte. social scientists still disagree over research phi It h( )rh~. 

dra\\ ing on a rang~ of quantitative and qualitati\ e methods with varying proportions and 

degrees of success in explaining so(ial phenomena (Davidson and La~ JL'r. 1(94). (r Brien 

( 199~) argued that so(iological research benefits from the use of a multiplicit~ of 

pcrsredivc~. rather than an 'either or" approach in selecting a philosllrhil'al St.lIh:l' Ihis 



research project draws mainly on symbolic interactionist philosophy. in seeking to voice 

the concerns of the study participants. using their accounts of gendered experiences in 

employment. Thus it mainly involves the use of qualitative methods as I do not base my 

arguments solely on numerical calculations. but rather seek out meaning in accounts of 

human experiences and interactions. However. I also incorporated quantitative methods. 

when warranted. both in the literature review and the analysis chapters to map equal 

opportunities by sex in the field. drawing on a multiplicity of perspectives. I will explain 

the details of the multiple research methodologies I incorporated in the following section. 

6.3 Research methodology 

My methodological approach has been informed by feminist perspectives and ethics. and 

by historical-comparative. ethnographic. organisational and cross-cultural approaches to 

research. I will now explain how I used a combination of methodologies in the different 

phases of my research. 

6.3.1 Feminist research methods 

Debates within feminist research centre around two issues: the content and methods of 

research. On the content side. that is. the issues which feminist research investigated. 

Maynard (1994) suggested that feminist research recognises the collective oppression of 

women while seeking to improve their position in the different domains of life. This 

research was inforn1ed by feminist theoretical perspectives as I recognised the 

disadvantaged position of women in society and sought to promote sexual equality through 

theorising the current gendered experiences of women and men working in financial 

services. 

Feminist methods. on the other hand. are in the process of development towards maturity. 

several writers argue that proposing a fixed set of definitions of feminist methods may 

hann their liberating potential as a critical methodological tool (Westkott. 1979). For 

example, Cook and Fonow (1990) noted that: 

attempts to impose premature closure on definitions of feminist methodology run 
the risk of limiting its possibilities by stipulating a 'correct' set of techniques 
without adequate opportunity to examine a wide variety of other approaches for 
their feminist relevance (Cook and Fonow. 1990. p. 71). 

Stanley and \Vise (1983) argued that individual experiences rather than abstract and 

theoretical works are essential ingredients of feminist methodology. Cook and Fonow 
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(1990) argued that beyond this "either or approach'. while feminist methodology can 

certainly benefit from individual experience. abstract theorising is also necessary. 

Although several writers object to the identification of certain methods as feminist. Cook 

and Fonow (1990. p. 71-73) reviewed the epistemological principles of feminist 

methodology. These are: firstly. paying attention to the significance of gender issues as the 

main focus of the research project; secondly. aiming to raise awareness of these gender 

issues during the process and as an outcome of the research project: thirdly. challenging the 

norm that personal experiences are unscientific and therefore they cannot be studied 

objectively: fourthly. showing concern for the ethical implications of research and: lastly. 

aiming to transform patriarchal social institutions through research. I will now discuss 

these principles and explain how they informed this research project. 

6.3.1.1 Revealing sex inequalities 

Cook and Fonow (1990. p.73) argued that research into re\ealing sex inequalities ma~ be 

pursued using a range of approaches by feminist sociologists. For example. for ~ lac Kinnon 

( 1982) this was done through acknowledging the central position of women' s issues in 

research. for Morgan (1996) by recognising the historical role of men in excluding women 

from sociological analysis. and for Eichler (1980) by acknowledging that the researcher is a 

gendered being. The main aim of this research project is informed by this principle as it is 

aimed to reveal sex inequalities in the financial sen' ices sector in both countries. The study 

also encouraged male participants to explore their role in promoting sex segregation in 

employment. Furthermore. I explain later in Section 6.4.1 how my gender. nationality and 

educational status affected the research process. 

6.3.1.2 Awareness-raising 

As explained in Chapter Three. raising awareness of gender inequalities is one of the main 

objectives of radical feminist research to promote social change towards equality (Stanley 

and \\'ise. 1983). In order to incorporate this principle into my research methods. I offered 

participants the opportunity to receive the published outcomes of this research project i r 

they so wished. :\lso. I plan to publish both methodological and theoretical articles drawing 

on this research project which will L'nable me to share the l)utcomes of this project with a 

wider audience. 

6.3.1.3 Challenging the norm of objectil'it)' 

Feminists have questilH1ed the nonnative structure of science. including the canon 



of objectivity, Chief among their concerns are the rigid dichotomy between 
researcher and the researched .... One way in which feminists avoid treating their 
subjects as mere objects of knowledge is to allow the respondents to "talk back' to 
the investigator (Cook and Fonow. 1990. pp. 75-76). 

This has been the topic of enduring debate within feminist research. dating back to 

Oakley's concern (1981) about the implications of unequal status in interviewing. \ 1aynard 

( 1994) likewise identified difficulties in feminist research arising from the Po\\ er 

differential. when the gender of the researcher and the interviewee are different. often 

resulting in the political objectification of women by the researcher. Howe\cr. she also 

cited difficulties with women interviewing women. due to the operation of other powcr 

dynamics like race, class, physical ability and age. In cross-cultural research such as mine 

on women and men in financial institutions. which was carried out by only one researcher. 

a power difference between the researcher and some of the participants is inevitable. 

During the course of my research, I contemplated and was questioned about the possible 

advantages and inconveniences of doing feminist research as a man. I conducted intenie\\s 

with both women and men. As feminist research suggests. I accept that my gender. as a 

male researcher. had an impact on the research process. However. as I was a Turkish 

graduate student, I believe that these two factors had an equally important impact as my 

biological sex on the power dynamics of the research. I. as a young male Turkish researcher 

and an outsider to the organisations. have clearly communicated different messagcs to the 

gatekeepers of the institutions and to the participants in the two difTerent cultures and 

countries. My inten'iews with women were on average longer (45 to 90 minutes) than my 

inten'iews with men (30 to 60 minutes). Although I tried to build rapport as an equal \\ith 

the participants. the power differential was skewed towards the interviewees in the hig.her 

managerial grades. as they were being invited to concede and yield some authority. It was 

easier to sustain a non-authoritarian interview \\ith staff in non-managerial grades. as I \\ as 

disposed to yield my presumed authority as an expert researcher. Although I planned to 

have informal interviews. with a comforting rapport. few participants seemed to treat me as 

a figure of authority when answering my questions by seeking my confirmation and 

approval. while a few of them offered their ideas with clarity and confidence, The impact 

of my attributes on the research process can only be guessed at. on the basis nf the persl)nal 

experiences of the participants and their presumed perceptions of my attributes. The 

combination of my personal attributes such as gender. class and ethnicity had a composite 

and dvnamic efTect. rather than separate. stati\.' effects. on the conduct llf the re~earch 

project. 



6.3.1.4 Considering!eminist ethics 

Although feminist research methods neither prescribe nor proscribe the use of ditTerent 

research tools and processes. feminism does suggest their ethical use. Feminist ethical 

concerns can be grouped as social responsibility and veracity (Kirby. 1997: Kirby and 

McKenna, 1989). In opposition to the orthodox scientific research traditions which 

propound research on and about communities. feminist research ethics promote research 

with and for communities, underpinned by a sense of social responsibility rooted in a 

political agenda. In contrast to orthodox-traditional methodologies. feminist 

methodologists suggest that the researcher should actively listen to women. allowing them 

as far as practicable to set their own agendas and to talk about what is important to them. 

so as to see the world in the beholder's eyes (Davidson and Layder. 1994). The difference 

between the two approaches lies in feminists' aspirations to respect the self-determination 

rights of communities and to do research informed by a passion for confronting injustice 

and oppression. while assuring the community and the participants being studied of 

confidentiality and about the ethical uses and outcomes of the research. Feminist ethical 

concerns for veracity and openness involve informing the participants before. during and 

after the research about its aims. objectives. methods. outcomes and possible uses. 

During the initial phase of the research project. I devised a set of conceptual aims and 

objectives by which I sought to understand the current issues and concerns in tinancial 

services with regards to equal opportunities by sex. I devised semi-structured interviews 

and distributed open-ended questionnaires which. within a specitied framework. gave the 

participants a degree of flexibility to set their own agendas. I examined the equal 

opportunities context in both countries with pilot studies. After these pilot studies. I 

amended the aims and objectives of this project on the basis of the feedback I received 

from the participants. using their concerns to revise the questionnaire and interview 

schedules. For example. I increased the number of open-ended questions and asked further 

questions about the accommodation of their home and work lives. after I realised that these 

issues were central to the gendered experiences of my respondents. To maintain 

transparency. I included a cover page on the questionnaire forms explaining the aims. 

objectives and possible outcomes of the study. and requested participants to provide 

feedback on the study tools and the research project in general. I also perfornled this task 

orally during the interviews. 
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6.3.1.5 Targeting transformation towards equality 

Cook and Fonow (1993) suggested that feminist research embodies a vision for liberating 

change towards equalit:. rather than solely documenting patriarchy. In Chapter Five. ] 

reviewed the ideologies of change towards equality. arguing for the usefulness of 

transfonnational ideology as opposed to liberal and radical ideologies. In Chapters Se\en 

and Eight I analysed the change ideologies that exist in the financial services sector in both 

countries. 

6.3.2 Other research methodologies adapted 

As I will now explain, I incorporated historical-comparative. organisational and cross

cultural research methods, infonned by feminist ethics. into my research. Exploratory 

historical-comparative research (for a review see Neuman. 1991 ~ May. 1993) situates the 

subject within the cultural context of its time. In the context of this research. financial 

services institutions are situated in the cultural contexts of Britain and Turkey. Employees 

and organisations are explored within their own cultural settings. allowing cross-national 

comparisons to be made subsequently. In the second chapter of this thesis I outlined the 

historical and cultural background of the position of women in each country: this is 

essential in portraying the global ising forces which intersect with cultural and national 

constructs of sex equality in the financial services sector. 

The cross-national and cross-cultural methodological dimension of the research follows 

the argument set out by Adler (1983). She suggested the equivalence of administration of 

research: 'settings, instructions. and timing should be equivalent not identical. across 

cultures' (Adler. 1983. p. 39). The effects of research on the respondents should be similar 

across cultures in relation to the familiarity of the study tools. the psychological response. 

the communication of the researcher's ideological perspective. research participants' 

demand for knowledge. the demographic attributes of the researcher. and the ways in which 

the researcher is presented to the respondents (Adler, 1983). I invested considerable efTort 

in making the data collection phases as similar as possible in Britain and Turke:. Although 

] needed to adapt my approach in relation to the cultural differences and the di\"(?rsity of 

workers' experiences in both countries. I tried to gather comparable information. while 

trying not to lose the richness of cultural diversity. A higher percentagl' of the Turkish 

participants responded to the questionnaires. while the British participants gave ll)nger 

,.Kcounts of their life stories during interviews (sl'e Section 6.4.10 for discussilll1 ahl)ut the 

signi ficancl' of these di fferences). 



As this research was conducted in organisations, I used the tools of orgLlni\uriolla/ 

research methods to seek access to the financial institutions I wished to studv. Thi~ i~ 

described in the later sections of this chapter. 

In this section I briefly outlined different research methodologies adopted for this research 

project. In the next section on research design. I will explain the details of the research 

process with reference to these broader methodological arguments. 

6.4 Research design 

Having briefly reviewed a range of potentially useful methodological approaches. in this 

section I will explain how the research project was actually carried out (see Figure 6.1 ). 

After articulating my personal affiliation to the research. I will explain my aims and 

objectives and outline the data collection methods used. I \\ ill then describe the fidd 

studies in both countries separately. Lastly. I will explain how the anahsis phase was 

undertaken. 

6.4.1 Personal affiliation to the research 

] grew up in a working class family which struggled for economic and social survival. :\s a 

member of a disadvantaged class. I identified myself with the equal opportunities 

movement in Turkey. This thesis, for me, represents my personal contribution against 

social injustice. In addition to my social experiences, my selection of this research topic 

owes much to my involvement as a facilitator in a seminar programme on Encouraging 

Turkish women into politics, during my studies for a Master's degree in Human Resource 

Management and Development at Marmara University, in Istanbul. During these women

only seminars I had the opportunity to work with political1y active Turkish women. 

Subsequent discussions with my women friends and reading feminist books of different 

persuasions were awareness-raising experiences for me. I came to realise the key roks of 

gender and class in the organisation of society. However. I frequently encountered 

suspicion for 'growing up as a man and becoming a feminist'. as Stoltenberg (1990) a!s\) 

noted in his autobiographical piece in which he explains his reasons h) hecome a radical 

feminist. 

\\'hen I worked in a Turkish bank from 1988 to 1990 as a part-time student trainee. I t~)unJ 

the fonnation of inten:st groups by birth place and educational back~round \\ ithin the han}.. 

fascinating. Building on this e\.pericnce, I later did a ~ laster's thesis on organisatil)nal 



cultures in Turkish insurance companies. from \\hich I gained an understanding of ho\\ 

financial services organisations function. while conducting my field work. The tori\.' of 

gender differences within the staff of those financial institutions formed a significant 

element of my thesis. whetting my appetite for a larger. cross-national study. The award of 

a research studentship at Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education ga\ c me 

the chance to carry out such a research project. comparing equal opportunitie~ by SI'X in the 

financial services sector in Turkey and Britain. 

Fi ure 6.1: Research desi n 

Personal affiliation to the research 

Aims and objecti\es 

Data collection tools 

Primary data Secondary data 

• questionnaires • company sources 
• interviews 

• research diary 
• expert opinion 

• government studies 
• trade union reports 
• literature on equal 

opportunities 

Research Access 

Selecting participants 

Pilot studies 

The Turkish study 

Data collection. analysis and interpretation 
<. 'omparisons between the Turkish and British 

studil's 
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6.4.2 Aims and objectil'es 

The initial phase of the research project was the clarification of my aims and objecti\ e~. 

These changed in the course of the project in the light of feedback on the emergent id~a~. 

In this research. I sought to develop comparisons between the experience~ of women and 

men employed in financial institutions in Britain and Turkey. This stud: would. I hoped. 

enable me to offer amendments to the theoretical models I discussed in the pre\·iou~ 

literature review chapters. Thus drawing on academic materials. my objectiye is to infom1 

organisational change, by maintaining a link between academic knowledge and 

employment practice in relation to equal opportunities by sex. 

6.4.3 Preliminary literature review 

For the first couple of months of the research. I spent time reading up preyious th~oretical 

and empirical work on equal employment opportunity by sex. I prepared a paper on the 

emancipation of the Turkish women (which became the basis for the Section ~.:2 of this 

thesis), considering that as the thesis will be written and examined in Britain. it would be 

necessary to describe the cultural background of these issues in Turkey for British readers. 

At this stage, I started planning the data collection methods that I would use during this 

study. During the course of the research project I gained further knowledge of equal 

opportunities issues and made amendments to the preliminary literature re\iew chapters. 

6AA Data collection tools 

Although traditional approaches to research encourage the researcher to use a single data 

collection method for each study. contemporary "best practice' endorses the utilisation of 

multiple methods. The use of three or more methods of data collection has been called 

·triangulation' (Robson, 1993). Following this exhortation. I used seyeral methods of data 

collection in my research project allowing me to approach the subject from se\eral 

different dimensions. I collected two main types of data using yarious ditTerent data 

collection methods. These are: primary data. which I gathered via the research tUl)!s I used. 

namel: interyiews. questionnaires and the research diary~ and secondary data. from thl' 

readily available published material such as cross-national. national and organisational 

studies. company publications and other associated material. The f('lati\ c uscfulne"" of 

these ditll'fL'nt kinds of material was assessed in Chapters Two. Three. Four and Fi\e. 



6.4.4.1 Primary data collection 

Primary data collection included the use of structured direct questionnaires. 5cmi-structur,-'J 

taped interviews and a research diary. 

6.4.4.1.1 Semi-structured questionnaires 

The questionnaire schedule contained open-ended, multiple choice and dichotomous 

questions (see Appendix B for a final copy of the questionnaire schedule). Sim:c no 

suitable Likert-type scales existed for measuring the status of equal opportunities by sex in 

employment (Wilson, 1995), and as such techniques would not generate the breadth of 

infonnation I sought, open-ended semi-structured questions were de\·ised. to in\cstigatc a 

series of themes relating to gender issues in employment. 

It proved difficult to reconcile gatekeepers' expectations of what constitutes 'proper 

research and what a professional researcher looks like. with m! personal ethics. 

Gatekeepers of the institutions to which I sought access were ready to \\c!come a 

researcher who could proclaim a quasi-religious authority oyer their subject. for example it 

proved very difficult to enlist their support if I explained that I wanted to do cxploratory 

rather than hypothesis-testing research. Exploratory research. using qualitatiyc methods. 

tends to be often regarded as a less legitimate or 'scientific' approach than positiyistic 

methods such as hypothesis-testing using quantitati\e analysis. An example of such a 

hypothesis-testing research tool is the Women as Managers Scale (\\'AMS) \\ hich claims 

to identify the 'better' female managers (Terborg, 1979). My argument was that: firstly. 

these established scales impose the research agenda while ignoring the issues important for 

the participants~ second. scales such as mainstream organisational motiYation and 

commitment scales, and even W AMS, include women in their analysis as afterthoughts. 

There is no such equivalent scale called 'men as managers'. While it affinns men as the 

managerial nonn, it tries to add women to the argument; and lastly. these scales cannot 

elicit the richness of the answers open-ended qualitatiye questions provide. Based on th,-'sc 

reasons. I did not use the existing questionnaire schedules which are designed to yidd 

quantitatiyc analysis. but rather fonnulated my 0\\11 questionnaire schedules inyoJ\·ing 

open-ended questions in order to promote qualitative analysis. 

The questionnaire fonns contained a coyer page which promised anonymity. cpntidentiality 

and anonymised feedhack tn the organisational gatekeepers. The! also pnnided cont.ld 

addn:sscs and telephone numhers for infomlants to contact me in cas\? they had allY 



concerns or questions about the study. I supplied self-addressed pre-paid enn~lope~ with 

the questionnaire fonns. 

I distributed the questionnaires to those employees who requested one. USIng se\eral 

methods to despatch them: firstly. in cases of company-wide research access I di~tributed 

the questionnaires either through the internal post. or by personally handing one to each 

willing employee: secondly. in cases where I reached the participants through other 

contacts. I either sent the questionnaires by post, or handed them in by a company yisit: if 

the interviewee wanted to have an interview and did not know about the questionnaire. I 

asked if they could fill in one. 

6.4.4.1.2 Semi-structured taped interviews 

Interviewees were asked to describe their work expenences In relation to equality of 

opportunity by sex. with reference to their personal liYes and to the organisation in general 

(see Appendix A for a copy of the final inter.iew schedule). The duration was generally 

limited to about an hour. due to their work and other commitments. Although I \\ as flexible 

about the intervie\\ place and time. most of the interviews were conducted at their 

workplace. 

I used various techniques to reach interview participants. First. the questionnaire fonn has a 

section seeking respondents' consent to be inter.·iewed. They could either write their name. 

a suitable time for me to contact them and could send it directly to me or could contact me 

hy telephone; second. earlier interviewees recommended me to subsequent potential 

inter.·iewees: third. I acquired several participants through my friendship network and 

potential infonnants were directed by my friends to contact me: fourth. academic 

colleagues provided names obtained through their own networks that I contacted: and 

lastly. I was able to establish contact with one company through the trade union. 

I guaranteed strict confidentiality for the interviews before arranging a time and place. and 

on the coyering sheet of my questionnaire I provided contact numbers for participant..; to 

enable them to check the credentials of the research and the researcher. I let the 

inter.·iewccs choose a convenient place and time. and booked a room at the CoilegL' for 

those for whom it was conn?nient. I asked for an hour of the intcr.ie\\ l'e:--' time but in 

some cases I was only gi\cn thirt~ minutes. I gaYe the inter.ie\\L'l':-- code namL':-- and 

anonymlsed their identities by disclosing their attributes sdecti\dy in the sllb:--l'qllent 

reports and anah sis to ensure confidentiality. To guarantee the quality of the inter. ie\\ 



recordings I selected spacious rooms with sparse furnishings. and I tested the tape recorder 

before each interview. 

The interview questions elicited some details of sensitive personal experiences. Some clf 

the interviewees appeared to dislike talking about the sharing of domestic responsibilities. 

or personal issues surrounding their careers and sexual harassment. I did not probe further 

if I realised that they feel uneasy about any of my questions. 

6.4.4.1.3 Research diary 

I used a research diary, also called field notes or conceptual baggage (Kirby. 1 (97). to 

reflect on my thoughts, reflections, plans and performance throughout the research process. 

This imposed a work discipline and provided a sense of the development of my ideas and 

the passage of time. I took notes while scheduling my project. after conducting inter.iews 

and handing out questionnaires, meeting individuals in connection with the research and 

when I was travelling around offices. The research diary provided data beyond that 

captured by tape recorders, questionnaires or other research tools. I \\Tote in it during my 

main fieldwork phase in Turkey: "I spent five hours handing out questionnaires in t\\ 0 16-

floor blocks. I drank more than 10 cups of tea with staff. mostly managers. while 

distributing the questionnaires. to establish rapport. I feel \'cry sick." During my first 

interview in Britain. I noted: "'During the inter.·iew. a member of staff came and called thc 

inter.·iewee out. She adjourned the interview. saying that her daughter had called from the 

nursery. as she sometimes likes to talk to her. Ten minutes later she retumed and 

apologised several times. We resumed from where we had stopped. Did the child call 

because she was the mother. or because they couldn't find the father? I made her laugh 

with my question. The child would 'normally' cal1 her:' The research diary helped me to 

map how far my thinking had developed. to check the rationale for decisions made earlier. 

and it informed my critical reflections. 

While the questionnaires provided brief. topical information from a \\ ider group of 

employees. the inter.'iews were useful in providing greater insight into those themes 

emerging from the inter.·iews. The research diary promoted better learning and planning 

through self-retlection during the research project. 

6.4.4.2 Secondary data collection 

Secondary data were colleded from hoth intemal sources within firms. such as reIL-vant 

company puhlicatit)ns and infonnation produccd for intemal purpOSl'S. and cXlcmal Sl)lIr(CS 



such as national government studies. reports from trade unions on financial institutions and 

material produced by equal opportunities-related bodies. and other literature. I had to USc 

v.ntten material produced in two languages and often based on different sllcial criteria tl)r 

analysis. Therefore both the primary and also the secondary data colkdion phasl's 

brought their own complexities due to the nature of the study. 

At the preliminary literature review stage. the ideas generated from it enabled me to Je\ise 

a semi-structured interview schedule which included a wide range of issues on empll1) ee< 

gendered experiences, andI developed a questionnaire comprising mainly open-ended 

questions like those in the interview schedule. I modified the schedule both in the light \11' 

the secondary data collection and as I gained experience as a researcher throughout thl' 

process. I added new questions and refonnulated indi\idual questions for some participants 

with unique experiences. I found considering each interview as a feedback h) he a useful 

mechanism for improving the quality of my interviews further. 

6.4.5 Selecting participants 

This research does not claim to have achieved perfect scientific rcpresentatiun of the 

groups of women and men working in financial institutions in Turkey and Britain. Rather. 

it is an exploratory study of equal opportunities by gender in certain financial institutions. 

which should generate ideas and themes for further study. The study's participanh are the 

female and male head office staff of selected financial institutions operating in Turkey and 

Britain. brief references of which are provided in Chapters Seven and Eight. The~c 

institutions. in both countries. share some common characteristics. They all ha\ c heen 

estahlished for over 20 years in this sector. Each employs a minimum of a thousand staff. 

They han? national reputations as well as international business connectil1ns. \\ ith 

extensi\'t~ branch networks across their countries of origin. 

Since employment in branches and in head offices of(eAdistinctively ditTerent e'\perienccs. 

head office employees were chosen as the main study group. Head offices typicall) cmplo) 

a larger number of employees with a wider range of skills than branch offices do. Research 

access to head offices pennits access to a larger numbers of staff with fewer numher~ or 
research visits than several visits to branch otlices can pnnide. Thus. the time and l'\)st 

implications associated with doing research with branch staff made re~earchil1~ 

employment practices in head otlices more viahle for this l:rnss-cultural re~l'an:h PWkl:t. 



\Vorking in financial institutions as a participant observer could provide me with a rich 

seam of information. However. apart from difficulties with costs. time limitations .md 

finding cross-national placements, there is the problem of sustainin!.! confidentialitv in 
~ . 

ethnographic studies of financial institutions. Baker (1987) reports personal ethical 

dilemmas with organisational bureaucracy, channels of access and confidentialit:- Juring 

her placement in a Canadian bank in order to research equal opportunities issues. ~he 

suggests caution in doing ethnographic research as an employee. because she e'.periem:ed 

difficulties in balancing the conflicting demands of research and organisational politics. 

which subsequently caused a colleague to lose her job. Therefore for this study I chose to 

work with well-established tools for undertaking organisational research such as inteniews 

and questionnaires, approaching the chosen firms as an outsider. 

Bell (1987) provides a checklist for negotiating research access with organisations. I wrote 

formal research proposals offering companies feedback reports in return for heing granted 

research access. In describing how research access was sought. I need to differentiate 

between two contact points in organisations: gatekeepers and participants. By gatekeepers I 

mean the individuals holding the authority to grant or deny research access to the 

organisation. In financial services the gatekeeper role is centralised under the control of one 

individual, likely to be based in the equal opportunities unit. in human resources 

management. personnel services or similar departments. Ho\\cvcr. the gatekeeper was 

often subject to line management from senior managers and colleagues. Most llf the 

gatekeepers who were approached also contributed to the research as participants. 

As a researcher I had to pass two tests in order to be able to carry out my field work: the 

'expert' test by the organisational gatekeepers and the 'listener' test b) the inteniev. 

participants. While as a researcher I was trying to convince the gatekeepers that I \\as an 

ahle researcher capable of carrying out this project. I tried to convince the participants that I 

\\ as there to listen and understand. I personally found it hard to portray different imagl's tl) 

the institutional gatekeepers and the inten·iewees. My interactions with the gatd..eeper" 

were alienating experiences as I needed to be 'proper' in organisational ternlS. I did not tl'l'l 

the same pressure to conform during the interviews as the interviews \\erl' rather informal 

and amicable and I could identit)· \\ith the intervie\\ ees. as a former hank emploYl'l'. hetter 

than with the gatekeepers to these organisations. 

I negotiated access through the standard organisatinnal channels. such as applic.ltil1n" tl1r 



research access. for the Turkish stud\. However. the British study warranted other - -
unconventional methods of research enquiry. such as the snowball technique. bL'c~lU~e the 

formal methods of research enquiry using formal proposal letters addressed at the tinanL'ial 

institutions failed to produce desired levels of research access and participation. The details 

of research access and the profile of the participants of this study are explained in Chapter~ 

Seven and Eight. 

6.4.7 Pilot studies 

I initially discussed and then piloted the English versions of the questionnaire~ with a 

group of academics working in this field. Later. I conducted pilot inten ie\\s with two 

individuals who had previously been employed by British financial sen'ices companies. I 

also piloted my questionnaire and interview schedule with six fellow students who were 

undertaking doctoral projects in the social sciences. Their comments on the content. and 

format and style of the questionnaire and interview schedules enabled me to impnn l' both 

the interview schedules and the questionnaires. 

After piloting these tools in Britain. I went to Turkey to tind contacts and negotiate aCl'l'SS 

to Turkish financial institutions. for a pilot study. As Adler ( 1(83) suggests. I translated the 

questionnaire into Turkish and it was back-translated to English by a qualitied Turkish

English translator. for linguistic validity. Staff at my previous uni\ersity helpl'd me to tind 

contacts in financial institutions. leading to approval to study a Turkish tinancial 

organisation. comprising a pilot study in April 1995. to be followed b: a main study in the 

summer of 1995. I spent a month at that company conducting 21 pilot interviews and 

l}uestionnaires with 12 female and nine male employees from ditTerent organisational 

grades and departments. exploring their perceptions of gender-related equality issues at 

work. I used their feedback to modify both the questionnaire and the inten'ie\\ schedule. 

The length and the standard completion time of the questionnaire were dearly prohlem.llic. 

as the employees were willing to allocate no more than half an hour for completing a 

questionnaire whereas they were happy to spend as long as an hour being inten·ie\\l'J. Ihi~ 

led me to ask broader. open-ended questions. as recommended by the pilot study 

respondents. 

6.4.8 The Turkish study 

The Turkish study was conducted between Janu~ and September 1995. \\ ith thL' m.lin 

study undertaken bet\\een July and Septemher. Resl'an:h 3l'l'e~~ wa~ sought !rom tin~ 
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Turkish financial institutions which had been operating in the sector for more than 10 

years. I sought access through my project supervisor in Turkey who was already kno\\TI to 

the finns' senior staff. Of the five companies that were approached. one has a head office 

outside Istanbul and therefore proved to be unsuitable owing to cost considerations. one did 

not reply, one did not agree to grant company-wide research access but allowed a limited 

number of interviews, and the other two granted full research access. The latter three 

companIes in which the study was eventually conducted. I will hereafter refer to as 

companIes A, B and C. I sought research access in these companies using different 

methods. 

After I conducted my pilot study in Company A, it was agreed that I could also undertake 

part of my field study there. My contact there was the Assistant General Manager. who was 

also the manager of the Human Resources Department. He sent an internal e-mail to all the 

company s employees explaining my research project and requesting volunteers to 

participate. 

At Company B, I contacted and negotiated research access with the Training Department 

Manager, who produced a letter indicating his endorsement of the project. Armed with this 

letter. I telephoned each department manager to request research access to their department. 

Out of 14 departments, 10 department heads agreed. 

At Company C. my contact was a finance manager, who helped me put an official proposal 

to the Personnel Manager of the company. However, I was offered only partial research 

access and eventually conducted only three interviews with staff there. 

During summer 1995, detailed arrangements for the main data collection phase of the study 

were negotiated with all three companies. A total of 1000 questionnaires was distributed to 

the head office staff of Companies A and B. I did the distribution of the questionnaires 

individually to each employee by travelling through the offices. I also left extra 

questionnaires in each department for those employees who were not present during my 

visits. 

I sent reminders through the internal e-mail systems about arrangements for the collection 

of the questionnaires. One week after their distribution I collected completed 

questionnaires from the collection points and from individuals by making announcements 

in each department. 



The return rate was 31.2 per cent: 312 completed questionnaires were receiyed. 

Subsequently, 20 interviews were conducted with women and men employees who had 

agreed in their questionnaire forms to be interviewed (for the distributive details of the 

Turkish participants see Chapter Seven). The response rate of the Turkish study was 

adversely affected by a previous nation-wide study of health. gender and work-life. which 

left many employees feeling reluctant to respond to similar questionnaire and inten'iew 

questions so soon afterwards. 

6.4.9 The British study 

The British study began in October 1995 and ended in April 1997. In October 1995. I sent 

formal proposals to 15 British financial institutions. explaining the research project and 

requesting access. After a waiting period of six weeks. I telephoned and faxed these 

companies again as I had not received any response. Time was marching on as I waited for 

their answers. so I decided to adopt a range of methods to reach these companies. 

Eventually, I used three different techniques: first. I wrote proposals to those departments 

of companies which are responsible for research activities; second. I used my network of 

academic contacts to approach key staff in financial companies. and lastly. some of the 

companies I contacted originally recommended me to contact some other companies. Using 

these methods. I sought research access from a total of 24 financial institutions operating in 

Britain. I got six different responses to my proposals from the British financial institutions. 

ranging from full research access, partial research access, an interview with only the 

organisational gatekeeper. letters of rejection. rejection via telephone calls and indecision 

or prevarication. The data collection phase took 18 months in Britain. whereas the main 

Turkish study only took three months. The major high street financial institutions in Britain 

were very reluctant to participate in the study, and small companies with few staff could 

not provide the numbers of completed interviews and questionnaires which I sought. 

One company gave approval for the full study, with both interviews and questionnaires. I 

will refer to it as Company X. The research was advertised through the internal e-mail 

system and 120 questionnaires were distributed to staff. Two visits were made to collect 

completed questionnaires in the two subsequent weeks. 30 completed questionnaires were 

returned. and five respondents indicated their consent to be inten·iewed. They also directed 

me to other employees in the company whom they thought might be interested. which 

yielded six further interviews in this company. Another company offered me partial 

research access. which I will refer to as Company Y. As they were undergoing a 
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redundancy programme, they were unable fully to accommodate my project throughout the 

company. The Equal Opportunities Manager of the company said that they had temporarily 

suspended all research activities. There I conducted three interviews with two women and 

one man, and received four completed questionnaires. The interviews I had in this 

organisation were interesting as they reflected different perceptions of organisational life 

from staff in other firms. I interviewed the personnel manager in one company. which I will 

refer to as Company Z. I was not allowed to use a tape recorder and I was allowed 30 

minutes for the interview, in which she said that she did not see equal opportunities as an 

issue for either the company nor the sector in general, and believed that research on gender 

equality harmed equality rather than promoting it. The negotiations about access in two 

other companies were painstakingly long and bureaucratic experiences. including telephone 

calls and face-to-face interviews, accompanied by my thesis supervisor. where even the 

details of postage and confidentiality safeguards were discussed. However. the negotiations 

with both companies eventually failed, due to late interventions made by senior managers. 

Although the official organisational responses stated that the organisations had other 

priorities. my telephone conversation with the members of staff in charge of research 

activity revealed that these interventions had come from male senior managers. Although 

I was not offered full research access. I did arrange interviews with three current and two 

former employees of this company. which I will call Company K. I conducted three more 

interviews in three individual companies. having established contact with two of these 

interviewees through my supervisors and one through a former interview participant. 

Ten companies declined the proposal by means of standard letters indicating their general 

concerns. I was told by five companies that they were not willing to participate in any 

research activity and three companies neither replied, nor answered my telephone 

enquiries; rather. they stayed indifferent saying that they were in the process of evaluating 

my proposals. and would inform me when they reached a decision. Two years later. I have 

not received an acknowledgement. The concerns expressed by these gatekeepers over their 

organisations' participation in this research project centred around the same three main 

issues. These were the standard letters of rejection. which stated that they receive 

overwhelming numbers of requests to conduct research each year. which are all rejected as 

the company conducts its own research if it is needed; the gatekeepers of these 

organisations did not want to recognise equal opportunities as an issue~ and as even the 

study itself would be an awareness-raising process. an outside researcher is seen as a threat 

to the confidentiality of organisational practices. Although I promised to provide 
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confidentiality, research of this kind carries the danger of discrediting information being 

revealed to the press and several recent highly publicised industrial tribunal cases in the 

sector caused distrust of researchers. It is recognised and sealed like a time-bomb as a 

highly sensitive area in many companies. This is a reactive rather than a proactive approach 

to recognising and solving problems, because by keeping them out of sight and failing to 

identify and address problems, firms risk having to pay high industrial tribunal costs and 

also the additional training and management costs caused by poor employee relations. 

The response rate in the British firms was poorer than the Turkish firms due to intense 

organisational restructuring efforts in several companies, a general lack of interest in equal 

opportunities research or fears about the outcome and concerns over confidentiality and 

anonymity. I eventually received 50 completed questionnaires and conducted 25 interviews 

in five British financial institutions. (See Chapter Eight for the distributive details of the 

respondents) . 

6.4.10 Comparisons between the Turkish and the British studies 

Due to my previous academic and business contacts who had privileged access to financial 

services organisations. I was advantaged in readily securing research access to financial 

services organisations in Turkey. Managerial commitment to this research was high. As I 

had organisational support. contacting participants was easier. Companies A and B gave 

me permission to travel through the offices. to distribute questionnaires and book interview 

rooms. and they released staff in work time to take part. 

Unlike in Turkey where a direct approach proved successful. in Britain the use of multiple 

methods was needed to locate volunteers for interview. I tried formal approaches to 

managers. with letters which explained the project and sought their co-operation. and 

informal snowball techniques inviting respondents to nominate colleagues. These indirect 

approaches proved more successful in the British context. 

Data of similar quality were gathered from both countries. I conducted 21 interviews in 

Turkey and 25 in Britain. and collected 312 completed questionnaires in Turkey and 50 in 

Britain. As both the questionnaire and interviews involved similar open-ended and semi

structured questionnaires. it can be argued that despite the numerical differences hetween 

the kinds and balances of data-sets obtained from two countries. the studies in both 

countries produced comparable amounts and quality of data. However. although the 

Turkish companies readily provided information on the gender composition of their staff. 
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British companies were reluctant to do so. Although there is a legal requirement to monitor 

gender composition. I was told that that information is confidential and not accessible to 

researchers. However. the interviews revealed this information for respondents' own 

organisations, and their constituent departments or organisational grades. especially where 

there was a marked imbalance in gender composition. Sectoral information is also available 

from the Equal Opportunities Commission and BIFU. Data collection would ha\'e been a 

dispiriting effort in Britain, had I based my argument on the numerical representation of the 

sexes within the financial services sector. as vital statistics are not readily available or 

accessible. 

6.4.11 Data analysis and feedback 

I analysed primary and secondary data relevant to the research questions. Analysis of the 

primary data consisted of analysis of the interviews. the completed questionnaires. and the 

research diary. I transcribed all the interviews personally. thus ensuring their confidentiality 

and my familiarity with the material. During the transcription of the interviews I coded the 

names of the participants and the companies and worked exclusively with code names 

thereafter (see Appendix C for an example of a transcribed interview). I sent the copies of 

transcripts back to those participants who requested them. enabling them to check for 

accuracy and to decide if they want some parts of the interviews to be excised. 

I transcribed the interviews into the computer and identified the main themes of each 

transcript while transcribing them. I used a word processor to cut and paste the quotes from 

the interviews. My personal experience with qualitative data processing software programs 

such as Ethnograph and NUDIST proved fruitless for three reasons: firstly. these programs 

were more suitable for content rather than discourse analysis. as they mainly enable 

searches for key words; secondly, they were limiting my geographical mobili~' by 

confining the analysis effort to only one computer; and thirdly, it requires a considerable 

amount of time to learn to use them fully as they are not yet user-friendly. 

After establishing the emerging themes informed by my literature review and based on the 

data generated by respondents. I expanded both my literature review to embrace the 

emerging themes of my study and the interview schedule, This meant restructuring my 

preliminary literature review to serve the issues that were important for the participants. as 

wel) as those which the original literature review had indicated as important. and contirmed 

as such by respondents. 
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I ooalysed the questionnaire data from both countries by coding the responses to "dosed' 

questions. entering them into the computer using SPSS-PC software. identii}ing the 

emerging themes from the open-ended questionnaire responses. coding and entering them 

into the computer, and using descriptive statistics on the resulting data, By this process I 

generated both lists of themes, in the order of their frequency of occurrence. and also cross

tabulations of information on different themes and the distributive characteristics of the 

participants. 

I incorporated the information from my research diary into the analysis to enhance my 

understanding of the context of the studies. I also used the diary to refer back to phases of 

the research project to refresh my recollections of earlier decisions and events. I sent copies 

of the research results to the companies who had allowed me access. and supplied 

executive summaries of the findings, identifying the main gender equality issues that were 

identified and corroborated by the study. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter. I have outlined the methodologies used in my study. After sketching the 

philosophical and methodological background to the study. its research design 

is explained in a systematic way. I explain how my personal affiliation to the field of equal 

opportunities, as a university student who believed in the importance of social justice. 

equality and open democracy. led me to undertake this project. I tried to implement 

research methods which reflect this perspective. seeking to ensure the transparency of my 

ideological. methodological. theoretical approaches to this study to its participants as well 

as to the readers of this thesis. I believe that the way I conducted these studies. the analysis 

of the data. and my selection of themes for such analysis may reflect my personal bias. 

which I have tried to expose in reflexive sections throughout this chapter. 

The subsequent chapters. Chapter Seven for Turkey and Chapter Eight for Britain. present 

the result of the study using the theoretical framework outlined in earlier chapters. The 

results from both countries are then compared in Chapter Nine. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

The Results of the Turkish Study 

7. 1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the analysis of the findings from the Turkish study. It was conducted 

between January and September 1995 in three large high-street financial organisations. 

generating 312 completed questionnaires and 20 interviews with their staff. 

In the first section, these organisations are described with particular reference to gender 

issues. The demographic profile of the questionnaire respondents and interviewees will be 

compared with sectoral and national statistics. The second section will analyse and 

compare the career patterns of women and men employees. Lastly. the data wi II be 

reviewed in relation to the conceptual and theoretical arguments raised in the literature 

review chapters. Based on the reported experiences of these informants, three aspects of 

sex equality will be examined. These are: "belonging' and 'otherness': gendered strategies 

of occupational control in the sector; and prevailing ideologies of sex equality. 

7.2 The study participants 

In this section the employee profile of both the participating organisations in general and 

those individuals who actually participated in the study will be examined, focusing on 

equal opportunities by sex. This will involve the presentation of data from secondary 

sources as well as from the questionnaires and interviews. It should be noted that these 

organisations provided only limited access to statistical information and organisational 

reports regarding equal opportunities. Therefore the material presented is not standard 

across the three companies. 

7.2.1 The participating organisations and equal opportunities by sex 

Two of the three companies provided full research access, enabling both questionnaires and 

interviews to be used. The third company only allowed interviews with a limited number of 

employees. These companies are referred to as Company A, Band C. respectively. 

7.2.1.1 Company A 

Company A. one of the oldest privately o\\ned financial institutions in Turkey. is a high 
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street bank founded in the early 1940s. It employed a total of 7643 workers in its head 

office in Istanbul and its branch network, both in Turkey and abroad in 1995. It is one of 

the major internationally renowned companies in Turkey. In total. women constituted 41 

per cent of its workforce, above the national average of 31 per cent. and it is one of the 

more progressive financial institutions, offering better than average career opportunities for 

women. The human resource management department monitors the gender composition of 

the company, producing quarterly and yearly reports showing the staff profile by gender. 

age, education, marital status, and organisational grade. Although the department was 

unwilling to disclose this information fully. it did provide me with some distributive 

personnel data, including the gender composition of staff in the branch network and at the 

head office; of staff in managerial grades; and a gender breakdown of all staff by age. 

education, marital and occupational status. 

The branch network of Company A offered more employment opportunities for women 

than head office does. While 43 per cent of staff in branches were women. only 36 per cent 

of the head office staff were women (Table 7.1). (Company B and Company C also employ 

a higher proportion of women in their branches than in their head offices.) Head office jobs 

were regarded as more prestigious than jobs in the branches. The branch network offered 

employment prospects with limited career development opportunities and shorter 

promotion ladders. They typically involved overtime duties. relatively lower wages. and 

high occupational stress due to direct interaction with customers. 

Although women have been competing to enter managerial posts in Company A since the 

early 1940s, and by 1995 41 per cent of its staff were women, only 29 percent of its 

managers were women, a proportion which is lower in the branch network than at the head 

office (Table 7.2). 

Age, education level and marital status, along with other socio-demographic attributes. 

have different implications for the career success of women and men. Tables 7.3. 7.4 and 

7.5 show the age. education level and marital status of women and men employees in 

Company A. Turkey has a young labour force: 60 per cent of all employees were aged 

under 40 (DIE, 1993, p.22). Age has traditionally been considered as a gender-neutral 

factor in employment in Turkey. However. analysis of age groups by sex indicated that 

female and male employees have different age distributions within Company A. It has a 

specially young image in the sector as 80 per cent of its employees are under 40 ( Table 

7.3). Its company policy is to employ employees who are below a certain age. Although 
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this policy is considered a gender-neutral one, it has gendered implications for women who 

have career and maternity breaks and who wish to return to employment in the sector. 

T bl 7 1 E a e . . mp.oyees 0 fC ompany A by sex (as of31.12.1993) 
Head Office Branches Total 

Sex Numbers Percentage Numbers Percentage Numbers Percentage 
Women 740 36 2398 43 3138 -11 
Men 1284 64 3221 57 4505 59 
Total 2024 100 5619 100 7643 100 
Source: Human Resource Department, Transfer-Promotion Unit, Statistical Report. 1994. 

T bl 72 E I a e . . mployees at managerial grades in Company A by sex (as of31.3.1995) 
Head Office Branches Total 

Sex Number Percentage Number Percentage Number PercenlaKc 

Women 111 30 344 29 455 29 
Men 254 70 856 71 1110 -:1 

Total 365 100 1200 100 1565 100 
Source: Human Resource Department, Transfer-Promotion Unit. Statistical Report. 1995. 

While 97 per cent of women staff in the company were under the age of 40. only 68 per 

cent of the men are. This difference was more marked in the branch network than at head 

office (Table 7.3). This skewed composition suggests that Company A cannot retain its 

female employees through to their older ages. As senior posts in its organisational ranks 

were won on the basis of both experience and job performance. age was an essential 

prerequisite for reaching them. Thus the lack of progressive provision for female returners 

constituted a barrier for women's career progression. 

The head offices of financial institutions provided a diversity of employment opportunities 

suitable for staff with a range of educational qualifications. but the proportion of staff with 

university qualifications was much higher than the national average. For example. while 43 

per cent of employees at Company A had university degrees, only 5 per cent of the 

employed population in Turkey were similarly qualified (DIE, 1994. p.23; Table 7.4). Its 

female and male employees had different educational profiles. While 56 per cent of the 

female staff had university or postgraduate qualifications, only 36 per cent of the male stan' 

were similarly qualified (Table 7.4), and the women's median education level is higher 

than the men' s. Half the male employees had only a secondary school education. One 

percent of the women employees had only a primary school diploma. compared with eight 

per cent of the men (Table 7.4). This confirms the argument that unskilled jobs. such as 

janitors. and transport and security staff. which are performed by employees with lower 

educational qualifications. continued to be male bastions of employment. I will return to 

this argument later in this chapter. These data support the widespread belief in the sector 

that women need bener qualifications than men to gain employment. 
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Tab 

Head Office Branches Total 
Women Men Total Women Men Total Women Men Total 

Age # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % # % 
18-20 24 0 15 0 39 0 39 0 13 0 52 0 63 0 28 0 91 () 

21-25 229 3 161 2 390 5 838 II 236 3 1074 14 1067 14 397 5 1464 19 
26-30 271 4 363 5 634 9 819 10 495 6 1314 16 1090 14 858 11 1948 25 
31-35 150 2 280 4 430 6 604 N 694 9 1298 17 757 10 974 12 1728 22 • 
36-40 71 I 142 2 213 3 275 4 573 8 848 12 346 5 715 9 1061 I.J 
41-45 35 0 178 2 213 2 61 I 809 10 870 11 96 I 987 13 1083 I.J 
46-50 9 0 114 I 123 I 7 0 246 3 253 3 16 0 360 5 376 5 

51- 8 0 49 I 57 I 0 0 12 0 12 0 8 0 61 I 69 I 
Total 797 10 1302 17 2099 27 2643 3.J 3078 39 5721 73 3440 .J.J 4380 56 7820 100 

-- ----- -

Source: Adapted from Human Resource Department. Transfer-Promotion lJ nit. Statistical Report. March 1994. 
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There was also a difference in the marital status of male and female staff in Company :\. 

While 47 per cent of its women employees were single. onl: :20 per cent of male emplo: ee~ 

were. Similarly, while 51 per cent of its women staff were married. fully 79 per ~:ent of 

male staff were. In Turkey. in 1990. 62 per cent of \\omen a}.!eJ over 16 \\ere nurried. 

while only 59 per cent of men were (DIE. 1995. p. 18: Table 7.5). The proportion 1.)1' 

married women in Company A was significantly lower than the national tigures. whik the 

ratio of married men ~significantly higher. This suggests that Company :\ could not retai n 

its female employees after they get married while encouraging the employment of morL' 

married men over the national average. 

Similarly, having children constituted a disadvantage for employed women. whi Ie it \\ a~ 

considered as the norm for male employees in Turkey. indeed virtual I: constitutint. a badt-L' 

of status. While no women staff had more than two children. 1) per cent of malt: 

employees had three or more children (Table 7.5). This signifies that childhe,lring 

constituted a barrier to employment in Company A for women who could not atTI.)rJ private 

child care arrangements. due to its inadequate provision to accommodate the needs \.)f 

women employees with children. 

Due to the social stigma attached to divorce for women. divorcees had 100\er chancL'~ of re

marriage than divorced men in Turkey. In 1990.0.80 per cent of women and O.5X per L'L'nt 

of men were divorced (DIE. 1995. p.18). There are twice as many di\orced \"omen than 

men in Company A Crable 5). Being divorced. like being single. may affect women's 

employment prospects. 

It is possible to argue that these points about education level. marriage and parenthood 

might purely be a function of age. if the firm only began recruiting women recently .. md 

recruits mainly women graduates. However. Company A has been offering empl(): ment 

opportunities to \\ omen and men since its establishment in the 1 L).fOs. : d apparentl: failed 

to retain its female staff to the same levels of age and seniority as its male staff. 



Table 7.4: Employees of Company A by education level and sex (as of 31.12.1993) 
- - - -

Total 
Head Office Branches Numbers Percentages 

Education Numbers % Numbers % Women Men Total Women Men Total 
Literate 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

----

Primary School 173 9 216 4 12 377 389 J 8 5 
Junior High School 125 6 253 5 (*) (*) 378 (*) (*) 6 
High School 787 39 2717 48 1380 2502 3504 43 56 46 
University (2 years) 86 4 248 -I (*) (*) 334 (*) (*) -I 

University (4 years) 778 38 2148 38 1690 1570 2926 54 35 38 
Master"s 67 4 37 1 56 55 104 2 1 1 

Doctorate 7 0 0 () (*) (*) 7 (*) (*) 0 

Total 2024 100 5619 I()() 3138 4505 7643 IO() 59 100 
(*) The junior high school is given as secondary school under the category of high school. and the two year university degrees are given under the category 
of University (4 years) and postgraduate degrees are given under the Master's category 
Source: Adapted from Human Resource Department. Transfer-Promotion {Jnit. ,("'Ialislical Reporl. March 1994. 
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Table 7 5' Emplo .. yees 0 fC ompany Ab . I ,y manta status and number of children 
Women Men Total 

Marital Children Numbers Per cent Numbers Per cent Numbers Per cent 
Status 

SinKle 1605 47 895 20 2500 3~ 

Married no 601 17 466 1 1 1067 14 
children 

1 847 25 1092 25 1939 25 
2 295 9 1370 31 1665 21 
3 11 0 379 9 390 5 
4 1 0 86 2 87 1 
5 0 0 44 1 44 1 
6 0 0 8 0 8 0 
7 0 0 2 0 2 0 
9 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Married Total 1755 51 3448 "'9 5203 6~ 

Widowed - 1 0 1 0 2 0 
1 16 0 5 0 21 0 
2 4 0 3 0 7 0 
3 2 0 0 0 2 0 

Widowed Total 23 0 9 0 32 0 
Divorced - 33 1 19 0 52 1 

I 18 1 6 0 24 0 

2 6 0 3 0 9 0 

Divorced Total 57 2 28 1 85 1 

Total 3440 100 4380 100 7820 100 

Source: Adopted from Human Resource Department. Transfer-Promotion Unit. Statistical 
Report. April 1995. 

Another sex division existed between the various service areas of Company A. I marked a 

service area as female-dominated if more than 70 per cent of its employees were women 

and conversely male-dominated if more than 70 per cent of its employees were men. 

Gender-balanced services therefore had between 50 and 70 per cent women or men. Table 

7.6 provides a detailed outline of female- and male-dominated services in Company A. 

According to this criterion, Company A had 19 female-dominated, 23 male-dominated and 

16 gender-balanced services. Women tended to be recruited to posts in which they provide 

relational services, involving the extensive use of the body for presentation and 

communication. and men to posts in task-orientated service areas. Women. as the major 

providers of relational services. provided a kind of sexualised service which requires the 

presentation of the body to both customers and other employees of Company A. 

'Presentability' constituted an important requirement for emplo)ment in service areas such 

as secretarial work. sales. and human resource management. This was reflected in the 

feminised dress code and accentuated feminine role of female employees in these sen'ices. 
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In this situation. men were predominantl) placed in service areas in rol6 where the\ \,:an 

oversee. control and dominate the services provided in Company .. \. Table 7.7 identities the 

female-dominated areas of service at Company A. Secretarial jobs were sex-typed a~ 

women's jobs in Turkey. ~o male secretaries \\ere found in the companies studied. \:ot 

unexpectedly. then, secretarial sen'ices were provided only by women in Company ,\ 

(Table 7.7). The other female-dominated areas met the criteria for the relational aspects of 

service mentioned earlier. 

Seven of the managerial services provided by Company A were female-dominated. and ten 

were male-dominated. There was only one exclusively women-onh and six men-onlv . . . 
service areas in the company. Only human resources. education and research 

activities management were exclusively female. whereas general management. area 

management. institutional banking and credit risk management. funds and foreign atl'airs 

management. financial services and bank operations management. and individual banking 

management services were men-only (Tables 7.7 and 7.8). 

Only men provided support services in such capacities as janitors. dri\'ers. transportation 

and security staff. These jobs are historically sex-typed as men' s jobs in Turkl':. During 

Ottoman times. due to a strict religious rule. women were not allowed to pro\'ide support 

sen'ices in public places. Although this tradition changed for female nurses and secretaries 

in the early years of the Turkish Republic. the tea makers. janitors and other support 

workers a..re still mostly men in the financial sen'ices sector (Table 7.7 and 7.8). 

7.2.1.2 Company B 

Company B is a large. privately o'WTIed. high street financial institution in Tur\...c: \\hich. 

like Company A. was formed in the early 1940s. It has an extensive branch network in 

Turkish cities and to\\TIS. and also has branches in many of the large trade centres of the 

world. It is one of the largest financial institutions in Turkey in terms of its commercial 

capacity. receiving high credit ratings from international audit companies. Compan: R 

identifies its role in Turkish politics and the economy as supporting integration \\ ilh the 

European Union and the \\'esternisation of the Turkish economy and society in general. 

The personnel policies of the company reflect a \\'estern European style of recruitment and 

career progression. In 1945. it provided emplo)ment to 36~0 workers. 41 per CL'nt of \\ hich 

\\cre women. It was reno\\ned for its emphasis 1.,)(1 employing young and well educatl~d 

univL'fsity graduates. pnwiding (':\~tensive education and training LlL'i1itiL's Ii.H its 

employees. 
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T hI 76 F d I d t d d d hI d c A 
a e . erna e- an rna e- ornma e an gen er- a ance servIces In o lTlQan v 

. . 
If more than 70 per cent male. then male-dominated Female- Gender- 'tale-Ifmore than 70 per cent female. then female-dominated dominated balanced dominal~J Otherwise gender-balanced 

Quality and communication management ./ 
Risk man~ement sec~ ./ 
Financial and ~erations secre~ary ./ 
Human resource management ./ 
Executive committee consultant ./ 
Retail branch secre1W)' ./ 
MarketiJ!g manager ./ 
Institutional marketing ./ 
Individual banking credits and marketing ./ 
Fundssecr~ ./ 
Financial services manager ./ 
Executive committee secre~ ./ 
Marketing management ./ 
Executive secretary ./ 
Stock exchanAe secr~ ./ 
Human resources education and research man~ement ./ 
Areasecr~ ./ 
Branch secretllT)' ./ 

Branch assistant management ./ 

General man~er ./ 

Funds and foreign affairs management ./ 

Technical and...£.Toject man~ement ./ 
Area Mana~er ./ 

Area manager transportation support ./ 
Fund management unit ./ 

Stock exchange and investment banking ./ 

Investment banking and international marketing_ ./ 

Human resources education and research ./ 

Area management ./ 

Branch man~ement ./ 

Branch assistant man~er ./ 

Advertisement. public relations management ./ 

Institutional bankinA and credit risk management ./ 

Foreign branch services management ./ 

Individual banking manaEer ./ 

Funds man~ement ./ 

Financial services and bank operations management ./ 

Senior management support ./ 

Administrative and banking services ./ 

Branch management ./ 

Financial ana!tsis ./ 

Audit committee ./ 

Secretary general ./ 

Credits risk management ./ 

Group management ./ 

Currency management ./ 

Stock exchange ./ 

Foreign affairs management ./ 

OJ!erations manl!&er ./ 

General man~ement consultancy ./ 

LqaJ affairs man~er ./ 

Communication ./ 

Research services mana&ement ./ 

Credits unit ./ 

Individual bankinA su~ service authorih ./ 

Stock exchange oj:>eration and branch marketing ..I 

Education services management ./ 

Credit card svstems management ./ 

Total S8 service areas \9 \b 23 
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Table 7.7: Classification of female-dominated servIces in Company A 
Classification Services 

Non-managerial 

Managerial 

Institutional marketing 
Individual banking credits and marketing 
Executive committee consultancy· 

Secretarial Risk management secretary· 
Financial and operations secretary· 
Retail branch secretary· 
Funds secretary* 
Executive committee secretary* 
Executive secretary* 
Stock exchange secretary* 
Area secretary* 
Branch secretary* 
Quality and communication management 
Marketing manager 
Human resource management 
Financial services manager 
Marketing management 
Human resources education and research management* 
Branch assistant management 

(*) These services are exclusively female-dominated with no male employees. 

Table 7.8. Classification of male-dominated servIces in Company A 
Classification Services 

Non-managerial Area manager transportation support· 
Stock exchange and investment banking· 
Investment banking and international marketing 
Human resources education and research* 
Senior management support 
Administrative and banking services 
Financial analysis 
Areas* 
Fund management unit 
Audit committee 

Managerial General manager* 
Funds and foreign affairs management* 
Technical and project management 
Area management· 
Branch management 
Branch assistant manager 
Advertisement. public relations management 
Institutional banking and credit risk management· 
Foreign branch services management 
Individual banking manager· 
Funds management 
Financial services and bank operations management· 
Branch management 

(.) These services are exclusivelv male-dominated with no female emplovees. 

~---------------, 
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Since the late 1980s the high street financial institutions in Turkey have been restructuring. 

with a reduction in the number of branches and staff, and increasing service quality to meet 

national and international standards of competition. Company B has been part of this 

process. Between 1990 and 1994, the company has reduced its number of branches and 

employees by almost half while increasing the number of personnel per branch and its 

salary bill (Table 7.9). Between 1990 and 1994, the proportion of women staff increased by 

one per cent (Table 7.10). 

T bl 79Th . t f t C B 1990 9 a e .. e Impac 0 res ructunng at ompany to 1 94 , 
Years 

Branch and personnel 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
Number of personnel 5160 4822 4326 3833 3421 
(excluding security staff) 
Number of branches 301 254 205 200 170 
Number of personnel per branch 17 19 21 19 20 
(excluding security sta(fl 
Personnel expenses 204.288 377.668 611.864 1.005.626 1.808.818 
(Million Turkish Liras) 
lie Inflation rate 100 per cent 

Source: Adapted from Company B, Annual Report 1994. Istanbul. 1995. 

As in Company A, Company B' s branch network offered more employment opportunities 

to women than its head office: 39 per cent of head office staff were women. compared \\'ith 

42 per cent of branch staff. In tota141 per cent of its staff were women (Table 7.11). 

T bl 7 10 S ff a e ta b . C num ers In ompany B 1990 1995 , to 
1990 Change 1995 

Sex Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Women 2257 40 -765 -34 1492 41 
Men 3345 60 -1217 -36 2128 59 
Total 5602 100 -1892 -34 3620 100 
Source: Adapted from Company B, Annual Report 1994, Istanbul, 1995. 

I Table 7.11: Emp oyees 0 fC ompany Bb G >y eograp IC IVlslon an h· D· .. dS ex 
Area and Head Office Branches Total 

Sex Numbers Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Women 508 39 984 42 1492 41 
Men 781 61 1347 58 2128 59 
Total 1289 100 2331 100 3620 100 
Source: Adapted from Company B. Annual Report 1994. Istanbul. 1995. 

Again. like Company A. women constituted a minority in the higher echelons of 

management at Company B (Table 7.12). There were no women in the executive 
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committee of eight men. and only two women in the nine-strong general management 

committee (Company B Annual Report. 1994). 

Although there were women in managerial posts in Company B. the proportion of women 

managers declined drasticaHy beyond a certain managerial grade. This 'glass ceiling" at 

Company B was at the level of specialist posts. This is i11ustrated with a double line (==) 

above the specialist and below the assistant manager grades in Table 7.12. Beyond the le\Oel 

of specialist posts the ratio of women declined drastica11y. Nine per cent of women 

employees were assistant managers, but only two per cent were higher-grade managers. 

whereas 10 per cent of men were assistant managers and six per cent were higher-grade 

managers (Table 7.1 0). In the lower and middle managerial grades. 51 per cent of the stafT 

were women (Table 7.12). Although there were fewer men than women at middle and 

lower managerial levels. at higher managerial grades women were grossly 

underrepresented. 

The non-managerial grades of employment also provided better employment opportunities 

for unskilled men than for unskilled women. While men carried out 65 per cent of the non

managerial jobs, 97.7 per cent of a11 janitors and all the security staff were men. Non

managerial employees. 52.9 per cent of which were women. were not necessarily unskilled 

workers (Table 7.12). Newly employed university graduates who were expected to pursue 

careers were also included in this category. Women's employment as unskilled workers 

was very limited in these companies. as men were preferred for these posts. 

The exclusion of women from unskilled work contributed to female poverty and enforces 

women's economic dependence on men. Also. the number of unskilled job opportunities 

was much higher than the limited numbers of managerial posts. which only provided 

employment opportunities for an elite group of workers. While only 4 per cent of the jobs 

in Company B were high-grade managerial jobs, 53 percent of posts were below 

managerial level (Table 7.12). Although male domination in the higher levels of the 

organisation was clearly an issue. the exclusion of unskilled women from employment also 

required urgent attention and investigation. The academic attention paid to women' s 

employment in Turkey has long focused on the careers of educated women and their 

inclusion in male fields of employment. However. the position of unskilled women has 

recently began to be examined. 

The statistical information provided by the Personnel Department of Company B was 

limited. Howevcr. thcy did provide a company annual report for 1994. which included a 
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Table 7.12: E fC Bb de and - - . 
Women Men 

Per cent Per cent Total 
Organisational Grade Numbers Column Row Numbers Column Row Numbers Per cent 

Area Manager 10 1 25 30 1 75 40 1 
Manager 13 1 11.5 100 5 88.5 113 3 

High Grade Management 26 2 17 130 6 83 153 4 
Total 

Assistant Manager 130 9 37.1 220 10 62.9 350 10 
Specialist 63 4 51.2 60 3 48.8 123 3 
Assistant Specialist 84 6 52.8 75 4 47.2 159 4 

Group Leader 268 18 51.2 255 12 48.8 523 14 
Assistant Group Leader 258 /7 62.5 155 7 47.5 413 12 I 

Middle and Lower Grade 803 54 51 765 36 49 /568 43 
Manager Total 

Non-managerial Employee 577 38 52.9 513 24 47.1 1090 30 
Janitors 6 0 2.3 249 12 97.7 255 7 

Security Staff 0 0 0 310 15 100 310 9 

Other 83 6 34 161 7 66 244 7 

Non-managerial Grade Total 666 44 35 1233 58 65 1899 53 

Total 1492 I{)O 41.2 2128 /(){) 58.8 3620 10{) 
- -

Source: Company R Personnel Statistics. Computer Output. 9 August 1995. 
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section explaining their position on various environmental and social issues. It described 

the environmentally friendly policies they implement when building new branches or 

renovating older ones. The major recent restructuring effort involved a change in customer 

service orientation from a bureaucratic perspective to a "relational' one. where customers 

were served individually in private rooms. The new human resource policies were claimed 

to reward initiative and to make use of employees' skills and energy to the full. 

emphasising the importance of the customer as at the core of the business. The report 

explained that I in 1994, more emphasis has been put on promoting the quality of the 

human resource. Employees have been evaluated according to their skills, and trained and 

educated to fit better the company's new system and functioning' (Company B. 1995. 

p.23). The report also indicated a new preferred employee profile, ~e personnel profile 

has been enhanced by a continuous investment in education and by employing statT who 

hold higher educational qualifications and can speak foreign languages. Our human 

resource philosophy is to give authority and responsibility to our employees' \Company B. 

1995, p.23). 

Company B's annual report also emphasised group work, individuals' contribution. team 

cohesiveness. sharing, and personal initiative. Company meetings where all the employees 

participate, regardless of organisational grade, were used to promote team spirit. 

cohesiveness and the faster communication of creative ideas. Although these policies can 

be seen as efforts to liberate employees to express their ideas and to exercise independence. 

they also lead to greater control of employees and their interdependence through group 

dynamics where supervisors' customary role of exercising control over employees was 

delegated to the members of the work groups. This practice may have a gendered impact on 

the employment experiences of staff, because group dynamics, which assume considerable 

importance in this new practice, often operated beyond the framework of organisational 

policies and practices, pennitting sexist attitudes to prevail within these groups. 

7.2.1.3 Company C 

Company C is one of the largest state-owned commercial high street financial institutions 

in Turkey. State-owned institutions in Turkey usually have highly bureaucratic and 

hierarchical structures. They offer fonnal routes for promotion and career development. 

and wages which are often below the labour market norms. in return for a sense of greater 

job security. They are often over-staffed. slower and less flexible in following current 

trends in the national and international financial markets. Company C displays many of 

these organisational attributes. It merged with another major Turkish financial institution in 
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the late 1980s. causmg distress to the employees of both organisations. The schism 

between them has persisted unchallenged. The other company was smaller than Company 

C. During the merger a group of young entrepreneurial university graduates joined the 

company as part of a state-planned intervention intended to break the traditional 

hierarchical structure and culture of Company C, and to implement a structure more like 

that of the privately-owned financial companies in the country. However. by the 1990s. 

these early efforts had failed to shift the hierarchical structure. bureaucratic functioning and 

culture of the finn. The proportion of women increased during the years of restructuring 

and declined when these efforts failed to create real change in the culture and the structure 

of the finn. Currently, Company C has a very hierarchical organisational structure. with 

well defined organisational ranks. It employed 11,278 employees. 36 per cent of which 

were women in 1993 (Table 7.13). 

T bl a e 7.13: Employees of Company C by sex (1993) 
Sex Numbers Percentages 

Women 4,086 36 
Men 7,192 64 
Total 11,278 100 

Source: Banking Association of Turkey, 1993. 

The sex ratio of its staff fluctuated during the merger. increasing from 34 per cent in 1987 

to 37 per cent in 1988. due to the 38 per cent female employment in the other company 

which integrated with Company C. The proportion of women staff has continued to rise. 

reaching 39 per cent in 1990, when it employed the highest proportion of women in its 

history. However, the downsizing programme of the 1990s disturbed the sex composition 

once again. causing the proportion of women to fall to 36 percent in 1993 (Table 7.14). 

As in Companies A and B. the female staff had higher educational qualifications than the 

male employees at Company C. While only two per cent of women employees were 

primary school graduates. 14 per cent of male staff were. 

The Human Resource Management Department of the company declined the request for 

full research access, only allowing interviews with a limited number of employees. The 

statistical infonnation about the sex distribution of employees in Turkish companies is 

provided by the Banking Union (BAT) in Turkey. One of the interviewees pro\ided an 

organisational chart of Company C which depicts a hierarchical and centralised structure. 

The general management committee. comprising ten managers. had only one female 

member. At the next lower managerial grade the ratio of women employees is below 20 per 
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cent. Considering that 36 per cent of the staff is women. the glass ceiling for Compan) C i~ 

at a lower organisational grade than in Companies A and B. 

This section has involved the analysis of the statistical and documentary data obtained from 

the financial companies A, B and C. The next section will co\ er a detailed analysis of the 

data obtained from the questionnaire and interviews. 

7.2.2 Profile of the participants in the study 

In totaL 1000 questionnaires were distributed In two compames lA and B) and _, I ~ 

completed questionnaires were returned, giving a response rate of 31.2 per cent. In total. 20 

interviews were conducted with eight female and 12 male employees in all three 

participating companies. In this section I will describe the social and organisational 

distribution of both sets of infonnants in detail. 

Table 7.16 summarises the socio-demographic attributes of the study respondcnts. \ lost arc 

female (58.3 per cent). Considering the proportion of women employed in thc scctor and in 

these companies (41 per cent of staff in Company A. 41 per cent in Company Band _,6 per 

cent in Company C are women). a slightly higher proportion of women rl'srnnded to the 

questionnaire than men. The average age of respondents was 30, youngest being 18 and thc 

oldest 50 years old. This age distribution matches sectoral and national averages (Table 

7.16). 

The proportion of married employees was below the national a\erage of 67 per cent. \\'hile 

only 35 per cent of male employees were single. fully 60 per cent of female staff v,crl'. The 

proportion of single women employees in the sector was higher than single male employcl's 

(Table 7.16). The average household for respondents comprised three individuals. \\ ith 

only 17 out of 312 living alone. This signifies the strength of family ideology in lurkey. 

Single women and men. even if they were economically independent. were expected tll I i\l' 

in the parental household. For most Turkish young women and men. marriage was oftl'n 

the only reason for lea\'ing the parental home. There were no respondents who werc 

cohabiting. due to the existence of legislation prohibiting it. Cohabitation is not a 

legitimate fonn of family fonnation in Turkey. In order to abolish the tradition of polygam~ 

in thc rural regions of Turkey, cohabiting was made illegal in the late 1920s. This IJ\\ i~ 

currently being challenged in the Higher Court Crable 7.16). :\Ithough most study 

respondents wen: childless. some had up to five children. 80 per (ent {)j' WOllll'n 

participants. compared with 
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Table 7.14: Ch b . C C. 1981 to 1993 om pany -
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

\\'omen Number 1872 2019 2052 2082 2270 2266 2590 4123 4083 4422 4076 4317 4086 
Per cent 3.J 33 33 33 33 32 34 37 36 39 3-' 36 36 

\1en Numher 3593 4106 4174 4242 4507 4756 5090 7135 7193 6818 7046 7513 7192 
Per cent (j6 (j7 (j7 (j7 67 Mj 66 63 (j.J 61 63 (j.J (j.J 

Total Number 5465 6125 6226 6324 6777 7022 7680 11258 11276 11240 11122 11830 11278 i 
- - -

Source: Calculated from SAT, 1982-1994 

Tahle 7.15: L fC ompanv C hved d ( 1990) 
Primary Secondary University Postgraduate Total 

Sex Number Ratio Numher Ratio Numher Ratio Numher Ratio Numher Ratio 
\\'omen 86 2 2980 72 951 23 69 2 4086 36 

Men 979 14 4485 62 1642 23 86 I 7192 64 

I otal 1065 9 7465 6f1 2208 20 155 1 11278 100 J -----
Source: Adopted from BAT, 1991. 
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50 per cent of men participants, had no children. and no women participants had more than t\\ () 

children. However. 10 per cent of the male respondents did. This suggests that marria~e ;1.> well 

as having chndren was not the nann for women in the sector. \\hilst both marriagl' anJ ha\in~ 

children were more common for men (Table 7.16). 

The educational level of respondents' partners showed women participants' partners to be better 

educated than male participants' partners. While 60 per cent of female respondents did not hayl' 

a partner. only 35 per cent of the male participants did not. Over 50 per cent of the female 

respondents' partners had university education or above. whereas more than 50 per cent of mak 

participants' partners had secondary school education or below. Although the aYer-lge 

educationalleve1 of women in Turkey is slightly lower than men·s. traditional I: women \\ae 

expected to marry better-educated men. while men were expected to marry less well-educated 

women. Where female partners had higher educational. economic. social and occupational 

status. this was often considered a challenge to men's masculinity. This traditional prejudice still 

pre\ails, leading to power disparities between the partners in marriage relationships. \\ rule 29 

per cent of female respondents considered their household income as abcne avaage. only ~-+ per 

cent of men considered themselyes above average income earners (Table 7.16). Although thl'se 

statistics appear to favour women. essentially they are due to two reasons: tirstly. women were 

expected to marry men from higher socio-economic backgrounds. Secondly. the unskilled jobs 

in the sector were dominated by men who earn lower \\ae.es than skilled \\ orkers. . ~ 

The study respondents therefore came from a spread of socio-economic and educational 

backgrounds. The interviews were conducted \\ ith those respondents to the questionnaire study 

who agreed to be interviewed. and were carried out in the same three organisations. 13 

interviews were \\ith staff of Company A. Five interviews were conducted at Compan: B. and 

two at Company C. Altogether. eight female and 12 male employees \\ere intervie\\eJ. Four 

had completed secondary school. 13 had attended university and three had postgr3duate 

qualifications. Nine were married and 11 were single. Five of the interviewees \\ere senior 

managers. tin~ were middle and four junior managers. There were six non-mana~erial grade 

employees Cfable 7.] 7). 

Eleven of the interview participants were single. Only two were li\ ing alone. and nine \\erl' 

living with their parents. The t\\O participants who liyed alone \\ere both WOll1l'n ~el1it)r 

managers. rhey ix)th noted during their interviews that their empI0:111ent e\rx'ril.'ncl.'s would 

have heen different if the: had been married and had children. TIll.': e\plairlL'd that singk 

women tind it ~:asier h) adapt it) a hig.h prl'ssure work lik than married \\Ollll.'ll. 



Table 7.16. Socio-demographic distribution of the QuestIOnnaIre respondents 

Companies 

Sex 

Education 

'" Vocational schools are 
included In high school 
count. Graduate and 
postgraduate diplomas are 
included In four years 
university category. 
Marital status 

Numbers in family 
Number of children 
Partner's education 

* The percentages below 
the line are the 
proportionate distribution 
of educational level of 
employees' partners to the 
number of employees who 
have partners. 

Income group 

n=312 
Company A: 223 employees (128 females. 95 males) 
Company B: 89 employees (54 females. 35 males) 
Company C: questionnaires were not permitted 
182 females (58.3 per cent) 130 males (41. 7 per cent) 
Mean=30 Min=18 Max=50 Std Dev=7.047 

count 
Diploma attained (312) 

Primary school 6 
Junior high school 9 
High school 103 
Vocational school 16 
University (2 yr.) 23 
University (4 yr.) 132 
Post -graduate 23 

Married 
Divorced 
Separated 
Single 
Cohabiting 
Widowed 

count 
156 
5 
3 
148 

Median: 3 Mode: 3 

Median: 0 Mode: 0 

No partner 
Primary school 
Junior high 
school 
High school 
Vocational school 
University (2 yr.) 
University (4 yr.) 
Postgraduate 
N/A. 

High 
High-middle 
Middle 
Middle-low 
Low 
N/A 

count 

155 
29 
6 
38 
5 
9 
58 
10 
2 

Count 

1 1 
75 
186 
27 
8 
5 

per cent 
(100) 

1.9 
2.9 
33.0 
5.1 
7.4 

42.3 
7.4 

per cent 
50.0 
1.6 
1.0 
-1":..1 

Min: 1 
Min: 0 

national statistics 
of 1990 (per cent) 
(DIE. 1994. p.35) 

,6 
10 
8 
3 

'" 
3 

* 
national statistics 

6-

1 

5 
Max: 9 
Max: 5 

per Women .\len 
per cent cent per cent 

100 
19 
4 

24 
3 
6 
37 
6 
1 

per 

60 
5* 
2 
20 
3 
10 
52 
8 
o 

Women 
cent per cent 

4 

2-1 
60 
9 
3 , -

-I 
25 
60 

2 ., 

35 
31* 

5 
28 
3 
6 

23 
3 

Afen 
per cent 

., 
.,., 
60 
J: 
3 ., 
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T bl 7 17 0 a e emograp: ICS 0 f h . t e mtervIewees 
Participants Sex Age Marital Education Occupational grade ; 

group status i 

Code: TRXYZ I 

TR-Turkey 18-30 1 *living Secondary Senior 
X- Number 30-45 2 with Uni\ersin \1iJdle 
Y- Company code 45-60 3 parental Postgraduate Junior 
Z-Sex (M/F) 60- 4 family :\on-managerial 

TRIAM Male 2 Married Secondary Senior 
TR2BM Male 1 Single* University \ion-managerial 
TR3BM Male 1 Single* Universit\ Non-manal!LTial 
TR4BF Female 1 Single* Cnivcrsitv \:on-manal!criai 
TR5AF Female 1 Single* Universit\ ~on-manaeerial 

TR6AM Male 3 Married Secondary \1iddk 
TR7AM Male 2 Single* Postgraduak Junior 
TR8AF Female ! Married Universit\ Junior 
TR9AM Male 3 Married Universin' Senior 
TRIOAF Female 1 Married llniversitv \ion-manaeerial 
TRIIAM Male 2 Married llniyersity \1iddk 
TR12BM Male J Single* Secondary Junior 
TR13AM Male 3 Married Secondary \1iddle 

TR14AF Female 3 Single Uni\ersi!y Senior 

TR15AM Male 3 Married Uni\ ersit\ Senior 

TR16BF Female 3 Married U ni n:rsi ty \ 1iddle 

TR17AF Female 1 Single* UniYersin' Junior 

TR18AM Male 1 Single* Uni\'ersit\ ;\on-managerial 

TR19CM Male ! - Single* Postgraduate \1iddle 

TR20CF Female ! Single Postgraduate Senior I 

..;.. I 

Totals Companies Sex Educational ! 

Qualification i 

Company A: 13 interviews Female: 8 Secondan 4 

I Company B: 5 interviews Male: 12 L' ni\'ersity D 
Company C: 2 interviews PosteraJuate ... , 

~ _. '-0 

Age Groups 'tarital Organisational 
Status Rank .. 

18-30 ( 1 ) 7 interyiewees Single 1 1 Sl'nior .:; 

30-45 (2) 7 interviewees t\1arried <} \1iJJIc .:; 
-

45-60 (3) 6 intervie\\ ee~ Other 0 Junior 4 

60- (4) o intervic\\ecs "l)n-manal!eri al h 
- I '" 



7.2.3 The careers of the study participants in terms of equal opportunities b~' sex 

In this section. the career choices. experiences and perceptions of employe~s \\ i II b~ 

examined using data derived from the questionnaires. The profile of the re,-rondents' 

organisational grade was a steep hierarchy. where a few numbers of senior manager~ \\ere 

supported by large numbers of junior managers and non-managerial workers. \\ nile 51 per 

cent of the 312 respondents were in non-managerial grades. only two per cent were ,-l'nillr 

managers. There was higher proportion of middle than junior grade managers. Only 1. ~ per 

cent of the women participants were senior managers, compared with 3.2 per cent of male 

participants. 56.8 per cent of women participants were working in non-managerial grades. 

compared with 50 per cent of male respondents. Vertical sex segregation was obsCf\'able 

both in my respondents and in the firms. as women were clearly underrepresented in 

managerial posts (Table 7.18). The glass ceiling in this research sample 10':1 just ablHe the 

non-managerial level, beyond which the proportion of women was lower than the 

proportion of men in higher grade posts (Table 7.18). The imaginary glass ceiling in the 

organisational hierarchy is illustrated with a dotted line. 

The study respondents had an average of three employees under their super\,lslon. 

However. while the average woman had two employees under her management. the men 

had four staff (Table 7.18). indicating that the female respondents typically had IlH\er 

levels of supervisory responsibility in their organisations. The respondents \\ere l'mployed 

in 45 different service divisions in the sector. with women employed in 39. and men in 36 

different service departments in their organisations. Considering that there were nearly b5 

specific sen'ice areas. a sample of employees from 45 different sen'ice areas constitutes a 

wide spread across departmental divisions. Some employees had been in paid employment 

for as long as 30 years, but the average was 8.4 years: 6.6 years for women. and 10.9 years 

for men. 

Although the Turkish legal limits on working hours are five days a week. with' occasional' 

overtime duty. the average respondent was working 5.1 days a \\eek. \\ hich implies 

weekend work. and 42.8 hours a week. indicating that employees \\ere working 2.R hour~ 

overtime on average. \\'hik women worked an a\'erage five-day working \\eek. men 

worked 5.2 days on average. A similar pattern was evident in the working h~)urs l)f women 

and men. with male respondents reportedly working 1.3 hours more in an a\ eragl' \\ eek 

than the female respondents did. The numher of \\orking hours and day~ required of the 

employees incrl'ases by organisational grade. with senior managers e\.pected tt) wllrk 



longer hours than their juniors in Turkish financial organisations. as elsewhere in the 

world. Also in the non-managerial grades some jobs required employees to work longer 

hours than the legal requirements. However, in the managerial grades. the number of work 

hours spent on the company premises was regarded as a measure of organisational 

commitment. While senior managers worked an average of 6.83 hours overtime per week. 

the comparable figure for junior grade employees was under four hours (Table 

7.18). 

The first phase of seeking employment is learning about a job vacancy. The respondents 

identified seven main sources of information about vacancies in their current companies. 

listed in order of popularity, from the most popular frequently cited means to the least in 

Table 7.19. Both women and men respondents most often learned about job vacancies 

through personal connections in the companies. newspaper advertisements and previous 

dealings with the companies, in similar proportions. However, while 8.9 per cent of women 

respondents have attended companies' recruitment presentations, only 4.1 per cent of male 

respondents have taken the same route. This practice is called 'the milk round' in British 

universities where employers make short visits to the more prestigious universities. 

Recruitment presentations by financial institutions and other large organisations provide 

opportunities for female and male students in higher education to receive job information 

in order to apply for vacant posts in Turkey. However. they playa more crucial role for 

female candidates. who use institutional channels to acquire information on job vacancies 

more frequently than men. The differentiation of information sources into institutional 

channels and informal networks revealed the difference between female and male 

respondents' patterns of seeking information. While 46.4 per cent of women respondents 

used institutional channels, only 37.6 percent of male respondents did. Although informal 

networks were used as the most popular source of acquiring information on job vacancies. 

male respondents used it 9.2 per cent more frequently than their female colleagues (Table 

7.19). The use of informal networks constituted a disadvantage for women as a higher 

proportion of posts and ranks of hierarchy were held by men in the sector. in Turkey as 

elsewhere. 

A significant gender difference in the means by which job-seekers obtain information on 

vacancies was observable. with self-inquiry. application by personally calling the company. 

as a mostly-female and head-hunting as an exclusively male method. \\'hile seven female 

respondents acquired job vacancy information through self-inquiry. only one male 

respondent used this method. However. no female respondents were head-hunted. whereas 
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Tabl 7 18 0 fil f h e . ccupatlOna pro leo t e study respondents . . 
Managerial grade count per Women Afen 

cent per cent per cent 
. Senior. level. ............... ....... 7. ..... 2 .. 1 .. - 3.~ 
Middle level 81 27 25 ~9. -I 
Junior level 61 20 16.5 25.-1 
Non-managerial 153 51 56.8 -12.1 
N/A 10 3 3 3 

Number of Minimum 0 Women Men 
employees Maximum 102 Mean 2 Mean 4 
under your Standard Dev 9.1 Standard Dev 6.1 Standard De\' 1 1 .9 
management Mean 2.9 
Departments 45 service areas Women: 39 areas Men: 36 areas 
Number of years in paid employment Women Mean 6.7 

Mean 8.5 Median 7 Mode 7 Men Mean 11.0 
Minimum 0 Maximum 30 Std Dev 6.5 
financial services Women Mean 6.0 
Mean 7.2 Median 6 Mode 1 Men Mean 8.8 
Minimum 0 Maximum 30 Std Dey 6.2 
present company Women Mean 5.5 
Mean 6.7 Median 5 Mode 1 Men Mean 8.2 
Minimum 0 Maximum 30 Std Dey 6.0 
previous position Women Mean 2.7 
Mean 3.2 Median 2 Mode 0 Men Mean 3.9 
Minimum 0 Maximum 27 Std Dey 3.1 
present position Women Mean 3.1 
Mean 3.4 Median 2 Mode 1 Men Mean 3.8 
Minimum 0 Maximum 23 Std Dey 3.5 

Workload Days per week Women Mean 5.0 

Mean 5.1 Median 5 Mode 5 Men Mean 5.2 
Minimum 3 Maximum 7 Std Dey 1.1 

Occupational grade average number of work days a week 

Senior manager 5.14 

Middle manager 5.09 

Junior manager 5.05 

Non-managerial 5.12 

Hours per week Women Mean 42.2 

Mean 42.8 Median 40 Mode 40 Men Mean 43.5 

Minimum 38 Maximum 80 Std Dey 12.9 

Occupational grade average number of work hours a "'eek 

Senior manager 46.83 

Middle manager 42.56 

Junior manager 42.18 

Non-managerial 43.05 

SIX male respondents were (Table 7.19). While the high proportion of women usmg 

institutional channels to seek emplo),ment indicates that women lacked adequate access to 

infonnal networks to infonn them about career opportunities in the sector. men enjoyed the 
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DODO-nC'D' : 

luxury of being appreciated while they were employed in another organisation. During an 

informal discussion, a human resource director confirmed this finding. arguing that there 

are too few women in the kinds of organisational position for which men are head-hunted. 

However, a male interviewee was head-hunted (TR 19CM) to apply for a junior managerial 

post in Company C. Thus, although there was no lack of female managers in junior 

positions, head-hunting was used as a mechanism at even this modest level in the hierarchy 

to enhance the occupational privileges of male employees. 

T bl 7 19 Wh dOd I b tth . b a e 0 ere 1 you earn a ou eJo 0 vacancy r d t ore you app Ie o wor k h ') ere. 
Female Male 

Responses Total count count 
(per cent) (per cent) 

rank rank 
1 0 Connections in the company 103 58 45 

(3-1.5) (3~.2) 

1 1 
2. Newspaper advertisements 95 56 39 

(33.3) (32.2) 
2 ,., -

3. Business dealings with the institution 38 21 17 
( 12.5) (} -1.0) 

3 3 
4. Recruitment presentation 20 15 5 

(8.9) (-1.1) 
4 6 

5. Relatives 19 1 1 8 
(6.5) (6.6) 

5 4 
6. Self-inquiry 8 7 1 

(-1.2) (0.8) 
6 7 

7. Head-hunted 6 0 6 
- (5.0) 
7 5 

Total 289 168 121 
Formal institutional channels 123 78 45 

(46.4) (3~.2) 

Informal network channels 166 90 76 
(53.6) (62.8) 

Table 7020 provides a list of reasons. in descending order, given by respondents for 

choosing to work for that particular company rather than others. The most popular is the 

relative reliability. strength. large scale and respectability of their chosen companies. 

Chance. good employment practices. and the relatively strong position of the company in 

the sector were some of the more popular reasons. Respondents suggested 24 different 
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reasons for choosing to work for their companies, with conspicuous gender differences. 

Disproportionately higher numbers of female respondents cited 'there are good 

employment policies and practices', or expressed a sentimental attachment to the company. 

and claimed that 'it was the first company they worked in', that "they received education in 

this field' and 'the company emphasises equal opportunities'. These statements all suggest 

that women respondents appreciated the strengths of the company and expressed an 

emotional attachment to it. However. the male respondents' reasons were mostly related to 

the development of their careers. The responses which were chosen mostly by women were 

highlighted and the responses which were chosen mostly by men were underlined in Table 

7.20. The reasons listed are classified under the categories of situational factors. 

externalities, personal development, interest and job/person fit in Table 7.21. 

Table 7.20: Why did you choose to work for this company rather than others? 

Total Female Male 
1. Reliable, strong, institutionalised, big. respectable company 61 32 29 
2. Chance 38 19 19 
3. There are good elT!Ployment policies and practices 20 15 5 
4. It is one of the best in the sector/country/world 19 9 10 
5. Sentimental statements i.e. I love it very much 17 12 5 
6. There are better career development chances here 13 7 6 
7. The sector and the comRany has a good social image 12 7 5 
8. This was the first comRany I worked in 9 8 I 
9. This company emphasises education and training 7 4 3 
9. I didn't have much choice 7 4 3 
10. I was educated on this field 6 5 1 
10. I wanted to work as .... in this com~any 6 2 4 
11. I Rassed the entrance exam 4 3 1 
II. It is a developing company 4 3 I 
12. This company offers equal opportunities to people 3 3 0 
12. Sa~ is good 3 1 2 
12. It is secure, respectable and comfortable for women 3 2 1 
12. Kismet. faith 3 2 1 
12. It is a nice work environment 3 1 2 
12. It suits m~ ideology and personality 3 1 2 
13. It was my father'sjob 2 1 1 
13. M-'y friends recommended 2 1 I 
14. I wanted to work with numbers and PCs 1 0 I 
15. I wanted to learn the field and the sector I 1 0 
15. I worked here previously for my industrial Rlacement 

., 0 2 -
Total valid cases 249 143 106 

This classification produced five new categories in relation to the common denominators in 

the listed responses. Respondents mostly attributed their choice to the situational factors 

which are the employment practices in their companies. 24.5 per cent of the respondents 
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cited external factors based on Islamic notions of fixed destiny. such as coincidence. faith 

and kismet, as their reason for choosing to work in these companies. Attributing life 

experiences and choices to externalities has religious implications as kismet and faith are 

emphasised historical religious doctrines in Turkey. The same proportions of women and 

men respondents suggested externalities as their reason of choice. \Voile 7 per cent of 

female respondents wrote that they chose their company due to personal development 

opportunities, 10.4 per cent of male employees gave the same reason. Women respondents 

emphasised their personal interest and liking the company more often than male 

respondents did. While 8.4 per cent of women respondents gave that reason, only 4.7 per 

cent of male employees did. Thus, while women respondents emphasised emotional 

attachment more than men respondents did, men respondents considered personal career 

development more important than female respondents did. 

Table 7.21: Why did you choose to work for this company rather than others? (classi fied) 
Total Female Male 

count count 
(per cent) (per cent) 

1. Situational factors (better than average standards) 136 77 59 
(53.8) (55.7) 

2. External factors (coincidence. faith. kismet, etc.) 61 35 26 
(24.5) (24.5) 

3. Personal development (career development. 21 10 1 1 
learning opportunities) (7.0)' Y (10.4) 
4. Personal interest and liking 17 127 ~ 5 

(8.4) (4.7) 
5. Job-person fit 14 9 5 

(6.3) (4.7) 
Total valid cases 249 143 106 

7.3 Organisational culture and equal opportunities by sex 

In this section. I will analyse the interview data in relation to employees' sense of 

"belonging' and 'otherness'. gendered occupational closure strategies. and ideologies of 

equal opportunities in the financial services sector. I have chosen organisational culture as 

a broad · site' for the social processes I will be describing. 

7.3.1 ~Belonging' and 'otherness' 

In this section I will analyse the attributes of "the ideal worker'. who has bener chances of 

recruitment and good career prospects in the financial services sector in Turkey. Based on 
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this portrayal of the ideal worker in the sector, I will explore any sex differences in the 

"belonging' and "otherness' of female and male employees in the sector. 

In financial services organisations, like other hierarchically structured organisations, a 

group of stakeholders, often dominated by a managerial elite, determine who should join 

the organisation as an employee, who performs what type of tasks, who is suitable for what 

sort of position and who is eligible for training opportunities and career progression. 

Namely, who is 'the ideal worker' for each organisational post and grade. These norms are. 

then, translated into personnel and human resource policies and practices, which are 

reinforced, negotiated, modified and accepted within the organisation. Success is often 

defined in terms of an individual worker's capacity to meet these emplo)ment norms, 

which are disseminated within the organisation. One personnel manager in Company A 

explained the way to be successful in the financial services sector as follows: 

To be successful in this sector, it is necessary to believe and accept thaI you 
are working in line with rules and regulations TRJAM 

Such was the case with the culture of the organisation which was internally negotiated and 

impacted on its employment practices. One senior member of staff observed this in the 

recruitment culture of the Company B: 

People who adopt a certain attitude are recruited here. Here, we don '/ hal'e 
people coming from everywhere TRJ 2BM 

In the following sections, I explain how these organisational norms promote 'belonging' 

and 'otherness' in ways which differ by sex. The traditional 'man as the norm and woman 

as the other" argument conflicts with the accounts of a group of women, who have, against 

the odds, managed to achieve spectacular career success, and a group of men who have 

failed to achieve their career ambitions in the sector. "Belonging' and "otherness' in 

employment is gendered not only along the traditional dimensions of class, age. sexual 

orientation. religion, and physical ability, but also along the new dimensions of marriage, 

networking, safety, mobility and space. These individual attributes impacted on women and 

men employees' careers in the sector in different ways. 

7.3.1.1 Social class 

The financial services sector provides employment to predominantly middle and upper 

class members of Turkish society. Employment in this sector is considered more 

prestigious than in other sectors. Although all male employees were referred to either as 

"man' (erkek) or "gentleman' (b~l') in the sector, women were not referred to as 'woman' 
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(kadin), but rather as 'girls' (kizlar) or 'ladies' (hanimlar) or (bayanlar). _-\lthou~h the~e 

two terms can be used to signify age, marital status, experience and the ~eneral attitude of 

individual women, they were often used to differentiate between the relati\e c Ias~ pl)sition 

of women. The 'kizlar' came from under-educated, 10\\ income groups in Turkish sl)ciety, 

and they were employed at the lower ranks of the hierarchy_ Unlike men \\ith ~imiLlr 

backgrounds who were regarded as having careers, the 'girls' were not expected to pursue 

careers. They were either regarded as cheap unskilled labour or prospecti\ e brides likely [d 

leave employment after marriage. The 'ladies', however. who had better educational 

qualifications. were not bound by this stereotyped image and are expected to enjoy better 

career prospects. Thus women employees experienced the impact of social class dift~rentl: 

from their male counterparts. 

7.3.1.2 Corporate image 

Publicity, promotion and public relations activities portray a carefully constructed image of 

a company. Business commercials in the media and the recruitment and pronwtion days 

held by organisations are important signifiers of 'belonging' and 'otherness' in the 

financial services sector. On the cover of the Company B's recruitment brochure, there are 

images of sporting men and women who are working out and sweating in a gym, which is 

furnished with high technology training equipment. The physical fitness and outlook of the 

cover models conform to a Western European ideal. Financial service organisations, \\ ith 

these cosmopolitan, managerialist. pro-western images, attract members of a Turkish urban 

elite. They typically employed young, well-educated, single members of the cosmopolitan 

community (Table 7.1). 

In their television and radio commercials, financial service companies in Turkey widely 

used language such as 'dynamic', 'hard working', 'reckless', 'quick' and 'young' to 

describe their organisation and their employees. These analogies helped to create a 

corporate image for these organisations, and also played a role in recruitment. sekction, 

and career den:lopment processes, as they sought to attract prospective emplo: el.'S whc) 

will identify with this imagery_ These terms were also traditionally associatl.'J with a 

masculine norm in Turkish socict: _ B: promoting their corporate ima~l.'s usin~ m.l"I.:uline 

language. thl.'se companies attracted a certain group of men and women \\th) L'.m adl)pt ,I 

traditionally masL'uline attitude at work. 



7.3.1.3 Gendered language 

Most respondents explained women's work performance as "as good as', 'equal to' or 

"better than' men's. Describing men's performance as "fair', "satisfactory', 'good" or 

"excellent', few respondents explained men's work with reference to women's. This 

difference is essential in explaining the inferior work experiences and status of women 

whose performance is judged against the male norm. 

The language used at work to refer to positions in the hierarchy can also be used to explore 

these underlying assumptions about gender and work. Several respondents used the tenns 

'men', 'managers' and 'executives' interchangeably. For example, a young male employee, 

when asked who is likely to have career progression in Company B, explained: 

... there is a certain mode of attitude, the more reckless men, who accept this 
mode of attitude, progress better TR2BM 

The traditional terms such as (hanim), which is the English equivalent of "lady', and (hey) 

which can be translated as 'gentleman', are frequently used in the sector as opposed to and 

instead of terms like "woman' (kadin), and "man' (erkek). This is problematic as "hanim' 

and "bey' have socio-historical connotations, where (hanim)'s role is inferior to (hey)'s in 

the public domain. A male senior manager in Company A chose to use the tenn "ladies' 

instead of 'women': 

Ladies also enter the audit department but they, for example, don't go 
everywhere. But you can send men to branches anywhere in Turkey TRJ JAAI 

This use of the term 'ladies' instead of "women' can also be seen as an effort to desexualise 

the workplace. (Kadin) in Turkish implies a self-sufficient woman whereas (hanim) cames 

a tone of respect and also lack of self-sufficiency, because of its dependency on (bey), "a 

gentleman'. As the manager quoted above uses the terms (erkek) 'man' and (hanim) "lady' 

his use of language creates a dependency between the sexes where men are independent 

and women are 'the other', defined through men. 

7.3.1.4 Marriage and domestic work 

Not unexpectedly. most participants in the study reported that men's share of domestic 

responsibilities is limited and that women are still expected to carry out most of the 

domestic work. 

Because there is no such thing as prohlems at work and home for men. as they 
do not define domestic work as their responsibility. I don " think that men han' 
problems related to domestic work TR2 B.\I 

'
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The ideal worker in the sector was expected to prevent issues in their donll.",tic livL'~ 

affecting their work lives. While women are socially expected to perfonn dutie~ at hoth 

home and work. men do not define domestic work as part of their r~~r~msibilit~. Thl.? 

unequal sharing of domestic responsibilities effectively contributes to women' ~ sl.?conJ 

class status as employees. Although organisations did provide limited child-care re~ources. 

and employees were expected to separate their work and domestic li\ es in order t~) adjust tl) 

organisational life, this approach 'othered' women and also those men who tried to 

balance domestic and work lives. by both failing to provide family-friendly poljcie~ and 

reinforcing the traditional values which define work and family life as alternatives to one 

another. 

7.3.1.5 Sexualised service 

Heterosexual marriage was recognised as the only legitimate fonn of t~lmily fonnation in 

the sector, as in the wider society. Similarl~, the recruitment policie~ of financial 

institutions indicated the hegemony of a heterosexual family ideolog~. where sc'\ual 

attraction and relationships were restricted to the heterosexual nonn. ,\ recent scries l)r 

advertisements on national television depicted a romantic affair between a female clerical 

worker with one of her customers, which ends in their marriage. In this adverti~ement the 

company not only provides a financial sen ice but also suggests the availability of wmantic 

and sexual services from its female staff. not unlike the practice of portraying female 

airline cabin crew as sexualised or ·caring'. The use and exploitation of sex difterence~ and 

sexuality were often found as institutionalised practices in the sector. A woman junior Jt:\ el 

manager in Company A explained why women were preferred to men in customer sen'ice 

departments: 

in\'estment experts, marketing department and stock-exchange session expl'rl.\ 
are chosen .from women candidates in order that, as customers arc men they 
can Se!Te beller and appeal to them beller. TR 17 AF 

7.3.1.6 Sexuality 

Several managers in these institutions have explained that there are no known Ieshians or 

gays in their companies. 

I am sure Ht' ho\'(' them us Hell hut th(.,s( sort (It thinKS art' nol commolJ 
knowledge. People ket'p it st.'cn:l I ho\'t: no! heard It'l TR 1.:', \ \ 1 



This sexualised service and gendered institutional practices were based on a heterosexual 

nonn. These practices ~othered' the members of sexual minorities. as they would not fit in 

unless they can provide the heterosexual service implicitly associated \\ith the job. For 

example, a woman who does not wish to provide this romantic and sexualised service to 

men as part of her job, choosing to focus instead on a sexless professional service, was 

likely to lose the advantages which can be secured in return for providing such services. 

The hegemony of heterosexuality was prevalent in the sector. Sexual minorities at work 

were invisible: there were no references to any 'ouf gays and lesbians or any form of 

organisation to provide support or role models for them. 

7.3.1.7 Age 

Age was one of the important detenninants of ~belonging' within the sector, which 

typically recruited people younger than 26 years old. Company A operated upper age-limits 

for recruitment, depending on the educational level of the employee. The rationale for this 

practice was the youthful population of Turkey and the company" s desire to exploit this 

relatively cheap, young human capital. However, this policy had gendered implications as 

it disqualified women who have had career breaks and maternity leaves from seeking 

employment in other organisations, assuming that staff will remain within the organisation 

for the whole of their career. Women who left emplo}ment may find it difficult. if not 

impossible, to return to employment in the sector. A male personnel manager in Company 

A explained their policy as follows: 

We have an age limit. If it is over a certain age we do not recruit. This is the 
same both for women and men. It is 2-1-26 years of age. But this can change by 
position. Four years university graduates are different, high school graduates 
are different. TRJAM 

7.3.1.8 Migration/rom rural areas 

Migration from rural areas to urban centres is an important social phenomenon in Turkey. 

which has implications for employment in the financial services sector. It typically 

employed urban workers, who adopt a certain attitude indicating urbanity and 

sophistication and who speak Turkish with Istanbul accent. Although one can be 'tolerated' 

for being born in a rural area, a standard city accent and outlook was expected of statT. 

They accept people who adopt a certain behavioural mode. There are not many 
peoplejrom different places here. TRJ 2BM 

With the massive recent increase in migration. the cultural divide between the urban and 
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former rural dwe]]ers has became more marked. The introduction of formal recruitment 

systems privileged the educational standards of the graduates from city universities. 

You cannot easily find employment, coming from different region.\ of A natalia. 
The bank has 10 have a branch in that region, then there is a selection made 
hetween the applicants, if there is a need. Someone comingfrom 1-:onya Selcuk 
University [in KonyaJ or from Antalya has a smaller chance than someone 
living in Istanbul of becoming recruited. I mean, the exams that they do here 
cause people from other regions to fail. There is an inequality in Ihat lfay. But 
there is nothing that the company can do to change the situation. TR 11..1,\/ 

It was explained in Chapter Two that the economically active female population decreased 

from 43.1 per cent in 1955 to 35.0 per cent in 1990s, due mainly to mass migration from 

rural to urban areas. Women who had been economical1y acti\t.~ in agriculture in the rural 

areas became financially dependent on male members of their families once the) ml)yed tD 

the cities. because the cities offer better job prospects for unskilled men than unskilled 

women. During the migration process, therefore. women lost their financial and social 

independence. In the financial services sector. most unskilled jobs were performed by men. 

based on the Ottoman tradition that only men can serve men in public spaces. 

7.3.1.9 Religious affiliation 

Since the 1920s financial sen'ices companies haye provided educated women and men 

with employment opportunities in cities. In 1980, after the military coup. a number of new 

tinancial institutions were formed. under legislation concerning the Islamic Countries 

Union, which is a middle-east based union between predominantly ~luslim countries. 

These companies, al1egedly working with Islamic principles. introduced traditionalist work 

ethics and systems to the Turkish financial services sector. They opposed the interest-based 

tinancial system on religious grounds, instead providing financial resources to 

organisations in return for profit shares rather than using interest-bearing loans. rhe) also 

introduced new employment practices al1egedly based on religious morals and ohjl'cted to 

mixed-sex work environments, both in their own organisations and also in the companies 

which they supported, by imposing financial penalties for non-compliance. ,\Ithough this 

constitutes a major threat to sex equality in the financial services sector. thesl' institutions 

pro\ide only ten per cent of the total employment in the sector and thus their current effect 

on women' s employment in the sector is limited. These organisations' negati \ e JttitUJl' 

towards women's employment clearly ruled out any possihility of research ;.h:\..'l'S". as the 

topic of this stud) would be completely unacceptable to them. Theret~)f(' the stuJ\ nnh 

reports the results from financial sef\ iCl's organisations whil'h ernplo) \\lHlll..'n. 



Financial service organisations \vhich were allegedly working with Islamic prin~:ipk~ do 

not employ women workers. Others did employ women. but not those who wear the 

"turban'. the head cover around the head and the neck. which became th~ symbol of 

political Islam after the 1980s in Turkey. As neither the Islamic companies. nor the other 

companies which did recruit women. employed those who wore the turban. this group of 

women were inevitably excluded altogether from employment in the s~ctOL and al Sl) from 

this analysis. 

7.3.2 Gendered strategies of occupational closure in the financial senrices sector 

The aim of this section is to examine empirical evidence provided by the study data on 

gendered strategies of occupational closure in challenging and changing occupational 

boundaries in the financial services sector in Turkey. 

7.3.2.1 Exclusion 

It was explained in Chapter Four that exclusionary strategies aim to pre\ ent the entry of 

subordinate groups into occupations in the sector. The culture of long working hours. 

companies' attitudes towards marriage and child care, unskilled work. safety, mobility. pay. 

military service, sexual harassment and recruitment will be e:\amined as instances of such 

exclusionary strategies. 

7.3.2.1.1 The long hours culture 

Overtime work was accepted as a norm in the sector. Although many participants argued 

that this culture is a self-imposed voluntary phenomenon. it flourishes through peer 

pressure to conform and individuals' fear of shame, as group cohesion threatens non

conforming individuals by shaming them as substandard workers. TR2BM explained the 

extent to which compliance to group norms affects the practice of overtime \\ork in 

Company B. where the workers did not claim the overtime wages which they are due, to 

show their commitment to the organisation and the dominant group culture. 

You may stay until morning Saturday. Sunday inclusi\'e. You can work long 
hours hut this is \,oluntar)'. As I see sometimes people go heyond their limif.\ 
Ther do not claim pllyment for overtime, though. Becllllse they think othe", LIre 

a/."(; working heyond thl'ir hours, so they are ashamed to claim it ll.' (}\'t'rtimt' 
TR_'BH 

Scn:ral rcspondents c:\plained that the long hours culture became a part or their \\l)rk lite. 

In some Jepartments. overtime v .. ·ork has hecome standardised. n<.")\\ lKcurring wutinel~. 



We are working weekends and staying overtime. If the \i'ork requires it. we are 
staying overtime: in a quarter we are doing 60 to 80 hours overtime. 20 to 30 
hours monthly. In the balance statement times and monthly financial result 
weeks we are coming in at the weekends. too. TR 7 AM 

The overtime work was not an occasional event, but is an organised. unpaid or underpaid 

practice in the sector. It was also an essential part of organisational life at the higher grades 

of management. TRIAM, as a senior male manager. sometimes stayed two consecutive 

days at work or stayed away from home for two to three days at a time on company visits. 

His experience was highly dependent on the social construction of the traditional family 

system. 

It is very busy here. Especially in the head office and in departments. I 
sometimes worked without a notion of time. I mean we worked .J8 hours. 50 
hours. without sleeping in busy times and on important duties. It is same here. 
for example we are going on branch visits and coming back at 12 or 1 in the 
morning. Then we are going to Anatolia and not coming back/or three or four 
days. My friends and family are understanding. If the work requires it. of 
course. you do not go home and be away. TR1AM 

However. the women employees experienced this long hours culture differently. as they 

were socially expected to undertake domestic work to a greater extent than their male 

partners. Combined with the demands of the traditional family system. the long hours 

culture exacerbated women's exclusion from the ranks of employment and management. 

TR lOAF argued that the long hours culture promotes a system which deems women, 

especially married women, unsuitable for employment or makes it difficult for them to 

cope with the dual demands of work and home. 

Here the bank has a very high workload. Nobody mentions women in relation 
to this. When you work both here and at home. it is like working fwo shifts. 
There is no overtime work here. but there is in branches. It is much more 
difficult in branches. It is very busy. Nobody tells women. 'you are working at 

home too. so work less here'. TR10AF 

Similarly. TR3BM explained how the long hours culture in the financial services sector 

affects married women more than it does single women. It was suggested that marriage 

brings more work and time required for domestic tasks for women. 

If it is a woman with children. she cannot leave work hefore eight or nine in the 
branches then she goes off to cook and do other jobs at home. There can he 
negative things in her family life. Work hours can be flexible. You may need to 
come in at weekends. There can be problems at home. There arc no d~fJicullie.' 
for the single ones in that sense. TR3BAf 
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The long hours culture is a gendered cultural construct. For married women it worked as a 

system of exclusion and for married men it acted as a mechanism to free them from 

domestic work. In departments where women have been seen to struggle with those 

working arrangements, new recruits were selected from the pool of male candidates. Thus. 

this work culture promoted the exclusion of women while suggesting the nonnative 

superiority of men who can stay on to work longer hours. 

When (women) employees get retired they recruited male friends in their place. 
They did not move to another department or anything. they were nearinK 
retirement and they retired. There is a decrease in the proportion of women in 
our department. I mean, the work conditions are heavy and there are special 
duties in the department. There are couriers duties. We sometimes send pre
menstrual women home or we may need to stay late. do overtime. Then women 
have difficulty working here. TR6AM 

7.3.2.1.2 Social attitudes towards marriage and child-care 

Marriage was recognised by most of the Turkish participants as an institution which 

privileges men and their career aspirations and which limits women' s access to 

employment and a successful career life. All acknowledged that marriage had different 

social and economic consequences for women and men in employment. which were almost 

always to the disadvantage of women. 

Women do not always show it in their work lives but they have d~fficulties 
combining home and work. Of course. because most of the domestic 
responsibility falls on women. such as child care. or routine housework. they 
are having difficulties there ... I think that men 's responsibility at home is much 
less. TR.JBF 

Reflecting on his human resource management expenence. TR 1 AM identified that 

marriage and maternity bring further difficulties for women. 

The employment life of a single woman and the work life of a married woman. 
or a married woman and a woman married with a child or children. are all 
different. Their problems are different. It is especially different in our society. 
When they are single, they go home. they have a family. their meals are 
prepared. and their private matters are helped with. but when they get married 
and have children there are other problems. These are great negatil'ities for 
women at this stage. It is really difficult in work life. It is very bus)'. TRJAAf 

The participants in this study reported that domestic work was not shared equally betwc~n 

married couples and that women do most of the work at home. even if they were in dual 

career partnerships. This was explained in detail in Chapter Five. Section 5.3. Some of the 

female participants expressed their frustration with this inequality: 
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My complaint. is about his lack of contribution to housev.'ork. It is very' unfair. 
You are working as well. I am working in a more demanding environment than 
my husband. We go home and he is resting while I am cooking. This is 'he 
biggest injustice. There cannot be anything worse and whatever vou do. it 
doesn't change. You cannot change it. It shows up in your work as' tiredness. 
When your mind is busy with these things, it is difficult for you to adapt to 
work. TR lOAF 

The difference between men's and women's incomes in the sector and the implications of 

social sex stereotyping described earlier caused most married women to adjust their career 

patterns in favour of their partners' careers. This might mean a change of job or company 

or even leaving employment altogether, on marriage. 

My wife is a housewife. She is not working now, but she was working. She later 
left because of the baby. I mean, because we did not have anyone to look after 
the baby and we didn't have the means. My partner was working at Akbank 
previously. She left her job. TRIAM 

TR8AF explained that she moved jobs to follow her husband to Istanbul. Although these 

arrangements were often considered as gender-neutral. it was hard to find examples where 

married men made career moves to fit their female partners' careers. Another female 

member of staff at Company A explained: 

We were engagedfor five years and my partner 's job was here. So I was going 
to move here. It is not possible to have job in Ankara and a marriage here. So I 
left my job ... I was running a buffet in the industrial sector in Ankara. TR8AF 

While the female partners' careers were commonly regarded as secondary to their male 

partners' careers, in this transparent way. others report restrictions of a more subtle kind. 

Some respondents reported that their involvement in activities not recognised as essential 

parts of their current jobs was constrained by their male partners, who were not willing to 

share domestic duties. This attitude adversely affected married women' s involvement in 

education. training or overtime work and other career development activities. 

1 joined the education and training activities but as 1 was not married at the 
time. it was not a problem. If you are married, if you have to go to Bayramoglu 
and stay for a month, it may cause problems. It would be a problem now for 
me. TRIOAF 

Although these social attitudes certainly constituted barriers to women' s training. education 

and career development. some male respondents were reluctant to acknowledge their 

existence. rather choosing to see these as women's own personal problems. 

There are no barriers to the education and training of women. However. J 
cannot say anything about the ones who experience difficulties due 10 their own 
social circumstances. But there is no discrimination in the departments where 
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they work. It may be that her husband does not permit it, or that she doesn't 
want to leave her child and go to training. That's another issue. She cannot 
leave her child or her husband at home alone. I have heard of cases where ther 
are told not to go because of such things. TR6AM . 

Other respondents saw the social construction of childbirth and childcare. as well as 

marriage, as contributing to women's exclusion from the sector. 

There is a general belief that as more women are taking maternity lem'e. that 
they are not preferred yor promotion). Of course, maternity leave harms the 
company. Therefore it is possible that they are not preferred. TR9AM 

Similarly, childcare was regarded as women' s work. constituting a significant burden for 

working women. 

You cannot always show the same performance as other male colleagues. YOIl 

are left behind as you have too much responsibility on you. You are lagging 
behind, naturally. If you have a home and children, as the children become 
your priority, work becomes a second priority. I don't think that men have any 
such problem. TRJOAF 

TR9AM articulated the conservative view that women should look after any children. He 

also referred to childcare as ~motherhood services'. totally disclaiming any role that fathers 

may play in bringing up children. Such conservative views defined women's primary role 

as full-time mothers. 

Women's lives get harder when they get married. So do their work lives. I think 
that after a woman has a baby, for her to fulfil her motherhood roles, she has 
too many duties to do at home with her child. .. I mean, the new generation of 
children is lacking from the motherhood services that women provide by about 
30 to 40 per cent. TR9AM 

Moreover. some married women were reported to be experiencing limitations imposed by 

their husbands over their employment rights. The legislation giving the husbands the right 

to pennit or deny their wives the right to work has changed recently. However. the 

implications of this legislation are still deeply rooted both in society and in family life in 

Turkey. 

Recently I came across this with some younger friends. Although the numbers 
are not that high, their husbands do not allow them to wor/c, and things like 
that. They are successful at wor/c, and they are good at it. They get married. 
and then their husbands don't permit them to work. Of course. this is a 
problem. I know of friends who came to me in tears. They are very succes,~/i,1 in 
their careers but their husbands don't allow them to work. And. as I said 
hefore, with the baby the fami(\' is experiencing problems. If they do not ha\'e 
an\'one to look after the haby. the woman faces problems in dealing with her 
b~by. her wor/c,' also with her husband and her home and other factors. 
TR1AM 
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While respondents identified difficulties such as these for married women in emplo)ment. 

they did not identify any such difficulties for men within the home, not recognising that 

married men receive more domestic support from their female partners than single men do 

from their families. Another interesting social attitude was male employees' claims that 

they are better at separating domestic and work duties than their female colleagues. 

However, they often failed to acknowledge the disparity between their and their female 

partners' share of domestic duties, which privileged them and enabled them to devote more 

time to work. Five out of eight male respondents ignored the role of their partners' 

contribution to domestic work which enables them to separate work and domestic life. 

Do men have difficulty in combining home and domestic responsibilities? No. 
never, domestic life is one thing and occupational work is another. TR6AM 

Moreover, several male employees stated that it is women' s traditional role to do the 

domestic work. TR 12BM expressed his belief that women should be doing the domestic 

work. Similar traditional views were common among the older employees. 

I don 't believe that men have any difficulties combining their work and home 
duties. I don't think that they work at home. Women have to do the housework. 
This is so much accepted that they have to accept it as well. This is the same 
since Adam and Eve. TRI2BM 

TR9AM identified that men may have domestic problems in certain service areas. where 

they have long working hours. However, the difficulties experienced by men in relation to 

overtime work were not associated with their share of domestic duties, but rather their lack 

of contact with their partners and children. Therefore this was a lesser problem for men 

compared with their female counterparts. 

I don't think that men experience problems. I mean, there are departments that 
have overtime work requirements. Of course, then, they cannot go home and 
naturally their relation with home is getting difficult. TR9AM 

However. several male respondents complained that men are still expected to be the 

primary earners in Turkish families. causing them to experience work stress associated 

with their struggle to meet the social expectations of financial achievement at work. 

Ifwe look at Turkey in general. the future expectations of men are higher than 
ihe future expectations of women. Therefore men are more moti"ated to work 
and to compete. Even in this age. it is genera/~v believed that man provides the 
primary fami~v income. "'fen have a constant struggle to increase their income 
levels. TR3BA-f 
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Although marriage had a differential impact on women" s and men's work lives, in ignoring 

this employers effectively encourage women's exclusion from employment in the sector. 

TR 1 AM explained how this works: 

Everyone must have problems in combining their domestic and work 
responsibilities if you look at it on an individual basis. Everyone's perspective 
can be different. The ones who adapt are adapting, the ones who cannot adapt 
are putting some extra effort, and the ones who cannot put that effort in cannot 
stay in this institution anyway. TRJ AM 

7.3.2.1.3 Unskilled work 

While sex segregation in the most prestigious occupations in the sector received critical 

attention from employees, in unskilled jobs and non-prestigious occupations it was often 

left unquestioned. The highest levels of sex segregation were in jobs such as 

administration, driving and maintenance. The exclusion of women and men from certain 

unskilled occupations was often accepted as 'natural'. TR2BM was being cynical when he 

was explaining that driving was a male-dominated job, assuming this to be a 'natural' 

phenomenon. 

(Departments which are male-dominated?). God, I don't know. Of course. 
there is the driving position. TR2BM 

TR 7 AM also acknowledged that male-dominated jobs are generally found within unski lied 

work in the sector, such as in distribution, communications. couriers and security. 

The departments which are male-dominated depend mostly on physical power 
and they lack decision making and mental responsibility. Distribution. 
communications, couriers, security. Women started entering security. These 
types o/jobs. I cannot think anything else. TR 7 AM 

However, this uncritical approach to male-dominated unskilled jobs encouraged the active 

exclusion of women from these employment opportunities. Although these jobs were not 

considered important areas of sexual inequality, they could provide employment 

opportunities to unskilled female workers who were experiencing strong social exclusion. 

especially if they were recent migrants. 

7.3.2.1.4 Safety 

The male domination of manual jobs like security, driving company cars and also more 

prestigious jobs like auditing was not often challenged. Women's • security" and 'safety' 

were offered as reasons by men to explain either women's reluctance to aspire to these jobs 

or organisations' reluctance to employ them. 
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In some departments. because of security reasons. there are not manv women. 
maybe also in departments which require physical strength. Except-for these 
there are nearly no departments in which men are preferred to women. iWm'be 
in audit. It is partly because auditors travel to Anatolia and stay in hotel;. It 
may be that women did not like the conditions and also previously there were 
branches in peculiar places. It may be difficUlt for a woman to feel comfortable 
in those places. In the conservative areas of Anatolia, it may be difficult for a 
woman or two women to stay together in hotels. TR3BM 

These accounts contained no critique of the male-dominated macho cultures that drive 

women out of these jobs by creating unsafe, threatening working environments for them. 

Few participants acknowledged that the attitudes of the managers in these departments play 

an important role in establishing and perpetuating these sex stereotypes. and that security 

reasons were not insoluble problems. 

There are departments that men are preferred. Because of security reasons and 
things like that. For example my husband's service area has 35 people and they 
have two ladies who were employed ages ago. They are not employing women 
any more. I think it is their manager's general attitude. It all depends on the 
manager anyway. TRIOAF 

While women' s security was given as a reason to exclude them from certain occupations, it 

is interesting to note that, rather than trying to improve conditions. companies chose 

instead to exclude women who are likely to sutTer from the lack of security. Therefore the 

inadequate provision of security could be considered a gendered exclusionary strategy 

adopted to disqualify women from entering these jobs. 

7.3.2.1.5 Mobility 

It was explained in Chapter Two that in Ottoman times, the service sector was strictly sex 

segregated; women or men were not allowed to provide services to the opposite sex. Until 

the declining years of the Ottoman Empire, the financial services sector had predominantly 

male employees. Women sought to enter only in the late 1920s. The main target of the 

feminist movements of the time was office-based jobs in the sector. which were relatively 

easier to penetrate than the mobile ones, because they did not challenge the cultural 

restrictions placed on women's mobility in public places. Drawing on this oppressive 

cultural tradition permitted men effectively to exclude women from those jobs which 

require mobility such as auditors, debt collectors, surveyors. drivers. communication johs 

and international dealers. 

On/v men are recruited as debt collectors. 'Run here. run there . . J think that 
the,;' believe it would be difficult for women. TR4BF 
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Jobs requiring mobility were considered more prestigious than others at the same level in 

the hierarchy. For example, auditing was considered a highly prized career in the sector. 

and communications, although it is a clerical job, was considered more prestigious than 

most other office jobs. TR8AF explained how mobility was used as an excuse to dri\'e 

women out of the communications department: 

Communications is at the bottom of the organisational hierarchy and it is the 
foundation stone of the company. They do not employ women there because 
they are always going to other branches, they are carrying documents and so 
on. They did recruit one woman to the communications department. but they 
changed her with a man this year. TR8AF 

7.3.2.1.6 Pay 

Although information on wages was kept confidential. several participants warned that a 

sex differential existed. TR 7 AM observed that in Company A women were financially 

worse off than their male peers: 

A woman in Britain may do overtime work because she has work to do. in 
Turkey a woman may come to work because her wage is not enough. This is 
true for some men. The approach of someone who is paid about -100 Pounds a 
month to overtime work and the approach to it of someone who is paid 2-100 
Pounds a month. would be very different. This is very important. You need to 
look at the average pay women have in these companies. TR -:AM 

It was known that there is a large discrepancy between the salaries of managers and other 

staff. Initial salaries were low, which affected women more adversely than men. especially 

in the clerical grades. While men enjoyed better prospects for mobility from clerical to 

managerial grades, women stayed longer in these non-managerial posts before being 

promoted. 

Because women have maternity leave, I know that they choose men if there are 
two applicants with the same qualifications. Women may leave in the first year 
as the salary is low initially. TR lOAF 

The lower pay strategy caused women financial difficulties or encouraged them to leave in 

search of better career prospects elsewhere. or to become domestic workers. This also 

adversely influenced women's power within the family, if they lacked relative economic 

power. Although there was a discrepancy between women's and men's wages. because this 

difference was due to their status or occupational group in the sector which included 

workers of both sexes. there was a reluctance to accept pay as an exclusionary strategy. 

Only a few employees acknowledged that the occupations dominated by women had lower 
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wages, and that the substantial difference between their wages and pay for the managerial 

grades disproportionately advantaged the men who occupy most of the latter posts. 

7.3.2.1.7 Military service 

Compulsory military service for Turkish men constituted a gendered practice as it limited 

young men's choice of employment. Military service leaves were not legally protected by 

laws, so that young recruits who are yet to do their service may not be able to return to their 

jobs afterwards. This argument was raised by several of the male respondents: 

I can talk about the problem with military service, especially for young people. 
I believe that it is unfair for young men who are working. There is a sex 
inequality in that sense. It stops you from making long term plans ... In these 
days the compensation rate is about 20 million [this was equivalent to nearly [ 
300 in 1995]. If you don't take that money, you have a better chance of being 
employed when you return from the service. But that is not even certain. {f you 
take the compensation when you leave. you need to take an entrance exam 
along with everybody else. Of course. it is much to do with your position before 
you leave the company. TR2BM 

However. military service is perceived as a rite of passage through which men become 

fully fledged adults. Other such social events are circumcision and marriage for men. 

whilst women do not have comparable public events to signify and to celebrate their 

adulthood. On the contrary. the start of menstruation is considered shameful for women in 

some parts of Turkey. As an obligation to undertake military sen' ice excluded women. they 

did not qualify for the privilege it accords men. Compulsory military service certainly 

disadvantaged men who had not yet completed it or men who were barred from it such as 

gays or the disabled. However, completion of it provided men with further networking and 

social privileges. that women could not enjoy. It was well documented in the Turkish 

media that male bonding during military service provides networking benefits in the 

following years. 

7.3.2.1.8 Sexual harassment 

Sexual harassment is a taboo topic in Turkish society, as it is in the financial sector. 

TR 11 AM showed a typical reaction in displaying his disbelief that sexual harassment could 

take place in Company A. He also suggested that sexual harassment is not a matter of 

sexual practice. but rather an issue of power. or · courage . as he refers to it. 

Sexual harassment sounds impossible here. I don', believe that anyone here 
would have the courage to harass. TRI JAAI 
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Some participants showed another reactionary approach to the question about sexual 

harassment in the sector, accepting that it may exist in their companies but arguing that 

cases are dealt with effectively. Before acknowledging that there were cases of sexual 

harassment at Company A, TRIAM cautiously tried not to impugn his company by 

asserting that sexual harassment happened almost everywhere. 

It happens everywhere around the world It happens in every' country. It 
happens in every company. Like any other thing, this is also dealt with b\· 
certain rules and regulations. It is not possible to be dismissed. There we;e 
people who intended that sort of thing and now they have no place in the bank. 
They've left and gone. It had been like this and it will be like this. TRi AM 

TR 1 AM went on to explain the complicated system of grievance procedures devised to 

tackle sexual harassment cases. However, as the procedure was painstakingly long and 

involved many parties, it threatened those involved in confidentiality of the sexual 

harassment cases. 

They apply to their branch or talk with their area manager. But beyond that 
certainly our audit committee goes there and does a thorough investigation. 
Our auditor friends go and investigate. They do the necessary meetings. then it 
is discussed in our discipline committee. Then the company and union 
managers talk about it. Subsequently we, the human resource managers, come 
together and discuss the case. We do the necessary investigations. JJ'e collect 
information from multiple sources, and make a decision. These are dealt with 
confidentially. They are not explained or told to others, whoever is guilty. it 
does not matter here if that person is a new employee of 10 days, if it is a 
manager, or whatever. Whoever is guilty loses the case. TRiAM 

Evidence was an important issue in sexual harassment cases. The investigating teams 

might ask for evidence of sexual harassment from the victims. Considering the nature of 

the act, except for a medical report in cases of rape, other forms of sexual harassment when 

two people were alone are difficult to prove or to reveal with documentary investigation. 

TR8AF argued that, as proof may be required, it is very difficult to initiate a harassment 

case if you do not have substantial evidence. 

It can be a look or a word I believe that under every joke there is a sense of 
truth. They may be implying things with their jokes. What 1 obsen'e and 
consider as harassment. if you ask that person, may not be. I say yes, this is 
harassment '. but for them it is not disturbing. Looks, talks, jokes. J don't know 
what kind of procedure is followed. J mean, I observe things but nothinK is 
real(v happening. I mean, sometimes the looks are real(r disturhing. J think ~l 
the person who is harassed complains, they would investigate and ask for the 
reasons. I mean. you may say he looked at me so bad that IIeit naked. He will 
sal' 'I did not look that way '. We cannot pro\'e that. J-J'e cannot prove word .. or 
lo~ks, You cannot even prove touches ... Except for the doctor's report in rape. 
others are difficult to prove. TR8AF 
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In the absence of adequate training programmes to raise employees' awareness of issues of 

harassment and grievance procedures, many women staff were left to find individual 

solutions. As there were no organisational procedures to deal with harassment directed 

from the customers to female staff, these women sometimes devised individual coping 

strategies, at the expense of their civil liberties and employment rights. 

I had a bad experience once. During the branch audit. I always wear mini 
skirts. When we went to a conservative town. I had a very bad experience. I am 
not going to do customer visits any longer. The customer did nol want 10 shake 
my hand. I had a male marketing representative with me. He talked to him and 
did not even look at me. We were inspecting the factory, I and the 
representative, both of us were disturbed by their looks ... In daily life as well. 
sexual harassment, both physical and verbal, is disturbing. Here in this 
enclosed office, because we are together with our colleagues. we are not 
qffected but I am sure our colleagues in branches are having difficulties. 
TR4BF 

Both by making grievance procedures so complicated and also failing to provide employees 

with adequate support and help mechanisms. women were effectively excluded from 

certain areas of employment, such as auditing customers. as in this case. 

7.3.2.2 Inclusion 

To counteract the exclusionary strategies outlined above, women in the sector implemented 

inclusionary strategies to enable them to penetrate into male-dominated areas of 

employment. Both inclusionary and exclusionary strategies were often reactive and they 

persisted over time. 

7.3.2.2.1 The long hours culture and domestic work 

The exclusionary impact of the long hours culture was explained earlier in this chapter. 

Several respondents noted that women engage in infonnal job sharing activities to 

compensate for the working hours that their colleagues cannot cover. This activity was not 

regulated by the companies but was devised by women themselves as a coping strategy. 

Some female friends help each other out. If they need to leave early, or if they 
cannot stay to do overtime, their friends are running to their help. Similarly. 
they are helping each other in looking after children. TR20CF 

However. the strategy TR20CF described was more plausible for women employees in 

service areas where there are other female colleagues. as it required at least two women 

employees to provide mutual support. This strategy also helped to sustain the traditional 
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family structure, where women were expected to do most of the domestic work and 

therefore could not adjust to the long hours culture common in these organisations. 

Some female employees criticised the unfair distribution of domestic duties. and sought 

greater equity in the domestic division of labour while trying to sustain a fairer balance 

between the time requirements of work and home. However, such experiences were not 

commonly reported. 

I know that many women are experiencing difficulties. When you go home you 
are tired, your partner is also working and the Turkish man has not yet learned 
that sense of sharing. Whatever he says, that he is sharing, in general when he 
comes home he stretches his legs, takes his newspaper and asks for his meal. 
Men are getting tired at work as well. But when they come home all the torture 
is left for women: she cooks the meal, washes the dishes, washes the clothes. 
The man is sitting down meanwhile, maybe preparing the table. But in relation 
to all these things, preparing the table is nothing. We don't have this problem 
with my partner but what I observe in my friends is that you are returning from 
work at night. At 11:00 p.m. you are dropping dead on the bed to sleep. AI 
least I don't have this problem. My partner and I are sharing many things . 
TR8AF 

7.3.2.2.2 Unskilled work 

The male-dominated culture of many unskilled jobs has blocked the penetration of women 

into their ranks. However. in the security department. male domination has been partially 

broken. In recent years, financial companies started recruiting female employees as security 

staff in the reception areas of their home offices. This was seen by some respondents as a 

public relations strategy. Also, the increasing visibility of female police officers in the 

Turkish media and major cities has contributed to the disintegration of the masculine image 

of security jobs. However, other unskilled male-dominated jobs like drivers and couriers 

continued to be male preserves of employment. The lack of visibility of female commercial 

drivers helped to sustain this condition. Although media coverage of female taxi and bus 

drivers from the Bulgarian Turkish minority has relaxed the fonnerly strong sex-typing in 

these occupations. the lack of female role models and aggressive male bonding between 

drivers hindered the prospect of real change towards equality. both in Turkish society and 

also in the financial services sector. 

7.3.2.2.3 Safety and mobility 

The safety of female staff was often raised as a reason for their exclusion from areas of 

employment where there is a threat of sexual or health dangers. Participants identified that 

the main threat to their safety is away from company premises. Travelling in commercial 
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transportation such as buses. trains and taxis between sites. and between home and \\l)rk. 

especially at night. was considered risky by female participants. This was abo cited as a 

reason for their exclusion from fields of employment where the: are required to be mobik 

between organisational sites. TR8AF offered a detailed account of the limitations and 

security threats which undermined her capacity to travel freely around the country: 

J cannot travel alone at night. For example, if J do inter-city travel. I don '/ gel 
off the bus at the intervals. My partner is an auditor, so J am mostly alone (11 

home. So J do most of the things men do at home. But you cannot go to ccrlain 
places. J don't go out at certain hours or J dress d~fferently ~f J do. J cannot go 
on holiday alone. If J was a man J would go on a holiday on a Frida)' night and 
rest two days and return. But if you do that in Turkish context as a l1'oman 
everybody thinks differently. J mean, you can .{ have holidays alone or trm'e! 
alone. There are things being stolen from these freedoms. J sometimes wam to 
go out at 12:00 at night and have a stroll, hut rOll cannot. There arc 
advantages/rom being in paid employment. If J H'(1'\ at home I would he zmahle 
to attend social and cultural actil'ities. J would hQl'e limited knowledge. For 
example, here, we say 'let's go there' and then H'e collect money and go and 
buy tickets. This makes you join in. 'Ulhen my partner is here \1'£.' go in mixed 
groups with girls and boys and the ho.,'", can accompany us back home, This is 
an advantage. If J was alone it would be different, TR8A F 

In the sector. companies typically provided their own bus sen'ice facilities on catain main 

travel-to-work routes. This was important for women who did not have private transport to 

overcome the threat to their security posed by public transportation. Howe\ er. compan: 

bus services ran onlv within their limited contracted hours and routes, The\ did not meet . . 

the needs of over-time workers. or go to residential areas which are off the main routes of 

travel. In some service areas. women sought the company of their male colleagues if they 

considered that there is a security risk when they are w<liking overtime. Although this 

strategy overcame the risk of safety in some cases. it undermined women' s authority at 

work as they were having to seek help from their male colleagues. Some smaller scale 

financial institutions pro\'ided a contracted taxi service to overcome these difficulties for 

employees who did stay overtime. 

7.3.2.2.4 Recruitment 

The pre\'ious recruitment system used by financial companies was based nn peer refl:relKl' 

and informal methods of recruitment and selection. which allowed men to give prctcrence 

to their male acquaintatKl's. family members and friends of their families. Howe\'er. the'>l' 

methods han~ been replaced by standardised exams in recent years as a means of sh)pping 

IJ\'ouritislll and preferential trcatml'nt. As these posts hecame more sought-atter. int\')nnal 

llletlwds of rCl'ruitment and seketion \\~re replaced by fonnal. standardi-;cd methl)ds which 
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incorporated examinations, psychometric tests, and fonnal interviews. One consequence 

was that higher numbers of female applicants qualified through this system of standard 

tests. However, the new system has not totally eradicated the subjective elements of the 

recruitment process, but rather has placed a superficial veneer of objectivity over it. 

Respondents reported that different questions were still directed to women and men during 

the interviews, in relation to their future plans, family lives, marriage and baby plans. hut 

interview panels have introduced a welcome level of transparency which was not present in 

the previous recruitment arrangements. 

7.3.2.3 Demarcation and dual closure strategies 

It was discussed in Chapter Four, Sections 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2. that demarcationary 

strategies are implemented by the dominant occupational groups in employment to impose 

restrictions on the employment rights and benefits of the members of a subordinate group 

in an adjacent occupation. These strategies often have a gender dimension as the dominant 

groups are predominantly men and the subordinate groups in the other occupation are 

mostly women, certainly in the financial services sector. Dual closure strategies. on the 

other hand, are implemented by the groups affected by demarcationary strategies in order 

both to regain their employment rights and to acquire further employment rights and 

benefits as a group. 

7.3.2.3.1 Customer service and its management 

Women were predominantly employed in those service areas where there is contact with 

customers, although these women staff often lacked decision-making powers in their 

dealings with customers. Female-dominated departments that involved customer service 

were predominantly managed by men. 

Women are working in office work mostly. They are generally doing things thai 

subordinates do. TR8AF 

This imbalance in power relations between female worker and the male manager did not 

attract much criticism. Rather. it was perceived as the nonn and not challenged. 

I am saying this logically. I prefer seeing women in branches than men. I mean. 
women with their dress sense. their pleasant looks and allractive personality. 
Some men can look repulsive with their beards. In our branches women are in 
the majority. It is maybe to smooth the relationship ...... ith the customer .. \loSI (~f 
the customer representatives are women. 100. I am talking aboUi pri\'alely 
owned companies. Mosl of Ihe employees in puhlic relations are U"omt.'n. This 
must cerlain(v have a reason. why they prefer women. Because women can 
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affect others with their talk. attitude, and dress code. This is less with men. I 
don't know why, but it is less. TR8AF 

The reasons given by TR8AF for employing women in these service areas was part of a 

larger ideology which promoted women's employment in service areas where they assume 

a service provider role, while men retain control of the production of this service. In this 

ideology women's work was linked with their physical appearance or other qualities which 

were signifiers of their heterosexual appeal to men. 

They specifically prefer women in the personal banking department ... It must 
be their appearance. The ones working with us all are pleasant looking. They 
are also sweet talking. They have the patience to explain everything without 
losing their patience. TR4BF 

By promoting an overtly physical and sexualised image of women working in contact with 

customers. the occupational status of these women was undermined and reduced. One of 

the interesting areas of service in which this takes place was the area of brokerage. 

considered one of the most prestigious occupations in the sector. Dominated by men in 

western European countries and the United States. brokerage in Turkey. was dominated by 

women staff at the point of contact with the customers. Although a prestigious occupation 

in the sector, women employees in Turkey did not exercise the same decision-making 

authority as their male counterparts in other countries. The managers of brokerage workers. 

being predominantly men, control the degree of autonomy the female brokers have. Thus 

although brokerage appeared to be both a prestigious occupation and under the control of 

women employees, in reality their role was being diminished to providing a feminised 

service to their customers. Explaining the controls imposed on their employment as a 

demarcation strategy offers a means of understanding the numerical female domination in 

brokerage. coupled with their subordination to men. 

7.3.2.3.2 The case of female auditors 

Thus although women have long been employed alongside men as auditors in financial 
N·· 

servIce organisations in Turkey, the sex composition of audit departments fluctuated 

considerably over the last decade. The proportion of women auditors has declined. to the 

point where they were either totally banned or were limited to certain areas of sen·ice 

within the department. Auditing jobs involved visits to branches in different cities around 

Turkey. wit.h overnight stays. The workload was reported to be high. and there were m~1hs 

and stories about excessive workJoads and overtime work requirements. Companies met 

the travel and living expenses of auditors. and they were considered as one of the hettcr 



paid groups of professionals in the sector. 

Company A was the first Turkish financial company to recruit women to the 
audit department. The number of women in the audit department is fixed rr 
they are going to recruit new employees to the audit commillee. 12 of these 
would be men and three would be women. I don't know wh.l'. if it is due to 
applications, or it can be something that the company prefers. Because in the 
audit committee you are always travelling, you are always outside the city, you 
will always be on tours, sometimes still working at 1 I at night. I think that ther 
sort of prefer men more. TR8AF . 

According to human resource managers in these companies, after being appointed. many 

women subsequently left auditing for jobs in other departments. By the 1990s auditing had 

become a man's job, performed by women only within the large cities or with geographic 

restrictions and reservations placed on their mobility. Women who left audit jobs were 

concerned about their personal safety, the high work load and culture of long working 

hours associated with the occupation. Auditors often travelled to distant cities and stayed in 

private hotel accommodation. Some female auditors experienced abuse and harassment 

from both the locals and staff in host branches during these visits. These working 

conditions and the social contacts between auditors and the members of the host 

institutions were unwelcome to women (see TR3BM's quote in Section 7.3.2.1.4). 

The job also required being away from home for long periods of time and involves long 

working hours and overtime work. Although in traditional Turkish families a man's work

related absence from his family is tolerated, women's mobility and absence from home has 

been historically restricted by male authority. This traditional practice was reflected in the 

way women were employed as auditors. 

A man in the audit committee can travel to many cities. He goes to Erzurum. to 
Mardin, and to Diyarbakir. But they don't send ladies there. Generally in 
Ankara, Istanbul, Izmir. I do not know the reason. though. TR8AF 

Many managers argued that there was nothing here to challenge equality, it was just that 

this job was not suitable for women, as the conditions of employment were the same for 

both sexes. Some even argued that it would be discriminating against men to provide bener 

conditions for women. 

If you are entering that occupation. it means you are accepting everything it 
involves. Most of my friends are in Istanbul. Demand is coming from women to 
work in the citl'. It is a loss of human resource. {(you don't have a suitaMe 
employee. the ,:ompany wants to send women employees. hut they are unahle to 
do so. {(you accepted this joh. then you should accept hoth its positive and 
negative sides. really. TR8AF 



However. this view was challenged by some other managers, who argued that companies 

should bear a responsibility for promoting those conditions of employment which enable 

women to make a full contribution. Several examples were given of employees' reactions 

and resistance to the social as well as the organisational barriers to women' s emplo)ment 

in audit departments. 

There is only the audit department, you know [where men are preferred to 
women]. Because women are facing problems, they give priority to men. In the 
last few years our assistant manager told me that he wanted to stay at a hotel 
with three female auditors and they do not allow them in because the hotel 
management suspects him of adultery. They were only able to stay at the hotel 
when the police became involved The police asked the hotel management to let 
them stay. TR4BF 

Two positions can be identified on the threat of women's exclusion from audit. The first 

recognised the organisational and social reasons for this state of affairs, but accepted this as 

a natural, normal phenomenon arising from biological destiny. The proponents of the 

second approach, however, recognise that these exclusionary strategies were not destiny, 

but rather were deliberate strategies which can be challenged. These two main arguments 

have led to the establishment of the current. middle of the way, status of women in audit. 

Women enter the audit committee as well but they do not go evefJ'1,i'here. but 
you can send men to all the branches in Turkey. However, in the last few years 
women have also starled going 10 some rural areas. TRIIAM 

Now women can choose their desired geographical area of work. and the extent of their 

availability for work, including overtime work. However, 'the man as the norm' principle 

was not challenged by this practice. Rather than modifying the overall work system which 

privileged men, financial organisations have chosen to demarcate woman' s employment by 

creating a sub-category of work for them. Two sets of strategies can be identified which 

were implemented by men to prevent women's incursion into the sector. The first set of 

exclusionary strategies aimed at barring women from the profession claimed that women' s 

safety was under threat in certain geographic areas, but no preventive measures were 

instituted to eliminate these threats. The other set of strategies were demarcationary in 

nature, as women were accepted to the profession without these preventive measures. with 

limited responsibility and subsequently with limited professional and financial benefits. 

due to the restrictions imposed on their mobility. 

Women have counteracted these attempted exclusionary strategies by actively seeking to 

stay in the occupation. However, their efforts have been undermined by further 

demarcationary strategies which aim to limit their employment roles. rather than trying to 
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tackle the employment threats they face within the occupation. Due to this demarcationary 

strategy, currently two sex-segregated occupations can be identified within audit. Female 

auditors and male auditors have almost completely different functional roles in the sector. 

Although their geographic mobility has been curtailed, female auditors have been 

reclaiming their occupational prestige in the larger cities. Therefore, it is also possible to 

identify a strategy being used by female auditors to regain control within their areas of 

responsibility. 

7.3.2.3.3 Accounting and finance 

Until the early 1980s accounting was regarded as a man' s job, offering better than average 

career prospects and financial and social benefits. It involved the functions of financial 

analysis alongside bookkeeping duties. Technological advances deemed traditional 

bookkeeping skills obsolete in the early 1980s. This caused a differentiation between the 

tasks of accounting and financial analysis. as it is referred to today. While accounting 

involved book-keeping, filing and reporting duties. financial analysis evolved as an 

occupation which oversees the accounting function and also requires planning and 

decision-making on financial matters. Male domination in accounting declined. as financial 

analysis emerged as a newly male-dominated area. 

Whether on purpose or not, you go up and see the accounting department. 
Eighty to ninety percent of them are women. It may be because of the idea that 
they are good at book-keeping and desk-bound jobs. It may be because of the 
idea that men adapt better to jobs which involve action and movement. 
TRllAM 

Traditionally. accounting was seen as men's work, because it involved attention to detail. 

concentration, organisation and filing skills. However, with the same reasoning. in less 

than ten years accounting became a woman's job, because women were seen as good at 

detaiL concentration, organisation and filing. However. now women accountants do not 

enjoy the same occupational benefits as their male counterparts did ten years ago. As the 

occupational prestige and the benefits of accounting have diminished drastically. 

accounting became a feminised occupation which involved routinised work and limited 

career prospects. TR8AF explained her frustration as a female accountant: 

In all workplaces there is something that makes I~fe difficult. Here when you 
are living you may not notice but 1 believe that as i1 is a routine thing working 
from 8:30 am till 6:00 p.m .. although not obvious(l' a barrier at the first sight 
but four or five years down the line. you look back and there is nothing rou KO 
to ~'ork and you come home .. There is nothing else. ,\{oyhe that 's why there are 
not difficulties but jobs that cause your life to pass quick~\·. TR8.4F 



While accounting has become a secondary occupation with limited career prospects and job 

satisfaction, financial analysis has become established as a male-dominated specialisation 

with better than average prospects. Finance department staff regarded their work as more 

prestigious and vital, compared with the current role of accountants. It was also interesting 

to note that during this change in the accounting profession from male to female numerical 

domination, strategic decision-making in the department has shifted to the finance 

department, which occurred as it became a male-dominated area of employment. 

The demarcationary strategies implemented by employees of the finance department over 

the accounting department have had a gendered impact, as these departments were sex 

segregated. While the department of accounting was considered to be prestigious. with 

open career ladders, when it was a male-dominated profession. the feminisation of the 

department has caused its prestige, status and benefits to decline extensively. The relative 

shifts in the prestige and status of cognate occupational groups warrant examination to 

reveal possible gender dimensions, as in the cases of accounting and finance. 

7.3.2.3.4 From personnel to human resource management 

Until the late 1980s. personnel departments in the financial services sector in Turkey were 

recognised as prestigious and well established departments. where the managerial positions 

were dominated by men. In 1980s, the globalising effects of the financial services markets 

were felt strongly in Turkey. The concept of human resource management was introduced 

to management thinking as a separate and superior concept, hierarchically placed over the 

personnel function. Human resources management was associated with dynamic notions of 

the management of human capital. while the personnel function was reduced to the 

application of personnel strategies and policies produced by the human resources 

management department. While human resource management was gaining popularity as a 

strategic function. personnel was becoming an administrative function with less strategic 

decision-making power in Turkey. Human resource management was popular with female 

graduates in higher education and there were women managers in the higher posts of these 

departments. However. the recent enhancement of the prestige of human resource 

management jobs has led to complaints. 

Human resources is women dominated. But they are complaining ahoUl il 
themselves. They recruit two people this year. They are hoth men. They an: 
trying to change. as I see. TR2BAI 
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It is interesting that, although when male-dominated serVIce areas acquired strategic 

importance. their sex composition was not criticised, female domination in the flourishing 

human resources departments was problematised and remedial action was taken to redress 

the perceived gender imbalance. These changes can be explained in tenns of the conceptual 

context of gendered demarcationary strategies, which can lead to sex segregation. 

7.3.2.4 Exit strategies 

~Exit strategies' is a term used to describe the actions of employees who prefer to leave a 

post, rather than continuing to struggle to change its unacceptable aspects. It was apparent 

that several female respondents had chosen to leave contested occupations when faced with 

insuperable barriers or if their current jobs were failing to offer them the career 

development opportunities that they sought. This was explained briefly in Chapter Four. 

Section 4.4.2.2. TR8AF explained how she sought employment opportunities elsewhere to 

improve her future career prospects. 

I believe Ihal I learned everything in a year here, or even earlier. Thal·s 
why I wanl 10 change. As I hate being stuck at Ihe same posilion. I am 
applying 10 different places and laking recruitment exams. I don 'I see any 
future here. TR8AF 

7.3.3 Ideologies of equal opportunities 

Equal opportunities is unknown as a field of specialisation both in the financial services 

sector and in the labour market in Turkey. Although there were therefore no readily 

available equal opportunities functions within organisations. in practice the personnel or 

human resource departments assumed this function. both by monitoring the application of 

employment laws concerning the equality of the sexes, and also observing the 

implementation of an organisational ideology which overtly or tacitly advocated equality. 

The concept of equal opportunity is solely used in educational contexts in Turkey. in 

relation to equality of opportunities for women and men in education. The concept of equal 

opportunities in employment, and particularly in the financial services sector. is a concept 

yet to be introduced and institutionalised, as it has become in western societies. 

The most common stance of Turkish financial institutions reflects the ideological approach 

advocated by the Turkish government in the 1920s which recognised women as equal to 

men in employment. without reference to their differences. This perspective was 

institutionalised by the majority of the financial service organisations. which opened up 

employment opportunities for women. It advocated ,,'omen's inclusion in employment as 
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men's equals, but this had not challenged women' s lower social status. because the man

made organisational systems of the Ottoman Empire were not altered to accommodate the 

different needs and aspirations of women. Therefore women' s inclusion in male-dominated 

areas of employment in the sector carried certain difficulties which worked to exclude or 

demarcate women's employment rights in these areas. 

The financial services sector still advocated and institutionalised the early principles of the 

young Turkish Republic which aimed to promote women's inclusion in employment. It 

was often taken for granted that institutionalisation necessarily implied equality. This type 

of institutionalisation was often considered a mechanism that sustained sex equality in 

those companies which subscribed to these values. 

Because there is institutionalisation. whatever the rule. it is applied. Although 
there is no political agenda to privilege women, there is equality. There is no 
backlash against women, I don '/ think. TR3BM 

Similarly, managers with human resource management responsibility in all these 

organisations which provided research access for this project claimed that they did not 

discriminate by sex. They identified their policies and managerial directives as efficient 

measures for promoting sex equality. 

Following the decisions that are taken by the senior management of our 
company, we do not discriminate. TR1AM 

While the current organisational ideology. which suggested equal standards of employment 

for both sexes. was praised by majority of the employees, it failed to sustain sex equality 

because it could not fully accommodate the different social and economic needs of women. 

such as adequate child care and family-friendly policies, without which full equality could 

not be achieved. As there were no written rules or regulations about equal opportunities in 

companies, their employment practices in relation to it varied according to the views of 

individual managers. 

I mean, in the same company while manager X may employ 60 per cent women. 
manager Y may employ only 30 per cent or 90 per cent. There is no consistency 
but their approach ;s important. It is more flexible at the higher managerial 

levels.. TR 7 AM 

TR9AM also affinned that individual managers were given too much freedom to manage 

equality issues according to their own ideological perspectives. 

There can on(v be barriers to women's career de\'e!opment in certain 
occupations. It cannot happen otherwise, I don't think. There is no ~t"h.'r£ll 
principle. but restridions can be imposed by indil'idual man£l~e:rs There: i.\ no 
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overall political stance. They exist because of managers' persona! opinions 
TR9AM 

The ideological approaches of employees varied widely. This research identifil'J three 

distinct ideological approaches in relation to the management and handling of issues 

concerning equal opportunities by sex. These ideological approaches are liberal. radical 

traditionalist. and radical progressive. These concepts were explained in Chapter Five. 

Section 5.6. 

7.3.3.1 Liberal ideology 

The liberal ideology was the dominant ideology in the financial services sector. It had two 

basic premises: firstly, it suggested that the standardisation of procedures and employment 

systems for both sexes ensured equality. on the assumption that they were essentially 

gender-neutral. This argument often led to the suggestion that equality had already been 

achieved. Secondly, the liberal approach promoted a business case for equality which only 

promoted it as long as it ~ profitable or sened the interests of the organisation anJ its 

survival. 

7.3.3.1.1 The assumption of gender-neutrality within liberal ideology 

An ideology which suggests that employment practices are gender-neutral dominated 

employees' views about equal opportunities. Any unequal representation of the sexes in 

eertain departments was therefore considered random and non-systematic. rather than thl' 

outcome of social processes. 

There uri' departments that women are in majority, but there is no .\pt'cia! 
reason jar this. It comes out like that . .\'0\1' we are recruiting people, at some 
periods y,'hen you recruit fIfty people, sometimes forty of them are women. 
There is no special reason for this. They apply, enter exams. come .IiJr fhe 
interriel1'. come for the group intervieli' and we select. TRl A.\! 

The gender-neutrality assumption of staff was documented in their responses, As illustrated 

in Table 7.22. 94 per cent of employees believed that barriers to equal opportunities no 

longer existed for women in their companies. This ideology was created and communicateJ 

as a way of thinking within the organisation. Ho\veyer. it grossly ignored the exc\usillOary 

and demarcationary strategies that were implemented to keep women under contml or to 

l'xclude them from employment. as explaincJ earlier in Sl'ction 7 ........ 2. 

Financial seryicl' organisations in Turkey use multiple recruitment strategll's t~) ..lttral't 

applications from :.l pOl)1 of potential employees. Job aJ\ ertiserl1ents in prinh:J ll1edi.1. 



company presentations in educational institutions, word-of-mouth and head-hunting were 

some of the methods they used. Although it was previously explained how recruitment 

procedures privileged men and disadvantaged women in many different wavs. man\' . . 
employees failed to perceive how the recruitment system was gender-biased to favour men. 

Table 7.23 shows that 86 per cent of the questionnaire respondents believed that there were 

no barriers to recruitment of women in their companies. 

Table 7.22: Can you think of any factors restricting equality of opportunities for women in 
this company? 

Reasons Total Female Male 
(per cent) (per cent) 

1. There aren't any restrictions 267 154 113 
(93.3) (95.0) 

2. Women's skills and work performance is 4 3 1 
undermined (1.8) (0.8) 
3. Women's domestic lives 3 3 0 

(1.8) -
4. Personal relationships are influential 2 1 1 

(0.6) (0.&) 
4. No, most of the assistant general managers are 2 0 2 
women - (1 ... ) 
4. Yes (no reason given) 2 2 0 

(1.2) -
4. There are jobs that require physical strength 2 0 .., 

- (1. "J 
5. Men are more suitable 1 1 0 

(0.6) -
5. Performance evaluation undermines women's work 1 1 0 

(0.6) -
Total valid cases 284 165 119 

A female manager in the recruitment and selection department of Company A claimed that 

her personal position as a female senior manager ensured and signified that equality was 

sustained in organisational practices (TR 14AF). Many other respondents argued that the 

financial services sector welcomed women, that women and men enjoyed equal 

opportunities and that women were even preferred to men in the sector. 

When we look at the high level managers, there are lots of women. This means 
that there aren't any barriers to women's career development. TR4BF 

The majority of respondents stated that the recruitment tests and the subsequent interviews 

ensured sex equality and provided equal chances for women and men to be recruited. They 

argued that the examinations were standard for both sexes and women perfonncd better. 
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and there were women members of interview panels. A woman employee In Bank A 

explains her belief in the gender-neutrality of the recruitment process: 

Question: Are there any barriers to the recruitment of women to Ihis 
company? Answer: No, there cannot be such a thing here. As a mailer of faci. 
you have to pass an oral interview, after you pass a wrillen exam. Therefore. 
it is never a problem TR8AF 

T bl 7 23 Ar th b t th f a e . e ere amers 0 e recrul ment 0 women to t IS company . . 
Total Female Male 

(per cent) (per cent) 
] . I cannot think of any barriers to the recruitment of 249 ]43 106 
women (85.1) (88.3) 
2. They prefer women ]9 9 10 

(5 . ./) (8.3) 
3. Woman's private and domestic life is a barrier ]3 13 0 

e. 7) -
4. I don't know 5 ..., 

3 -
(1.2) (:.5) 

5. They prefer men 1 0 I 
- (0.8) 

6. Appearance is important I I 0 
(0.6) -

Total 288 168 I~O 

Similarly, despite the evident existence of barriers to women's career development in the 

sector, 93 per cent of the respondents asserted that there are no barriers to women's career 

development in their organisations (Table 7.24). 

Table 7.24: Do you think there are any barriers to women's career development in this 
company? 

Total Female Male 
(per cent) (per cent) 

]. There are no barrier to women's career 267 149 118 
development (89.8) (97.5) 
2. Woman's domestic life 8 7 I 

(4.2) (0.8) 

3. Women are given less responsibility 5 4 1 
(2.4) (0.8) 

4. There are more male managers than women 2 2 0 
managers (/.2) -
5. Anyone who perfonns well can progress I 1 0 

(0.6) -
5. Men are more suitable for the sector I I 0 

(0.6) -
5. Women are supported I I 0 

(0.6) -
5. Women cannot enter some networks I I 0 

(0.6) -
5. Yes (no reason mentioned) I 0 1 

- ((). , .... , 
Total 287 166 I ~ I 
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I nese ClaIms about equality of opportunity in recruitment. employment and career 

development practices need to be scrutinised. in relation to the discourse of liberal equality 

purposely promoted in these organisations to sustain current divisions of power and 

authority. 

7.3.3.1.2 The economic case for the liberal ideology 

Senior decision makers within financial services organisations are predominantl~ 

concerned with organisational survival. This metaphor involves exploiting the 

opportunities offered by nature, society and the economy to sustain the vitality of 

organisations. While the organisations' role was seen as making best use of these social 

imbalances to enhance prospects for business success, sex equality was perceived as a 

social rather than an institutional problem. Inequalities were viewed in this ideology as a 

fact of life, a consequence of nature, another social variable to use. Therefore gender 

imbalances in the social construction of domestic work and child-care were likewise 

accepted as facts of life and left unchallenged. A recent business argument within liberal 

ideology suggested that maternity. child-care and domestic work issues can be incorporated 

into staff members' working lives and women could be given support. as long as it can he 

shown that this support brings long-term benefits for the organisation. 

There are barriers to women's employment in Turkey. The primary reason is 
maternity. Nobody wants to employ a woman if she is nearing maternity, is 
likely to be pregnant or is married or newly married. We don '( have them in 
this bank. First of all, you enter an exam. If you succeed and if you are 
qualified, they are thinking that they don't see you for jh'e or six months hut 
then I get the maximum productivity from you. The harriers here are from 
education level and success. TRIIAM 

Although the business case for equality did promote good practice in some segments of the 

sector. such arguments could not provide the same leverage as the moral argument for 

equality. as the employment of certain groups of women such as migrant and unskilled 

women cannot be easily defended using the same economic arguments. 

7.3.3.2 Radical ideologies 

Radical ideology acknowledges differences in the current social and economic status of 

women and men in society. Its proponents propose strategies to eliminate inequalities 

promoted by the current employment systems. This research identified two distinct radical 

perspectives which were prevalent in the financial services sector in Turkey. These are 

radical traditionalist and radical progressive ideologies. Both ideological perspecti\'I..'s 
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acknowledge the unequal aspects of current employment practices, and offer solutions to 

promote women's status. both in society and at work. However. their definitions and 

strategies differ markedly. 

7.3.3.2.1 Radical traditionalist ideology 

Radical traditionalist ideology was adopted by organisations which are allegedly working 

with Islamic values and was also promoted by individuals who subscribed to these values. 

The argued that women were disadvantaged by the current employment laws. claiming that 

women's traditional role (which was restricted to the domestic sphere) offered an ideal 

state of equality. Their ideal was similar to that proposed by functionalist ideology, In 

which women and men were assigned roles in different aspects of life. 

In current conditions that the country is experiencing. women cannot perform 
one of their most important duties of bringing up pleasant and nice children. 
Children are having difficulties with women 's work. I mean. the mother is the 
person who can bring the child up best. When we look at the overall morals. 
values and training. mothers can look after the child beller ... The abnormal 
social behaviours. the new generation's lack of understanding of our traditions 
and cultural values. and the spoiled society are all results of this. Because 
working mothers ignored their children in order to lead their O\1'n li\'es. This is 
a reality. This is real and harmful to the society. TR I AAf 

This radical traditionalist ideology was often combined with nationalist ideology. which 

claimed that the citizen' s duty is to promote the welfare of the nation. This ideology did not 

otTer a new perspective on equality. but essentially reinforced traditional ideologies of 

functionalism and nationalism which have long been criticised as systems of oppression 

rather than solutions to the current problems of equality. 

7.3.3.2.2 Radical progressive ideology 

Radical progressive ideology was newly emergent In the financial servIces sector In 

Turkey. Its proponents identified the problems that women experience in employment and 

sought both collective and individual solutions to them. However. radical progressive 

ideology was rarely evident among the participants of this study. although certain 

individuals and groups were reportedly undertaking studies of equality in the financial 

services sector. It should be noted that social and cultural change in Turkey is taking place 

very fast and the dominant liberal ideology does not provide adequate protection for the 

employment rights of disadvantaged groups. Considering the rise of the radical 

traditionalist movement in Turkish society in the last two decades. there is an urgent need 
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for polic: making and implementation to counteract the risk of th~ loss of hard-\\ on righb. 

which are at risk from these forces. 

7.4 Conclusion 

This chapter provided an analysis of the data generated from the Turkish qudy. This 

analysis was based on the themes elaborated in the previous literature re\ie\\ chapters 

(Chapters Two, Three. Four and Five). The next chapter will involve a similar analysi~ or 
the data generated from British study. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

The Results of the British Stud" .. 

B.1lntroduction 

This chapter presents the findings of the study conducted with female and male employees 

within the financial services sector in Britain. I will first introduce the participants and then 

analyse the data with regards to the conceptual frameworks introduced in the earlier 

literature review chapters. This chapter. like the previous one. explores three aspects of sex 

equality: first, the gendered dimension of 'belonging' and 'otherness'; second. gendered 

strategies of occupational control: and third. pre\ailing ideologies of sex equality, 

However, under each of these broad themes this chapter explores some different. as well as 

same aspects of employment practice. as warranted by findings of the British stud:, The 

next chapter will draw together the issues identified in this chapter and Chapter Sen:n. for 

the purposes of making comparisons between the two countries. 

B.2 The participants 

The British field study generated 50 completed questionnaires and 25 in-depth interviews 

with the employees of six different financial organisations. It commenced in June 1995 and 

was completed by December 1996. Issues about the relatiye yalue of the data sets generated 

in Turkey and Britain were explained in Chapter Six. Section 6.4.10. 

8.2.1 Participating companies 

A formal letter of application sent to Human Resources or Equal Opportunities 

Departments of the firms outlined the research aims and objectiyes. the process and 

intended outcomes. Various difficulties were encountered in gaining research access to 

British financial institutions. Although applications for research access \\ere made to \)\ er 

twenty financial organisations. by the end of the study there were individual participants 

from six different companies. The British organisations involyed in this study will be 

called Company X. Y. Z. K. L and M. Out of 25 interview participants. 14 were \\()rkin~ in 

two organisati()J1s that offered partial research access for this study, The rest \\ere working 

in organisations that did not grant research access, Details of the quest to secure research 

access were givl'n in <. 'haptLT Six. Section 6.4.9. 



8.2.2 Individual participants in the study 

In Company X, 120 questionnaires were distributed and 37 completed questionnaires were 

returned. An additional 50 questionnaires were sent to emplo~ ees in other companies. 13 of 

which were returned completed. In totaL the return rate of completed questionnaires was ~q 

per cent. This is not very different from the 32.1 per cent return rate ohtained in the Turkish 

study. In total, interviews were conducted with 25 employees working in British financial 
. . 

servIces compames. 

Table 8.1 illustrates the socio-demographic distribution of the questionnaire respond~nts: 

37 are from Company X. 11 from Company Y and two from Company Z. \\ nile ~3 of the 

questionnaire respondents are women. and 17 are men. 51 per cent of the statT in the s~ctor 

are women in 1994 (EOC. 1995). 66 per cent of the questionnaire respondt:nts were 

women. A higher proportion of female than male response to the questionnaire may refkct 

the topic of this study. namely equal opportunities for women. 

The youngest respondent was 20 years old. and the oldest 61. Half the respondents had 

higher education qualifications but the proportion differed markedly hy sex: only ~O per 

cent of the female participants. compared with 88 per cent of the men. were educated to 

this level. 

Most respondents were married (58 per cent). again with a large differential hy sex: 48 per 

cent of the women were married. compared with 72 per cent of the men. Their a\~rag~ 

household comprised three people. with a maximum of ti\c members. 58 per cent of 

female respondents had no children. compared with 35 per cent of men. The small numhers 

of respondents means that any interpretations should be treated v.ith caution. hut the 

average number of children that the female participants had (0.9) was f~r than the 

average number of children that the male participants had (1.4). 26 per cent of the women 

respondents' partners and 57 per cent of the men's had higher education qualifications. 

~o male participants identified their household income as low using a five point scak. 

while 12 per cent of the temale employees did. Similarly. while only 18 pt:r cent 1.11' the 

female respondents identified their household income as abo\'t~ average. 41 per cent ()j' the 

mail' employees did. 

The interview phase of this project generated ~5 intervin\ s with employees \\{'rking in 

"e\en difkrent British financial institutions. The details I.)f resl';lrch a~:cess \\ere expl.lined 



attributes. 13 of them are employed by Company X. six work for Company Y. and three 

work for Company Z. The other four participants work for Companies K. L. \1. and '\. 

Only Companies X and Z granted research access to this project. The other respondenb 

contributed to the project on their own initiative. without the authorisation l)f their 

companies. Because of the small size of the inter;iew population. any generalisatilm~ hased 

on this group should be viewed with caution. 

There were 18 female and 7 female interview participants. Considering the prorortion l)f 

women working in the sector. which was 53.7 per cent of all staff in \1arch 1995 (f·Ol'. 

1996). it is reasonable to expect a majority female response to this study. but not to thi~ 

extent. 

Most participants (18 of them) were aged between 30 and 45. with four aged between 45 

and 60. two between 18 and 30. and only one participant aged over 60. The a\·erage age of 

the British participants is higher than the Turkish ones. However. as this is not unl''-pected 

Turkey has a younger population and financial services companies 10 Turkey acti\el\' 

discriminate against older applicants. as the previous chapter showed. 

There were five single participants. 14 were married. four were cohabiting and 1\\0 wen~ 

widowed. None of the single participants lived with their parental family. unlike Turkey 

where all but two did so. Nine interviewees had only a secondary school education. 13 had 

a degree and three had postgraduate qualifications. Fi\e of those with only secondary 

education were employed in non-managerial grades. three were in middle management and 

one had a senior managerial post. Four of the graduates were employed in a non

managerial capacity. four were junior managers. three were middle managers and t\\"l) were 

working in senior management. Two of those who currently hold postgraduate 

qualifications were doing non-managerial, part-time and temporary jobs when they were 

working in the sector. and one was working in middle management. There \\ l're three 

semor. seven middle and four junior managerial and eleven non-managerial grade 

interviewees. 

8.2.2.1 The careers of the British respondents 

The questionnaire respondents \\ere drawn from a range of l)rganisational graJl's. 71.4 per 

cent were working in non-managerial posts. four per cent were junior managers. eight per 

cent werl' middle managers and t\\ 0 per cent were senior manager~. Sol per (ent of the 

\\ omen and 70.6 per l'cnt of the men were working below middle managerial grade. Therl' 



were more women than men in tho e grades. wherea r \' r \\' tru f r hi2h r 
'-

management grades: 29.4 per cent of men and only 15.6 per nt of \\' m n \\ r middl r 

senior managers (Figure 8.1). 

Fi ure 8.1: Or anisational rade of res ondents in Britain b\ 
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Table 8.1: Demographic profile of the QuestlOnnaire study participants in Britain 

Total: 50 participants 
Companies Company X: 37 employees (28 females. 9 males) 

Company Y: 11 employees (4 females. 7 males) 
Company Z: 2 employees (1 female. I male) 

Sex 33 females (66% female) 17 males (34% male) 

Age Total: Mean=35 Min=20 Max=61 Std Dev=10.09 

Education 

Women: Mean=34 Min=20 Max=52 Std Dev=9.67 
Men: Mean=37 Min=21 Max=61 Std Dev=) 1.03 

Diploma attained 

Primary school 
·0' levels 
• A' levels 
Vocational 
qual ification 
Higher education 
Postgraduate degree 
N/A. 

Total 
count 
(50) 

1 
14 
4 
4 

22 
3 
2 

Women Men 
count(%) count fO/O) 

1 (3) 0 (0) 

13 (39) ) (6) 
4 (13) 0 (0) 

3 (9) 1 (6) 
9 (27) 13 r"'6J 
1 (3) ') (/]) -
2 (6) 0 (0) 

Total 
per cent 

., -
]~ 

~ 

,\' 

,/-1 

6 
./ 

Marital 
status 

Total 
count 

28 
o 

Women Men Total national statistics 

• others 
are 3 per 
cent 

Married 
Divorced 
Separated 
Single 
Cohabiting 
Widowed 

Numbers in family 
Number of children 

Partner's education 

• The percentages below the 
line are the ratios of 
educational level of 
employees' partners to the 
number of employees who 
have partners. 
Income group 

1 
13 
7 
1 

count 
16 
0 
1 
9 
6 
1 

fO/O) 

(48) 

(0) 

(3) 

(27) 
(18) 

(3) 

count (%) per cent 
12 (71) 56 
0 (0) -
0 (0) ., 
4 (2-1) 26 
I (6) 1-1 
0 (0) ., 

Mean 3 Median 3 Mode 2 Minimum 1 Maximum 5 
Total: Mean 1 Median 0.5 Mode 0 Min: 0 Max: 5 

per cent 
5-1 

* 
* 

3-
-
* 

Women: Mean: 0.9 Median: 0.5 Mode: 0 Min: 0 Max: 5 
Men: Mean: 1.4 Median: 0.5 Mode: 0 Min: 0 Max: 3 

No partner 
Primary school 
'0' levels 
• A' levels 
Vocational 
qua Ii fication 
Higher education 
Postgraduate 

Low 
Middle-low 
Middle 
High-middle 
High 
N/A 

Count per cent Women per 

11 
2 
11 
4 
1 

15 
3 
2 

Count 

4 
5 

27 
1 I 
2 

2-1 
4 

22 
8 
2 
30 
6 
-I 

per cent 

8 
10 
5-1 ,., 
-I ., 

cent 
]9 
6· 
26 
10 
3 

23 
3 

Women 
per cent 

12 
9 

58 
15 
3 
3 

A-fen 
per cent 

18 _. 
18 
6 

.\fell 
per Cl'11I 

() 

J~ 
./-

35 
6 
o 

\69 



T bl 82 0 a e til f h . emograpl IC pro leo t e mtervlew partIcIpants m t h e British stud\ 
Participants Sex Age group Marital Education Occupational I 

I 
status grade I 

I 

Code: GBABC 18-30 ( 1 ) 
I 

I 

GB-Britain 30-45 (2) *Iiving Secondan I Senior II 
A- Number 45-60 (3 ) with Uni\ er:.;it\ ;1 \liddk I: 
B- Company name 60- (4 ) parental Postgraduate 

i 
Junil)r 

i C- Sex (M/F) family '\ ()I1-manageria I 
GBIYF Female 2 Married Universit\ Junior 
GB2YF Female 2 Single Postgraduate '\on-manaIJ.erial 
GB3ZF Female 2 Married Universit\ \liddle 
GB4ZF Female 2 Married Universit\, Junior 
GB5ZM Male .., Married University Middle ~ 

GB6XF Female 3 Cohabit Secondarv Non-managerial 
GB7XM Male 2 Married Secondan \liddle 
GB8YF Female .., Single Universit\ Junior 
GB9XF Female .., Married Secondan \liddle -
GBIOXF Female .., Married Secondan Senior -
GBllXF Female 3 Widow Secondaf\ '\ l)l1-ma 11 ageria I 
GB12XF Female 1 Single Secondan '\ l )11-llldlld geria I 
GB13XF Female 3 Cohabit Universit\ '\lHl-managerial 
GB14XM Male .., Married lIniversit\ Senior ~ 

GB15XM Male 4 Widow Secondan Non-managerial 
GB16XF Female 

.., Cohabit Secondaf\ \liddle -
GB17KF Female .., Married Postgraduate \liddk -
GB18YM Male 

.., Single Postgraduate 1\1 l)[l -Illanagerial ~ 

GB19YM Male .., Married University J lin ior -
GB20YF Female 1 Cohabit L1niversit\ Non-managerial 

GB21LM Male 
.., Married l!ni\er"it\ Non-managerial -

GB22MF Female 
.., Single University Non-managerial -

GB23NF Female 3 Married University Middle 

GB24XF Female .., Married Universit\· Senior 

GB25XF Female 
.., Married Secondaf\ ~on-managerial -

Totals Companies Sex Educational 

Company X: 13 interviews Qualification 

Company Y: 6 interviews Female: 18 

Company Z: 3 interviews Male: 7 Secondaf\ 9 

Company K: 1 interviews llni\ersit\ I -; 

Company L: 1 inten'iews Postgraduate ~ , 
I 

Company M: I interviews ! 

Companv N: 1 intervie\\ s 
~-< 

Age Groups Marital Status Organisational 
Rank..'i I 

I 

2 inten'iewees Single: 5 ~\,:ni\)r 
~ 

18-30 ( J ) 
, 

18 inteniewee-; \larried: 14 \liddh: 
~ 

30-45 (2) 
45-60 (3) 4 intervic\\ ees ( 'ohahiting: 4 JUllllll 4 

60- (4) J interviewees Wido\\ed: 
.., 1 Clen(ai \I - --- -- _. 
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T hI 83 0 a e ccupatlOna I P fil fQ ro leo uestlOnnalre Study Participants in Britain 
Managerial grade count per cent Women Men 

4.1 per cent per cent 
Senior level 2 16.3 3.1 5.9 
Middle level 8 8.2 12.5 23.5 
Junior level 4 71.4 9.4 5.9 
Non-managerial 35 - 75.0 64.7 
N/A 1 - -

Number of Min: 0 Women Men 
employees Max: 28 Mean:2.2 St. Dev:5.8 Mean: 1.~ St. De\':3.4 
under your Std Dev: 5.1 
management Mean: 1.9 
Departments 19 service areas Women: 11 areas Men: 13 areas 
Number of years in Paid employment Women Mean: 14.~ 

Mean: 15.3 Median: 14.5 Mode: 20 Men Mean: 17.3 
Min: 2 Max: 45 Std Dev: 8.9 
Financial services Women Mean: 7.4 
Mean: 9.0 Median: 7.5 Mode: 0 Men Mean: 12.4 
Min: 0 Max: 39 Std Dev: 8.3 
Present company Women Mean: 4.4 
Mean: 5.8 Median: 5.0 Mode: 6 Men Mean: 8.5 
Min: 0 Max: 38 Std Dev: 6.1 
Previous position Women Mean: 4.9 
Mean: 4.4 Median: 3 Mode: 3 Men Mean: 3.5 
Min: 0 Max: 25 Std Dev: 5.3 
Present position Women Mean: 1.8 
Mean: 2.3 Median: 2 Mode: 1 Men Mean: 3.3 
Min: 0 Max: 10 Std Dev: 2.3 

Workload Days per week Women Mean: 5.03 
Mean: 5.0 Median: 5 Mode: 5 Men Mean: 5.00 
Min: 3 Max: 7 Std Dev: 0.5 
Grade Average number of work days in a week 
Senior manager 5.5 
Middle manager 5.4 
Junior manager 5.0 
Non-managerial 4.9 

Hours per week Women Mean: 36.5 
Mean: 38.1 Median: 38 Mode: 35 Men Mean: 41.3 
Min: 21 Max: 50 Std Dev: 5.3 
Grade Average number of work hours in a ,,"eek 
Senior manager 42.5 
Middle manager 44.0 
Junior manager 38.3 
Non-managerial 36.5 

Respondents had learned about vacancies from various sources. In order of popularity these 

were: the press~ connections in the company such as friends. relatives and acquaintances: 

personal inquiry: recruitment agency: previous in-company work experience: and head-
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hunting. While only male participants had used recruitment agencies or were head-hunted. 

only women participants reported receiving information through their previous work 

experience within the company. 

Tabl 84 Wh d·d e . ere 1 you earn abo th·b ut eJo vacancy befi I . ore appJ),mg to wo rk fi thi or s compan~'. 
Total Female Male 

(per cent) (per cent) 
rank rank 

1. Press 23 17 6 
(51.5) ( 35.3) 

1 1 
2. Connections 13 9 4 

(27.3) (23.5) 
2 ') 

3. Personal inquiry 8 5 3 
(/5.2) ( ]"".6) 

3 3 
4. Recruitment agency 3 0 3 

(0) (/ -.6) 

5 3 
5. In-company work experience 2 2 0 

(6.1) (0) 

4 5 
6. Head-hunting I 0 I 

(0) (5.9) 
5 4 

Total 50 33 17 

Table 8 5' Why did you choose to work for this company rather than others? .. 
Total Female Male 

I. Close to home/ local 8 7 1 
2. Better than average career development prospects 6 3 3 
2. People oriented company, friendly 6 3 3 
3. Coincidence/only job available 5 1 4 
4. Financial benefits 4 2 ') -
4. Reputation of the company 4 4 0 
5. Institutional stability and security 3 3 0 
6. Interesting job 2 2 0 
7. I wanted to work as ... .in this sector/companv 1 1 0 
7. No better, no worse 1 1 0 
7. Size 1 0 1 
7. Varied work 1 1 0 
7. Challen~e to set up a new department 1 I 0 
7. Best otTer 1 0 1 
7. Great job 1 1 0 
7. Previous experience 1 1 0 
7. Retirement income 1 0 1 
7. Big fish, small pond 1 0 1 
7. Recommended by a friend 1 1 0 
Total valid cases 49 32 17 

,.., ~ 
, .' 



While four male employees stated that they have not made an informed choice ahout 

working in that specific company. but chose to work there because there \\ a~ a \ aClll(\. 

only one female respondent said this. Seven of the 32 female respondents dw~e tll \\ l lrk in 

their companies because of its proximity to their homes. while onl) one male re~pondent 

said this. 

8.3 Organisational culture and equal opportunities by sex 

In this section the findings of the study will be presented in terms of the three l'onceptual 

frameworks offered in the literature review chapters. These are 'belonging" and ·othcmc~~·. 

occupational closure and equal opportunities ideology. Like the previous chapter. I havl' 

chosen organisational culture as an over-arching 'site' for the social proccssc~ I will he 

describing. 

8.3.1 ~ Belonging' and ~otherness' 

The standardisation of recruitment. career development and pwgression procedurl'~ in the 

late 1970s in this sector has not prevented managers and employers from continuing til 

recruit and promote employees who share their own characteristics. It will be argued that. 

rathcr, these changes actually helped to legitimise gendered employment practice~ hy 

cloaking them in spurious ·objectivity'. The subjective judgements rooted in traditional 

sex-stereotypes in the formulation and application of these standardised employment 

proccdures were grossly disregarded by the institutional policy makers. \\'hl'n these ne\\ 

'objectivc' measurcs which promised equality were introduced, in practice the) mL'rcl) 

sened to reinforce traditional sex stereotypes, and subjective sex bias in employment 

practices merely became a more subtle phenomenon, as several respondents noted: 

Equal opportunities is a ,'ery subtle thing. There is cerrainly flO O\'(Tr 
discrimination that 1 have (!l'er heard of 1 think Ihe only harrier is thaI, and I 
helin'c mcn and women can fall into the same trap, you lend to recruil in 
your mrn image. rOll like people that are like you. So it is nalural thaI U a 
man is looking aroundfor somehody who is like him, he is going to S('t' it in 
tht.' men Ihan tht.' women. Bul I think Ihal womt.'1l a/so do feel that, too. GB3'LF 

:\lthOlIgh recruitment and career de\clopment practices in the sector are geared toward" 

emplo) ing and promoting ·the right person for the joh', gl'ndl'r hia~ in the CllnstructilHl (If 

the~l' jobs otten \\ ent unquestioned. Ille notion of . the right person jllr the job' \\ ,I' 

aS~llml'd automatically tll hring forth equal opportunities for \\llnlen and I1lL'mher~ llr ~1{her 

~1K'ial ~rours who werl' traditionally underrepresented in r\l~ition~ of rre~ti~l' in the 'l'ct~)r 



One senior female manager from Company X described the recruitment training proc~ss 

where managers were taught to select candidates irrespective of "irrelevant" attributes: 

The on!.v thing that sort of touches on equal opps at all is when you do 
recruitment training with managers. just to make them aware of Ihe Ihings 
that they can or can't say. you know. in an interview situation. JVe are trying 
to go hack to the point that we need the right person for the joh. Don'l look 
for a male or a female. don'( look to see ~f they have got kid,' or nol or 
whatever. make sure that your selection is correct for you. nol because (~llhe 
height, colour, size, age or sex or whatever. But apart from Ihal. we hal'e no 
other formal training on that front. GBIOXF 

This view of equal opportunities assumes that the philosophy of the "ideal worker' or the 

"right person for the job' would sui generis generate equal opportunities. However. this 

approach ignores the historical role of dominant groups. such as white, middle-class men. 

in devising jobs and recruiting into them to serve their own interests. The tinancial services 

sector as a whole, and the occupational and hierarchical categories within it. were devised 

by men, to cater for men's needs. lifestyles and expectations. In this section. the way in 

which definitions of "the ideal worker' or "the right person for the job' are gendered will be 

identified and the assumption that these categorical definitions are gender-neutral will be 

questioned. 

8.3./.1 Attitude 

Employees' attitudes and the image of its staff which is promoted in the financial services 

sector have been transformed since the 1970s. Then financial service employees were 

portrayed as trustworthy. hard-working, family-figures, and both the stereotypical and the 

actual "bank manager' figure was as a white, middle class, middle aged married man. This 

was replaced in the 1980s by a new image which emphasised dynamism and assertiveness 

and "the ideal worker' stereotype has evolved since then to capture the changing socio

economic conditions of the 1980s and 1990s. A female clerical employee described the two 

contrasting types of the ideal worker associated with managerial and clerical posts. 

respectively. Her description captured the differences in the attitudes sought in clerical and 

managerial stafr: 

The image that financial sen'ices has is of a certain sort (~f person. /SlippOS(,. 

either sorl (~fa hright. go-gelling. yuppie (lpe or somehody who just lnmt,\' 10 

go to work. GBl YF 

Most rcspondents acknowledged that management is a male preservc. whereas there are 

very few men in clerical positions. Most respondents used the word "man' as synonymous 



with 'manager', including this female interviewee: 

Q: What sort of person 'sfacefits management here? 

He must like sport. He must be very very sporn, cricket. Oh It.'\. Ihe 
corporate days out. Tromen are not excluded. they a;e just nol im'iled 10 .\'fur! 
with. So yeah. 1 suppose it is excluding. But would anyone want 10 ~() lrilh 
them in any case? Other than as a mailer of principle, somebody migJu do il. 
decide to do it, purely and simply because there are no women. I don 'I know 
how they get on with them. ~ 'ery sho,")'. pushy, making a 101 of nohe, wore 
sleek suits, .. They are very much men's men. They are all crickel. Ponche 
types. The executives do like pushy, sho,"), people. The males muin~" heing 
managerial, 1 don't really want to deal with it. The ones at the clerical lel'e/. 
they are all fine. GB13XF 

The prevailing ethos in the managerial grades promoted and supported the kind of men 

who dominated these ranks in the hierarchy, Several respondents noted that one has t() 

conform to the norms for the ideal manager. with its characteristically male work habits 

and life-styles, to achieve career success. The 'ideal manager' stereotype suggested 

dynamism, assertiveness and aggressiveness. Although these characteristics were assumed 

to be gender-neutral. in practice they were not. Several participants debated the 

effectiveness of the personality type being promoted here. GB:2YF recounted how a male 

manager made a promotion decision based on the relative aggressiveness of two applicants 

for ajob. 

She was too nice 10 do the job. She needed to do more alfacking I SUppO'L'. 
and be less pleasant to people. They expect women to beha\'(! in Ihal Hay and 
it has nothing to do with their effectiveness. Because quite a lot (~llhe.\e ~o
gelfing people at Company rare not terribly effective GB2rF 

Several participants have argued that while assertiveness and aggressi\'eness were the 

acceptable behavioural norm for men, these criteria did not apply equally to v. omen. 

Several examples were cited of women whose behaviour of comparable assertiveness to 

the men's in the company was not tolerated. One female executive manager at Company 7 

left after the "masculine' aggressive attitude she adopted was not welcomed h~ her maIL' 

colleagues: 

H'e have had two women directors recently (name withdrawn) \fa\ one ... I 
mean, Ihey've chosen 10 leal'e, 1 think. .. I think she is an inlert.'stin~ penon 
rou can 'I, it's l'ery hard 10 Reneralise ahoul one person and Iht!ir reason., 
BUI d(:linile~\' Ihe lerm Ihal we would usc is Ihal 'her /iKe didn 'I/il '. I dOll 'I 
know (lyoll kmrw Ihal expression hUI In' use il 10 mean.,. 'Herj;.J('I.' dot.' '11 'I 
IiI' mealls 'can 'I/it infO Ihe cullure', Her slyle ltUS nol compalih/e wilh Ihe 
men Ihal she HOS working wilh. l'ery, \'e':.\' a\'I.'I'li\'I.' woman ... A \'oy macho 
H'O!1lWl aClually, and l'e':.\' rn'oluliona':.l' with her ideas, .. And she \fa.' u,ktd 
10 .'1.'1 III' a I'ilol to S('t' it we:' could do this us lH'1I U,' our sale., tilrt'e a It'H 

\'l'an ago, For ,\Orne rl..'a.\Ofl iljusl llt'l'er ROl (~fllhe ground and rt.'l I ((Jm£' 10 



work along on that project a fe11' years later and 1 hal'e read all her male rial 
and we were doing what she thought what 'we would be doing you knuw a 
few years later. So she didn't achiel'e buy-in from olher people, She didn'l 
buy them inlo her ideas. GB3ZF 

\1oreover in Company X, several participants reported that certain personality traits and 

attitude modes. which differ from the male norm. influence women' s promotion rrn~pect-;, 

Like male managers, women managers were \'iewed as overtly confident hy se\ eral 

respondents, However, their descriptions of female managers carried strong ~c,ual 

elements: 

They like pushy, very showy females here. They like lots o/lipstick. loIs 0/ 
cleavage, lots of tight skirls. They are definilely Ihe ones Ihal gL'l on. They ore 
the very sociable ones. Quieter ones do just as much l~'ork and are jusl as 
productive or even more productive in their own 11'(/)', but Ihey wouldn '1 t!\'en 
be considered for promotion. GB13XF 

While several female managers have been promoted to managerial positions. some LTiticise 

the way they are perceived by their male manager colleagues, One female manager realiscJ 

that her male colleagues found her assumption of a mother role to be amusing. as this did 

not fit the stereotype of the female manager. 

It l1'as my daughter '.'I birthday in ,\larch and 1 was with some of the ladie" 
that had done some food for me. They broughl it in with my manager and 
another manager, He said. 'H'hat are you doing?' Friendly. YOII know I said. 
'I am getting some food for my daughter. ' He said 'Hny would you he doing 
that?' 1 sort of jokingly said 'I am a mother '. And the other one turned 
around and said 'Do you Ihink thaI your responsibililil.'s of motherhood lejl (/ 
wound? ' And 1 had a good laugh about il. They are two friends o.l mine. you 
know. It is what it '.'I like ((you are a woman and you work. Seilher o/Iheir 
win,'s work. Both of their wives stay al home, make them sandwiches, us (l 
they are children. 1 thought, 1 am at work, Ihey like me but I am obl'iowly u 
hard cow, It'hy should 1 care about giving my daughter a birthday parly:) .\'0 

you do start to ... You can't get hurt by remarks like thaI. They are nol mean! 
10 be hur((ul. It's just Ihe way they see it. You do sort of start 10 conthrm 10 

whal they expect you to do. GB16XF 

\\'hile male managers' typical personalities and attitudes were defined as asscrtin:. 

aggressin:. sporty and dynamic. women managers were defined both similarly and also in 

relation to their sexualised and familial roles. From these accounts. it seems that the norm 

tor the female manager was not only to fulfil the requirements of the managerial post. hut 

also to be liked and appreciated by the male managers. before they are welcomed int{) the"l' 

male-dominated tields l)f employment and management. 
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8.3.1.2 Race 

Some respondents noted both the W1der-representation of employ c~5 from ethnic 

minorities. coupled with the absence of any recognition of this situation 35 probkm3ti(. 

Racism isn't something quite that comes up here because we quill' simpz\' 
don't have enough non-white stafffor there appear to be an issue redlh· .. \0 

when you talk about equal opportunities, we are usua/~\' talking ahoui mcn 
and women. about sexism not racism. GB3ZF 

Sexist employment practices, compoW1ded with racist employment practices. exduded 

ethnic minority women from the ranks of employment in the sector. However. the 

managers in Company X, Company Y and Company Z have all emphasised that they do 

not tolerate racism within their organisation. Despite these claims. their companic~ offered 

very limited scope for ethnic minority women's emplo)ment. as 'they simply did not ha\c 

enough non-white staff even to place racism firmly on the equal opportunitie5 agenda. 

There was no indication of any debate about this or planned action to rcdr('~~ thi~ ~ituation. 

The non-representation of the non-white employee signalled the 'othemc~~' of the ethnic 

minority worker in these white-dominated companies. 

8.3.1.3 Disability 

Few disabled workers are employed by these companies. One disabled woman \\orking a~ 

a receptionist used a wheelchair. which she put behind a screen out of sight when 5he 

arrived at work. Once at the reception desk, her disability was invisible. One intcf\'ic\\l'c 

commented that she had not realised that she was disabled for two Years. Anothcr disabled 

employee was a courier with Down's Syndrome. 

You prohably found most of what I said fairly negatil'e. I would mention OIlC 

point. there is a young chap who works around. He's a Down's Syndrome. 
The company employs him just three days a week. But that is a nice touch. on 
the other side. GB15XA1 

Both disabled employees v.ere worked as part-time workers in junior posts. There \\l're no 

disabled employees at supervisory or managerial level. Their employment \\ a~ con~idered 

as 'a human touch on the part of the organisations', almost accepting that being ahle h\)died 

was the nonn in employment here, and so being disabled was ·the other', whosl' right to 

employ ment was percei\ed in terms of a pri\ilege to be granted hut not gained as a right. 

8.3.1.4 AKt' 

These companil's pnn ided employment for a range of agl' groups. Hl)\\ever. (\Hnran) Y 



had recently been through a restructuring programme where the older generation (,If 

employees had been replaced by younger ones. This was in line with a culture change 

which was supposed to promote youth and dynamism in the company. 

There have been a lot of redundancies recently and certainly anyb(}(~\' ovt'r 
60, I would think is urged to look for early retirement. Some people lfan! it. 
But it is very noticeable that there aren't many older people. (JB~ YF 

The construction of this new youthful and dynamic image of companies in the sector wa~ 

not free from gendered assumptions. Some female participants. especially older women. 

often felt that they were considered less worthy of employment compared \\ith men l)f 

similar age. For example, several older respondents identified an institutional reluctance to 

provide supervisory and managerial training for older employees who do not ha\ L' previl)u~ 

expenence in these fields. This policy effectively discriminated against woman. who 

constituted the majority of older employees who aspired to supervisory or managerial 

posts, This women interviewee described her struggle to secure the training she nccded to 

equip her for promotion: 

You got the youngsters who '\'(' jusl come in from school. they lfcre gin.'f1 the 
opportunity. rou 've got the older/ifty plus men who are working hert.' lfailing 
for their retirement. So they are not particularly bothered aboUl actually 
taking on a challenge at l1'()rk. Jt'hen I wanted to do it, it look cighteen monlh., 
hefore I was allowed the facility to do it. Initially they just ignored my reqllt' ,I 
to do it. It lfas then a case of saying Ihat you 'n' offered it to young\tcrs and 
then written requesls. There was reams and reams of paper wurk thaI Ihey 'n' 

invented. had to be filled in and had to come back because I ha\'en 't ansllcn:d 
a question. There was the finances of it that had to be sorted out. They'n' 
given all the youngsters the opportunity to do it free. To start ll'ith they 
expecled me to pay it for myse(( and 'oh. ifyoll pass we'll gil'e you the mOIlt'y 
back '. So I asked for a preferential staff loan 10 be able to do it. BeeL/we 
ob\'ioush' I couldn't come up H'ith il. Itl1'as only about £-100 but I didn '1 ha\'e 
£-100 at the time. They said 'oh no, you couldn'l have that'. In the end. we 

came to the agreement that il was deductedfrom my salary. GBI3.1(F 

Several women faced Catch-22 situations. where the precondition for managerial training 

was to be a manager already. Therefore if you were not already a manager. y()U could not 

qualify to become one. 

Jf'e all get trained. You don't gl'f managerial tramlng until you art' (J 

manager. which i.\ ridiculous That's 011f! q( my prohlems hecause I "u\ lold 
to go and gel supen'isory training hut I couldn 'I get il because I II u,n'l (/ 
supt'fTisor. L\O you have 10 he in the position 10 gel the training l1'hich i \ 

illogical. GEIIXF 

Other respondents noted gender differences in the \\J~ emplL)yees' ages are percl'i\cd: 



In Company Y, there are not many people over fifty. J "ery young company. I 
felt that being 48, my promotion possibilities were limited. Women in their 
fifties are considered to be really old, but men are not. GB2YF 

Although the practice of denying older clerical staff access to management training before 

they become managers appears gender-neutral, it affected more women than men, 

contributing to the 'otherness' of older women. 

8.3.1.5 Family and children 

As in Turkey, the women respondents undertook more domestic and child-care work than 

their male partners and therefore experienced more problems in combining their domestic 

and work responsibilities. The major difficulties expressed by the female participants were 

their high work load, at both home and work. and the lack of time to manage both. 

I think it is juggling with the time. You know, just trying to make sure that I 
enjoy the work I do and, you know, I see it as a career so therefore I want to 
invest quite a lot of time and energy into it. Bur on the other side, I do have a 
young family, you know, which I made a decision to sort of have. Therefore I 
want to spend time with them and devote energy and time to spend with them. 
Bur it's sometimes just that balance. I am sure all working mothers find that. 
GB4ZF 

The difference between women' s eXpenences before and after marriage or cohabiting 

mostly involve a reduction in time for sociability. They used their leisure time to 

accommodate the additional domestic tasks incurred by these relationships. 

I am not socialising to a great extent because I've got other commitments at 
home, really. I think before I was married I'd probably socialise more. 
GB1YF 

One woman felt that her domestic responsibilities were no different from those of a lone 

father: 

I haven't got a problem in my area, you know, both my managers know the 
situation that I am in. They know that I was only trying to accommodate any 
request to attend meetings outside my hours when I can. But what I cannot do 
is to have somebody to say to me at four 0 'clock this afternoon 'I want you to 
go to Manchester tomorrow'. I can't do that because of my arrangements at 
home... I think a single parent that is a man would have exactly the same 
problem. GB4ZF 

However. this is not a genuine comparison as some nine out of ten single parents are 

female and. as we have already seen. these companies' male staff did not shoulder their 

share of domestic labour on the whole. Whatever 'support' they received from their male 

partners, no women respondents enjoyed parity of domestic and child-care duties with their 
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male partners. Two women were earnmg higher wages than their partner~. who Wl?rl' 

employed in part-time jobs and had time to sta\ with the children. However. e\ l?11 thl?\ 

explained that they do not receive enough support at home. GB 1 iKF strongl: argut:~1 that 

children and careers are either mutually exclusi\e or certainh extremely hard to l'()mhine. . .. 

1 recommend that you have got to accept that it is going to be ,'ery' hard and 
that you're going to have to give up a lot, certain~r give up any leisure time, 
certainly any time for yourself 1 mean. The most time 1 get to myse(( i.\ ."hell I 
go to the hairdressers, that's about it, and even then 1 normal(l' take one 0/ 
them with me. If you are not really prepared to do it, then you going to han' to 
really reconsider whether you want children or want a job. It is hard 10 ha\'t.' 
both. very hard. GBI7KF . 

The women's contribution to child-care was greater than their male partners', yet they 

identified different attitudes at work towards female and male emploYl?es' child-care 

responsibilities. They reported that for women child care responsihilities were seen as 

'natural' and in conflict with their careers, whereas for men it was often gloritied and 

celebrated, A successful female manager expressed her bitterness about her colll?ague< 

perceptions of working mothers' and fathers' roles: 

I can'l imagine how anyhody feel if 1 said 1\'e got 10 go home now hecause 
I've got to pick up my daughter ear!:\, 'or 1 "'e got to ... she is not very wel/', or 
something 1 can remember coming into work when she was in hospital and 
1 \'e been silling up with her all night. Il1'as ahsolulely knackered and il \I'a,\ 
ahoullhe third day and. my manager-to-he at thaI point, his daughterit'll m'er 
in the playground. She 'was eight. She was in hospilal and he rushed home (0 

sec her and 1 can remember saying to him how unfair it was that he rwhed 
home and e\'e,~\'h(}(Z\' had said 'what a H'onderful father, he dropped everYlhing 
and rushed at home. ' {f 1 'd have gone, then everyhody will say '011. she can 'I 
cope '. He said 'all. yes, ),ou are absolurely right '. GBI6XF 

GB 1 YF also recognised the assumption in the predominantly male culture of C()mpany Y 

that child-care is women's work and their responsibility. She argued that men would hc 

discouraged from pennitting such responsibilities to intrude into their work liYl?s: 

There is still a traditional attitude that women look a.tier children ,\0 

therefore (f a man approached a manager and said '1 need to take few tlLlY\ 
(~tf', it would be .ft·owned upon. .. 1 am sure. Although In' don 'I actually H rile 
it w1.l11'here, 1 am sure that people do think it is women '.\ responsihililY.. I 
think women in geflt!ral, ~(you han.' domeslic arrangemenls with child curl. 
or ... that could apply 10 single men with children as 11'el/ hut it dol' \ tend /0 

/all Ihe m(~iority o/fhe time 10 women. .. there aren 'I any special prorisiol1.\ or 
lime (~ff:t()r (J sick child or somelhing like Ihal. And again il is reliant 011 lour 
manager, how flexihle he can he. There is no poli(r to say you are allo\\t.'d \0 

many d(~l'.\ (?/Ifhr a sick dlild or care. GBI}F 
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Unlike their female partners, few men complained about experiencing difficulties in 

combining domestic and work responsibilities. Two male participants expressed their 

desire to spend more time with their families. However, they felt that their workload and 

overtime work made this impossible. Most male respondents were content \\ith their work 

and domestic arrangements. While women experienced difficulties in meeting all their 

domestic responsibilities, men seemed to receive the support and admiration of their peers 

for their lesser contribution to child-care. Any evidence of behaviour associated with the 

mythical 'New Man' was applauded. However, the nature of this support and men's 

contribution to child-care work was limited to sporadic and occasional events. rather than 

the daily burden of such work. One male manager reported: 

Children's sports days, carol concerts and those sorts of things. I never han! 
any problems. They know I am going to be out for an hour or two. J think it is 
generally appreciated. I put in more hours anyway probably than necessary. 
I've never spoken to anyone that expressed concerns. GB14XM 

From an organisational perspective, there was still a tendency not to regard family-friendly 

policies such as providing creche and child-care facilities as equal opportunities issues. It 

was often assumed that a family-friendly approach will benefit both sexes. therefore it was 

not a matter of sex equality. However, this approach naively equated women's and men's 

current contribution to domestic life and did not acknowledge the ways in which these 

policies could promote the quality of women's working lives. A male manager in Company 

Z tried to explain the sacrifices a woman was expected to make in order to succeed in the 

company. However. he also failed to see that family-friendly policies, which were assumed 

to have gender-neutral effects on women's and men's careers, would in practice have a 

disproportionately positive impact on women's careers: 

I think we have good equal opportunities policies. I don't think that the.v are 
implemented very strongly. I think women who want to compete hard with 
men can get ahead in this organisation but J think they have to make a certain 
sacrifice in order to do so. I think they have to sacrifice domestic life in order 
to succeed in this company. But so do men in a sense. J think the opportunities 
are equal but they are not sort of very family-friendly. GB5ZM 

Marriage often brought disadvantages for women more than men, in these organisations. 

Women were still expected. in both the wider society and by the kinds of men employed in 

these firms, to perform the larger share of domestic duties and child-care work. Therefore 

they were often subject to the negative perceptions of their colleagues who persisted in 

believing in those traditional family values which identified women's primary 
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responsibilities as within the domestic sphere. Thus marriage and the unequal ~h3rin~ of 

domestic labour continues to contributed to 'the otherness' of women in employment. 

8.3.1.6 Religious affiliation 

Christianity is the predominant religious affiliation in the sector. Although rracti~ing 

Christians did not constitute a majority of staff, several participants noted that many of 

their senior managers have close affiliations to the Church of England. GBT\\1 explained 

the intricate links he observed between men-only networks like the Freemasons and in the 

Church of England. 

This place is Masonic and Masons are like Quakers. they are church-goer., J ·ery. 
very high morals actually and these sort of things [referring to s('xual 
harassment} are frowned upon. .. The Masons and the church lHJrk hand in hand 
with each other. So you find most of vicars in the Church 01 England are .\fasom 
1 think they are very open minded though, a.tier saying all 1 said. Probab~\' one of 
the most open minded companies 1 belie\'('. GB7X.\f 

The dominance of the Church of England and its links with other PO\' erful male networks 

served to disadvantage women from entering and advancing in the higher echelons of th~s~ 

companies. This situation was subtly exacerbated by the Christian tradition. which 

fundamentally assigned women a socially subservient role to men. and upheld values for 

them of chastity, obedience, service and subordination. which were diametrically opposed 

to the values imputed to managers. 

8.3.1. 7 Social activities 

Social activities were carried out through both friendship networks and also 

institutionalised channels in these organisations. Informal activities organised through 

friendship networks included lunches. birthday parties, cinema outings and single-se\ or 

mixed group nights-out. Formal institutionalised activities involved events run by the 

sports and social clubs. and also social events organised on scheduled corporate days. 

Many respondents felt that although the social activities initiated through friendship 

networks were mostly done in single-sex groups. there were now more mixed-se\ social 

acti\'ities compared with previous years. Most respondents said that they did sociali"e in 

mixed sex groups. yet the sex composition of the social activities they described sU~~I.:"teJ 

otherwise. The majority of respondents had lunch in single-sex groups. or \'ent for drin\.." 

after work in single-sex groups. whereas other activitil.?s such a~ cinema and meal outings 

were more likely to involn? mixed groups. The reason why the participants l)tten objeded 
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to the classification of such activities as single-sex was because they denied any intention 

of exclusivity. Some men and some women would occasionally join in the other group's 

activities, but the disproportionate participation of either sex caused them to be sex-typed 

as women' s and men's activities. The role of women or men in activities where they are in 

minority was diminished to 'the other', where the majority was perceived as the norm. 

GB2YF described the meals they used to organise where 'men would come along as weir. 

The men clearly did not constitute the norm in her description. However. she also 

identified a hierarchical dimension where male managers sometimes joined in as 'the 

powerful other'. 

Some of them were men. Yes, I mean men would come along as well. That was 
part of this feeling of equality in the work. so male managers would come and 
socialise too. But they will not be very keen with the criticism. Big guy. you 
know. goes to sort of see how his minions are enjoying themselves. GB2YF 

It is interesting to note that while male managers sometimes joined in female-dominated 

social activities for the sake of demonstrating a sense of equality. the activities such as golf 

matches between departments organised by men were not challenged in the same way. as 

women were rarely invited to participate. The use of equal opportunities by the male 

managers as an argument to justify their penetration of the social activities of their female 

staff was not accompanied by any parallel efforts to integrate women into male social 

networks. Women were therefore denied the same opportunities as aspirant male managers 

to benefit from single-sex friendships, networking and mentoring. 

Sports and social clubs have been formed in these financial organisations to provide 

employees with places where they can relax and enjoy recreational sports activities. These 

facilities were also considered a matter of prestige for the organisation, as they involved 

substantial amounts of financial and human resource investment. Sport for British firms 

provided a well-established basis for social interaction and corporate pride. dating back to 

the philanthropic provisions of industrialists, earlier this century. who invested in facilities 

of these kinds for their staff. Many respondents argued that the sports culture was 

excessively promoted in the sector. to the extent of marginalising and excluding non

players. 

The sports and social club is a huge building with a lot of ground ... So they do a 
lot of football and it is skillies. A lot of women play... They have tennis and 
squash. So in the past I used to play tennis and you had a ladies team and a mon.'s 
team. So there are games ... I mean. if you are not interested in that. perhaps you II 
be quite excluded. if you are not interested just in those particular games. GBI),F 
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The gender dimension of sports culture was often ignored in considering employment 

practices in relation to equal opportunities. Participants noted that while men mostly played 

football, cricket, golf and tennis, women played netball. tennis, and skittles. Although 

women's and men's sports activities were organised within the sports and social clubs. 

only men's sports activities were recognised as institutional sports which are represented in 

external tournaments. Although these activities were distinctively men-only. the teams 

were called company teams rather than the company's men's team. This attitude reflects an 

ideology which accepts men as the norm in social activities. Another significant feature of 

these sex-segregated sports activities was that they provided an important opportunity for 

employees from different grades and departments in organisations to meet and mingle. This 

networking enabled junior staff to meet those in the higher grades of management through 

these sports activities, where they were ostensibly participating as equals. in a context 

which reduced the social distance between them which would operate in the oflice 

environment. 

Cricket is an ad hoc thing. Somebody sends around a memo looking for plaYt!rs. 
There is no organised thing ... I think it is the only sport that the society plays as 
the society. On occasions I playedfootball, but that's more on informal basis. just 
a gang of us get together and play. We have entered a tournament as the company 
team. Also afew of us entered the quiz representing the society. But the only one I 
know is cricket and oh we do golf A few people play golf here, but I don '1 play 
golf so... Cricket is the main thing. We have about 20 to 30 people playing... I 
would say one or two clerical but predominantly management. But there are some 
younger lads coming and possibly play cricket regularly elsewhere for the leams 
at the weekend and that sort of thing. If they get to know they play, then usually 
they are more than welcome to play but quite a few of the managers play cricket 
as well. It is not much that they are picked because they are managers. it is 
because they are cricketers. if you know what I mean. I played cricket for years so 
they didn't pick me because I am a manager. But I would say that generally 
speaking the team is mostly either managers at head office or branch managers. 

GB14XM 

Although men' s sports provided networking benefits to participating men. there were 

newly emerging women' s sports such as netball which foster networking between women. 

However. considering the low proportion of women in positions of power and authority in 

organisations. the women's sports-based networks could only provide marginal benefits to 

their participants. One such exceptional case was OB 12XF. 

I knew the personnel manager [name withdrawn} from netball. So I started 
working six years ago. coming in. I didn't know what to do really. GBI2XF 

Where the managerial elite of the organisations was predominantly male. single-sex 

networks built around sports activities contributed to the . otherness' of women. GB 16XF 
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explained the organisational joke that evolved in Company X which explains that playing 

cricket and career success were mutually exclusive phenomena. 

II is a joke in Ihe Company X you know. You've got a problem if you are nol 
a man, because you can 'I play cricket, so you can't get on. GB16XF 

Single women and men participants displayed similar levels of interest in sports activities. 

While none of the male participants and a few of the female participants reported 

difficulties in finding time to do sports activities, most women with child-care 

responsibilities faced far greater problems in finding the time to engage in such activities. 

I jusl don 'I have time. It would be horrendous trying to find someone to look 
after the kids when I play sports. I take them swimming. That's the sport I do, we 
go swimming together and they are quite good now. They can splash and they 
know how to swim. So now I can swim up and down, whereas before 1 could just 
stand in a spot. So it is getting better as they are getting older. GBl7KF 

Some of major events such as international football matches viewed on a big screen 

attracted large numbers of men to the sports centres. While it was mainly male workers 

who attended these viewings with their families. there were no equivalent events that 

attracted high numbers of women who brought along their male partners. 

I never used the sports and social club. But my partner used to work for Eagle 
Star, used it an enormous amount and I went down there a few weeks ago. It 
was one of the World Cup matches and it was full of men. But because it was 
the World Cup actually, had it up on the big screen. But they all brought their 
families with them ... But Ihat would be interesting to see who actually uses it. 
I dare say it's probably for men because it 's very sports-based, obviously. It·s 
a big playing field and the bar. They do have things like keep fit. though, 
there. So a few women probably use that. I think in general we probably find 
more men use the facilities down there than women. But they do bring their 

families with them, as well. GB2 YF 

Such use of the sports and social club signifies an organisational ideology which promotes 

the 4 otherness , of women. Again, it is another aspect of the same ideology which disguised 

the male nonn in sports and social provision by claiming only the men' s sports for 

institutional representation. not acknowledging that such a nonn was an exclusionary 

practice. 

8.3.1.8 Sexuality 

Heterosexuality was the unpronounced but heavily rooted assumption m the financial 

services sector. as it was in many other segments of the society. Lesbians and gays did not 

constitute a visible minority in the sector, although there were efforts to increase their 
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visibility. For example, BIFU has a Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Group which aimed to 

attract members from these groups. However, this initiative only provided networking 

between self-identified and already marginal individuals. rather than working towards 

substantial change in work cultures. Even managers responsible for equal opportunities 

were not knowledgeable about sexual orientation issues. 

/ don't know any gays or lesbians here. The financial sen'ice industn' is not 
exactly the sort of place you can find them, is it? / am sure there must be'a few in 
this company. / wouldn't know. GB23NF . 

One of the study's participants was a lesbian clerical worker at Comp~y Y. She has not 

disclosed her sexual identity to her colleagues as she considered that they may change their 

attitudes towards her if they knew. In the presence of legal restrictions and in the absence 

of any protective mechanisms against homophobic attitudes, GB20YF was only one of the 

many gays and lesbians in the sector who were forced to disguise their sexual orientation. 

She explained her fears that the other employees' stereotypical perceptions about her 

sexual orientation may override her work relationship with them if she 'came ouf. 

/ never ever come out at Company Y There are open people that are gay that 
are already out. So you know, / mean couple of people make jokes of it. I just say 
there is no need for that, you know. / like keeping myself 10 myself I don't want 
people to judge me. / want people to judge me with my personality, you know, 
rather than 'oh. she is a lesbian ' ... There is [name withdrawn} who work.'i in our 
section, he is gay, open. He's been in the compan:vfor twelve years and he is still 
al a low grade. I don 'I know whether it is to do with his work or it is because he 
is gay, / really don't know. GB20YF 

Jobs in the financial services sector were highly sexualised. Women and men were 

expected to display overtly heterosexual behaviour and women' s dress and attitudes were 

expected to conform to normative heterosexual femininity. 

/ know that there was a manager in one of the branches, I mean, every 
woman he employed is blonde. He just liked blondes. I had to go and work 
over there. I was supposed to be there for six months. We didn't get on ... Lots 
of lipstick. lots of cleavage, lots of tight clothes. That's the sort of woman that 
gets on around here. GB13XF (the latter sentences were quoted earlier) 

The heterosexual dress code in these firms, which was implicitly mandatory. forced 

employees to comply even if their sexual orientations and cultural backgrounds were 

different. This could be understood within the broader context where the heterosexual 

norm was reinforced. at the expense of alienating members of sexual minority groups who 

could not observe their own cultural norms. where they diverged from this norm. 
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8.3.1.9 Exceptional women and men 

Despite structural inequalities, some women did achieve exceptional success in these male 

bastions of employment in the sector. As a successful female manager. GB3ZF explained 

the personal factors such as education, class and race that contributed to her success: 

1 think that I have many advantages. I have had a good education. 1 am middle 
class. I am white and those all help my status. So like 'woman' is a bad thing hut 
these other things, class, education and race, offset the fact that you are female. 
lf those were down there with that, then I would have a hell of a lot working 
against me. It would just be one more problem. I mean. the worst thing must be 
to be a black female, poor, working class woman. GB3ZF 

Although there were women like her who achieved career success and attained the status of 

belonging to the ideal worker category, this section has identified that factors such as age. 

marital status. children, sexuality. education, race. disability status. socialisation. religious 

affiliation and the attitudes of other employees had different gendered impacts on the 

'belonging' and 'otherness' of women and men in employment in the sector. often to the 

disadvantage of women who could not satisfy the employment criteria which were 

traditionally formulated by men. to their advantage. 

Although the gendered impact of various social attributes on women' s and men' s career 

prospects have been examined here. a more detailed analysis of sex segregation should 

reveal the processes by which the gendered definition of the ideal worker is negotiated. The 

examination of empirical evidence in relation to occupational closure theories in the next 

section may indicate how the process of sex segregation operates, which leads to gendered 

definitions of the ideal worker norm. 

8.3.2 Occupational closure 

There were still many occupations. service areas and positions of authority which were 

persistently dominated by men or women in the financial services sector. There were also 

new areas of employment which were becoming sex-segregated. The dominant and 

subordinate gender groups implemented different strategies to gain control on:r 

employment practices in the sector. This section first outlines the departments. positions of 

power and service areas in financial companies which participants identified as being 

dominated by women or men. Next. the gendered strategies used by dominant and 

subordinate groups to gain and retain control in various areas of employment are examined. 

with reference to the financial services sector. 
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Service areas such as personnel, customer liaison, reception. administration. and branch 

management were cited as those where mostly women are employed. Respondents 

identified surveying, security, arrears, maintenance. information technology and most of 

the managerial posts as male-dominated service areas and grades. 

There are parts of the organisation, particular junctions, in which there are 
more men or women. 1 don't know. 1 don't know why that is. But, l'OU know. also 
off the top of my head, 1 don't think that... haven'l heard' of that many 
statisticians or actuaries being women ... You knO"·. it tends to be men. But il 
may be that women don't have those kind of skills. There aren't so many women 
with those sort of skills. It attracts men. Personnel. we have lots of women in 
personnel, and 1 think some of the jobs we have, like claims inspectors. they go 
round investigating claims of insurance, they tend to be men. GB1YF 

Both GB 1 YF and GB3ZF identified certain service areas as sex segregated. and offered 

tentative explanations. Most participants chose to explain sex segregation in their 

organisations in tenns of the supply of women and men employees who possessed the 

requisite skills, qualifications and experiences. 

I've noticed that in the finance department Ihere are nOI as many women 
proportionately and then the legal deparlment. there aren 'I either. But Ihal may 
reflect their industry, also. It is very hard for me 10 know if there are women 
lawyers out there anyway for us to hire. GB3ZF 

While horizontal sex segregation in the service areas of the sector was explained in tenns 

of the supply side of the labour market. few employees were critical of vertical sex 

segregation in their companies, where women were typically working in the lower grades 

of the hierarchy. Although the gatekeepers to these organisations denied me access to 

gender composition data for their firms. interviews with both clerical workers and 

managers revealed that vertical sex segregation was prevalent. GB 15XM noted that he was 

one of the few male clerical workers in Company X. 

In the clerical grades, they outnumber men a lot. In this floor, apart from me. 
there are only young chaps who are still living at home, mainly. GB15XAI 

GB6XF explained that there were no women in management grade one (the highest) and 

men outnumbered women in all grades, except for the lowest grade four. where there was 

an equal distribution. 

They've all got female secrelaries but/here is no actual executi\'e memher o.t.the 
team which is a female. There is executive management, then there is .four 
management grades, one. two. three and four. one being the top. Then there is 
the supen'isory grade and three grades. I must say there is no women in 
management grade one. there is two in grade two out of ele\'en. Third grade is 
fiftylflfty. GB6XF 
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GB 1 YF noted that in Company Y women were represented equally with men in the lower 

management and supervisory grades but were underrepresented in the traditionally male

dominated senior grades. 

There is evidence that there are quite a number of women in supen'isory and 
lower management. And again, there is a lack of them in some of the more 
traditional areas that are men's jobs. You know, these popular jobs seem to he 
traditionally male-orientated But across the board and particular~\' some in 
head offices and in areas of information technology, perhaps more newer field .. , 
if you like, that have more of an equal spread seems to be more of an equal 
spread GB1YF 

In Company Z two managers had a strong perception of vertical sex segregation. GB3ZF 

suggested that company statistics (which were not. in fact. made available) would confiml 

this: 

1 don 'I know who else you are talking to, but you will be able to get some 
slatistics which show that proportionately the work force, we don't have 
enough woman managers. GB3ZF 

GB5ZM described a similar situation in the gender composition of the hierarchy In 

Company Z. asserting that although women constituted the majority of staff in the 

company, they were underrepresented in positions of authority. 

if you look al the company, we've got roughly about -2 per cent of the entire 
company are women. if you look at first level of management, supen'isory lel'e!. 
you will.find that 40 per cent of those are women. just under half. Almost three 
quarters of the company are women but only half of the supervisory management 
levels are women, which is not bad if you look then a next level up a' middle 
and senior middle management you probably find that only about 15 per cent (?l 
thaI population are women. And if you look at our very senior management, zero 
per cent, board directors and people reporting directly to board directors, I 
don 'tthink there are any women amongst those at all. Certainly among hoard 
directors I don't think there are any women at the next level down. So no senior 
managers, about 15 per cent of middle managers and 40 cent of first lel'el 
managers, that of a population which is 72 per cent women. GB5ZM 

Although a majority of respondents attributed both vertical and horizontal sex segregation 

to 'natural' reasons or arguments about the supply of human capital. others were less naive. 

GB2YF offered several reasons that might have contributed to the sex segregation of 

Company V's staff: 

There obl'iouslv are barriers to women's promotion. Because women aren " 
up there with the men, but there are veils. It's all l'ery difficult to see where 
the barriers are, rea/~l', and as we spoke before. i1 could be the composition 
of the inten'iew panels, it could he individuals' prejudices. and it could he 
women themselves who are not wanting to be promoted. Perhaps anotht'r 
perspectil'e on life then working for Company r ... It ;s a l'fry intt'rt!,\'tin~ 
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company in that 1 would think that it is predominantly women in Company r 
But the managers are all men there, still. People hm'e l'erv traditional ,'iews 
within the company. GB2YF -

Few acknowledged the role of female and male employees in creating and sustaining these 

sex-segregated occupational boundaries. This section aims to reveal the gendered aspects 

of exclusionary, inclusionary, demarcationary and dual closure strategies which contribute 

to the segregation of the work force by sex. 

8.3.2.1 Exclusionary strategies 

Exclusionary strategies were explained in Chapter Four. Section 4.4.2.1. Exclusion has a 

specific meaning when used in relation to equal opportunities in an organisational context. 

The concept of exclusion will be used in this section as referring to the gendered strategies 

used by dominant groups in employment to bar women from entry to male-dominated areas 

of service as equals. These gendered exclusionary practices will be examined in relation to 

several cultural and employment practices in the participating organisations. 

The strategies used to exclude subordinate groups in employment. such as women. from 

managerial grades and prestigious occupational groups included activities such as 

structuring managerial jobs to suit men' s lives. building men-only networks. reinforcing a 

long-hours culture. failing to provide adequate provisions for maternity leave. child-care 

and returners. and also ignoring sexual harassment at work. or tacitly condoning it. 

8.3.2.1.1 Management and exclusion 

Several participants argued that. although there were exceptions, the gendered prejudices of 

the managerial elite influenced their decisions to promote or prevent an employee' s entry to 

managerial posts. GB 1 YF said that, although procedures and policies seemed to be gender

neutral. managers' beliefs might undermine the company's stated intentions: 

Well not on the surface, there aren't any barriers, as 1 said, in the policies and 
procedures. But if there are any barriers, they are going to come locally. They 
will be at local management level. That person reports to somebody who doesn't 
believe or doesn't have a commitment to career development for either sex. not 
just women, than that could be an obstacle. GBl YF 

Although gendered exclusionary practices could be directed towards either sex. th~rc was 

strong evidence that the managerial elite. which consisted mostly of men. displayed more 

negative attitudes towards women's inclusion in managerial ranks. ~1any participants 

reported that some male managers particularly favour men' s career development. 
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I don't think there is a directive from the company itself, but I think certain 
recruitment is handed down to departmental managers or branch managers. and 
they may have their own prejudices or whatever. For instance, I know a 
departmental manager that likes working with men. Because he is a men"s 
manager. So he '1/ probably think he is going to recruit a male. if a job came up. 
He may choose otherwise but I think he may be lookingfor a man to work on the 
side of him. GB7XM 

Several other respondents identified some of the prejudices used by male managers to 

exclude women. 

I think that they are the usual ones, that women won't have the same 
commitment to the job. There is the danger that they all want to have families 
and have splitting commitments between family and work or work part-time. 
They are viewed as inefficient. I think there are the other barriers of just men 
wanting to recruit in their own image and being more comfortable with 
senior men than with senior women. So there are certainly barriers to 'women 
at senior level. But not at the junior level. ij-'e recruit lots of women in at 
junior levels. GB5ZM 

Respondents readily identified examples of overtly exclusionary beliefs and practices such 

as these. used by a predominantly male managerial elite. Organisational systems 

contributed to these exclusionary practices by blocking the processes that would enable 

members of those groups which were currently underrepresented there to enter the 

managerial ranks. One obvious deficiency was the absence of any mechanisms to prepare 

and train the members of these underrepresented groups for managerial posts. In the 

organisations studied, managerial training was not normally provided to employees prior to 

their appointment to managerial positions. 

There is no training to become a manager at a later date. I mean. if you gel to 
management level, you are just given the job and you have to get on with il. 
Sink or swim. GB14XM 

This practice caused managerial posts to be perceived as difficult objectives by employees 

without previous managerial experience or training. Although it was applied to both sexes 

equally, it affected women more. who were underrepresented at managerial ranks. as they 

had fewer role models or potential mentors in senior management posts. 

8.3.2.1.2 Men-only networks and exclusion 

It was explained earlier in this chapter that social activities are gendered. This section 

explores how single sex and mixed social activities are used as gendered strategies of 

exclusion. Most of the women and men participants chose to spend their leisure time in 

single-sex groups. Although they argued that there were no barriers to doing so in mixed 



groups, it was clear that this would contravene prevailing conventions. Although there 

were events like marriages, birthdays and festivities which attracted a mixed group of 

women and men, social networks at work were often restricted to one gender. 

I mean, certainly men and women in teams do go to lunch together. You will 
find, anyway, if you go to a party, men talk to the men, women lalk 10 Ihe 
women, anyway. So I wouldn't say that work does anything to interfere or 
reinforce that. I think women wanted to talk to other women at lunch lime as 
well. I would not feel that I couldn't have lunch with a man colleague. I 
would feel perfectly acceptable by that... I think the networks are fair~l' 
gender based. I am in a women's network, I suppose, and I am not \'en' 
tapped into men's networks. GB3ZF . 

One implication of these gender-based networks was ignorance of the concerns and 

expectations of the sex which was excluded. The attitude of the men-only executive 

committee of Company Z towards child-care arrangements was an example of its ignorance 

of issues which affected women's careers more than men's. 

You can't tell men not to network because there are no women. can you? .. I 
don't think that senior people at the company are sufficiently influenced hy 
female employee thinking, if you like. One example I could definitely give was 
at the company creche. They decided that no longer do they want to subsidise 
the places on it. So they gave us warning that that would happen but they 
didn't actually protect the people whose kids were in the system. I would have 
been OK if they'd said the prices are going to change for people comin~ into 
the system ... No, they didn't. They upped the price for nursery places ... I 
ended up paying £80 more a month after tax, which is a lot of money for my 
kids to keep going to the creche. And that was a real hit on me. And I 
complained about it. And me and another nursery mother went to see the 
executive director of personnel and asked him to take it to the board and a 
bit higher, because we were not happy about what they were doing, and the 
outcome was not good for us. I would definitely attribute that to be thai there 
are not women around them. I think that they were probably thinking 'wel/, 
working women, their husbands earn money and they earn money. They've 
got plenty of money we don't need to subsidise them '. They think Ihal we're 
just earning extra money, pin money, whereas actually some of the working 
mothers are actually the major breadwinner of the pair. But the men don't 
realise that. I do understand why they are like that because they have only 
their wife to compare you with. They don't have any female colleagues to do 
that, GB3ZF 

Of course. women and men did network in the financial services sector, as in other 

organisations and there were clear gender-based networks in the organisations studied. 

Some respondents argued that the male networks provided more benefits to their members 

than the female networks offered their members. Similar to GB3ZF's ohservations in 

Company Z. GB7XM argued that in Company X. the men-only executive committee 

constituted a closed single-sex network, 



Executives are very insulated, isolated. You only see them on their invitalion 
at the moment. It is not really like 'drop in' and ther don't like to mo\'e 
around the building so they actually stay in their protecied suite. 1 don '1 lenow 
whether that is right or wrong, but that's the way they operate. GB7.XJ/ 

He went on to explain that the executive committee at Company X had a strong association 

with the Freemasons, which was essentially a secret men-onlv exclusionarv network 
~ ~ . 

Is it very confidential, our conversation? It's started to dispel but one time Ihe 
bUilding societies were very Masonic and they had very Masonic connections. 
which is all-male, obviously. Perhaps there used to be jobs that the boys gm'e 
to certain men. But now it is not like that. but it still goes on and Company X 
being a very small community, is quite strong in the Masonic circle. The\· 
used to get people that you wouldn't necessarily think are suitable for jobs 
and there might be somebody in the place who is just as suitable or better 
suited to the job. But sometimes they used to be appointed... You could 
probably say half of them are Masons at executive committee. But at one time 
it was all of them, so there is now more chance that you can get into 
management ... It's a secret societ),. It's a bit like a gentlemen's club but they 
vow to look a/ier each other and help each other out in business terms. For 
instance, to supply company cars or building works or whatever. if they have 
got the chance to put business to a fellow Mason, they will do. Samewise in 
job, in career work. if they need to take somebody on. they make it 
preferential treatment to this person because that 's the way the secret society 
works ... 11 's a closed society so you are invited in. J've been actually invited 
three times. refused each time. GB7XM 

Finally, he identified a close association between the senior managers in Company X and 

the Freemasons. The executive committee used the Masonic Lodge to have their branch 

managers' conferences. Many executive members were invited in from other organisations 

through the Masonic network. 

This building society was built around the [name withdrawn] family and he was 
the fourth generation. He is now chairman of the board. He is also chairman of 
the Masonic Lodge. So you may be able to find out. It is fifty yards away. just 
down there. We used to have like the branch managers' conferences and that 
sort of thing in the Masonic Lodge's hall. Because we didn't have facilities 
here ... Like 1 sav 1 can direct you to [name withdrawn] because he makes no 
secret of it. He is part of the movement and so, you know. He is the chairman of 
the building society ... l give you this [hands me the annual report] but [name 
withdrawn]. here it is. [name withdrawn] Masonic Hall ... So some of our other 
directors, you may notice. come from different organisations as directors of thc 
huilding socie~l'. But not many come through the roots. They get im'ited in. 
which is again another sign of closed networks. GB:X.H 

Examples of such closed men's networks were not uncommon in the financial sen ices 

sector. Men did dominate the managerial grades and built closed networks which 

essentially exclude women. They also implemented strategies to obscure the actual rouh.'s 



for career progression, which disadvantaged members of underrepresented groups who may 

aspire to these positions. 

Nobody knows who is graded what. It's quite secret. I wouldn't know what the 
next manager is unless they tell me. So it is not publicly known who is graded 
what ... I think it is just a way of keeping other people at grade three saying. oh 
this person is grade two now, I want to be grade two as well. So the jealousy 
angle of the competition ... I know quite a few people, many by whether they have 
got company cars or not, the perks they get, whether they have got an office or 
not, and things like that, are indicators to say what grade they are. So a grade 
three manager, grade four manager, wouldn't have an office, for instance. Then 
again, some of the jobs have been advertised and if somebody got successful 
then you know what grade they've got. Because when the jobs are advertised the 
grades are advertised also. GB7XM 

These exclusionary strategies which were based on men-only networking practices were 

powerful ones as they mystified the routes to these senior management ranks while secretly 

marking women as ineligible. It was difficult to trace the existence of such men-only 

networks and their effects as some were either underground or secretive to outsiders. 

Complemented by obscure career development systems and mystified grade systems. 

women were by and large effectively and systematically kept out of the managerial ranks. 

but not in a transparent way which was open to challenge. 

8.3.2.1.3 Pay as an exclusionary strategy 

There was strong sex discrimination in pay in the financial services sector. according to the 

equal pay report of BIFU, as described in Chapter Two. Lower financial and employment 

rewards for women compared with men constituted an exclusionary strategy. Most 

respondents explained the difference between female and male employees' pay rates in 

terms of differences in the perceived market value of their labour. However. this was 

largely covert, unlike the published pay scales which operate in many public sector 

organisations. Remuneration in the industry was largely determined by negotiation between 

employer and employee, rather than by collective bargaining. 

Women are paid slightly less then men. I don't think that's a policy but it seems 
like that. Not only they've got to keep to their own domestic responsibilities but 
they are paid less... To get a man to do a job might be £15,000. You might be 
able to offer £12,000 or £13,000 to a woman, she might accept it. 1~ which ca~e. 
we might then go to the lower end of salary because that woman will do the Job 
exactly the same as a man, bur you save a salary of two or !h~ee thousand. So 
employers generally 'will only pay ",hen they need to pay. GB .\.\1 
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As clerical posts in the sector were almost exclusively occupied by women. their lower pay 

should be examined as a gendered exclusionary strategy which exploited their relati\'e 

weakness as a group in bargaining for higher wages. 

I would think that it is financial ... Women often come to work for lower 
wages, don't they? .. Yes, they employ women because they come cheaper. 
You don't see men in clerical posts. The ones that come here want to move 
up. GB13XF 

One female manager accepted an annual salary of £9,000 less than her male predecessor. 

because that was the only way she could get the job she wanted at Company X. 

I am very motivated by my job. A man was doing it before me. earning [9.000 
more than me and he had me and a supervisor, and 1 haven't gOI either at the 
moment. GB16XF 

Similarly, GB 17KF was paid £8,000 less than her male predecessor. 

1 was paid less. 1 don't know if it was because 1 was a woman but I took the 
position over. The person who was in the department before me was demoted 
so I was actually in charge of him and he was on [19.000 and I started on 
£11,000. £8,000 difference ... Life is hard, isn't it? It is unfair and life is like 
that. so I just accept it. Otherwise you could be very: unhappy, really. if you 
let it bother you. If I let it bother me, I wouldn't have been successful. / would 
have spent all my time thinking '/ should be earning more money'. If I 
thought that. / wouldn't accept the job. So / knew what / was doing when / 
took it on. I just accepted it. / don't say / was happy, but / accepted it. 
GB17KF 

Both participants asserted throughout their interviews that they enjoyed their jobs. but 

accepted that lower pay may be the only way for women to move up to managerial posts. 

While this sex-biased pay strategy both reflected and reinforced the male breadwinner 

myth, it also hindered women's career aspirations by offering limited financial and 

employment benefits for women's career success. In the case of women with children. it 

may well restrict their capacity to purchase adequate child-care, to enable them to reconcile 

their work and domestic commitments. 

8.3.2.1.4 Safety 

An effective method of excluding women from sites of employment was to create. sustain 

or condone environments which threaten women's safety. While it was sometimes claimed 

that women did not want to work in environments which posed psychological. physical and 

sexual risks to their safety, this view ignored the responsibility of the organisation to 

provide safety and security for women as well as men. 
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[With reference to surveying) It doesn't actually attract women. I don't knOlt· 

whether they get applicants for the jobs in the first place. I think it could he 
safety, that it is sorl of associated with buildings, you go out and you could KO 
onto building sites. Or looking at hemy machinery or .r;omethinK like that. 
And motor engineers, they tend to be men. So these sort of jobs. GBl YF 

These security issues sometimes became myths. For example. women were traditionally 

considered to lack the physical strength considered necessary for security staff. This 

stereotype has diminished to some extent as the visibility of women in the police forces has 

increased in recent years, partly as a result of attempts to recruit more graduates. and a 

more diverse profile of recruits, and to emphasise a requirement for skill. professionalism 

and intelligence, as opposed to physical strength. 

[Security staff) Tend to be male but there are some women at the gates. 
Women tend not to go beyond reception side. They do hm'e women. So the 
majority of the security staff I think. just from seeing them around. are men. 
GBIYF 

Women's exclusion from several sites of employment was attributed by informants either 

to the lack of organisational initiatives to provide security for women in those sites. or to 

the lack of confidence in women' s ability to provide security services. based on traditional 

stereotyped perceptions. 

8.3.2.1.5 Mobility 

There were further barriers to women' s mobility out of the office. in comparison with 

men·s. Company drivers, couriers, motor engineers, building surveyors. claims inspectors 

and business development managers' jobs involved travelling off-site from company 

premises or between different company sites. These jobs were traditionally performed by 

men. In the participating companies, women's penetration of these posts has been minimal. 

This issue paralleled the exclusionary practices based on notions of women' s security. So 

long as organisations did not promote the security of women field staff who were working 

off the company premises, this practice tended to drive female labour out of this segment of 

employment. 

Another consideration for these areas of service which involved mobility was the prejudice 

which assigned women roles close to her home. or assumed that this was what women 

themselves preferred. However. this was changing . 

. Hotor engineers. probably building sun'eyors. claims inspectors. that I)pe (~r 
work. In fact. all those sort of work what we called field staff. are most~" 
men ... Pe~ple that are not office based. and driving. Although the sale.\ Jta.ff. 
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they have the cars and they go out. but 1 get the impression that there are an 
increasing number of women getting into that role. GBI YF 

Despite this shift in the sales staffing profile. change in the more traditional areas of service 

has been marginal and little attention was paid to the exclusion of women from those areas. 

It was widely assumed in the participating companies that the under-representation of 

women in these areas was not as a result of deliberate exclusionary practices. but was 

merely the outcome of women's own choices. 

8.3.2.1.6 The long hours culture 

In the financial sector a long working hours culture existed in which overtime work was 

equated with commitment and effectiveness, and flexible hours and part-time workers were 

considered as indolent underachievers or as people who were enjoying too much leisure 

while others were ~working~. 

You know. there are always people that may be coming in atlhe crack of the 
dawn and working straight through till night. The question we ask is 'how 
effective is that person here?·... 1 think, you know, there still is some 
education to be done in terms of it is not the time people put in necessarily, it 
is how effective they are with their time when they are here. But our culture is 
very much, you know, you seem to be working a lot longer. GB-IZF 

Most respondents identified differences in the extent of the long hours culture at difTerent 

levels in the organisational hierarchy, As illustrated earlier in the questionnaire responses. 

the long hours culture was stronger at the higher levels of management. 

1 mean. nobody [at lower grades} would stay at work very' long. Managers do 
stay until six, seven 0 'clock, sometimes eight 0 'clock. GB6XF 

At the executive managerial level. the long working hours culture was well established in 

Company X. 

1 mean they [executive members} say they work and expect everybody else to 
work. ThaI's right. They work hardest. Then again, they are paid well. They 
leave at seven 0 'cloclc. eight 0 'clock in the evening. But they live ten minutes 
away from here so that is rather different to me. 1 haven't chosen to leave 
Swindon. I suppose it is not the company. it is me that's saying 'this is what J 
want to do' so if J work here and live in Swindon ... But they still expect you to 
'work lhe same, they make no allowances for you ... Take my own personal 
situation. I leave Swindon at eight 0 'clock. J won't gel home till ha(f past six 
in the evening. So I might see my children mayhe two hours a Jay. J am 
expected to work till at least half past jive. if not I should he \~'orkin~ £11 six 
o 'clock. Yes, the expectation level when you get to a certain wade is thaI .1'011 

should work overtime. any time real(v. ~fyoll are not doin~ extra hOllrJ, YOII 

are not putting in the commitment YOIi should be. GBiX,\f 
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This observation was supported by comments from managers themselves. that managerial 

posts required their incumbents to stay at work longer hours than their subordinates or 

other non-managerial workers. The long hours culture was accepted as the norm. and it was 

reinforced as a common method to survive selection for redundancy or to qualify for career 

development opportunities. Thus, for many employees. to work long hours was a way to 

display their commitment to the organisation and to their job. 

I think it's a culture that's growing up in this country recently ... There's been 
a lot of redundancy at [name of the company withdrawn] recently. People 
feel that if they want to keep onto their jobs, if they want to get promolion. 
they have to show that they are willing to work long hours. So if they are 
really keen, they'll probably work quite long hours. GB2YF 

The long hours culture often involved gendered assumptions about domestic and work life. 

Although it may appear to be gender-neutral. it effectively disadvantaged women in 

relationships with partners or those who were parents or who had caring responsibilities. 

who were traditionally expected to balance the time demands of a career and a family. 

whereas men's overtime work was tolerated and even perceived as a positive contribution 

in financial tenns to the welfare of their families. For most of the male participants. the 

long hours culture did not constitute a difficulty and thus they were not sympathetic to 

other employees who left work immediately after their contracted hours. 

Well. the first thing I noliced here was that at five 0 'clock there was a mass 
exodus from the building. I would think probably ninety per cent of the people 
go home. which is fine. That's their going home time, and they are perfectly 
entitled to do it. But [name withdrawn} and myself both tend to stay on longer 
and talk over things quite often late in the day. So we're very similar and I've 
never had problems with him as a manager ... Most of them go at five, yes. 
Five or five thirty. I've got used to working till late. Quite honestly, the traffic 
eases by then, I can go in my car and go straight home without sitting on ... I 
sort of like the hour that you pull together what you have done during the 

day. GB14XM 

However. the situation was different for women. Several male managers noted a difference 

in the attitudes and experiences of female and male employees, especially in the managerial 

grades. in relation to long working hours: 

I've heard many women saying. 'oh my god, I want to leave at 5: 15 or 5:30. I 
don't wan/to be a deparlmental manager', I know that J have got 10 work till 
six Ihirtl' in the evening, I just can't do thai if J 've got to go and see the kid.,' 
and do ;he ironing, that sorl of thing. If a female was prepared to or was aMt' 
to put the hours that's expected, J am sure they will get the position. But 
because the way that the joh is. you know. what is expectedfrom the person in 
the joh may be a barrier ... 5: J 5 is contracted. rou do it because ;t is expected 
of ~'ou and from the lOp, it i.r;. They work longer hours and tht'Y expect their . . . 
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key managers to work the same hours. The chief executive is a workaholic 
and he gets through so much work. I've never known him being ill. He doesn 'I 
take the holidays he is entitled to. He is just a workaholic. GBiXM 

All the female managers made reference to their domestic responsibilities and the ditliculty 

of accommodating long working hours and the demands of work. Some female employees 

noted that they could not accommodate the demands of managerial work without making 

sacrifices in their domestic lives. 

Some of the executives, as well, they have meetings into the evenings, sort of 
things. I mean, a lot of their committee meetings are at night or in the evenings. 
I mean, if you are a woman, you have 10 cope with that and go home and do 
actual work. I don't understand why they have to have committee meetings or 
meetings which start at jive 0 'clock and go on till seven. U-'hy? .. I don't think I 
could cope with that. My partner is always home and he is ve,)' rarely delayed 
beyond half past jive. I don't think if I come home at half past eleven he would 
turn round and do some housework. GB6XF 

The difficulties experienced by female managers due to the long hours culture were more 

visible if her male partner had a career of equal or senior standing. 

My husband works practically every hour god sends. So I just don't go out. So 
after the kids have gone to bed, then I've time after doing housework and that 
sort of thing to study, I suppose. So I enjoy reading. I enjoy learning new 
things. So that seems to be the best thing to do. Once the kids are older. I can 
start going out. It won't be so horrendous. But al the moment il is ver:v. very' 
hard. We live aliJayjrom our family and it is difficull. GBI7KF 

GB4ZF explained her experiences of striving to accommodate the growing needs of her 

children. from nursery age to school age. She also identified organisational barriers to 

implementing flexible time arrangements for employees with child-care commitments: 

I had a childminder for the jirst three years. Then I used the nursery here for 
nine months, then I got a nanny. So I've tried all. But I think it becomes 
harder as your children grow up. You can put them in the nurse,)' .from eight 
till six and you haven't got a problem. But obviously when they go to school 
nine till three, somebody picks them up after school and there are all sarIS of 
issues 10 worry about. We are a very conservative company in terms of 
working arrangements, flexible hours and I think whilst we have some part
timers and we would encourage people and managers to accommodate 
people's request to work part-time, we still have quite a long w~v 10 go on 
that score in terms of educating the people, getting them used to working to 
different working arrangements. GB4ZF 

While some female managers tried to accommodate a long hours culture with their famil~ 

life. other female employees tried to limit their work to the contracted hours. GB 1 OXF tried 

to pursue a management career within her contracted working hours. 
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I really think because my home life is very important to me and I think il gives 
me that balance ... J¥hen I go home I can be mother. hack to heing what is 
important to me ... Between the hours of eight and six, 1 am purely dedicaled 
to work. you know, in fact it takes beyond. When I gel home. vou know. I have 
got on a different hat of mine, the mother. GBJOXF . 

The male partners of some female managers did contribute to domestic work, but their 

contribution did not equal that which male managers received from their female partners. 

Among the female interviewees, GB3ZF received the highest amount of domestic support 

from her partner. However, this was still minimal compared to the support some male 

managers received, enabling them to stay at work for long hours. 

My husband, that's a different kettle of fish. I think if I compare him to most 
men, I would have to say that he is very supportive. But Company Z is a quite 
demanding place to work and occasionally, when my hours get bad. he 
complains that he is having to do too much of the support. The main way that 
he supports me is that we take turns to wait for the nanny to come in the 
morning, so if I can come into the office early. then I'll come back promptly 
by six to release the nanny. so he could stay on and work later than that in the 
office. Most of us actually work longer than 8 till 6. GB3ZF 

The long hours culture operated as an effective strategy to exclude women with family 

obligations from the higher organisational echelons. GB3ZF experienced similar 

difficulties in balancing the time demands of work and home: 

This company does still equate hours of effort with being a good employee. 
That's the one thing that women have more trouble giving. I am {M'are of 
many fathers who do not behave as if they have a family. You knOl~:. a 101 of 
the men work very long hours and I am aware that they choose to do so and 
they don't seem to be caring about their own kids. I mean, they are here well 
past their children 's bed-time, at that time. So if they change their behaviour 
10 value family things more then it 'would make life easier for the women. 
because we would all be caring about our families more. Well. men think thai 
their main role is to earn money and many women want that. you see. That's 
still the problem. as that many women want a man who is going to be a 
breadwinner. GB3ZF 

It promoted men's normative superiority in employment because socially it was more 

acceptable for men to work long hours away from their families. Several respondents 

recognised the gendered impact of this culture. GB2YF noted that women's and men's 

experiences of the long hours culture were very different. 

They [the male managers] miss out on being with their family quite a lot 
because IJlCY work long hours. They perhaps go away. A 101 of women don " 
do that. they don't want to give up thai sort of thing. I mean. women would 
find it very' difficult to work long hours. There are certain sorts of women \\'/10 

are prepared to make sacrifices. There are some women. (~r course. who carn 
such a lot of money that they can afford proper child care and nannie.'i. Bill 
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you have to :e~ch a very high level. It's very difficult to work your way up. 
you know, wUhm your childbearing years. GB2YF 

The experiences of women and men identified so far indicate that the culture of long 

working hours effectively constituted a discriminatory practice which upheld men' s 

lifestyles. with their lesser burden of domestic labour and caring responsibilities. as the 

norm within the workplace. An organisation which promoted inflexible. long working 

hours as the norm, and did not offer adequately reward part-time or flexi-time working. 

essentially had an adverse impact on women's employment and opportunities for 

advancement and therefore was operating a gendered exclusionary strategy. It also 

penalised men who wished to have a more equal share in child-rearing and domestic 

labour. 

8.3.2.1.7 Sexual harassment and exclusion 

Getting harmised outside work and gelling harassed at work are totall,' 
different. At work you are trapped to a certain extent GB8YF 

Sexual harassment was one of the main strategies used by men in positions of power and 

authority to prevent women from entering their domains of control. or to encourage them to 

leave. It was significant that those sexual harassment cases reported by respondents were 

not only almost invariably directed from men to women. but also almost always from a 

male employee in a higher organisational position to a female subordinate. The relative 

positions and power differential between the parties signifies that sexual harassment was 

not sexual in nature. but rather was an exclusionary practice directed towards women at 

junior grades. to keep them in their place or to impose restrictions on their career 

aspirations. 

I have talked to other women and we have all. not every single person but I 
would say at least 60 to 70 per cent of us. have been harassed at some point in 
our career. NO'w that harassment will vary, nobody's raped or anything, you 
know. because nobody's brought a case, but all of us have had something 
happened that disturbed us. I have had a case ",here a male colleague who I was 
having difficulties with at work and wanted to dominate me. We were out on a 
social evening with our partners and we were on a barge, on a canal. He 
reached for something under the chair and he was touching my leg. At first I 
thought it was accidental so you just move, and then it was persistent. And he 
was doing that deliherately because his wife was there and my husband wa,' 
there and he knew that I wouldn't react. I should have. but it made me \'t'T)' 
unhappy. I think he did something similar on another occasion and so we, a lot 
of us, women, have had something like that, which is not serious enough that you 
would call allention to it, because the thing that's SlOpping you - YOIi are 
frightened that the man's going to turn round and say ~\'ou are lying' or ~\'ou 're 
mad' or 'don't give yourself that much \'alue', Every It"()man would ft'ar thaI '-' 



what they would do to you. I've talked about this with my boss . .vow I would 
know how to cope with it ... What would I do now? I don't really know what I 
really would do, but I would hope that I would slir up and ,ake him aside or 
something, or say something, or give him a look. .. I musl say some of the men 
have nude calendars or pictures. We don 'I like il. Women don 'I like it. Do \'ou 
know what the problem is? 1 am a woman manager and I don 'I mind it no~' as 
much as 1 used to, because I have the status now. that it is nol bothering me. 
Maybe when 1 was that man's peer, it would have bothered me more than if I am 
in charge of him. 11 's just funny. 1 think your opinions change as you get to 
higher status. GB3ZF 

As GB3ZF acquired seniority in management, she found sexual harassment a less likely 

occurrence. She argued that your opinions change as you reached a higher status. but it was 

not only the opinions of the women managers which change. but also the number of men 

who were able to exercise this kind of sexual authority over them decreases. Some 

respondents also reported that the branch offices were more hierarchically organised than 

head offices and that sexual harassment was more frequent there, 

They would be able to gel away with that easier if they were in the senior 
position. I have heard one or two accusations of harassment from managers 
which haven't been fired. We are talking about head office here. It is more 
difficult to get away with that in head office. 1 Ihink, out in the branches 
where you've got a very strict hierarchy, you have gol male managers, you 
have got male sales managers, and you have gOI lots of fairly young female 
administralors. There is more scope Ihere and that's where it is more of a 
problem. GB5ZM 

While for female managers the risk of being harassed decreased as they acquired more 

power. enabling them to challenge this behaviour. some falsely attributed this change in 

their personal experience to an improvement in the equality of sexes generally. Although 

all these companies had sexual harassment policies, their handling of cases demonstrated 

that they were not being implemented effectively, with participants reporting that they were 

rarely resolved to the benefit of the victim. This discouraged women from seeking 

institutional help, lest it might jeopardise their career prospects. Several respondents noted 

cases where companies asked the women victims to provide proof or evidence to support 

their allegations of harassment. This was the product of a popular paranoia that some 

women employees might attack men in positions of authority by claiming that they were 

sexually harassed. However. there was little real evidence of this phenomenon and in 

practice this stigmatised the victim of sexual harassment and helped to conceal the 

incidence of harassment by silencing victims. 

If you are being harassed and if you say you are being harassed, they s~\' 'gi\'e 
me proof. Show me a woman thaI can show Ihal she's been harassed. .\/en don " 
harass women in fronl of olher people. .~len harass women when Ihey are on 



their own. .. 1 think that if you went up 10 them and gm'e them proof they'J s~r 
'my lord, 1 am horrified'. If you went up to them and didn 't give them an}" proof." 
they'd say 'we can't do anything about it '. Women at work get hara.Hm~nt lo'a 
certain degree, don 'tthey? Put it this way, I worked at anolher company when I 
was younger and 1 was married, there was a manager there and we went away 
10 London together. He used to drink, and he got drunk and he had our tickets 
and when we went on the train he started trying 10 kiss me. 1 was onl\' about 2 J. 
22 and 1 was scared and he said 'well, if you don't, then you are n~t hm'ing a 
ticket home'. 1 was really scared, this carried on and I had this all the wayfrom 
London to Gloucester. J was fraught. My husband said 'you go in and lell them, 
otherwise J am going to go and kill him '. BaSically, I was really nOI very happy 
about this. 1 was scared to tell them. 1 told them. It turns out he'd harassed 
another young girl once before. That guy left that company that day. That 
company was very, very supportive of me. I am convinced that this company 
would not be the same. I am absolutely convinced. I am not saying any more 
than that, but 1 am convinced they would not be the same. They wouldn 't do il. 
They'd say 'give me proof'. This other company, they were absolutely wonderful. 
GBJ6XF 

She also said that women employees did not necessarily support other women who were 

sexually harassed. This showed that the gendered ideology which stigmatised the \'ictim 

was adopted and perpetuated by women as well as men in these organisations. 

I have been harassed loads of times. 1 think that most women have. I think that 
the main reason we live with it is because if you went out there and you said to 
other women you've been harassed, half of them who wanted your job hut who 
weren't prepared to put the work in to get it would turn around and sa.y 'it's 
your ownfault'. I think that women are women's 1-fOrst enemies. GBJ6XF 

Although some women did receive support from their companies. this did not reflect 

general practice in all organisations. GB 1 OXF argued that, although she received support 

for her case, this has not affected the career progression of the male manager who harassed 

her. 

1 mean, I had a boss who suggested that we left the company and go and set up 
home together, which was a complete surprise to me. I knew nothing. That was 
quite a big shockfrom my point o/view ... I wanted actually to take it to executil'e 
level. 1 took it to executive level and subsequently 1 was moved out of his line 
management and he was given a verbal warning or whatever. We are both still 
working here. 1 went along to the executives that I sort 0/ know, outside of work 
anyway, to discuss it with them. I was quite upset about it at the time. 1 think 
people would probably go to personnel in the first instance. 1 didn't know 
whether 1 wanted il to be recorded or what J wanted done about it. .\ta.vbe 
sometimes it is the mental barrier of reporting it. Because you think that they 
will think that I am being a trouble maker. frill it affect my career progression? 
So it is perception rather than the reality. Afaybe being a woman, you think you 
have got to be J 50 per cent what a man knows to get on. res, I think that is 
something thaI we put on ourselves. I certainly feel that I put on myse~f /'\'(! got 
10 be better than anybody else because I am a woman. J don't think they see Ihal. 
Jfomen have to he assertive enough 10 think this is not going to a.lfect my career. 



it will be taken seriously and then go and talk to somebody that it will be taken 
seriously. But it is the thought of what is going to happen to my career. I have 
gone from pillar to post since then. So has he. So it hasn't affected him either. 
GB10XF 

Some of the sexual harassment cases did not appear to be sexual in nature. however they 

might also involve sexual elements where the victims were mostly women. The masculine 

managerial culture promoted employment practices which involved and reinforced 

aggressive and domineering attitudes. In some cases, male managers routinely exercised 

such aggressive authority over their mostly female peers and subordinates. 

I've got no respect for the manager. He has got no knowledge. He doesn't listen 
when I speak to him clearly. He'll ask a question and he doesn'l like being 
answered He goes mad.. The man is a bully. .. He is a sort of pervert l· ... ho would 
dominate women more than men... If something is wrong, then I'll say it is 
wrong. He can't put up with it. So we never ever would get on. .. He can often be 
abusive. He will frequently tell me 'I don't want to approve it '. Even when 
subsequent events prove that what I was saying is correct, he doesn't apologise, 
he doesn't know how to apologise. I just have no respect for the man. I think it is 
quite a long time to try and make a relationship work. .. He 's been given a target 
and he's blinkered at that target. He is being an absolute jerk ... He shouts {(you 
are not saying what he wants to hear or if you are saying you can't make Ihat 
work in that way, He is very short-tempered He raises his voice and be more 
determined than is necessary. A command of the English language is far betler 
than having to shout something. J don't keep mental records or indi\'idual 
instances of bullying... But there is nothing that you could actually put your 
finger on. You couldn't actually say. If I am going to say something, I need 
evidence behind me to substantiate what I am saying. In this institution he would 
be listened to, I won't. Classic case. GB13XF 

There was a clear perception from informants of lack of support for the victims of sexual 

harassment in the organisations studied, Furthermore, several respondents reported that 

some forms of sexual harassment were tolerated, condoned or even accepted as a normal 

part of a work life. 

I work on projects abroad There are some guys who are married or with girl 
friends. They are thinking, as we are away, we can get together. It is very' 
diffiCUlt to get out of it .. , I manage by having to be on my guard all the time ... 
There was this guy, he wanted to get together. He was horrendous and abusil·e. 
He did it in front of the [nationality omitted] people we are working with. He 
was totally unprofessional, dreadful. I did complain about it to my manager. I 
was very upset. He laughed al il and that was all. GB8YF 

The politics of what was considered to be sexual harassment were often determined by the 

prevailing popular culture. which may promote certain sexist and racist practices. 

II is not to say thai Ihere haven 'I been, bUI if J had been a d~D"'Jrent 
personality. J might have got a Iitlle upset by some things. Sexism is endf!mic 
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in office talk. When I was there, in one of the temporary positions .fire years 
ago, they had a survey, 'tart of the week'. They used to put people's names 
up, people they considered to be particularly flirtatious. I mean, that could 
upset quite a 101 of people. If there'd been anybody in that section who had 
objected, I don't know how they'd be treated. Nobody did objecl. I didn't 
object, I was only temporary. I didn't feel that I had Ihe right, even, because 
everybody seem quite happy with it. BUf I understood if I 'd been there for a 
length of time, I might have got quite annoyed GB2 YF . 

This research identified a lack of both effective mechanisms to provide support for the 

victims and also clear strategies to train employees about sexual harassment. supported by 

grievance procedures with which to tackle it. However. most tragic of all was the lack of 

institutional recognition that sexual harassment even exists in the work place. Thus sexual 

harassment in the workplace continued to be one of the strategies which could be used by 

perpetrators with relative impunity to prevent women's inclusion in those occupational and 

managerial ranks which were currently dominated by men, 

8.3.2.1.8 Maternity leave 

Women's maternity leave has long been cited by employers as a valid reason to exclude 

women from certain occupations and roles: 

I don 'f now how it is in other countries but in this country there is a reluctance 
to employ women, because of the time they can take up for malernity elc. It is 
understandable with some employers, with a youngish woman this could happen 
three or four times, you know. It must affect, if it is at a high posilion, for 
somebody to take over those duties, right or wrong, I think it does happen. In 
Turkey, do the ladies take time off? GBl5XM 

Another infonnant acknowledged that maternity leave was a stigmatised concept In 

employment, Thus, she argued that by only providing the state minimum requirements, 

which were not regarded as sufficient by many women, companies displayed their negative 

attitude towards women taking maternity leave. 

I took the full amount, which was 29 weeks after the birth. and for me it wasn 'I 
enough. I would like to see career breaks or flexibility in the time offered for 
women to come back. The new legislation now gives 14 weeks. If you have two 
years of service, you have this full amount. If you don't have thaI length of 
sen/ice, you have in fact the right to worlc. but you get 1-1 weeks. I don't think 
that's enough. E~pecia/J)' some people may have more difficult births. You feel 
particular(v tired after J.J weeks. GBl YF 

Her argument was supported by other participants who argued that retaining women statT 

would actually benefit companies. in tenns of reducing the cost of recruiting and training 

new staff, lower turnover ratios and promoting stafTmembers' satisfaction anJ motivation. 



1 wouldn't say that we treat maternity leavers very' well. On the other hand. 1 
think that is very normal in business. 1 don't think [Company Z} is any worse. It 
is very common practice. Yes, 1 mean and 1 can understand that. It is l'en' hard 
to remember somebody who is not there. 1 will tell you that there ar~ state 
minimum benefits that you can gel and a company could pay more than the 
minimum. Because what you get is 90 per cent of your salary for on(v six weeks 
then you are on just the same minimum money as the state will give you. So there 
is an opportunity there to pay more if they wish 10. NOli.' I have a feeling that if 
we're not in a recession and the company had to attract these women hack. ther 
would maybe do something extra. But at the moment, they don 't need 10. so the~\' 
aren ·t. And 1 can't blame them for that, because that is business sense. Business 
is not there to .. It is not a state provider, is it? It is there to make money. I think 
that when the woman comes back and she has kids. it is now bit of a liability 
because the boss will know that you cannot quite work the same hours. That is a 
very short term view of things. Because. over time. like me. you get 10 a position 
where you have the nursery sorted out. you have a nanny and life will carry' on 
as usual and 1 do as much or more than many people around me. So it is not as 
much of a problem as they think it will be. I think they think that they will hare to 
own women's problems, whereas actually it is down to the woman to sort out. 
We are talking about the woman but actually it should be the two parents. 
GB3ZF 

Whatever the arguments in relation to maternity leave. present provision in the sector was 

generally limited to the state minimum. This caused difficulties for women in the lower 

grades who. as they could not afford private child-care. might be forced to terminate their 

paid employment. 

I think women are not generally were taken much notice of I think they work 
harder for everything. still. It is a myth that actually equal opportunities is 
here. 1 think women have the hard life because they have the children and in 
general women give up "'ork when they have their children, which means they 
lose out on so much. they lose out on their pension, they lose out on seniority 
when they get back to work. GB2YF 

This research has identified that current maternity leave practice was experienced as 

inadequate and, as operated by certain companies, effectively served to exclude many 

women from remaining in or returning to employment after having children. 

8.3.2.2 Inclusion 

In response to the exclusionary strategies explained earlier, women in the financial services 

sector have adopted incJusionary strategies to secure entry to certain occupational ranks 

from which they have been excluded. This was explained in Chapter Four, Section 4.4.~.~. 

Many employees are unaware of women's historical struggle to gain entry to the sector. 

Several inclusionary tactics used by women in this sector have been identified b~ this 

project. which will now be examined. These are sacrifice. over-achievement. initiation. 
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pioneering, struggle, assimilation, strategising, and institutionalising. However. these 

strategies are not necessarily effective in promoting change towards equality in the context 

of finnly male-dominated work values and practices, as the following discussion 

demonstrates. 

8.3.2.2.1 Sacrifice 

One of the common strategies used by women to overcome exclusion was to make greater 

financial, social, domestic, emotional and other sacrifices than their male counterparts to 

secure inclusion. Some female employees made fmancial concessions. as has been seen in 

Section 8.3.2.1.3., by agreeing to work for lower wages than their male colleagues. to seek 

inclusion in the face of male managers' lower pay tactics. Several stated that they also 

sacrificed more time from their social and domestic lives by working longer hours and 

spending less time with their families. GB 16XF employed this kind of a sacrificial 

inclusionary tactic: 

I went to work when my daughter was five weeks old and a week later she was 
in hospital because they thought she had meningitis and I was coming into 
work and it was bloody awful. It's hard, you know, having a career and being 
a mother. There are a lot of women who don't want to do that. So they just 
want those jobs which offer limited career prospects. GBl6XF 

Although such sacrifice might secure women's inclusion in the male bastions of power in 

the sector, it often involved further complications as the extent of sacrifice required may 

exceed the level of their desire for inclusion. 

8.3.2.2.2 Over-achievement 

Many respondents identified a traditional type of inclusionary strategy. that women 

perfonned or achieved skill and qualification levels superior to their male colleagues. in 

order to be accepted into the ranks of employment, especially at higher levels. 

1 think it is still true in this country that for a woman to gel 10 the top. she 
probably has to be a lot better. It is that general feeling here. They 'VI! got to 
work that much harder to get it than a man has. GBl5XM 

However. although numbers of female participants noted that women were expected to 

work harder and achieve higher standards than men. few of them acknowledged explicitly 

adopting this over-acruevement strategy themselves. 

Jfyou are a woman, you can be pregnant and on a same level with a mun in 
the company. rou got to work hard for them. I think they expect u 101 of you. I 
don 'I mind Ihat. I e~ioy thaI. I think that is Ihe challenge. GB9XF 
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Although this strategy may enable some women to seek inclusion. work perfonnance was 

not only related to personal motivational factors, but was also affected by many others. 

Therefore although over-achievement might enable some exceptionally successful women 

to seek inclusion, it did not promise this for women whose capacity for achievement was 

undennined or restricted. 

8.3.2.2.3 Innovation 

Several respondents reported having sought inclusion through initiating or proposmg 

creative employment arrangements which accommodate their needs. Some examples of 

this strategy came from women taking maternity leave who did not want to lose contact 

with their jobs during their career breaks. 

Well. the lady from personnel is going to go on maternity leave shortly. She is 
going to be forwarded monthly reports of what is happening, so she can keep 
up-to-date, and she wanls to call in a number of limes again 10 keep herse(f 
up-to-date with legislation. People are kepI in contact. it is up to them to 
organise it themselves. So the company very much relies on the person 10 do 
whatever they think is necessary. GB17KF 

However. this particular strategy was not well established or knO\\TI in these organisations. 

Innovatory strategies may be set up by individual women. but they carried a high risk of 

rejection in the inherently conservative organisational decision-making systems which 

characterised the sector. which tended to reject most new proposals or initiatives. 

It hasn't been offered but it was something I was going to ask aboul. It 
wouldn't worry me coming back perhaps half a day or something. every' few 
"'eeks just to see what's been going on. I would definitely like to receive some 
bulletins and what's happening. Perhaps staff might change or somebody gels 
married within my department. because there is quite a 101 of people. 
Obviously there's going to be changes and things. yeah. So I like to be 
updated with it. GB9XF 

Some women at managerial level used this strategy, both to secure their own positions and 

to open up career opportunities for other female employees. 

Things are getting easier since women have started fighting their way up through 
to management. Yes, things are getting easier. They are planning to look at 
maternity leave compassionately. whereas when I first came here there: was no 
such thing as maternity leave. If you had a baby you left. full stop. U'hereas at 
least now you can take the leave and ~fyour child's ill and yes they ",dll allou' you 
time off to look after them. It is gelling easier but very slow~l', GBl3XF 

Such innovation strategies were rare and limited in their scope. as they mostly appealed to 

those women who already had the influence to propose and carry out etTectively initiatives 



that could secure their inclusion in employment. 

8.3.2.2.4 Pioneering 

Those women who employed pioneering strategies sought inclusion in the male preserves 

of power, authority and employment by becoming the first female employees in these 

positions. In doing so, they provided role models for other women in posts which were 

previously men-only. 

Women are given the chance purely and simply because one or two spear-headed 
women came in. Those who have chosen management, they are encouraging 
others to follow where they get. GB13XF 

However. the pioneer woman's struggle was often very hard. Explaining her observations 

about women who fought against sexual harassment in the company. GB3ZF argued that 

pioneering was often a stressful strategy for the pioneers. as it involved a sense of isolation 

and individual struggle. 

This is really sad when 1 would say, where women are on the cUlling edge of a 
change. and it is very hard to be a pioneer. 1t is very stressful on that person. you 
know. GB3ZF 

8.3.2.2.5 Assimilation 

Some participants argued that women' s inclusion in the sector required them to learn and 

adopt male ways of working. GB4ZF explained that to become fully accepted within these 

male domains of employment, women may need to adopt some uncongenial ways of 

working: 

1 don't like the values that some of them have, as regard to their own families 
and 1 don't like to be like that. But it is interesting, when you get equality. of 
course. there are bad things and good things about that. For example. with 
relation to voluntary redundancy, managers had to influence their 
subordinates to either apply for it or not. And that is a tough thing to do. So it 
does mean that when women find themselves in these positions, they are 
going to do things that men have to do but are not nice. In other words we fail 
10 realise that if we want our share of the rewards, we have to have our share 
of the hard pariS of the work. If the equivalent of, do you remember that 1 said 
that my husband does the dirty stuff at home like the rubbish. you know. it is 
the equivalent at work. There are some jobs at work which involve getting 
your hands dirty and we have to push ourselves to do those so that we 
understand how men are thinking. you lenow. GB4ZF 

However. there were several examples of unsuccessful attempts to use this assimilation 

strategy. several informants noting that men tended to behave negatively towards women 

whom they perceived as having masculine traits. Therefore although some women 
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succeeded in attaining inc1usion through adapting to the male work culture. others faced 

punishments and further exc1usionary practices for being perceived as masculine. Although 

the executive culture at Company Z was described as overtly masculine. in an earlier quote 

in Section 8.3.1.1 , GB3ZF described how a female executive manager failed to secure her 

position in the executive committee, although she behaved like one of the boys. 

8.3.2.2.6 Strategic planning 

Some interviewees adopted strategies where women identify the gendered barriers that 

block their career prospects and follow a systematic approach to tackle these exc1usionary 

strategies. These strategies varied, according to the ideological stance of the women 

concerned. These ideological approaches will be explained in the subsequent section on 

ideologies of equal opportunities (Section 8.3.3). 

/think that the power is coming from the women to actual(v influence how the 
men think. Then we must be careful how.' we are doing it. to do it in a decent 
human way, not attack men, not make them inferior because they are part of the 
same brainwashing that we have. So it's about doing it in a kind way. you knm .... 
Sometimes when you are oppressed it comes out too aggressive. when you fight 
back. We need to learn to manage it. GB3ZF 

As a manager, she explained how she would solve the problem of sexual harassment in her 

department. 

You know, these things are about power, aren'l they? / think it is down to the 
individual to choose what they are going to do about it. / would advise them on 
how serious it was. / certain(v would tell her 'you should have made a complaint 
at the time '. You know, because he is just calculating on the fact that you won't 
make a fuss. you know. so. My boss is a more aggressive woman. She has told 
me in the past when she was interfered with in her company, she just hit him 
physically in front of a lot of people. She didn't even slap, which is a female 
thing to do. She just hit him like that and she says she never had any other 
trouble. GB3ZF 

Although this kind of strategic planning was common. especially for women In 

management. as the exc1usionary strategies pitted against them were persistent. their 

effective use required an acute awareness of organisational politics and the use of well

marshalled arguments. 
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8.3.2.2.7 Institutionalising 

Institutionalising strategies were those activities adopted by women to institutionalise good 

practices which promoted sex equality. Like strategising, their successful deployment 

required high levels of analysis, critical thinking, planning and implementation. 

I came back part-time to begin with, to get into it. After two weeks I realised 
that 'No, there is no point in working part-time' because I do three dal's here 
and three days at home. So I might as well be paidfull-time and do afoll-time 
job. But I think it has to bend I suppose in my area as 'well it is leaning itse(( 
even more towards that. Maybe we are not as flexible as other organisations 
in the rest of the place, because people do work flexi-time a,?d we are 
beginning to look more in that area but I certainly wouldn't say we were 
good I would say we are not as good as other organisations. GBIOXF 

GB3ZF described another organisational initiative to establish an anti-harassment policy 

through publications and awareness raising. She argued that these efforts were successful 

to some extent. but acknowledged that they raised concerns among some male employees. 

I do know it [sexual harassment} happens. 1 think that women are 
increasingly more able to deal with this. 1 know that the company has tried 
hard. has issued a booklet to everybody of our employee code of conduct. or 
something like that, I think. in which there was a section covering 
harassment. And it was very good. very strong. Some of the men found il 100 

strong because. in fact. some of the men worried about it. It did say it was nol 
just talking about physical touching. it was talking about suggeslil'e 
comments. Now the thing is, when we are all in the office, we all want 10 he 
comfortable and to be cheeky to somebody and 1 think men might have 
worried that something they said be taken the wrong way. 1. as a manager. 
did have to reassure people in the team that their behaviour was not expecled 
to change the day this booklet was issued It's just an awareness thing. 
GB3ZF 

Institutionalising strategies might be difficult for women to initiate and implement as they 

rarely enjoyed the same seniority and influence in decision-making mechanisms in 

organisations. They were therefore most readily available to women at senior levels of 

management and authority. 

8.3.2.3 Demarcation 

Demarcationary strategies were implemented by dominant groups in emplo)ment to restrict 

the employment rights and benefits of female employees in an adjacent occupation. This 

was explained in Chapter Four. Section 4.4.2.1. 



8.3.2.3.1 Organisational restructuring 

Organisational restructuring efforts might affect the gender composition and sex

stereotyping of occupations. Company X went through a restructuring programme where 

the fonnerly prestigious branch manager's role was separated into the two different 

functions of branch management and business development management. Branch managers 

were traditionally responsible for both activities. However. following restructuring, the role 

was diminished to mere supervision of the daily branch transactions. and their salaries were 

reduced considerably, whereas the business development managers performed the more 

prestigious task of creating and developing business accounts with salaries to match. 

They seem to prefer women to be the branch managers, you lenow, in the 
network ... ] don't know if you are aware, the company went through a 
reorganisation. They went to a meeting and came back to the branches and 
said that 'you have all lost your jobs' and we've all been offered them again. 
They are reorganising the company and this is the structure it is going to be. 
Say, my boss then, branch manager, he said ,] can't stay being branch 
manager at [name of town withdrawn} because they are not going to pay me 
enough to do it '. So he had to, whatever he did he couldn't stay there. So they 
read that there were better jobs available which paid more, so you had to 
really go for selection of one of those. GB9XF 

GB6XF explained that when the previously male-dominated grade of branch management 

became female-dominated. following restructuring, it lost its strategic importance and was 

reduced to an immobile post with limited responsibility and influence. and on a far lower 

salary. 

] think the branch manager's role changed. They are restructuring. The branch 
managers really sort of manage the staff, sort of look after the office and they 
got people who are business development managers "'hich go out on the road. 
go out selling and we've got two women there and six men. As ] say, the majority 
of the branch managers are now female whereas before they were more men ... 
Business development managers, most of the people who are doing that are, 
branch managers, whereas they used to look after an office and the staff and try 
and sell our business. They are now literally going out and trying to sell our 
business ... Branch managers look after the staff, look after the office, processing 
mortgages, essentially they are there all the time actually, not out and about as 

well GB6XF 

Another example of a demarcationary strategy was reported at Company Z. which was 

going through a process of 'voluntary' redundancies. Redundancy decisions were made at 

senior executive level. where there were no women executives. Although there were 

numerous applicants of both sexes for the voluntary redundancy programme. GB3ZF noted 



that the proportion of women, and especially pregnant women, whose proposals were 

accepted by the company appeared disproportionately high. 

1 think there are a significant number of women there bUl one thing Ihal 1 should 
bring up is, you know this voluntary redundancy programme Ihal has been 
announced here. It is the first time it's happened in Company Z. But for 
management services there were J 20 applicalions and mosl of them were denied. 
Because we knew that we didn'l want to get that many people out but it has been 
noticed that there is a significant number of pregnant women, a higher 
proportion of pregnant women leaving in voluntary redundancy. Well, you can 
interpret that in two ways. Either the company considers them a liabilitl' and is 
happy to shed them or in another sense, that is true equality bec~use Ihe 
company is letting them walk away with a bag of money. So I don 'I quite know. 
A lot of men are jealous at the moment. Some of the men wanted "oluntary 
redundancy and have been refused and some of the women have got it and they 
are mostly pregnant women. I just think that that is a sad trend because it does 
actually mean that we are losing. GB3ZF 

She recognised the redundancy programme as threatening women's future representation in 

the company. She also reported that the redundancy application was accepted of one of the 

few women in senior management in the company. 

I can think of one person, Mary Brown, you could mention Ihis. Mary is seen as 
a very good female manager and she has been attracted to this [redundancy] 
package and has taken it and they have accepted her. Ilhink that's is very sad. 
Because there will be one less mentor. She was the on(v female manager of the 
bunch of people that left or that are leaving. She is the female manager doser tv 
my status and she is leaving so that is one less person available for mentoring. 
One of the women that works for me in my team, I have suggesled that she 
approach Mary to ask her to mentor her. I suggested it last month, before we all 
knew about this. So she admired her. It is not good to be necessarily mentored 
by your immediate boss, because she is much better to have a mentoring 
relationship, as you know, outside. So I thought all this would be a good 
relationship and then the next thing 1 found she is leaving, so. GB3ZF 

Both the restructuring of the branch manager's role and its gendered repercussions and this 

redundancy case at Company Z suggest gendered demarcationary strategies that aimed to 

confine women to the lower echelons of employment. 

8.3.2.3.2 Male managers and female administrators 

Flexible working arrangements mostly operated at the junior grades of emplo)ment. 

GB4ZF worked in a managerial post. although she did not have direct supervisory control 

over employees. She lost her supervisory authority when she was allowed to pursue a 

career with a non-traditional. flexible working hours system. She identi tied managers' 

resistance to working with flexi-time arrangements, reinforced by a culture which deems 



part-time or flexible work as secondary and its beneficiaries as certainly not as worthy of 

career development as their full-time peers. 

We haven't got flexible hours. You don't work flexi-time. We don 'I operate 
that in the company. We have got people working part-time in various 
different arrangements or some people work at home and do some work at 
home and some work here. The bulk of these people would be al above junior 
level, I suppose. The number of people at my sort of level would be less ... 1 
think whilst we have some part-timers and we would encourage people and 
managers to accommodate people's request to work part-time, we still hal'e 
quite a long way to go on that score in terms of educating the people, gelling 
them used to working to different working arrangements. GB4ZF 

The relative value of employment and the career prospects for each position in the sector 

was determined by the managerial groups who ran these organisations. Nearly all the 

administrative positions in these companies were occupied by women. Women's jobs were 

typically underpaid and did not offer promotion prospects. 

With our switchboard, for example, downslairs, now I can't remember seeing 
a man in there but I don't know 'whether we have ever employed a man. They 
are all women. It is not a policy decision. It is just the fact that it is on~l' 
women that have appliedfor these jobs. GB.JZF 

Similarly, GB5ZM reported that women employees were preferred for administrative work. 

due partly to a self-selection process but also male managers' desire to have female 

administrators under their authority. 

Well. women are preferred to men as administrators in client sen'ices ... 
Probably because that is seen as woman's work and more women apply for 
administrative jobs than men. So there is some self-selection going on, 
anyway. But also young men managers recruiting in may have a tendency 10 

prefer to recruit in women for administrative jobs, because they find it easier 
to take an authoritative position, 1 think GB5ZM 

While male managers might seek to resist the inclusion of women as their equals within the 

managerial ranks, they also restricted the employment benefits offered to female 

administrators by undervaluing their work in both financial tenns and career development 

prospects. It was demonstrated earlier that men enjoy better wages than women in the 

sector, both generally and within occupations and grades. These pay differences constituted 

an exclusionary strategy which discouraged women from seeking entry to male fields of 

employment as the fmancial benefits were limited for women. even when they were doing 

the same job, Thus pay differences could also be considered as a demarcationary strategy, 

By keeping the financial rewards for female-dominated occupations lower. the relative 

wonh of male-dominated occupations was promoted. This divide was very visible between 



managerial and administrative jobs in the sector, where the market value of the 

administrative jobs which were mostly performed by women was debased by the actions of 

members of the male-dominated managerial grades. GB] 5XM explained that 

administrative jobs were assigned lower wages, which would not be considered adequate 

for men. 

I retiredfrom a bank. I am sixty two. If I didn't hm'e a bank pension I am no/ 
sure if I would work here. You might have noticed that the salaries for the 
lower grades wouldn't be sufficient for a young man to get married and ha\'e 
a family etc. It just wouldn't be sufficient for that. This is not discriminaton' 
because it is same for both sexes ... With me especially, I am at the end of m~l' 
working life, there is not much point in me going somewhere for a couple of 
thousand a year. It might be a year or two. It wouldn't be worth the hassle, 
you know. I am in a pension scheme. I pay an addition to the pension because 
that will all help. My circumstance is most unique compared 'with many other 
people here, GB15XM 

Pay was an important indicator of organisational rank. By keeping the wages of 

administrative workers at lower levels. male managers both restricted the occupational 

control and power that female administrators possess. and widened the occupational gap 

between themselves and female-dominated administrative grades. 

8.3.2.3.3 Personnel and human resource management 

Personnel services was identified as a female-dominated service area. However. despite its 

high numbers of women staff, most of the managerial posts were occupied by men. 

Personnel is traditionally the one that attracts "'omen.. , The problem is 
though they are all typically at the lower grades. Across all departments, as 
you get up into the managerial grades, it's men. GB3ZF 

Although personnel services was identified as a female-dominated service area. the human 

resource management field (which evolved out of personnel functions in organisations) did 

not share the same gender stereotyping and was mostly identified as a gender-balanced 

department. However. in human resource management, too, men typically occupied the 

higher grades of management. In most financial services organisations the traditional 

personnel function has been separated into personnel and human resource functions. \\'hile 

the personnel function was assigned limited transactional roles within the organisation. the 

human resource function was expected to contribute to strategic decision making in 

relation to employment practices. This division in most companies was gendered. as the 

personnel function was identified as more female-orientated than the human resource 

function. Although this research could not chart longitudinal change in these occupations. 
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there were indications that women in personnel servIces had been subject to 

demarcationary strategies from male employees in the human resources area. 

8.3.2.4 Dual Closure 

Dual closure strategies are more complex than the other occupational closure strategies 

described, as they involve both usurpationary strategies which seek to further the 

employment rights and outcomes of the subordinate group, and also exclusionary strategies 

which seek to bar members of the dominant group from entering their ranks. 

Although women, like men, commonly established close single-sex network groups in the 

workplace. their networks, unlike most men-only networks, had not traditionally brought 

career advantage and other instrumental benefits for their members. 

I think as with all institutions women are far closer in their work. socially. 
than men are. They'll make the effort to arrange meals out and they'/l be 
close together at work, they'll bond together much more than the men do. And 
men tend to be much more career-orientated within the 'workplace and their 
social networks revolve around work GB2YF 

Some women respondents criticised the lack of effective female organisation to counteract 

male authority in their companies. 

In the company, if four or jive of us come together, we can really reso"'c 
some issues. but we don't do that. People keep their heads down. GB8},F 

However. there were also women's groups, networks and activities which did seek to 

promote women's employment rights and status. While these groups were trying to secure 

women's rights, they excluded men from their ranks to prevent them from gaining further 

networking benefits. 

8.3.2.4.1 Usurpation 

The basis of such women-only occupational networks was the awareness that men-only 

networks were both excluding women and also demarcating women's employment status 

and rights. Some female respondents gained this awareness through personal experience 

and of distress from being female and working in male-dominated environments. G B I 3 XF 

expressed her concerns about working with some male employees: 

The vasl ma;orif)' of women managers are very' good at doing il. The women 
that have come through in managerial positions. they are vcry good at thdr 
;ob, they are very' nice. They do their jobs well. They are easy to deal with. 
. "'hen they 've got a problem. they'/l acknowledge that they have Kot a 
problem and )'OU hove got the answer to it. JVhereas some (~r the men. lilt.'.\' '\'(1 



been in the job for years, and they will disregard what l'OU are s{Jl·ino. 
GB13XF . . ~ 

Some individual women who become aware of women's inferior status at work did their 

personal research to document sex discrimination in their workplaces. For example. 

GB6XF's project on work motivation identified women-related issues: 

/ actually have done a motivation questionnaire on one of my college courses f 
have done. and that was one thing that came up. They would have liked flexi
time and from that, again, it highlighted that it would be nice to have creche 
facilities if it is possible. GB6XF 

Some women chose mentoring other women as a means of creating awareness and 

promoting equality. However, women-only mentorship was not an established practice in 

these organisations. Seeking mentorship for oneself or providing it to other women was 

one of the usurpationary strategies that women may adopt to counteract the demarcationary 

strategies of men. However. as this research identified. women seeking mentorship might 

face additional barriers. It was noted by some respondents that. while men mentoring men 

was not questioned. women mentoring women was questioned as an exclusionary strategy 

by employees who failed to recognise the sexual politics of women's underrepresentation 

in management positions. 

/ can think of one occasion where a man colleague of mine made some reference 
10 Ihe facl that my boss drinks with me outside of work. He made some reference 
to us going to the pub and she said we didn't go to the pub. He said. ·Oh. fjusl 
see you going to the car park with [name withdrawn} '. Because she sits quite 
near me and we work late. there is not many of us. so we go to the car park 
together - sometimes. not every day, maybe once or twice a 'week - and he was 
assuming that we were going for a drink. Now. / find that funny because he 
could equally go with a male boss for a drink and nobody would be commenting 
on that. If/said to him '/ see you going out with the boss', he would jusl sorl (~f 
say ·well. you know. that's very normal! '. So / know one person who made a 
comment. / don't think there is a real barrier to any determined woman who 
wants to mentor other women. there will not be a barrier. GB3ZF 

8.3.2.4.2 Exclusion 

Some women-only networks and activities which are carrying out dual closure strategies 

also employ exclusionary strategies against men. aimed at creating women-only groups, 

spaces and activities where they can seek to promote their social or work status. Examples 

of such women's networks included women's groups. glass ceiling groups, women's 

netball teams. women in financial services and banking professional networks, trade union 

women's groups and external equal opportunities networks such as 'Investors in People' 
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and 'Opportunity 2000'. GB3ZF refered to a women-only glass ceiling group which tried to 

promote women's status in Company Z. These groups sought equality through awareness

raising by publications and also networking and mentoring for women. 

There is actually a group which [name withdrawn] is her name, she's got some 
group, 1 think that looks at effectively breaking the glass ceiling. 1 think she looks 
at that. You can talk to [name withdrawn] about that. See if that was worth you 
talking to her about it. 1 think she has a glass ceiling network but 1 am not part of 
it. She writes to the company magazine and she's interviewed me before. [."v'ame 
withdrawn}, that's a good name for you. She actually wrote an article and 
interviewed me as part of that article about women al work. She probably can tell 
about things that she does. 1 am sure she has Ihe time to do so. GB3ZF 

Such networks made an important contribution to awareness-raising activities within the 

organisations, However, some risked losing their critical edge if they became transformed 

into institutional bodies, from independent bodies which were critical of the status quo. 

8.3.2.4.3 Exit strategies 

The concept of occupational closure strategies was originally developed by Witz (1994) in 

relation to health service occupations where the division between medical professionals 

and other medical workers is strongly pronounced. The application of closure strategies in 

the financial services sector required further elaboration to include exit strategies which 

Witz did not discuss due to differences between these two sectors, 

Hospitals - hierarchies and roles are very pronounced in hospitals. There is a 
big division between medical workers and administrative slaff. But it didn 'I 
quite apply to Company Y GB2YF 

The qualifications required for recruitment to jobs in the financial services sector were 

loosely defined in comparison to those of the health services sector. where doctors. nurses 

and other clinical groups had well-defined and differentiated educational backgrounds and 

qualifications, which were often defined by legal statute. Similar differences could be 

found between the technical, financial and human resource related areas of employment in 

the financial services sector. although the qualifications required for employment in these 

distinct areas are loosely defined. with opportunities for transferring between departments 

by acquiring further qualifications through part-time study or study leave. Therefore. 

financial services employees could often make lateral shifts to other service areas. with 

little additional training. Some companies offered extensive training packages to facilitate 

these moves. as this flexibility might be useful to them. Career shifts were possible 

between different service areas such as sales. personnel. mortgages. credits. information 
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technology, accounting and finance with little further training compared to the exacting 

training requirements of the health service professions. 

The flexibility for making career moves between departments and companies in the sector 

made exit strategies (see Chapter Four, Section 4.4.2.2 for a definition) become an 

important issue for women and men who left their current service areas or companies. 

whether in search of better career prospects or for other reasons. 

Most of them are coming higher up anyway. They don't start at the bollom. 
The only man that started at the bottom here, there were three of them here 
and they all left to move higher up in other companies. Because there 's been 
no vacancies to move up anywhere so there were only three that 1 know that 
have started here from school and they all left to go elsewhere. Because they 
all took exams and got on in what they were doing. GBl lXF 

Similarly, women in the financial services sector employed exit strategies to look for better 

career prospects elsewhere. However. unlike men, women could implement exit strategies 

also to counteract the exclusionary or demarcationary strategies of men by entering 

organisations more committed to promoting equality of opportunity. 

I can think of three or four people, given the opportunity. who would move 
out of the department into somewhere else if they could. That relates to men 
as well as women. The manager is a jerk. Yes, he is very good at doing the 
single minded task he's taught to do. But he can't see what is going on 
around him. 1 am the third member of experienced staff to leave in six weeks 
from this department. The first one to leave had been here over ten years. the 
next one for six years. This place in some respects is unbelievable in the way 
it treats staff. They must see that there is something wrong. Whether they are 
going to do anything about it, 1 don't know. GBl3XF 

Exit strategies deserve attention because they may incur heavy costs of recruitment. 

selection. training and personnel development for organisations which cannot retain their 

skilled women staff. Beyond this business case argument, a high prevalence of exit 

strategies by women staff may signify unethical or discriminatory business conduct. which 

should attract management's attention. 

8.3.3 Ideologies of equal opportunities 

The results of the British questionnaire study indicated that a post-feminist. liberal ideology 

was very wide-spread in the financial services sector: 68.8 per cent of the participants 

claimed that there were no factors restricting equality of opportunities for women in their 

firm. Moreover. a higher ratio of females (74.2 per cent) than males (58.8 per cent) 

reported this to be the case (Table 8.6). In this section. I will identifY the reasons \\hy these 



participants might believe that there are no barriers to equality of opportunity_ despite 

abundant evidence to the contrary. I will seek to conceptuaJise the organisational politics 

which promoted a value system that mystifies and even denies the structural and cultural 

inequalities identified earlier. 

Table 8.6: Can you think of any factors restricting equality of opportunities for women in 
the ? IS company', 

NoN es: Reasons Total Female Male 
(per cent) (per cent) 

1. No 33 23 10 
7./ ) (; ... ) (58.8) 

2. Sexist prejudice of male managers 7 4 3 
(14.6) (/ -.6) 

3. Prejudice against women's domestic lives 2 1 1 
(3.2) (5.9) 

4. There are jobs that require physical strength 1 1 0 
(3.2) -

4. Lack of positive action for the disadvantaged groups 1 0 I 
- (5.9) 

4. Different salaries for women and men 1 1 0 
(3.2) -

4. Long-hours culture 1 0 1 
- (5.9) 

4. Self-imposed difficulties 1 1 0 
(3.2) -

4. Masonic influences 1 0 1 
- (5.9) 

Total valid cases 48 31 17 

8.3.3.1 Conservatives 

Some employees in the sector believed that men should be given preferential treatment in 

employment, as they falsely equated 'men-with 'breadwinner', The main proponents of 

this belief were members of an older age group, Their ideological perspective reflected the 

functionalist family ideology of the 1950s and 1960s which assigned wage earning roles to 

men and domestic roles to women. This ideology is based on false outdated premises, as 

more than twenty per cent of British families are headed by women wage earners. It also 

ignored the needs of unmarried workers. single parents or those in non-traditional family 

fonnations. Their tautological arguments typically associated crime and unemployment 

rates and economic hardships with women's entry into employment. GB15XM, GBI1XF 

and GB25XF made conservative assertions of this kind. 

Probably soundfl rather male chauvinist. my own feeling is thai it is in all 
industries. it would be much better. I feel. to give women more assistance 10 

stay at home with their families. Then it would be. many women do KO alii 10 



work but half of their pay goes on paying a childminder 10 look after her child 
or children while she is out at work. .. It seems to me more logical to employ £J 

man. .. I think one of the dangers in this country is ... Ihe danger of children 
being brought up seeing their fathers not working. when you say you have got 
to go to school and do well to get a job, they say why? Dad doesn '1. It musl 
be very hard to explain. GBJ5XM 

Conservatives were essentially and actively opposed to women's paid employment. It was 

not only male respondents but also some female respondents who expressed these 

sentiments: 

I think women should stay at home and look after the children. Shouldn 'I say 
these things but I think children need it. Children need love at home. GBJ1~rF 

Although the feminist movements of the twentieth century have disseminated an awareness 

of sex equality issues, and equal opportunities language and ideology have penetrated large 

segments of society, these conservative sentiments still enjoy widespread support. 

Although many people adopted a language of equality or understood the equalitarian 

ideology at face value, they failed to intemalise these beliefs. The conservative participants 

in the study used phrases like "I know that it is wrong to say, but..: or 'shouldn't say these 

things, but...· to express their active denial of a sex equality perspective. 

8.3.3.2 Liberal ideology 

Liberals promote an ideological perspective which tries to ensure equal employment tenns 

and conditions for women and men. With slight variations, it was the most commonly held 

perspective in the financial services sector. Its proponents argued for the 'best person for 

the job', and were against positive action or positive discrimination practices. This 

approach was quite common among women employees who did not identify themselves as 

part of the women's movement. A women manager, GBIOXF, and a non-managerial grade 

female employee, GB6XF, were proponents of this ideology: 

There is always one saying that we should be there just because we are 
women. not because we are actually the right person for the job. If the right 
person for the job happens to be man every time, then it's going to be a man. 
GBJOXF 

Liberals also claimed that. provided that the criteria and conditions of employment and 

career development were equaJ for both sexes. equality would be achieved. This argument 

did not acknowledge the role of men in positions of power in establishing the rules of 

employment to suit their needs and expectations, to the detriment of women. 

.", 



Reception haven't got any males but their executive, superiors are male. The 
mortgage department has got males. The only other department which hasn 'I 
got a male is, we have just got a central sales unit which is like lelephone 
sales. Again, there's no discrimination. They 've interviewed males exacll" Ihe 
same as females, Just not succeeded in getting the pOSI. / mean, il i; nol 
discriminating against1hem. GB6XF 

Liberals also believed that occupational sex segregation was only an outcome of the labour 

market supply situation, that men and women acquired different educational skills and 

qualifications and that there must be a shortage of female labour with adequate skills to 

enter certain occupations, 

/ think fewer women think of themselves as proficient at information 
technology then men, so I think it is again to do with the education system. the 
fact that there are more men available with these skills than women. GB5ZM 

This argument led to the approval of occupational sex segregation as a "natural" outcome of 

socially and biologically detennined sex differences, 

Women probably are good at HR. men are probably good at accounting 
Maybe we shouldn't be saying 'why aren 'tthere any men at HR? '. Maybe we 
should be saying 'the right people in HR' and 'right people are in accounts' 
or whatever. / like to think that we take the right person for the right job, 
therefore unfortunately women have to be the right people for these jobs and 
men have to be the right people in that job. /n my departmenl, for example, / 
think since today, / employed a man today, it's been a hundred per cenl 
women. Not because / have any, / have no preference whatsoever the right 
person for the job every' time has been a woman ... / just want someone who is 
sales orientated. bubbly personality, outgoing, is menially agile, is a good 
team player, not an individual player within the team but a good team player, 
can use initiative, is able to sort of flip from pillar to post, and be all things to 
all people, and always sort of maintain that sort of air of '/ am looking after 
you as a customer '. Having interviewed hundreds of people, everyone has 
come out to be a woman so far. Having said that, / have interviewed a very 
good lad who is actually starting next Wednesday. He'll be the first male in. 
GBJOXF 

One of the common arguments made by proponents of the liberal ideology was that the 

numerical representation of sexes was the ultimate indicator of equality. This argument 

ignored that most employment practices have been created by men to provide for men"s 

needs in the financial services sector. GB4ZF's account combined several liberal 

arguments. She argued that equality has been achieved. as the most employees were now 

women and the under-representation of women in managerial positions was onl\' an 

outcome of the shortage of women with appropriate skills. 

/ think our policy is that ln' want to always try to recruit the best person 10 do 
Ihe job and it is immaterial whether that is a man or a woman... We don', 



discriminate. The majority of people 'working for this company. employed 
peopl~, a~e women anyway ... J mean, I don't think people wilhin Ihe company 
perceIve lito be a problem. I think it may be there, the glass ceiling. U'e don'l 
have a woman on the board. It is when you gel to cerIa in level, 10 direclor 
level. There are very few women at thaI level. II may be that we haven'l had 
anybody that has been able to do thaI job. J don 'I know. But I think when rOll 

get to that senior management, you are finally swinging quite clearly low~rds 
men. GB4ZF 

Liberals displayed strong negative attitudes towards social engineering through equal 

opportunities programmes, and towards individual women who criticised the present 

systems and structures in employment. They argued that equality was achieved when 

women acquired the same skills and experience levels and demonstrated the same work 

perfonnance as men. Their arguments assumed that women' s work perfonnance has 

traditionally been inferior to men' s. 

I think it is up to the women to prove they can do the job as well as men. ~r 
{hey start shouting about it, that's when it is a problem. Because these people 
say there should be women on the board, there should be positil'e 
discrimination. J don't real(v agree with that. J mean. we'll gel there 
eventually, it just takes a while to work our way, that's all. Men do have il 
easier than women. II is just a facl of life. We are mothers as well as y,'orkers. 
II is just life. So no good whinging about it, just get on with il. GBl7KF 

Liberal ideology was promoted and sustained by the managerial elite whose greater benefit 

la~ in sustaining the status quo of the unfair distribution of opportunities between 

employees. Proponents of the liberal approach denied the gender-biases that were 

embedded in present organisational systems and structures. For example. they failed to 

recognise the gendered impact of the long-hours culture explained earlier. arguing that 

it applied equally to both sexes. Liberals objected to the analysis of employment practices 

in tenns of their gender-bias, based on a fear that it may instigate change which threatens to 

disrupt the status quo that currently provides them with privileges. Thus. through a failure 

to recognise what equal opportunities can provide and a fear of losing their current 

employment benefits, liberals adopted a position of resistance to those who criticised 

gender-bias in employment practices. 

8.3.3.2.1 Uncovering gender-bias 

Although the liberal ideology was dominant III these organisations. not all employe~s 

subscribed to it. For example. most respondents recognised the role of the individual 

manager in implementing equal opportunities policies and perceived that they ma~ operate 

barriers to women' s career development. Acknowledging this problem enabled employees 



to seek solutions. Company Y promoted a new practice which aimed at reducing the role of 

immediate line managers in controlling decisions about women's career development. 

However. this practice assumes that only the immediate manager may make a gender

biased decision about employees' career development. It was naive not to acknowledge that 

senior managers may share similar gendered assumptions about who was suitable for career 

development. 

Moreover, many participants' critical approach was retrospective rather than prospective. 

Like GB 1 YF, GB4ZF was also critical of the past. However. neither acknowledged any 

difficulties in relation to the current status of women's employment. 

I think that the expectations of the company from everybody, whether they are men 
or women, is that they will work hard. You lenOli', they are paid well. They are 
expected to put in enough hours to do the job. That's the policy. I do think thaI 
sometimes causes difficulties for women returning from maternity leave hecause. 
you know, quite often women returning after their first baby are very' anxious. 
They probably don't want to leave the child. So they have all the problems around 
child care. Certainly when I think back ten, no six years ago. Finding good child 
care is extremely difficult. We didn't have a nursery' at the time, for example. I 
think Ihal gol belter. More people are coming back 10 work and there are 
certain(v more nurseries around nOli' than there were then. GB-IZF 

8.3.3.2.2 The liberal management of equal opportunities by sex 

Many financial institutions now have equal opportunities departments. which carry out 

equality audits. write reports. maintain equal opportunities monitoring records. and deal 

with individual and group cases of alleged inequalities. Although equal opportunities 

departments were assigned these responsibilities. their managers and the other staff rarely 

enjoyed the authority necessary to implement real changes towards equality. 

(Name withdrawn), you know, he is our equal opportunities thing. He is very 
good on the EO side. I think he was very limited with the creche by what he 
could do by the budget and by the board and all. I think he pushes for 
equality of opportunity within the confines that he can. But it is an uphill 
struggle and he is a bit lonely. He has a South African background. I think 
thaI helps a 101. GB3ZF 

Many of the participants were aware of the existence of equal opportunities monitoring 

practices or policies. which were common practice in the sector. However. few had actually 

read an equal opportunities policy. Despite this common ignorance. it was possible to 

discern a misplaced confidence in the effectiveness of equal opportunities policies and 

monitoring practice in securing genuine change. 



1 asked Company Y library if they have anything on equal opportunities. Thel' 
provided me with an excellent video and quite a lot of literature. 1 do belie\'~. 
when 1 was there, there was a questionnaire about equal opportunities. 
Somebody sent ii, they were doing a survey. It can be interesting to knmt.· who 
that was. 1 honestly can't remember who it was but 1 remember filling this 
form in. So they were obViously monitoring things because they monitor il 
when you arrive, filling in an equal opportunities form. They were monitoring 
composition within the company as well. So there is an ongoing program 
obviously. GB2YF 

These organisations advertised themselves as equal opportunities employers, but some 

participants were cynical about these claims. 

1 don't know if there is an equal opportunities policy but if is advertised as an 
equal opportunities employer. GB6XF 

Some participants pointed out that there was an 'equal opportunities industry' emerging in 

the sector. but, they were suspicious about its impact. 

My impression is that it is quite well resourced in the equal opportunities 
function, in Ihe industry. How effeclive it is 1 don't know. I've seen a 101 of 
initiatives. campaigns, publications, appointments to senior positions in the 
equal opportunity field. But 1 don't see much impact on the ground, to be 
honest. 1 think there is an equal opportunities network of people who work in 
the industry. 1 think Ihal network is quite effective. 1 think if you wanted 10 get 
in touch with Ihem you should go through Opportunity 2000. That is the 
organisation you need to talk to. 1 am sure 1 can get a telephone number for 
you. Jfyou askfor Opportunity 2000 and they are part of the Business and the 
Community. Business and the Community is down in London. GB5ZM 

In participating organisations equal opportunities was explained to new staff in their 

induction courses. However. there were no parallel arrangements to reach existing staff, 

especially in the senior managerial grades. 

We run as part of a new managers course we have an equal opportunities 
structure which explains the equal opportunities policy and what it is. 
Q: Do the senior managers receive training? 
No they wouldn't have anything on that. GB5ZM 

It appeared to be assumed that once equal opportunities polices were created and covered 

in an induction programme, they would be observed. Some respondents argued that 

individual managers were given too much latitude in implementing equal opportunities 

policies. leading to great variation in practice. Those managers who did not support equal 

opportunities were free to disregard these policies, as compliance was not strictly enforced. 

One obvious example of this was the flexible working arrangements at Company Z. 

J1'e 've got a policy which is to encourage flexible working arrangements hut 
we give a lot of authority to managers to manage their departments as they 



want to in this company, so it is just an advisory set of papers to say 'where 
and if possible please accommodate these sorl of arrangements' but it doesn 't 
carry any weight, J don 'tthink. GB5ZM 

Similarly at Company Y, considerable inconsistencies in practice were evident. so that 

equal opportunities measures were clearly not a company-wide entitlement. Some 

departments' employees experienced negative attitudes towards their flexible-time 

arrangements, whereas others were more accommodating. 

We had one lady who wants to come back on a part-time basis. But the 
deparlment she worked in couldn't accommodate somebody on a part-time 
basis. But she actually come back to work in one of the branches. If there are 
any vacancies you would like to go to, you can come back in. And also with 
her, as well, she seems to have a diffiCUlty with childminding, for one day a 
week. So she is allowed to do four part-time days a week, you knOw. So we do. 
we try to help out whichever way is possible. GB6XF 

The treatment of women who took maternity leave varied between departments: some 

departmental managers were hostile, but others are supportive. This diversity of practices 

in relation to equal opportunities led employees to think that it was a vague. subjective 

matter that was implemented differently in different service areas. Thus. this perception 

weakened the impact of the collective struggles against inequalities. as it was often difficult 

to identify the structural issues behind variations in practice. 

8.3.3.3 Radical ideology 

The starting point of the radical ideology is a critical recognition of social and structural 

inequalities between groups of workers. An awareness of wider social inequalities 

generally forms the basis for a critique of inequalities in employment. 

There is a general lack of equality in society outside work anyway. Do J think 
J enjoy the same status as a man in society? No. GB3ZF 

Radicals recognise that employment practices, which are assumed to be gender-neutral for 

both sexes. are indeed biased to promote the rights of the dominant male groups. 

J don 'tthink it is eas.vfor women to work within a large company. The set-up 
has always beenfor men, hasn't it? The basic set-up hasn't changed. The fact 
thaI vou have to be out of house between nine and five and maybe a lot longer 
if y~u live away. it's not easy for women with children. There aren't any 
creches or anything like that... J've heard of one or two hanks that hal'l! 
started creche facilities. GB2YF 

Some respondents recognised the role of men in creating the present employment systems. 

arguing that there should be provisions to redress inequalities. 

.,., .. 



You couldn't say that policy and procedures are open for either sex and ill 
theory there shouldn't be a problem. So 1 don't know whr ... There is a/wan' 
going to be a problem in the company, in the absence oj anything helping" J 
think there is always going to be potential difficulties for women. GB 1 YF 

GB7XM also argued that as Company X did not implement practices such as creche 

facilities, flexi-time arrangements and wider equal opportunities programmes which were 

known to promote women's status, current inequalities were likely to persist. 

Because there are no factors making it easier for them. that makes it difficult 
for them. So quite a few employers provide creche facilities. f1exi-time. those 
sort of things, we don't provide those. So that's a barrier as far as J am 
concerned. 1 mean, still it is women's role in the main to look after the 
children, so working mums would be disadvantaged J think. GB7X\I . 

Most financial service companies offered only the minimum statutory support to women. 

Some respondents were critical of this approach. which thrived on social inequalities by 

exploiting those groups that were already experiencing social exclusion or demarcation. 

Although some informants recognised that discrimination existed and saw it as part of a 

larger social context of sex segregation. this perspective sometimes led to the argument that 

these broader issues were beyond the control of the company. Even those who articulated 

radical and critical perspectives on inequalities at times adopted a liberal stance in framing 

solutions to these problems. Despite recognising the pitfalls of the current situation. some 

respondents argued that it cannot be changed or it was beyond the means of the 

organisation to create any real change. 

All our departments are dominated by men. yes. But J don " necessarily think 
that this is the company's fault. That is just part of what all companies end up 
doing. It is the socialisation that starts, so it is all up here [pointing to her 
head). GB3ZF 

Moreover. some participants acknowledged that inequalities did exist. However. as they 

were so common in the sector. it was difficult to benchmark and to seek progressive 

solutions within their companies, which merely followed their competitors in providing 

minimal employment benefits. The ethical problem GB3ZF and GB2YF identitied is that 

'why should the businesses provide better employment benefits for women than is legally 

requiredT. The companies' role should not be restricted to pursuing financial benefits 

without any consideration of the social environment. Organisations cannot conduct their 

functions in a vacuum. away from social environments. They interact within and impact on 

their social environments. Organisations which are insensitive to social problt:ms and 

which do not reflect social diversity in their staffing profile cannot be expected to provide 

services for the whole of the society. 



I am in an unusual situation because my female boss joined Ihe company nine 
months ago. Came in a quite high level and she is jive years younger Own me. 
thirty three. no kid\'... She has told me ~f she has the opporlunity to. ((she has two 
people of equal, absolutely equal standing, she will give the opportunity to a 
female, jpecifically because she know most of our male colleagues will not he 
doing that. So she does whatever she can at a local level. Sow. she wouldn'l like 
to be quoted on this. I am sure. In many departments 1 Ihink women need posili\'e 
action. GB3ZF 

The proponents of the radical perspective recognised that there were disadvantaged groups 

of staff, and felt that they should be supported to achieve equal status with their colleagues. 

They criticised the unequal representation of social groups in the workplace, arguing that it 

should reflect the composition of the wider society. 

She is a non-executive director so the.v only come in once month. But having said 
that. we've never ever had a woman in the board room before. She is aClua/~\' a 
very powerful woman as well. It is good because, how can the society sit down 
and determine where the business is going to go when they've only got fifty per 
cent of the population's view? Because. you know. women have a different vielt' to 
men. And jinally ).i'e actually have now got jifty per cent being represented. even il 
was only by one person. At least she's been able to get across a women 's point (~l 
view. GBI0XF 

8.3.3.4 Transformational ideology 

Proponents of the transformational ideology recogmse both the liberal and radical 

arguments. However, they criticise both the liberals' reluctance to identity and resolve the 

current problems of inequality and the radicals' limited categorisation of the inequalities. as 

well as their failure to pursue real change within employment systems which clearly 

promote the rights of the dominant male group. The transformational ideology was the least 

popular perspective expressed by participants in this project. However, elements of this 

perspective could be identified in the account of GB3ZF, who argued that both the 

currently accepted norms of equality should be exercised and also new measures should be 

introduced to challenge structural inequalities. 

8.4 Conclusion 

This chapter provided an analysis of data generated by the British study. The next chapter 

makescross-cultural comparisons between the findings of studies in both countries. as 

described in Chapter Seven and Eight. 



CHAPTER ~I~E 

Cross-cultural Comparative Analysis and Discussion ., 

9. 1 Introduction 

As Chapter Two indicated, the financial services sector in Britain has a history dating bal'k 

three centuries. The second largest employer of women in Britain after the publ ic scctl)r. it 

provided employment to 971.000 full-time and 490,000 part-time female statT in 1 qq4 

(EOC, 1995). In Turkey its history dates back barely a century. for only 60 years of which 

national financial institutions such as 'The Turkish Bank of Labour', (Turkiyt' h Bal1k£l.\i) 

(1924), 'The Bank of Industry and Commerce', (Sanayi l't' .Haadin Bankasi) (1 q25) and 

'The Bank of Building and Construction', (Emlak \'L' Eylam Bankasi) (19~7) have existed, 

The sector provided barely two per cent of the total employment opportunitics in the 

country, compared with 14 per cent in Britain in 1995. In 1988, women constituted ~4 per 

cent of the work force, all of them full-time, in the sector in Turkey, rising rapidly to ) 1 per 

cent in 1992. The economic liberalisation of the Turkish economy in the 1980s opcned up 

employment opportunities for women in the financial services sector. This could bc mostly 

attributed to the employers' willingness to recruit educated female labour to gain 

competitive advantage in growing international markets. Similarly, the proportion of 

women in the sector in Britain has been increasing since the 1950s. 4~ per cent of all full

time employees and 88 per cent of all part-time staff were women in this sector in 1994 

(EOC. 1995). Despite this expansion of women's employment in the tinancial senil't?s 

sector in both Britain and Turkey, women still disproportionately occupy the lowcr ranks of 

the employment hierarchy and receive lower incomes than their male colleagues in bl)th 

countries. 

This thesis seeks to understand how these patterns of sex segregation originated and \\ h~ 

they persist. despite legislation and other pressures towards sex equality, and it cxplores thc 

continued male-domination of powcr. authority and wealth in the scctor. Three theoretical 

frameworks wcre introduced in Chapters Three, Four and Fi\·e. which dealt with the "c'\ 

sl'gregation of the labour forcc, in the lahour market and in l)rganisation~, rc"pl,Lti\ el~. 

These ideas were l"plored 10 rdation to the findings l)f the tield studies in Iurke\ and 

Britain in Chapters Sl'\ l'n and Eight. In this chapter, thesc findings fwm the I urkish ~llld 

British studies will he L'nmpan:d. in relation to the theoretil'al frame\\orks di"lu,,\,,\l'llcarlllT 



The methodological approach implemented for this research project provided 

comprehensive information on the perceptions. cultures and experiences of the study 

participants. The participant group showed diversity both in their political approach to this 

study and also in their socio-economic and organisational status. Whilst this indicates the 

strength of this research in claiming an understanding of sex segregation in the financial 

services sector. the lack of longitudinal data on vertical and horizontal sex segregation in 

the sector prevents any claims of perfect representation. Therefore the findings of this study 

should be evaluated as outcomes of individual reports and perceptions of the stud, 

participants rather than concrete facts based solely on distributive statistics. 

9.2 Conceptual framework 

The conceptual frameworks used in this thesis are three-fold. Based on a synthesis of 

existentialist notions of "belonging' and · otherness' with socialist feminist analysis. the 

first framework addresses the issues of "belonging' and "otherness' by sex. through 

exploration of the social construction of 'the ideal worker' and its gendered implications in 

the employment practices in financial service organisations. The second framework deals 

with gendered strategies of occupational closure in the sector. The third explores the 

ideological stances taken within the financial service organisations in relation to equality of 

opportunity by gender. These themes were purposely chosen to explore different levels of 

employment in the sector, from the wider issues of 'belonging' and "otherness' to specific 

issues of occupational closure and sex equality ideologies. 

9.2.1 'Belonging' and 'otherness' 

Financial service organisations. like other organisations. seek to appoint and promote 

individual employees whose aspirations match those of the organisation' s mission and 

ideologies. Until recently, those organisational ideologies which inform employment 

practices were widely regarded as gender-neutral. However. two decades of feminist 

research have demonstrated the gendered influence of organisational ideologies about the 

norm of the "the ideal worker' and. in relation to it. 'belonging' and 'otherness' for 

individual employees in both countries. The parameters of social class. corporate image. 

office language. domestic work. sexuality. age, skilled and unskilled work. religious 

affiliation. race and individual success were explored in relation to 'belonging' and 

"otherness' . 

For female participants social class was a stronger determinant than for male employees of 

their status within the sector in Turkey. Two class positions were identified for female 

staff: the 'girls' (ki=lar) who were not expected to have careers but jobs and who often left 

employment upon marriage: and the 'ladies' (hayanlar). who enjoyed career prosp~cts hut 



were largely confined to certain feminised and sexualised sites of employment. The 

corporate image of these companies also promoted different norms of 'belonging' and 

"otherness' before the 1980s. Since then, global changes in the operation of the financial 

services sector have had a major impact on employment practices in both countries. The 

"father-figure' image of the bank manager of the 1980s has become transformed into a new 

image in 1990s, opening up new employment opportunities for ""omen. The trustworthy, 

avuncular, paternalistic figure of the past has been replaced by an image which embodies a 

range of masculine values such as assertiveness, courage, dynamism and aggressive role

playing, which are accepted as universal realities for the financial services sector in both 

countries. Thus it contributed to 'the otherness' of women. whilst celebrating "the 

belonging' of men and male values. 

The office language used in Turkey and Britain involved gendered assumptions. \Vhile 

references to women's career achievements were made through comparisons with men. 

men's achievements were explained as independent issues. without comparison to women 

in the sector in Turkey. The office language used in Britain was also problematic. as terms 

such as 'manager' and 'men' were interchangeably used. Thus. the use of language in this 

way signifies and contributes to the "otherness' of women in the sector in both countries. 

Most of the domestic work was carried out by women in the homes of both the Turkish and 

the British participants. The employees were expected to separate. rather than integrate. 

their domestic and work responsibilities. in order that the former did not impinge on the 

latter. Thus this practice. in both countries. contributed to the 'otherness' of women. who 

were still subjected to stereotyped expectations that they would carry out almost all of the 

domestic work, irrespective of their work commitments (see Chapter Five. Section 5.3 for 

national survey data). 

Sexuality was another important determinant of 'the ideal worker' norm in both countries. 

Sexual minorities such as gays, lesbians and bisexuals did not constitute visible minority 

groups in the financial services sector, which assiduously promoted heterosexual values 

and offered sexualised service provision, for example by allocating female statT to work at 

the points of contact with customers, who are predominantly men. 

In Turkey, the upper age limit to qualify for recruitment to the sector constituted a 

gendered practice which promoted the 'otherness' of women who have taken maternity or 

other career breaks. Age discrimination was less pronounced in Britain. largely due to the 

sector's dependence on a comparatively older labour force. However, restrictions wer\? 

imposed on the training and career development of older employees, making it difficult for 

them to enter managerial positions. Although this may seem a gender-neutral practice. it 

actually affected older women more acutely than older men. since they dominated the tier 



of positions immediately below the managerial grade. Thus this practice effectively 

promoted the "otherness' of older women who aspired to managerial positions. 

While unskilled jobs in the sector were persistently male-dominated. migration from rural 

areas disbarred Turkish women. who could otherwise enter such occupations. This type of 

migration and urbanisation experience had no parallel in the British context. Howe\er. 

similar difficulties could be anticipated in the mobility of employees from rural areas to the 

cities in Britain. Although telephone banking and insurance and other technological 

advancements are changing this, currently cities provide better career opportunities to 

potential financial sector employees, as most of financial service companies are based in 

large urban centres such as London and Istanbul. 

Religious affiliation also had different implications for the norm of 'the ideal worker' in 

the two countries. Those financial service organisations in Turkey which were allegedly 

working with Islamic principles did not employ women at all. Although the secular 

financial institutions did employ women. they did not employ those who wore the 'turban'. 

the head cover which since the 1980s has become the symbol of political Islam in Turkey. 

As neither the secular nor the Islamist companies provided employment opportunities for 

such women, they were excluded from employment in the sector. Although the impact of 

religious affiliation was not felt as strongly in Britain. this study suggests that affiliation to 

the Church of England predominated in the higher echelons of management. in the finance 

sector. The research identified that other forms of man-only affiliations such as the 

Freemasons and sports clubs contributed to the 'otherness' of women in the sector. 

The current political system in Turkey did not permit research enquiry on 'belonging' and 

'otherness' based on race and ethnicity. In Britain, however. there was certainly a 

conspicuous absence of ethnic minority employees in the organisations studied. Equal 

opportunities in the sector was often understood as an issue of sex. whilst racial equality 

was usually considered irrelevant. The lack of visibility of ethnic and racial minorities. and 

the subsequent denial of the relevance of an understanding of racial equality. effectively 

contributed to the "otherness' of ethnic minorities. compounding the 'otherness' of ethnic 

minority women. 

Although there are exceptional women who achieved spectacular career success, this 

section had identified that women experienced different forms of 'belonging' and 

'otherness' in employment than men in both countries. Women experienced a high degree 

of 'otherness' due to both the prioritisation of men's values and lifestyles and the denial of 
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the relevance of gender differences in lifestyles and socialisation in the fonnulation of the 

nonns of 'the ideal worker'. 

The theoretical implication of using "belonging' and . otherness' by sex is that these 

concepts, unlike the strategies of occupational closure. do not suggest ·intentionalit)·· of 

sex segregation and discrimination. These concepts enable us to understand the subtle 

nature of internalised assumptions and cultures of sex segregation in employment. These 

assumptions of sex segregation are important as they are often left unchallenged in society 

whilst affecting women and men's choices in social as well as employment lives. By 

displaying the ways in which these subtle assumptions or cultures of sex segregation differ 

in both countries, it is possible to claim that these assumptions which promote sex 

segregation should not be considered as destiny and that they could be challenged to 

promote equality. After exposing the material impacts of these supposedly unintentional 

cultural assumptions of 'belonging' and 'otherness' by sex on women in employment in 

both countries. it could be relatively easier to evaluate them as indirect sex discrimination. 

thus relating these issues to the national sex equality legislation. 

While this exploration of the issue of "belonging' and 'otherness' by sex has identified 

examples of sex segregation. the next section. on gendered strategies of occupational 

control. aims to explore the process by which this sex segregation is introduced. negotiated 

and sustained by the groups of employees in the sector. 

9.2.2 Gendered strategies of occupational closure 

The occupational closure framework proposed by Witz (1994) identifies four maIn 

gendered strategies of occupational control and closure. These are exclusion versus 

inclusion and demarcation versus dual closure. Such gendered strategies in emplo),ment in 

the financial services sector in both countries were explained in Chapters Seven and Eight. 

The strategies of exclusion and demarcation are employed by the dominant groups in 

employment, whilst the groups in subordinate positions employ inclusionary and dual 

closure strategies to resist and counteract the impositions of the dominant group. 

9.2.2.1 Exclusionary strategies of occupational closure 

In exclusionary strategies, the dominant group seeks to exercIse its power over the 

subordinate group within an occupation to keep this subordinate group' s access to 

resources. processes. outcomes and opportunities of the occupation under their own control 

(Witz. 1994). 

The long hours culture. the social consequences of marriage and child care. the male

domination of unskilled work. women's safety and mobility. pay differences. male-honding 

and compulsory military service. sexual harassment and the gender-neutrality assumption 



adopted in recruitment have all been identified as gendered strategies of occupational 

exclusion in the financial services sector in Turkey. These strategies ha\'e long excluded 

women from employment and opportunities for career development in Turkey. In Britain. 

the participants identified that the masculine construction of the role of manager. men-only 

networks, sex discrimination in pay, women's safety and mobility. sexist prejudice on the 

part of customers, the long hours culture, sexual harassment. and negative attitudes towards 

maternity leave were identified as exclusionary strategies employed to exclude women 

from employment and career development opportunities (Table 9.1). 

The long hours culture in both countries was used as an exclusionary strategy. \Vhile it 

disadvantaged women who had domestic responsibilities. it has been instrumental in 

enabling men to avoid such responsibilities. Thus, the long hours culture exploited the 

unequal social roles of women and men with regard to the accommodation of domestic 

work and paid employment. 

Table 9.1 Reported exclusionary strategies in the financial services sector in Britain and Turkey 

Turkey Britain __ _ ____ _ 
1 long hours culture long hours culture 
2 social consequences of marriage and child negative attitudes towards maternity 

care leave 
3 male-domination in unskilled work masculine construction of the 

4 
5 
6 

7 

women's safety and mobility 
sex discrimination in pay 

male-bonding and compulsory military 
servIce 

sexual harassment 

managerial identity 
women's safety and mobility 

sex discrimination in pay 
men-only networks 

sexual harassment 

In line with the exclusionary effects of the long hours culture. prevailing attitudes towards 

marriage and parenthood still regarded women as primarily responsible for duties such as 

domestic work and child-care in both countries. Lack of paternity leave, adequate maternity 

leave and returners' provisions assumed women to be the only parent concerned with and 

predominantly responsible for child-care. By promoting such practices. women were 

effectively excluded from many categories of employment and career development 

opportunities. In Britain. given its ageing popUlation, this was particularly significant in 

relation to managerial posts. and was likely to become a more pressing issue for all women 

staff. as prevailing social norms identified female relatives as primarily responsible for the 

care of the elderly. 

In Turkey. most unskilled work in the sector was carried out by men. This situation has not 

yet been challenged as an equal opportunities issue. mostly due to academics' and acti\'ists' 

lack of interest in the issue in the financial ser\'ices sector. where their attention has been 

focused on higher calibre jobs and occupations. Howe\'er. unskilled women's exclusion 

from employment in industry lies at the heart of the socio-cultural problems Turk~y has 



been facing in the last two decades. These problems were the accelerating trend of 

migration from rural to urban areas, the rise of political Islam, and female poverty. Britain 

has a different history of employment in unskilled work, and much unskilled work was 

actually carned out by women in the sector, However, women's penetration of the 

managerial ranks in British financial organisations has not yet reached satisfactory levels. 

While women constituted a great majority of the non-managerial grades in the sector, their 

representation decreased drastically in moving higher up the organisational hierarchy. The 

masculine social construction and culture of the managerial positions and strong male

bonding between male managers effectively excluded women who aspired to these 

positions, especially at the most senior levels. 

Women's safety and mobility were used as reasons to exclude them from various sites of 

employment in the sector. Employers' failure to protect women's safety, and women's O\\TI 

acceptance of the physical and psychological risks they may face as 'natural' or 'normal'. 

have excluded them from some lucrative yet mobile occupations such as surveying in 

Britain and auditing in Turkey. Surveying involved travelling to building sites and auditing 

involves inter-city visits, which both carried risks for women which may be psychological 

or physical in nature. However, these risks such as sexual harassment could be diminished 

by challenging the cultures and structures which permit them. 

In Turkey, infonnation on pay was not made available for research purposes. However, 

several respondents reported that pay differentials between clerical and managerial staff 

were high. and that this disadvantaged women, who enjoyed worse career progression and 

development opportunities in the sector. Similarly, in Britain several female respondents in 

managerial posts reported being paid much lower wages than their male counterparts. Thus 

receiving lower wages and financial benefits enforced the exclusion of women both from 

employment and career development in the sector, even if it may enhance their 

acceptability as ·cheap labour'. 

In Turkey male-bonding took place based on birthplace, schooling and military service 

friendships. Although one respondent argued that compulsory military service 

disadvantaged men, male-bonding in army service also provided networking benefits for 

men in their later years. There were certainly no comparable mechanisms or networks 

providing similar benefits for women, in both the sector and the wider society. In Britain, 

however. the research identified that men-only networks such as the Freemasons and sports 

clubs provided similar benefits for their members. Thus such formations contributed to the 

systematic exclusion of women from male-dominated areas of employment. hy denying 

them access to important infonnal mechanisms for sponsorship in career progression. 

Sexual harassment was a taboo subject in Turkey. It was difficult to obtain any information 

on it or to persuade employers in the sector even to discuss it. The open plan otlice set-up 
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in the sector provided a degree of safety for women in that most interactions were highly 

visible to colleagues. However, the organisational mechanisms established to deal with 

such harassment cases were highly imperfect, typically involving multi-party investigation 

of the evidence. While sexual harassment at work rarely reached the level of rape. where 

such evidence might exist, and it often took place when women were alone with the 

harassers. such mechanisms effectively made sexual harassment difficult to prove. In 

Britain, several female respondents reported personal experiences of sexual harassment. 

indicating that the aggressors were not invariably reprimanded. and their cases were not 

taken seriously. Thus it is not unrealistic to claim that both the incidence of sexual 

harassment and the lack of effective mechanisms for dealing with it in both countries serve 

to promote women's exclusion from employment in the sector. 

9.2.2.2 lnclusionary strategies of occupational closure 

Members of the subordinate group affected by exclusionary strategies seek inclusion in 

occupations by the upward exercise of power. Witz's (1994) example was women doctors 

who historically tried to acquire full professional qualifications so as to seek inclusion in 

the ranks of the profession. 

This research has shown that women' s networking and job-sharing, resistance to the long 

hours culture. pioneering entry into unskilled work against male-domination. negotiating 

safety and mobility, and standardising recruitment practice were inclusionary gendered 

strategies used by the subordinate group in employment (namely women) to counteract the 

gendered exclusionary strategies of the dominant group (men) in the financial services 

sector in Turkey. An even stronger tradition of inclusionary strategies has been identified in 

the financial services sector in Britain. These strategies were named. for convenience. as 

sacrifice. over-achievement, initiation, pioneering, assimilation. strategising and 

institutionaIising (Table 9.2). 

Table 9.2: Reported gendered inclusionary strategies in the financial 
Turkev and Britain 

services sector in 

1 

.., -
3 

4 

( 

T k Britain ______ ~ur~~eyL-______ _:_-___:_____:~_:_~~-----. __ 
pioneering in unskilled work against male- pioneering. initiation. over-achievement 

domination 
negotiating safety and mobility 

networking and job-sharing against the 
long hours culture 

standardising recruitment practice 

strategising 
sacrifice. assimilation 

i nstitutionalisi ng 



One promising development in the gender profile of unskiJIed emplo)ment was the 

penetration of a few women into the male fields of employment such as security statT and 

janitors in Turkey. This corresponded to the pioneering. initiation and over-achievement 

strategies that women in British financial organisations implement. to seek inclusion in 

employment in the sector. 

Reacting against employers' concerns about women' s safety and mobility as justification to 

exclude them from certain types of employment, women used strategies such as requesting 

adequate transportation and challenging the structures and cultures that restrict women' s 

mobility and safety in Turkey. However, this resistance required sophisticated strategic 

manoeuvring, as exclusionary strategies were not always easy to overcome. especially 

those supported by deeply-held social norms about female respectability. 

Networking and job sharing were two strategies implemented by women affected by the 

long hours culture in the sector in Turkey. Similarly, women in Britain counteracted the 

exclusionary effects of the long hours culture by seeking alternative domestic. child-care 

and educational arrangements. However. these strategies did not necessarily involve a 

challenge to the cultures and structures that promote women' s exclusion. but rather 

involved sacrifice and accommodation by individual women within these occupations. 

Another inclusionary strategy was the institutionalisation of good practice in relation to 

equal opportunities. In Turkey. the standardisation and increased formality of recruitment 

procedures, despite its gender-neutrality assumption, has served to promote women' s 

inclusion in the sector. Similarly. in Britain equal opportunities initiatives ha\'e 

institutionalised good practice in sex equality, for example, monitoring recruitment and 

selection procedures. However, such efforts were often liberal and limited in nature. In the 

case of equal opportunities monitoring in recruitment and selection, for example. few 

organisations had explicit policies for redressing the inequalities shown up in these data. 

9.2.2.3 Demarcationary and dual closure strategies of occupational closure 

Demarcationary strategies, on the other hand, refer to the control of the dominant group 

over the affairs of a related occupational group. These strategies involve the side-ways 

exercise of power to control adjacent occupations. Dual closure strategies are implemented 

by the members of the subordinate group affected by the demarcationary strategies to gain 



and negotiate control over their own occupations. Two types of dual closure strategies have 

been identified: usurpation and exclusion. These were defined in Chapter Four. Section 

4.4.2. 

Such demarcationary and dual closure strategies were identified in this study between the 

customer service and services management groups. the auditors and female auditors. 

accounting and finance workers, personnel and human resource management departments. 

in the Turkish companies. Although Witz (1994) suggested that demarcationary strategies 

are implemented to restrict the employment rights of related occupational groups. this 

research identified that demarcationary strategies, rather than exclusionary ones. were 

implemented within auditing to control the employment rights of women auditors. These 

demarcationary strategies led women auditors to re-negotiate their occupational status. 

Thus subsequently women auditors' employment rights were reinstated \\ith further 

restrictions imposed on them. Therefore. it is possible to identify demarcationary strategies 

both between occupational groups and also within them. certainly in the financial services 

sector in Turkey. In Britain, it was clear that organisational restructuring often involved 

demarcationary strategies. reinforcing male-dominated organisational hierarchies. The 

British study also revealed demarcationary strategies such as attitudes towards flexible

time arrangements, sex discrimination in pay. male managers' attitudes towards female 

administrators' role. and the differences between personnel and human resource 

management departments. 

Table 9.3: Reported demarcationary and dual closure strategies in the financial servIces 
sector in Britain and Turkey 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Turkey 
customer service and services management 

groups 
auditors and women auditors 

personnel and human resource management 
workers 

accounting and finance workers 

Britain 
male managers and female administrators 

organisational restructuring: 
branch managers and business development 

managers 
personnel and human resource management 

workers 

In Turkey four areas of employment were identified as sites of demarcationary and dual 

closure strategies. Men dominated the managerial grades of customer service occupations. 

while women mostly occupied the junior posts. While women were employed in service 

points where they interacted with the customers. men controlled this activity as their 

managers. This situation signified demarcationary strategies imposed on women service 

workers by the male dominated management grades. The employment experiences of male 

and female auditors also reflected such demarcationary and dual closure strategies. where 

female auditors' occupational role was restricted for alleged reasons of safety and securit),. 



enabling male auditors to gain control as the primary occupational group capable of fully 

perfonning these duties. A similar demarcation was exercised over accountin~ and 
... 

personnel occupations by the finance and human resource management professionals 
respectively. 

In Britain. such demarcationary and dual closure strategies have been identified between 

male managers and female administrators. branch managers and business development 

managers, personnel and human resource management professionals. where the latter 

professionals exercised demarcationary strategies over the fonner ones. in each case. 

9.2.2.4 Exit strategies of occupational closure 

It was argued that long periods of struggling with exclusion and demarcation in the 

workplace have caused many women to leave the contested occupations for better career 

opportunities elsewhere. in order to regain the control of their lives (Goffee and Sease. 

1985~ Flanders. 1994~ Colgan and Ledwith. 1996). Studies of health service occupations 

Figure 9.1: Modified occupational closure framework 

IDominant group 

ISubordinate group I 

EXCLUSIONARY 
STRATEGY 

INCLUSIONARY 
STRATEGY 

EXIT STRATEGIES 

DEMARCATIOSARY 
STRATEGY 

DUAL CLOSl'RE 
STRATEGY 

EXIT STRATEGIES 

1 Downwards exercise of power 
involving subordination i Upwards. countervailing 

exercise of power 

Source: Adapted from Anne Witz (1992). p.45. 

IlTsurpation I 
IExclusion I 

indicate that the exit strategies of women who leave the nursing profession have strong 

economic consequences. leading the health sector to revise its sex equality initiatives 

(Wyatt with Langridge, 1996: Langridge. 1997). Although such exit strategies are missing 



from Witz's framework of gendered occupational control. they clearly played an important 

role in the financial services sector. Witz (1994) has formulated her framework in relation 

to the health services sector, where professional and occupational boundaries are resistant 

to change, in comparison with such boundaries in the financial services sector. where 

sidewise and vertical career moves are easily possible between the occupations. Employees 

in the financial services sector enjoy wider career opportunities. both outside their 

organisations and outside the sector, compared with health service workers. who receive 

specialised training and skills which they cannot easily transfer to other occupations and 

sectors. Therefore, exit strategies which were missing from Witz's framework should be 

incorporated into her occupational closure framework as a counter-strategy to both the 

exclusionary and the demarcationary strategies (Figure 9.1). Both in Turkey and Britain. 

there was a growing awareness by employers of the severity of consequences of women 

leavers. both as a human resource failure and an economic loss. That organisational 

initiatives have been implemented to accommodate women returners and to try to retain 

experienced women staff signifies the effectiveness of the exit strategies. 

9.2.3 Equal opportunities ideology 

In Chapter Five, three main ideologies of sex equality were identified. These are the liberal. 

radical and the transformational ideologies. The liberal ideology aims at eliminating 

discriminatory organisational and labour market practices. easing women's difficulties with 

domestic responsibilities, and ensuring equal terms and conditions of employment with 

men. Since the liberal approach accepts women and men as same (Jewson and Mason. 

1986). it follows that policies and procedures should be identical for both sexes. The 

radical ideology recognises the differences between the dominant group (middle class 

white heterosexual men) and subordinate groups (such as women. ethnic minorities and 

others) in organisations, and challenges the existing social and organisational structures in 

search of equality for the members of disadvantaged groups, based on some ethical and 

moral principles (Jewson and Mason, 1986). Positive discrimination and affirmative action. 

which acknowledge that women and men are different. are methods adopted by 

organisations seeking to implement the radical approach. which often have strong political 

and ethical missions and values. The most recently identified ideological approach is the 

transformational ideology which was introduced by Cockburn in 1989. She argues that the 

liberal approach cannot reach its targets and that the radical approach. whilst boosting the 

interests of some disadvantaged groups (such as women. ethnic minorities and disabled 

workers). does not challenge gendered hierarchical structures. She proposes a 

transfonnational change approach. instead. with a short- and a long-term agenda. The 

short-tenn agenda aims at combating inequalities in organisational life. while the longer 



tenn programme of change seeks to create a model democratic organisation where equality 

is sustained throughout the organisational system by means of widely-understood and 

accepted policies, whose implementation is embedded in its standard practices. 

Although the transfonnational ideology is proposed as being more progressive than the 

liberal and radical ideologies, this research indicates that the liberal ideology prevailed in 

the financial services sector, both in Turkey and Britain. While expressions of the radical 

ideology were few in number and variable in their objectives in both countries. the research 

could not identify any expression of transfonnational ideology from informants. 

Regarding this classification, it is important to clarify that whilst the participants were self

selected, the British companies allowed research access to employees who already had 

strong negative and positive views about sex equality. It could be argued that a large group 

of non-respondents would consider sex equality as irrelevant in emplo)ment. Looking 

solely through the eyes of the participants. some areas which non-participants could 

identify as relevant to this project might have been overlooked. 

In the Turkish financial services sector. liberal ideology had two basic premises. These are 

the gender-neutrality assumption of employment practices and the viability of an economic 

case for equal opportunities. These premises had long helped both to sustain structural sex 

inequalities and to promote discrimination against certain social groups. whose economic 

contribution to work life would not be sufficient to justify an economic case for them to he 

offered equal opportunities. Similarly. in Britain liberal ideology was sustained and 

institutionalised through the practice of equal opportunities management and human 

resource management departments. Liberal ideology. which was that most often supported 

by organisations' senior staff. continued to inform employment practices in the financial 

services sector in both countries. As the proponents of liberal ideology argued that current 

organisational systems and structures are free from gender-bias. they were certainly 

instrumental in the failure of the financial service sector to promote adequate levels of 

equal opportunities by sex in the quality of women employees' work life and career 

development. 

In Turkey, the research identified two distinct radical ideologies of equal opportunities. 

These were radical traditionalist and radical progressive ideology. The radical traditionalist 

ideology seeks to reinstate a role for women in Turkish society and work life similar to that 

of Ottoman Empire. based on traditional and Islamic values. This ideology was radical as 

it sought to reinforce sex segregation in public and private spaces. and was Irat.iilionuli.\1 as 

this change represented a retrograde step in relation to equal opportunities for women in 

employment in Turkey. The progressi\ c radical ideology. in this case. was the radical 

ideology defined in Chapter Five. Section 5.6.2. In Britain. although the liberal ideology 



was persistently dominant, there were initiatives such as glass ceiling comminees and 

women in banking networks which might suggest the existence of a radical perspective. 

However. these attitudes were not in evidence at senior management leveL and in any case 

the objectives of these initiatives were hardly radical. They merely sought a limited 

redistribution of opportunities within existing organisational structures. 

The transformational change ideology was not in evidence in the participants of this study. 

This could be largely attributed to the strength and the domination of liberal discourse and 

the dominance of liberal values in employment practices in the sector. This ideological 

composition waS sustained through the institutionalisation of the liberal perspective. both 

within the wider societies and in the financial service organisations of both countries. 

It was argued in Chapter Two that Britain, as a member of the European Union. and 

Turkey, as a country aspiring to become a member, are experiencing the impact of legal 

and social policies that come out of the European Union. The most important of these was 

the legislation on 'mainstreaming'. as described in Chapter Five. Caution should be paid to 

the implementation of this new approach as it may weaken the function of or even sideline 

the equal opportunities units emerging in large organisations. Without any formal 

representation of equality issues at work, a mainstreaming approach may cause equality 

issues to be put further at the back of the industrial agendas. 

There is also a growing interest in the financial benefits of sex equality. Although this 

study did not propose a blueprint for an equal opportunities policy, I would like to note that 

any equality agenda should emphasise an ethical approach based on principles of 

distributive justice and democracy. There are also equality agendas based on economic or 

financial arguments suggesting the financially beneficial effects of providing equality for 

certain groups in the society. However. these arguments and ideologies should be viewed 

with caution as promoting equality for some groups may not yield financial benefits, thus 

this can further the disadvantage these groups are experiencing in employment. These 

arguments also tacitly condone discrimination which makes 'business sense'. Liberal 

ideology is of this nature. arguing for sex equality within the current capitalist employment 

structures. With the extensive support of the capitalist system behind it. it is hardly 

surprising to realise that the liberal ideology dominates the current employment practices. 

The polite interest that the gatekeepers to the participating and nonparticipating 

organisations showed indicated that the issues of sex equality are not high on their priority 

lists. With regard to the support this ideology receives from members of disadvantaged 

groups in both countries. the Marxist concept of 'false class consciousness' may still offer 

an explanation. However such a claim warrants a further study focusing on the motives of 

employees who support a liberal ideology. 

This chapter provided cross-cultural comparisons of sex equality and explored the social 

and labour market implications of these comparisons. The next chapter will revisit the 

research questions and provide answers, and suggest directions for future research. 



CHAPTER TEN 

Conclusions 

10.1 Introduction 

This chapter has three main elements. These are: firstly. reyisiting the original research 

questions in the light of the main findings of the thesis: second. proyiding suggestions for 

further research: and finally. reviewing my critical reflections on what I ha\·e learnt from 

the research process as a social researcher and what, with hindsight. I would do ditTerentl~. 

10.2 Revisiting the research questions 

The results of this study are based on data gathered from fieldwork in the Turkish and British 

financial services sector. The field study generated 11 interviews and 311 completed 

questionnaires in Turkey and 25 interviews and 50 questionnaires in Britain. The 

employment experiences of women and men staff were examined at three len:ls of analysis: 

within the labour force. as participants in the labour market. and within organisational 

cultures. in order to answer the central questions of this thesis: 

What are the similarities and differences in the employment expen~nces of 
female and male employees in the financial sen·ices sector in Britain and 
Turkey? How can we explain the patterns of similarity and difference? 

Three main conceptual frameworks \\'ere adopted to answer this research question. These 

are 'belonging' and 'otherness' by sex, gendered strategies of occupational closure and 

organisational ideologies of equal opportunities. The framework of 'belonging' and 

'otherness' by sex seeks to explore what constitutes the nonn of the 'ideal worker' in th~ 

workforce and how this norm is gendered to sustain male privilege. The second framework 

is the occupational closure framework which draws together the strategies implemented by 

women and men to gain control over occupations and professions in the sector. Lastl~, the 

conceptual framework of ideologies of sex equality reviews ideologies prevalent in these 

organisations. Each of these frameworks respectively was used to answer one of the three 

questions below. 

I) How do female and male employees expenence and percel\c 'belonging' and 
'otherness' in their employment? 

The differences in female and male employees' experiences \\ere examined in relation hl 



social class. public image. office language. domestic work. sexuality. age. urban-rural 

difference. religion. race and ethnicity in both countries. It is argued that workers 

experience different levels and kinds of "belonging' and . otherness' by sex along these 

dimensions. which each has a different impact on one' s "belonging' and . otherness' by sex 

in both countries. based on the contextual meaning of that dimension within each culture. 

2) What strategies do female and male employees employ. both indi\'iduall~ and in groups. 
to gain. sustain, or negotiate control of their occupations in the sector in both countries? 

Although similar gendered strategies of occupational closure were identified in both 

countries, their implications and the occupational contexts were distinctively different. The 

research signals the strength of male strategies of occupational closure in both countries 

and identifies female strategies to redress sex inequality in employment. 

3) What ideologies are used by employees to frame issues of sex equality in the financial 
services sector in both countries? 

The research identified that. despite major differences in the socio-cultural and economic 

contexts of both countries. the liberal ideology is dominant in relation to sex equality in 

them both. There was no evidence of progressive radical and transformational ideologies in 

either country. 

10.3 Suggestions for further research 

This research has sho\\TI that there is still room for substantial progress towards sex 

equality in employment within the financial services sector in both countries. Further 

research could usefully examine progress towards this goal in other sectors and in other 

more progressive societies. such as the Scandinavian countries. which could pro\ide 

excellent opportunities for women to enjoy careers and satisfying employment. This could 

take several forms. I would like to see more work done within social sciences. both to 

promote academic insight and to underpin real change in organisations. 

Although this research helps to map the differences between the equal opportunities 

practices in both countries. it does not propose strategies to promote equal opportunities. 

Further detailed research is required in order to identify patterns of disadvantage and 

discrimination which can then provide a basis for the development of interyentions. aimed 

at promoting sex equaht), in this sector. Thus this is a task that both policy researchers and 

social scientists should undertake. 



As this research only covers two countries. using a similar framework. further comparatiYe 

research on other countries is desirable. to reyeal other cultural differences that thi~ project 

has not been able to identif~y. This might. for example. promote our understandin~ of !.!lohal 
'- ~ 

trends, such as the impact of paying lower salaries to women 'in management on their 

representation at these levels. or the effect of discriminatory practices or women-friendly 

ones in recruitment and promotion in the financial services sector world-wide. or the 

implications of changes in the domestic diyision of labour for women' s careers. 

Cross-cultural research is less popular than one would wish. given the urgent need for 

comparative research on the impact of global trends. This may be because comparati\ e 

studies are more resource-intensive. but also because of the difficulties of achieying truly 

comparable data. This is not an issue which has been addressed in depth within the British 

literature. certainly. as most published research is monocultural or does not use primary 

data. However. it is a fertile area for methodologists to explore. The use of identical 

research methods in both Turkey and Britain. which was desirable to pro\'ide a consistent 

basis for comparison. posed difficulties as the gatekeepers to the Turkish and British 

companies responded differently to the same research proposal and schedules of questions. 

Further research into methods of research access in different employment sectors and 

cultural settings could provide support for researchers who are preparing to undertake 

cross-cultural comparatiYe research. 

10.4 Critical reflections 

In this section. I will explain my learning process and development as a social researcher 

and identify. with hindsight. what I would do differently. 

10.4.1 Learning process 

During my Masters studies in Turkey. I learned about the history of women's rights in 

Turkey and about the human resource management aspects of equal opportunities by sex. 

My thesis on the organisational cultures of insurance companies in Istanbul concluded that 

sex differences were central to the fonnation of organisational cultures in these companies. 

Upon my arriyal in Britain. I was introduced by my academic superyisor to the sociological 

debates about sex equality in employment and started reading about the histor: of 

women's employment in Britain and other countries. At this point I was made a\\arc of 

both the critical perspectiyes on sex equality in employment offered by the fl'minist and 

organisational sociology literatures, and also the theoretical shortcoming~ of the 

manageml'nt literature in criticising the current inequalities in employment. Based on this 

~~6 



realisation. I experienced a partial transfonnation from business researcher to social 

researcher. This transfonnation has led me to take a totally different stance. with a stronger 

moral and political perspective in relation to sex equality in emplo~ment. \\'hile the 

business studies literature ostensibly adopted a liberal approach to equality. the feminist 

and organisational sociology literatures promoted more progressive ideologies and 

moralities of sex equality~ using politicised critiques to challenge the status quo. 

As a research student living in Britain, I was able to develop a cross-cultural. outsider's 

perspective in relation to both the Turkish and the British contexts. Thus I realised that 

much sex segregation in employment was socially and culturally constructed. This 

realisation has led me to believe that sex segregation. which is often assumed to be 

"natural' in both countries, could be charted and challenged with the identification of these 

social and cultural constructs. 

Carrying out this research in both countries enabled me to enter a range of different 

commercial and cultural settings. I acquired multi-cultural communication. sun"ey and 

academic skills. although apparently not at a sufficiently elevated level to secure me the 

research access I sought in all the companies which I approached. 

Although the data gathered provides reported evidence of sex segregation and 

discrimination in employment. this study does not fully address the issue of intentionality. 

It is argued that women's marginalisation results more from rather subtle processes than 

intentional or explicitly confrontational efforts of women and men in organised groups. 

Therefore exploring sex segregation in employment required me to look beyond explicit 

organisational practices. focusing on the perceptions and cultural assumptions that are 

commonly held within the sector in both countries. 

I believe that I took a personal journey through this research project which encouraged me 

to study and adopt some socialist-feminist values and enabled me to develop critical skills 

to understand some issues of social justice. Through this journey. I also developed a 

personal mission and a level of courage to seek both professional habits and political 

agendas that promote social equality, inclusion and participative democracy. Although I 

also felt uneasy about being born as a man and growing up as a feminist as . I believe that 

this was a personal journey I will not regret taking. 

10.4.2 What would I do differently? 

With hindsight. I would make various changes to my research methods to make the 

approach more qualitative and less quantitative. Although the quantitative questionnaire 

data provided information from greater number of employees in the sector. qualitative 

interviews provided more in-depth information that was essential to achieve a critical 



understanding of the processes underpinning sex equality in emplo)ment in the sector. 

Quantitative questionnaire data also failed to provide the depth of contextual infonnation 

which was offered by the qualitative interview data. but the respect for quantitative data 

among educated people, including policy makers. is such that a few dozen interviews count 

for less than a large number of completed questionnaires. 

It would be fascinating to do an archival historical investigation of sex equality issues in 

the sector in both countries based on the Ottoman and British archives. This might 

illuminate the beginnings of sex-typing and subsequent processes of occupational 

segregation in the sector, revealing the statements of ideology behind policy. However. this 

type of archival study requires further skills such as learning Ottomari writing and 

deciphering historic English, and there is no guarantee that the kind of material required for 

such an enquiry would be available. However. as the history of health care education and 

women's access to higher education in Britain has been well researched. in this way. so a 

similar exercise for financial services might be feasible. 

Alongside questionnaires and interviews. I would like to do focus group interviews with a 

group of workers drawn from different socio-cultural backgrounds in each country. This 

could enable me to understand better gender dynamics and discourse at work. Shadowing. 

or working as a researcher in these institutions while undertaking participant observation. 

could provide such insights. However. this approach raises ethical issues about doing 

covert research. since my own research indicates that a direct approach to gatekeepers 

would be unlikely to meet with success. It also raises issues about authenticity and the 

extent to which a male researcher can empathise with female staff. 

I would like to run workshops or training programmes in the participating organisations in 

return for research access and to do action research based on examining the effectiveness of 

this training programme. Thus. I could share the theoretical and practical findings of the 

research with the participants more effectively. This would help to meet my objecti\'e of 

drawing on academic theoretical and empirical material, in order to identify how 

organisations might be transformed, to become more 'democratic'. and then sharing this 

information with those capable of effecting such a transformation. This would fit my 

commitment to doing research "with'. rather than 'on'. my informants. in accordance with 

the main principle of feminist research. 
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APPENDIX A 

Intervie\l Schedule in Turkish and English 



Goriisme Sorulari 

A<;iklama: 

Bu arastinnanin amaci bankaciIik sektorunde cinsl~ ete gore firsat eSltligml c,J.;mektir F arkl1 
orgut kademelerinden kadin ve erkeklerle bu seJ...1ordeki deneyimlen konusunda 
gorusulecektir 
Isimler a<;iklanmayacak ve kesinlikle gizli tutulacaktir. Gorusme metmleri gerekh 
duzeltmeleri yapabilmeleri amaciyla gorusmecilere yol1anacaktir 
Bu gorusme iki bolumden olusmaktadir. Birinei bolumde aileniz ve 51rkeneki !..'.()re\ mIle 
iliskin sorular sorulacaktir. ~ 

1) Bana kisaca ailenizden sozeder misiniz? 
A<;iklama: Anne, baba es. kardesler, <;ocuklar. yd. 
Not: Ilk sayfayi al 

2) Aile bireyleriniz bu sirketteki isiniz hakkinda ne diisUnu\'or0 
A<;iklama: Anne, baba, es, kardesler. c;ocuklar, vd. 
Ac;iklama: Kimler destekliyor0 
Ac;iklama: Kimler desteklemiyor? 

3) Akrabalariniz ve arkadaslariniz bu sirketteki isiniz hakkinda ne dusunuyor'1 
Ac;iklama: Kimler destekl1yor0 
Ac;iklama: Kimler desteklemiyor0 

4) Ocretli c;alisma hayatinizin gec;misinden kisaca soz edebilir mlsiniz'1 
Ac;iklama: Daha once c;alistiginiz sirketler? 
Ac;iklama: Konumunuz ve mesleki ilerlemeniz: 

5) Bu sirkette e1eman ac;igi oldugunu nereden ogrendiniz? 
Ac;iklama: Eleman ac;igini hangi kanaIdan ogrendinll'l (Arkadaslar. gazetelel. 
akrabalar. radyo. TV) 

6) Neden bu sirkette c;alismayi sec;tiniz0 
Ac;iklama: Neden digerlerini sec;mediniz: 
Ac;iklama: Bu sirket hangi ac;idarl digerlerinden fark1i? 
Ac;iklama: Bu sirkette size en cazip gelen ne oldu'l 

7) Bu sirketle ilgili ilk izlenimleriniz nelerdi0 
Ac;iklama: Iyi karsilandiginizi hissettiniz mi0 
Ac;iklama: (alisma mekanini nasil buldunuz? 
Ac;iklama: Bu sirketin elemanlarini nasil buldunuz: 

8) Zamanla ilk izlenimleriniz degisti mi? 
A~iklama: Izlenimleriniz ne yonde degisti? 
Ac;iklama: Benimsendiginizi hissediyor musunuz0 
Asiklama: (alisma mekanini nasil buluyorsunuz0 
Ac;iklama: Bu sirketin elemanlarini nasil buluyorsunuz0 

9) Bu sirkette meslek hayatiniz nasil degisti0 
Ac;iklama: Bu sirkete ne zaman girdiniz? 
Ac;iklama: Hangi departmanlarda c;alistiniz? 
A~iklama: Konumunuz nasil degisti? 

10) Bu sirkette arkadaslariniz var mi? 
AC;iklama: Kimler? . . 
A~iklama: Arkadaslarinizdan kac;i erkek. kaC;1 kadm0 
·\~iklama: (alisma saatlerinde onlarla gorusuyor musunuz0 

.Asiklama: Onlarla ne konusuyorsunuz? 
Ac;iklama: Is aralarinda onlarla gorusuyor musunuz: 

A~iklama: Onlarla ne konusuyorsunuz0 
'\~iklama: Is disinda onlarla gbrusuyor musunuI') 

-'<;iklama: ~erede gbrusuy orsunuz? 
.\~iklama: Onlarla ne konusu) l)!SUnUZ0 



Ac;ikIama: BirIikte neler ~ apiyorsunuz? 
11) \1eslektasIarinizIa is iliskilerinizi nasil tanimlarsiniz,) 

Ac;ikIama: Astlariniz var mi? 
A9iklama: Kimler') 
.1,9 ik1ama: Onlarla iIiskiIeriniz nasiP 

Ac;iklama: Cstleriniz var mi? 
A C;iklama: Kimler? 
Ac;iklama: Onlarla iIiskileriniz nasil') 

A<;ikIama: Meslektaslariniz kimler'> 
Ac;iklama: Onlarla iIiskileriniz nasil? 

Ikinci boliimde sirketinizdeki firsat esitIigine iIiskm sorular soracagim, 
12) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin ise alinmasina engeller var mi? ~ 

A9ikIama: Bu engeller sirket politikalarindan mi kavnaklanl\'or') 
A9ikIama: Sizce bunlar neden kaynaklaniyor'> - . 
Ac;ikIama: Bu sirkete basvururken herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastmiz ml') 

13) Sizce bu sirkette kadin eleman seciminde engeller var mi'> 
A9ik1ama: Sirket politikalarindan kaynaklanan engeller var mi? 
Ac;iklama: Kadinlarin kendilerinden kaynaklanan engeller \'ar 1111'> 
Ac;ikIama: Siz herhangi bir zorIukIa karsilastiniz mi'> 

14) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin erkeklere ten.:ih edildigi departmanlar \ar ml') 
Ac;iklama: Bu departmanlar hangilen') 
Ac;iklama: Sizce bu tercih neden kaynaklanl~ or') 

15) Sizce bu sirkette erkeklerin kadinlara tercih edildigi depart:manlar \ar mi: 
Ac;ikIama: Bu departmanlar hangiIeri'> 
A~ikIama: Sizce bu ten.:ih neden ka)l1aklani~'or: 

16) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlar ic;in )'asami kolavlastiran olanaklar var 1m'> 
Ac;iklama Bunlar ne? 
Ac;ikIama: Bunlarin herhangi birinden yararIaniyor musunuz') 

17) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlar ic;in yasami zorlastiran etkenler \'ar mi? 
A9ikIama: Bunlar ne? 
A<;iklama: Siz herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastiniz mi') 

18) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin mesleki gelisimine engeller var 11lI') 
Ac;ikIama: Bunlar ne') 
Ac;ikIama Bu engeller sirket politikalarindan mi kaynak.laTll~ ()J') 

Ac;iklama: Bu engeller kadinlarin kendilerinden mi kaynaklani~ \)(') 
Ac;iklama: Siz herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastiniz mi'> 

19) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlara mesleki acidan )'01 gosterilmesine engelier \ ar mi'> 
A~ikIama: Sirkette bu islem nasil yapiIiyor? 
A~ikIama: Sirkette bu hizmeti kim \eriyor'l 

20) Slzce bu sirkette kadinlarin terfisine engeller var mi? 
A~ikIama: Bunlar ne? 
Ac;ikIama: Bu engeIIer sirket poIitikaIarindan mi kaynakIaniyor,) 
A9ikIama: Bu engeller kadinlarin kendilerinden mi kaynakIaniyor') 
Ac;iklama: Siz herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastiniz mi') 

21) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin egitim ve ogretim aImalarina engeller var mi') 
A\=ikIama: Bunlar ne'> 
A~ikIama: Bu engeller sirket politikalarindan mi kaynaklaniyor') 
A~ikIama Bu engeller kadinlarin kendilerinden mi kaynaklaniyor'> 
,.1,~iklama Siz herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastiniz lID'''' 

22) Sizce bu sirketteki kadinlar ev ve is sorumluluklariTll birlestmne konusunda z(,lr\uklarla 
karsilasi\ orlar Illl") 

~\~ik.lama' Baslica h1rluklar nelerdir') 
Ac;iklama ~IZ herhan!!i biT lorlukla karsilasl~ (\1 musunuzo) 



23) Sizce bu sirketteki kadin ve erkek elemanlar arasinda benzerhkler ve farkliliklar \ ar rTIl') 

A~iklama: Farkliliklar nelerdir? 
A~ldama: Erkekler 
A~iklama: KadinJar 

A~iklama: Benzerlikler ne1erdir? 
24) Bu sirkette herhangi bir taciz olayi oldugunu duydunuz mu? 

A~iklama: A~iklayabilir misiniz? 
A~iklama: Sonra ne oldu? 
A~iklama: Siz boyle bir olayla karsilastiniz mi? 



Interview Schedule 

Explanation: 
The aim of this research is to evaluate equality of opportunities in financial sen'ices Women 
and men from different organisational levels will be inten'iewed about their experiences in this 
sector. 
No individual names will be revealed and they will be kept strictly confidential. Transcripts of 
the interview will be sent to the interviewees to enable them to make the necessan corrections 
This interview has two parts. In the first one questions win be asked about your f~ily and 
your job in this company. 
I ) Can you please tell me briefly about your family? 

PROBE: Parents, brothers, sisters, etc, 
NOTE: Take the first page. 

2) What do your family members think about your work in this company? 
PROBE: Mother, father, partner, children. others .. , 
PROBE: Who are supporting? 
PROBE: Who are not supporting? 

3) What do your relatives and friends think about your work in this company? 
PROBE: Who are supporting? 
PROBE: Who are not supporting? 

4) Can you please briefly ten me your background in paid employment? 
PROBE: Companies you have worked for? 
PROBE: Your position and career development? 

5) How did you learn about the job vacancy in this company? 
PROBE: Through which medium did you learn about the vacancy? (friends. 

newspapers, relatives. radio. TV) 
6) Why did you choose to work for this company? 

PROBE: Why didn't you choose the other ones? 
PROBE: In what ways is this company different from the others? 
PROBE: What has attracted you most about this company? 

7) What were your first impressions of this company? 
PROBE: Did you feel welcome? 
PROBE: How did you find the physical workplace? 
PROBE: How did you find the employees of this company? 

8) Did your first impressions change through time? 
PROBE: How did your feeling change? 
PROBE: Are you feeling welcome? 
PROBE: How do you fmd the physical workplace? 
PROBE: How do you fmd the employees of this company? 

9) How did your career change in this company? 
PROBE: When did you enter this company? 
PROBE: In which departments have you worked? 
PROBE: How did your position change? 

10) Do you have friends in this company? 
PROBE: Who are they? " 
PROBE: How many of them are fe~ale and how man; of them are male, 
PROBE: Are you meeting them dunng the work hours. 

PROBE: What are you talking to them? 
PROBE: Are you meeting them during the breaks? 

PROBE: What are you talking to them? 
PROBE: Are you meeting in social hours with them" 

PROBE: Where are you meeting? 
PROBE: \\'hat are you talking to them? 
PROBE: \\r'hat activities are you doing together? 

II) How do you describe your work-relationships with your colleagues? 
PROBE: Do you ha\'c subordinates? 

PROBE: Who are the,'') 
PROBE: How are yo~r relations with them? 

PROBE: Do you have superiors? 
PROBE: Who are they" 



PROBE: How are your relations with them? 
PROBE: Who are your colleagues? 

PROBE: How are your relations with your colleagues? 
In this second part, I wi)) ask q~estions about the equality of opportunities in this company 
12) Do you thmk there are barTlers to recruitment of women by this compan~ ? 

PROBE: Are they due to the company policies? 
PROBE: What do you think are the reasons for this? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties in your application? 

13) Do you think there are barriers to selection of women by this company? 
PROBE: Are there any barriers due to the company policies? 
PROBE: Are there any barriers due to women themselves? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties? 

] 4) Do you think there are departments to which women are preferred to men In this 
company? 

PROBE: Which departments are they? 
PROBE: What do you think is the reason for this? 

15) Do you think there are departments to which ~ are preferred to women in this 
company? 

PROBE: Which departments are they? 
PROBE: What do you think is the reason for this? 

16) Do you think there are factors making life easier for women in this company') 
PROBE: What are they? 
PROBE: Are you using any of these? 

17) Do you think there are factors making life harder for women in this company? 
PROBE: What are they? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties? 

18) Do you think there are barriers to the career development of women in this company"" 
PROBE: What are they? 
PROBE: Are they due to the company policies? 
PROBE: Are they due to women themselves? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties? 

19) Do you think there are barriers to mentoring of women? 
PROBE: How is mentoring given in the company? 
PROBE: Who are mentoring in the company? 

20) Do you think there are barriers to women's promotion in this company? 
PROBE: What are they? 
PROBE: Are they due to the company policies? 
PROBE: Are they due to women themselves? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties? ... . . 

21) Do you think there are barriers for women to have educatIOn and trammg In thiS 
company? 

PROBE: What are they? 
PROBE: Are they due to the company policies? 
PROBE: Are they due to women themselves? 
PROBE: Did you have any difficulties? . . 

22) Do you think there are difficulties for women in this company to combme thelT domestl~ 
and work responsibilities? 

PROBE: What are the basic difficulties? 
PROBE: Do you have any difficulties? 

23) Are there any differences and similarities between the female and the male employees of 
this company you think? 

PROBE: What are the differences? 
PROBE: Male 
PROBE: Female 

PROBE: What are the similarities? 
24) Have you heard any cases of harassment in this company'1 

PROBE: ('an you explain it? 
PROBE: What did happen afterwards? 
PROBE: Did you have an experience? 



APPENDIX B 

Questionnaire Schedule in Turkish and English 



Sizinle ilgili 

1) Yasiniz: 

2) Cinsiyetiniz: Kadin ( Erkel l 

3) Egitim dururnunuz (Aldiginiz son diplomaya gore) 

4) En sevdiginiz uc bobmiz }'eya bos zaman ugrasiDlz nelerdir'l 

a) .... ' ..................... . b) c) 

Ailenizle ilgili 

5) Medeni Durum ve Aile 

a) Su andaki medeni durumunuz nedir'} hh( ) Bosanmis( ) A,nlmlSl ) 

b) Hanenizde kac kisi var? 
Bekar( ) Bcraber Y asl\ Or( \ Dull 

c) Cocugunuz var mi') Varsa kac tane') 

d) Esiniz "ar mi') Varsa aldlgi son diplomaya gore egulm durumu nedu') 

e) Esiniz ,ar mi? Varsa su andaki isi nedir" 

6) Evinize giren tum gehrler gOl onune ahndiginda hangi gellr gurubuna glriyorsunu,') 

Yuksek( ) Yuksek-orta( ) Orta( ) Orta-dusuk( ) Dusuk( 

Isinizle ilgili 

7) Mesleki ozellikleriniz nelerdi(' 

8) Bu sirkette su andaki pozisyonunuz nedi() (Lutfen "x" ko~ arak isaretleyinil) 

a Duz eleman 
b. All kademe yonetici 

( ) 

( ) 
c. Orta kademe yonetici 
dUst kademe yonetici 

9) Eger yonetici iseniz yonetiminiz latinda kac kisi calismaktadir'.' 
10) Sirketin hangi bolumunde calisiyorsunuz? 

II) Bolumunuzdeki konumunuz nedir') 

12) Isiniz Tam-gun ( ) mu? Kismi Sureh ( ) mi'), Diger 

13) Sozlesmenizin: Suresi belli ( ) mi? Belli degil ( ) mi? Diger 

ve sa at cinsinden 

,) 

kac viI calistlnl/') 
. cinsinden ne kadar') 

CahSl\orsunU7') 

\ II 
\ II 

\ II 

\ II 

\ II 

un 
SJ.11 

I 



Gozlemlerinizle ilgili 

I:;) SI/_ aslanmz. ustlenmL slrkettekl kadm \e erkek cahsanlar ne dusunU\ orsunuf) 

Is arkadaslan~ la Ihskiler. Is arkadaslan~ la IhskJlcr. Gore\ Icnn ~ aptimasl IS 
gore\' lenn ~ apllmasmdan gore, lenn yapilmasl ar\.adJsiam 13 
gahij Q[!~mllglr 1m Qnemlldlr Ihskdcrden ~ 

a) Sizin icin 
Q!l~m.h~[ 

b) Csttler)mlz Icm 

c) Ast(lar)miz Icm 
(eger \'arsa) 
d) Sirketteki kadin 
elemanlar icin 
e) Sirkettekl crkek 
elemanJar icin 

16) Sirketinizdc asagidakIlerden hangilenm gozlemledinil" 

Ola\'lar E\et H3\ Ir 
'-'I '/lemlcdlITl ~o/lcm Icmedl rll 

a) Daha iYI ozelhkleri olan blr ~ bas\'uran olmasma ragmen blr daha a/ 
nltclikh bIT ~rh~k !~~ ilhngl 
b) Daha iYI ozelhklen olan bir ~ eIeman olmasma ragmen blr daha a/ 
nitclikh bir ~rk£k l~rjj ~L1i 

c) Bir .hsili!!.l&rfi !;;tl!· ~ em poZlsyonunda !.ilW ~~Lbl wlwDHld! 

d) Bir ~ IS \'e aile sorumluluklannI bcraber \'urutmektc .lOrluklarla 
karsilasll 
e) Bir ~ is \ e aile sorumluluklarlnl bcrabcr yurutmcktc lOrluklarla 
karsilasli 
f) Blr kadln sOLlu taci/ edIldl i 

I 
I 

g) Bir kadin fiZlkscl olara\. tacil edddl 
i 

h) Bir !aCIZ ola~ i gozardi edildi 

i) Blr kadmin harndehgmdcn dola~ I slrketlc sorunlari oldu 

j) Bir kadm ayni konumdakl erkeklcre gore daha kotu muamele gordu I 

! 

k) Blr erkck kadin yonetlci ile calismak Istemedi 

I) Kadmlarin S1Tkcttckl bazi bolurnlerde ISC alinmasina engeller \'ar 
---~ 

m) Kadinlann slrkcttc belli konurnlara terti etmelenne engeller \ ar 

n) Kadmlar erkeklcre gore daha az IS egitirni aliyorlar 

Sirketiniz \'e yasaminizla ilgili 

17) Slice bu sirketc bas\ynnadan QUe!;;. c\eman aclgl oldugunu nas!l yc !l!;;[cdcn ogrendllli/" 
Lutfcn aeiklaymll 

I H) SI/.(L' bu ~lrkL,ttL' Ise c!eman alimlaonda kadmlann karsilastlgl engellcr \ ar mi' 
Lutfcn aell-la\lnI/ 

19) Sl/lL' hu snkctlL' I-aJmlann ban\ c[ \ apmalanna cm:clkr \ ar ml') 
Lutfcn acikla~ Inl.f 

,2() Slice hll slrkcttc \.,hilt1i.ll 1\.\Il flr~.lt C~llh~ln1 bo/an faktorkr \aT ml-lAr,' merL' an~ factQrs n:stCldlO;;) .. u.li', g: 

!"'01'1Jrtl!!lltiO for \\l)nlCIl III thiS compan~ 'l 
LUlfcn .)(11...13, Inll 

! 



21) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin lerfi ebnelerine engeller ,ar mi? 
Lutfen aciklayiniz........ . ........ . 
..... ........... ........... . . ................ . 

22) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlar icin hayati kolaylastiran faklOrler var mi? 
Lutfen aciklayiniz... . . ................... . 

23) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlar lein hayati zorlastiran fak10rler ,ar mi') 
Lutfen aciklaymiz ............................................. . 
............................. ...................... ............................ . 

24) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin is egilimi almalarinda zorluklar 'eva kisi~'I'~~lar ,ar '~i'l 
Lutfen aciklayiniz .................................................... . 

25) Sizce bu sirkette kadinlarin erkeklere gore daha iyi yapliklari gorevler ,ar mi? 
Lutfen aciklayiniz ......................................................... . 

26) Sizce bu sirkette erkeklerin kadinlara gore daha iyi yaptiklari gore,ler ,ar mi') 
Lutfen aciklayiniz........................ . ................ ............ . ... . 
................... .............................. ...... ........... . ......... . 

27) Bu sirkette bir kadin ,eya erkek olarak karsilastiginiz taciz oiaYI "ar mi') 
Lutfen aciklayiniz ........................................................ . 
......................................................... ...... . ....... . 

28) Yalnizca kadin veya erkek oldugunuz icin gunluk yasamda karsilastigmiz sorunlar ,ar mi'l 
Lutfen aciklayiniz ............................... . 
............. .......... ....................... ............... . 

29) Sirketinizde daha cok kadinlarin tercih edildigi bolumler ,ar mi') 
Lutfen aciklayiniz...... ................ . 

30) Sirketinizde daha cok erkeklerin tercih edildigl bolumler ,ar ml') 
Lutfen aciklaymiz....... . .................... . 

31) Neden digerleri yerine bu sirkette calismaYI tercih ettiniz? 
Lutfen aciklaymiz. . .... ..... ..... ............ . .............. . 

32) Bir kadin \'eya erkek olarak is ,e aile sorurnluluklarinill yurutmekte karsilastiginiL guclukler ,ar 1m" 

Lutfen aciklayiniz................. .,........... . ............... ' 

Yorumlar 

33) Bu sirkette \'eya genet olarak kadma ,e erkege frrsat esitligl konusunda eklemek istedlgiml goruslennJl \ar 011" 

,....................................... . ................................. ,. 
34) Bu ankeli gelistinnek icin onerileriniz \ar mi') Eger \'arsa lutsen aciklaymiz. 

35) Bu anketi kac dakikada doldurdunuz? dakika 

Lutfen bu anket formunu saglanan kutulara birakiniz 

Ayirdiginiz zaman ve yardimlariniz icin tesekkur ederim 

Sorular Fatih Ozbilgin tarafmdan bir araya getirilmistir Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education. 
Faculty of Business and Social Studies, Department of Busmess and Fmance 



Dear Participant, 

CHELTENHAM 
-&-
GLOUCESTER 
College of Higher Educatio 

M. Fa Igin 
Comerwa"s Research Centre 
The Park, ·Cheltenham 
Gloucestershire 
Gl502QF 
Tel: (01242) 5~2 ~22 
Fax: (01242) :;·D ~5:; 
Tel: (01242) 576 ~9-l (home I 
E-mail: mozbilgimuchelt..lCuk 

I am a full-time research student (\ 1 Phil / PhD) in Business and Finance at Cheltenham and 
Gloucester College of Higher Education. I am a graduate of Business -'\dmlnistratlon Pep.lftnwnt 
at Bogazici Lniversit~, Istanbul and have a master's degree in Human Resources \lanagement 
and Development at \ larmara Lniversit~, Istanbul. 

Mv current research is on equal opportunities practices 111 the financial sector-- ot Turke\ 
and England. Three finzlJ1ciztl institutions have parllclpated in the study 111 Turke~'. \\e ha,'l' 
applied to several institutions in Britain, !\-\'o of which have so tar agreed to take part 111 tIll' '>tudy. 

From these institutions research data will be gathered In three ways: 
1) Relevant statistical dJta and company documents of the institutions \\ ill be reque<,ted, 
2) Questionnaires will be offered to all the employees in the head oitIC(,<, ot these II1stitutlOns, 
3) Interviews will be undertaken with employees from different organlsatlOnJI Ie, el" '\ Iw are 
willing to share their ideas and e'periences. 

The results of this stud~ and the name of the Institution will be kept ~tnctl, c(lnflcivntl,,1 
"'0 individual names \\ill be mentioned. \:0 parts of this stud~ '\ til be published \\ Ithllut thl' 
consent of the company. 

I would like to thank everyone In advance for their interest in this stud~ and their 
contribution of their time and ideas. If you are \\ illing to help me further \\ Ith an Intl'n le\,. I 
would be grateful If you can indicate a contact telephone number and tImes I can reach ~ou. on 
the questionnaire form. If you cannot gin' a telephone number but are wtlltng tl' h.l\ l' ,1n 
interview, please use my correspondence address and phone number to inform me. 

\\'ith good wishes, 



About you No: 
I) Age: ) ----

2) Sex: Female ( Male ( ) 

3) What is your higbest academic qualification'l .................................... 

4) What are your ~ favourite bobbies or leisure actiyiues .) 

a) ............................ . b) ............................ . c) 

About your family 
5) Marital Status and Family 

a) What is your current marital status') 
Married( )Dl\orced( ) Separated, I 
Sinele( ) Cohabiune( ) Wldo\\edf 

b) How many people are there in your household? 

c) Do you ha\'e children? If yes. how many') 

d) Do you ha\'e a partner') ]fyes. what is your partner's lughest academIC 
oualificatinn') 

e) Do \oU ha\e a partner? ]f,es, what is her or Ius current inh') 

6) Considering all the income your household recel\es. into which income group do ~ou thmk It comes') 
High( ) High-middle( ) Middle{ ) MlddJe-lo\\ ( ) Low{ ) 

About your job 

7) What are your professional qualifications') 

8) What is your current position m this compan~ .) (Please mark \\ Ith "'\") 

a Non-managerial grade 
b, Junior le\'el manager 

c Middle le\el manager 
d, High le\el manager 

9) ]fyou arc a manager. how many people are under ~ our management" 

10) In which department do you work') 

11) What is your position in the deparonent') 

12) ]s your work Full-time ( ). Part Time ( ). Other 

13) Is your contract: Temporary ( ). Permanent ( ). Other 

14) Work Life (Years, months. days. hours) 

a) For how man, ,ears hne \'ou been wnrki",~ in nAfd emnlm'menr) 

b) For how man, years have \'ou been working in Cl,luuu;jial ~O",~') 
c) For how man\ ,ears have \oU been working for this c.nmnam ') 
d) For how many years have \'ou been in ,our current nnc:itlnn .) 
e) For how man\' years did YOU work in ,our ore,inuc, .) 

f) Please specify the lenP'th of cc nUHl in mwuh~ 
g) Please specify how many eta\ c: ner week \OU work on a\ erage 
h) Please speed, \ our weekh Mrkm~ hours on a\'crage 

) 

\ cars 
\ cars 
\ cars 
\ ears 
\ cars 

months 
dl\ S 

hours 



About your observations 

15) What do you, your manager/so subordinates (if any). female and male emplo\ees think') 
(Please mark only one box in each TOW) -

relationship with relationship WIth perfonnancc of tasks IS 
colleagues is lllQ!k. colleagues and WQ[S; Iml2QlliIDI than 
imponant than perfonnance of tasks arc relationshIp \\ Ith 
performance of tasks of , mill I jIlU2gnan" colleagues 

a) For you 

b) For your managerls 

c) For your subordinate/s (if any) 

d) For female employees of this 
compan\' 
e) For male employees of this 
company 

16) Ha\'e you e\'er ngtj,ed any of the following wlthin)"gur ,ompam 'l 

Cases Yes. I h:l\ C not Iccd ~l) I ha\ CIl'! Ih'\11. ,'d 
a) A less qualified man was 'mployed although there was a better 
\\ oman applicant 
b) A less qualified man was pmmgtt:;d although there \\as a better woman 
applicant 
c) A woman was pmmgtt:;d but did not recs;iye full lIuthori" In her hIgher 
position 
d) A woman had difficulties in combining her domestic and Job 
responsibilities 
e) A man. had difficulties in combining hIS domestic and Job 
responsibilities 
f) A woman was harassed \erbally 

g) A woman was harassed phYSIcally 

h) A case of harassment was ignored 

i) A woman had problems in the company because of her pregnanc~ 

j) A woman" as treated less fa\ourably compared to her male equals 

k) A man didn't want to work for a "oman manager 

I) There are barriers to women's employment in certain departments 

m) There arc barriers to women's promotion to certain positions 

n) Women recei\e less training and education than men 

About your company and your life 

17) Before you deCided to apply to this compan~ . ho\\ did you eN gut apt the iob YS'%' .) 
Please expl8Jn ....... ....... . ......................................................... . 

...................................................... , ..... .............................................. 
......................................................................................... ........ ...................... . 

.................................... 
18) Can you thmk of any gbsl'dc:s·i~;·~~omen ~r;g;;j_i" selectlgp ~ thIS compan~') 

Please explaIn ....... . ....................................... . 
, .. , ....................................................... ~ .. , ......... , .. . 
...... , .................................................................... -

............................. , ................................................................................ , 



19) Can you think of any bamers to the career deyelQpmept of women In this compan~ .) 
Please explain.. .............................................. ................ . 

.... ................................. ....................... . 

20) Can you think of any factors restricting equality of opportumUes for women In this company') 
Please explain......................... . ........................... . 

........................... .................... .................................... . 

.................................................................... , ................ . 
21) Can you think of any barriers to the promotion Qfwomen in this company'.) 

Please explain.. ..... ......................................... .. . ....................................... . 
................................................................................. ...... ............. -' ....................... . 

22) Can you think of any factors making life easier for a woman than a man in this company') 
Please explain .......................................................................................... . 
....................................................................... ...................................................... . 

23) Can you think of any factors making life more difficylt for a woman than a man m this compan~ .) 
Please explain....... .... . .... ..... ....................... .. ............... . 

24) Can you think of any difficylties or limltatioQS for women to recel\'e gaming apd education m this compan~·j 
Please explain .. 

25) Can you think of any ~at which you think women are more capable than men wIthin ~our compan~') 
Please explain ......... .. 

26) Can you think of any lW. at which you think men are more capable than women wlthm ~ our compan~ .) 
Please explain...... ................. .. . 

................................................... 
27) Can you think oi~;· .. Woblems ofharassmept )'9Y have faced In this compan~ as a \\oman/man') 

Please explain,..................... ..... . ........... .. 
............................................. .............................................. . 

28) Can you think oi;;· .. diffi~ulties ;'ou face m daily life only because you are female/male') 
Please ex"Plain ................................................................. .. 

............................................................................. 
................................................................................................................... . .......... . 

.......................... ...................................... . 

29) Can you think of·;;' .. d~pm·~DlS·iD·;·~~ company to which women are preferred to men') 
Please explain........... ..... ......... ........ . ....................................... . 
.................................................................................................................. ............ . 

...................................................................................................... 
.......................................................................................................... . ... ; 

30) Can you think of'~y departments in your company to which men are preferred to "omep' 
Please explain .......................................................................... . 

................................................................................................ 
.................................................................................................................................. 

............. ....... . ....................................................... . 
3 I) Why did you cttOOK·iQ·»:Qi.k·iOi·ihi·~·~~mpany rather than others') 

Please explain.... .... .. .......... . 
. ...................................... . 

.................................................. 

32) Can you think of~;' clifljcYlb~~ .. ;:~ fac~' as '~'~~aplmap m combmmg ~our domeSbe and lob n;spoos,blhuc:s') 

Please explam ........ 
. .............................. . 
....................... ...... . 



Other Comments 

33) Do ~ ou have any COmments to add about equal oQooouruues poliCies and practices for \\ omen and men In \ our 
company or JQ general'l . 

....................................................................... 
............................................... .. . .......................... . 

..................................................................................... 

........................................................................................ 

........................................................................................ 

....................................................................................... 
. ......................................................... . 

................ .......... ... ..................... .......... . 
...... .................... .......................... ...... . .. . 

34) Do you have any suggestions for improving this questionnaire? If yes. please explam 

.................................................... 

35) How long did it take you to fill out this form'> mms 

36) If you would like to contribute further with an interview please fill in below (Only for contact 
purposes. Names will be kept strictly confidential): 

Your name: .............................................................................................. 

Your contact address: 

Your phone number: 

At which days and times I may contact you: 

Thank you very much for your time and co-operation 

Designed and compiled by Fatih Ozbilgm. Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education. F acul~ of Busmess 
and SOCial Studies. Department of Business and FlOance 



APPENDIXC 

An example of a transcribed inten'iew 

Inteniew with GB3ZF 

(a questionnaire was completed prior to interview) 
]8/7/]996, 1 ]:00, Company Z premises. 

Can you please briefly teU me about your family and daily life? 
My family life? 
Yes. 

OK. I've had children relatively late in life. I am 38 now and I have a three year old and a fhe year 
old: two boys and I am married. Met my husband when I was working at [name withdrawn] ~ight 
years ago ~ef~re I came to [name withdrawn]. He is a computer programmer. freelance and he could 
be based. m dtffere~t places b~t actually we've managed to find contracts where he is quite near. 
[Name WIthdrawn] IS where he IS now. So basically married with two kids. 
What do they think about your position in this company? 
~h are they s~pportive? Yeah ~ Right mixed feelings. The boys three and fhe are too young to have a 
VIew .. I c~rtamly never get any complaints from them like mwnmy why aren't you with us or 
anything hke that. Erm ... the younger one has a nanny now but originally before the older one went 
to school the~ both were in a nursery. It was [name withdrawn] nursery. So they were \'er)" happy 
there and I think that you yourself influence what your family think about it. Because if you present 
it as this is a terrible thing that's happening to me. Then you are inviting them to think negative 
things but if you imply that you are happy and you don't have to do what you do but you are happy 
with what you are doing then they think it is a good thing so it seems to have virtuous circle effect. 
My husband that's a different cattle fish. He certainly I think if I compare him to most men he is very 
I would have to say that he is vel)' supportive. But [name withdrawn] is a quite demanding place to 
work and occasionally when my hours get bad he complains that he is having to do too much of the 
support. The main way that he supports me is that we take turns to wait for the nanny to come in the 
morning so if I can come into the office early then I'll come back promptly by six to release the 
nanny so he could stay on and work later than that in the office. As most of us are actually work 
longer than 8 till 6 and so. 
Are you paid for overtime? 
At the grade that I am at I wouldn't get paid overtime so there is more of a company culture. Think 
about it really. It is pretty. the other way that is difficult is that he is understanding but equally he 
knows that any extra work I do is self-imposed because it is not I am working in a factory where they 
are making me work these hours. I have a lot of personal choice in the matter. That is difficult 
because when I put my work before my family I have chosen to do that so that's hard. So what I do I 
have to balance these things and I can't, I wouldn't want to live in a mediocre way such that I am not 
doing enough at work and not really a family person either so what you tend to do is swing between 
one thing and the other. So I put a lot of work into work one week and maybe I'll spend more rime 
with the family the next weekend. It is a bit like ... 
Flexi-time? 
No we don't have flexi-time. We can start as early before eight as we want and we can finish as earl~ 
as five we want. But have you seen a magician actor whatever somebody who juggles plates. I that's 
what I do because I have to work hard on one plate and I don't go to the next plate until it is really 
going like that ( impression of a falling plate). So I have to go and see that one. That is how I balance 
the demands of work and family. In my children's school as well I am on the parent-teacher's 
association. So I don't do very many active things in the community so I've made my priorities work 
and family. 
What do your relatives and friends think about... . . 
All right. My mother was a teacher. She is a single parent. I am brought up In a slng.le parent family 
She and my father had divorced when I was very small. So I don't have brothers and sisters and so I 
grew up with just her and she was teaching and so my image of a mother h~s al"ays been a working 
mother anyway. I think that helps me vel)' much because I don't have any Internal ~ont1lcts bet\\een 
what I think I should be doing and what I feel comfortable doing. I don't ha\ e awful lot of l)ther 
family and my mother actually doesn't actually live near so it is more stressful for me than If I 
perhaps have a big Italian family life you know how in many other cultures for example Italy. large 



families. relatives and those people have their kids, I don't have that. But I don't mind that because 
than, I would have to put up with their vi~ws as ~ell, wouldn't I. So it is a two way thmg. isn't it" 
You ve asked abou~ f!iend.s as we~1 as fannly. I thmk that you tend to choose friends who appro\e of 
y~u anyway. I ~an t unagme calhng somebody a friend who thought I was bad. I am \ en friendJ\' 
w~th other workmg women I would say but I do also have some. I make sure that I am a]~ frjend~ 
WIth women who don't work and I don't treat them any differently. 
You have friends who are working? 
N~ I have friends of my moth~'s th~t ~on't work also. You know [name withdrawn] and I ha\e 
frIends as a couple but that there IS a hlIDt on how many friends you can maintain when vou are both 
workin~ anyway. So I imagine that if I was at home during the day 1')) be making a Jot ~ore friends 
and seemg more of them than I do. 
Can you please b~iefl~ tell me about yo~r background in paid employment? 
OK, after I.left umverslty I. w~ lecturer m [name withdrawn] for a couple of years. Then I returned 
to [name Withdrawn] and dldn t know what to do and took a [name withdrawn] course. 
What were you lecturing about? 
English and French I was teaching [name withdrawn] students. And French was mv uni\ ersit\ 
subj~ct. So but I. knew ~fter a coupl~ of years oflecturing that I didn't want to do that pe~anent]y. it 
was Just somethmg while I was fmdmg my feet. Then I came back to [name withdrawn] and went on 
a co~puter c~urse. And.then I joined [name withdrawn] for five years and then here for eight years. 
So I ve been m [name withdrawn] for thirteen years. 
Now you are still in computing? 
Yes, I mean I am now a manager in Computing office that I've started as a trainee. I had two 
maternity breaks obviously. 
Were they in this company? 
In this company, yes. 
How did you learn about the job vacancy in this company? 
When I was still working at [name withdrawn] somebody in my team. His wife worked at [name 
withdrawn] and she was very enthusiastic about it and I talked to her and I was seduced by thIS 
company from [name withdrawn). There seem a lot of financial benefits and the culture was very 
exciting and I think I was really tempted by the superior money and benefits at the time That was 
before I had children and money is not the biggest thing to me. You know your values chang.e as ~ ou 
grow older. But I will say that money and other perks like a company car things like that one of the 
things that attracted me here quite strongly. 
Did you compare it to [name withdrawn]? 
Yes [name withdrawn] has. at the time, had a very ci\il service mentality to things and \\ hereas this 
company was more dynamic. So I thought I would find it more chaHenging here. 
ls it more hierarchical there? 
At [name withdrawn], definitely yes. 
How about this company? 
We are currently going through a flattening process as you may know. They are shedding. managers 
And they are hying to become less hierarchical and loose some of the layers of mana~ers. and but I 
wouldn't say that it is hierarchical in it's way of working yet. In other words. you can s1111 pIck up the 
phone and talk to somebody four grade senior to you without they're being a big fuss. I have a feeling 
that the hierarchy is for easy communication and to make life clear rather than ... because people here 
are really status obsessed, I would say. But I think we have too many layers yes. But not as bad as 

BT. 
Status consciousness is not very obvious then? 
Not here. I don't people here are. I have seen that much worse in other places. 
What were your first impressions of this company? .' 
They. err. A very dynamic place. I must say actually I was pro~ably dlsappomted between. I~ fact as 
you are recruited you are sold an image, aren'~ you? . And WIthout them defin~t~ly. promlsl.n.g ~ ou 
things they lead you to believe that wonderful thmgs Will happen. And then you Jom It feels hke that 
so I would call the honeymoon period of a marriage you know. And then you ~ get the PO~I
honeymoon period. So I had joined thinking that I w~ one le\'e.l away from bemg a man_ager 
Whereas I was actually two levels away. I found that qUite hard. It IS eas): to feel btner about ~ome 
things but I am balanced. I am not disappointed with what the company dehvered to me 

Did you feel welcome? 
Dh. very vet)· yes. Everybody talks about that cause my current boss \\ hose onl~. been m th~ 
company nine months. she has remarked to me h.ow \'et)' welcome she feels So that s \\ h~ I don t 
believe that hierarchy thing can be too bad. There IS such a family feel about It 
Did )'ou like the pbysical ,,·orkplace? . 
No. I was originally in (name withdrawn] whIch was sort of \ ery homble office bUlldmg. 'l)\\ I am 



in [name withdrawn], it is a bit bener. This building is the best. But. to be honest mv kind of people 
don't really tend to care too much about the environment. • 
What is the reason for that? 
1 think I~ people tend to be very intel~e~tual and are interested in discussions and things like that 
They don t really know when they are SIttIng on an orange crate or a nice chair. 
Maybe too concentrated! 
1 think that's O~. Certainly I t:bink the conditions are acceptable. 1 mean we are a1l becoming more 
an.d mo~e conscIous of the enVlfonment aren't we? So we care about good air circulatlOn systems and 
th~g~ like that. more than we u~ed to. ~o I don't think the company is one of the worst. I think the 
buIldings are acceptable. There IS certamly from a safety point of view I don't know anv aCCidents 
and things so. I think we do seem to pay attention to get cabling right you know. The co~pan\ does 
care about safety. . 
How about the employees of the company, how did you find them, when you first came in? 
Welcoming. 
Did your tint impressions change through time? 
Yes in a natural way because you learn more about the politics of the company when you came In 

You start to learn about the strengths and weaknesses. Some things get better. You know like In a 
marriage some things are a disappointment and other things are better than you had hoped for so. 
What is the company politics like? 
They are not as bad as they could be. Think there is always a problem between the values that we 
aspire to. So you will have seen the [name withdrawn] brand personality maybe. Somebody will have 
shown you a statement about. This is the brand personality that we are supposed to have. That is very 
much where we aim to be and it is not necessarily where we are right now. But I know man~ places 
where they wouldn't even be aiming to be and if they're noble in particular anyway. I like to think 
that if you are aiming for something you may for short but you are still going in the right direction. 
How did your career change in this company? 
I am still in IT as I was when I joined. I am now a manager. It is taking me long.er than I would have 
liked to be a manager. 1 do feel I've been obstructed by two things. one being the current layers of 
management. So they don't really want to be growing. It is not a growth time for managers. Secondly 
by self-imposed things. I mean I was doing a lot of things that don't impress people. So I needed to 
mature at a certain stage anyway. 
What were the things that you gave up? 
It's very hard to talk about it because it is such a subtle. slow thing that's happening. And the thing 
that having children has probably changed me. 
Did the company help you through the pregnancy process? 
No, I wouldn't say that we treat maternity leavers very well. On the other hand I think that is velY 
nonnal in business. I don't think [name withdrawn 1 is any worse. It is very common practice. Yes. I 
mean and I can understand that. It is very hard to remember somebody who is not there. I will tell 
you that there are state minimum benefits that you can get and a company could pay more than the 
minimum. Cause what you get is 90 per cent of your salary for only six weeks then you are on Just 
the same minimum money as the state will give you. So there is an opportunity there to pay more if 
they wish to. Now I have a feeling that if we wer~ not in a recession and the compan~ ~ad to attract 
these women back. They would maybe do somethmg extra. But at the moment they don t need to so 
they aren't. And I can't blame them for that because that is business sense. Business is not there to ... 
It is not a state provider is it? It is there to make money. 
But they spend lots of money on training. . 
They've invested a lot. I think they make de.c~sions base~ on ~ow valuable. they thmk that person I~ 
think the approach will depend on the prevaIlIng econOffilC clImate of the nme. 
How about the status of women in the company? 
I think that when the woman comes back and she has kids, it is now bit of a liability because the boss 
will know that you cannot quite work the same hours. That is a very short lenn view of thlng.s 
Because over time like me you get to a position where you have the nursery sorted out. ~ ou have .a 
nanny and life will carry on as usual and I do as much .or more th~ many ~ple around me So It ~s 
not as much of a problem as they think it will be. I thInk they thl~k that ":1.11 have to own, "omen s 
problems whereas actually it is down to the woman to sort out. \\ e are talkmg about the" oman but 

actuall\' it should be the two parents. Yes. 
Do yo~ have friends in the company? 
Yes 
Are you socialising "'ith them during "'ork hours'! . . 
During work hours? I might go to lunch but not as much SInce I am a rnan~ger. I don t ha\ e,as much 
rime. But one of the other female managers that I work WIth has kIds \\ ho "ent t() the I.ompan~ 
nurse,)' like me. So I will them round at the weekend You kno\\ I Will see them at least on,e a 



month outside work. 
Are tbere any gender issues within tbe socialisation of work en? 
When you say socialisation within work hours, we don't do a lot of that. 
Lunch or coffee breaks. 
I mean certainly men and women in teams do go to lunch together. You will find anvwa\. If vou ~o 
to a party men talk to the men, women talk to the women anyway. So I wouldn't sa,' that \\o;k ~s 
anything to interfere or reinforce that. I think women wanted to talk to other women' at lunch time as 
well. I would not feel that I couldn't have lunch with a man colleague. I would feel perfecth 
acceptable by that. . 
I am trying to understand if there are any informal networks. 
I think the networks are fairly gender based. I think. I am in a women's network I suppose and I am 
not very tapped into men's networks. 
There are old boy's networks in some companies, how is the situation here? 
Yes, definitely. There used to be a woman director and she's left now. So there are no woman 
dire~tors up at.the top but I don't feel that our company ... I am increasingly, now I am a manager and 
l~okmg at thmgs through the company's eyes and thinking well. what would I do in these 
ClTcumstances. Because you can't tell men not to network, because there are no women can vou" 
S~ ... ~ do~ 't t~ that senior people at the company are sufficientJy influenced by female empioyee 
thmking If you like. One example, I could definitely give was at the company creche. They decided 
that no longer do they want to subsidise the places on it. So they gave us warning that that would 
happen but they didn't actually protect the people whose kids were in the system so. I would ha\e 
been OK if they'd said the prices are gonna change for people coming into the system but we'll look 
after you and prices for those of you. No they didn't. They upped the price for nursery places. They 
used over 3 year period. I went in one month paying 80 ponds more a month after tax. which is a lot 
of money for my kids to keep going to the creche. And that was a real hit on me. And I complained 
about it and me and another nursery mother went to see executive director and personnel and asked 
him to take it to the board and it a bit higher because we were not happy about what they \\ ere doing 
and the outcome was not good for us. I feel that. I would definitely would attribute that to be that 
there are not women around them. I think that they were probably thinking well working women. 
their husbands earn money and they earn money. They got plenty of money we don't need to 
subsidise them. They think that we're just earning ex1ra money, pin money whereas actually ye~ 
some of the working mothers are actually the major bread winner of pair. But the men don't realise 
that. I do understand why they are like that because they have only their wife to compare you \\ ith. 
They don't have any female colleagues to do that. 
Are there provisions for men to use the nursery' facilities? 
Oh yes and there were quite a few men taking places. So that was OK. [name withdrawn] you kno\\ 
he is our equal opportunities thing. He is very good on the EO side. I think [name withdrawn) was 
very limited with the creche by what he could do by the budget and b}: the board .and all. I think he 
pushes for equality of opportunity within the confines that he can. But It IS an uphill struggle and he 
is a bit lonely. He has a [name withdrawn] background. I think that helps a lot. 
I didn't know. 
Didn't you know that? I don't know how many years he was there and how influenced by it I can't 

help but feel that may have influenced. 
How do you describe your work relationships with your coUeagues? ., . . 
Friendly, supportive. We fight sometimes, as you would expect. A btt hke a fanuly r~latlOnshlp. 
Brothers and sisters squabble and it is like that you know. So I've had good bosses and I vc had bad 

bosses. . . I' . 
What do you think about the individual managers role ~'ersus the equal opportuDlhes po ICles 

of the company? . ' . 
Yes I mean I have known some male managers who were defimtely not EO mmded IS \ef') ob\ IOUS 
to me. Quite chauvinist. Racism isn't something quite that co~es up here because we qUIte slmpl~ 
don't have enough non-white staff for there appear to be an Issue really. ~o when you talk about 

I P rtunities we are usually talking about men and women, about seXIsm not racism But m~ 
equa op 0 bo .. d th h 
female boss. I am in an unusu31 situation because my female ss Jome e company mne mont ~ 
ago. Came in a quite high level and ~he is five years younger than me. thirty three, no ~Ids :\n~ 
when I new that I was gonna be worktng for somebody younger than me ! found that more stanhng 
than the fact that she was a women. I found that mor~ ~ff putting. It ~asn t been a problem I ne\ cr. 
feel she is younger than me when we are talking. So It tS about matunty But she has told me If ~hc.: 
has the opportunity to if she has two people of equal. absolutely equal standmg. she \\ III gl\ e the 
opportunity to female specifically because she kno\\: most of ow m~e ~l)lIcagues "1~1 nl)t be domg 
that. So she does whatever she can at a 10c31 level. 'ow, she wouldn t Itke to be quoted on thIS 1 am 

sure because. 



In many departments I think women need positive action. 
I think I am in an unus~1 divi~i?~ even ~thin management services there are a lot of women 
manag':fs. Unfortunately In my dlvl~lon ~y director [name withdrawn] is good about that So I think 
maybe.lfyou taJ.k to somebo~ else In a dIfferent department within management services you might 
get a different, view. We don t have enough ~omen at the top of this company There is no doubt that 
we are. I don t ~ow who else you are taJkmg to but you will be able to get some stat1st1~S "hlch 
show that proporttonately the workforce we don't have enough woman managers 
I will talk to (name withdrawn]. 
[name .withdrawn]. She is th~ other perso~. I don 't ~ow how much she knows about these thmgs 
There IS actu~ly a group w~ch [ml1~e wIthdrawn] IS her name. She's got some group I thmk that 
looks at ~ffect1vely glass celhng. I thmk she looks at that. You can talk to [name withdrawn] about 
that. See tftbat was worth you talk to [name withdrawn] about it. I think she has a glass ceilmc. work 
but I am not part of it. I don't know about it. I've thought of somebodv else. She wntes ~to the 
company magazine and she's interviewed me before. [name withdrawn], th~t's a good name for \oU 
She actually wrote an article and interviewed me as part of that article about women at wor\... . She 
would probably can tell about things that she does. I am sure she has the time to do too. 
I will talk to (name withdrawn) first as you say. This is the second part of the questionnaire. 
Can you please briefly tell me one day in your life? 
I get up at seven o'clock and basically 8: 15 when the nanny arrives get myself ready and the kids 
ready. Me and my husband take turns to do this so if it is my tum to go in early if I get up at seven 
I'll be in the office by 80 'clock, otherwise I don't get in the office until 90 'clock. It is not like shifts 
but we definitely share. If anybody gets to be at work more it's me. Because he is a contractor. He 
has flexitime and I don't. So we have to pay more attention to my career [name withdra"ll], because 
he is a contractor. They don't have such a concept of career really. It is more like a job although we 
have equal payment really. Then when I get into work, the sort of things I'll be doing is I manage 
projects so I'll be having meetings with people, I have some career plannmg man management 
activities with my team about eight people. Then I have other meetings that are about the task side of 
things and I have reports to read and maybe have lunch, just out and get a sandwich. I don', do as 
much networking as I should. I used to before kids. have lunch with people I knew a lot more than I 
do now. I don't have enough time now and then I'll be doing that all day till about I don't Icave 
before five anyway. So if I. I must leave by five thirty, if I was the one who came into work earl). 
but ifnot I might even work until seven, seven thirty, depends on how much I have you know. But as 
I said it is very much self-imposed and I think a lot of it is down to how effecti\ e you are at your 
own time management so I am not very effective time manager of myself 
You must be. 
No I am not. Because I end up doing more work then I should. As a new manager I have not learned 
sufficiently to delegate. Because I think I delegate, but I don't delegate as much as I ~ould. I am 
getting better, you know. My female boss is a lot better in that She coaches me, she tells me. She is 
very clear to tell me when I do things right or wrong. She is quite critical. She was quite tough on me 
when she first came in but that has been vel)' beneficial Because it's made me clean up my act \ery 
quickly. 
So after work? 
Get home and kids have tea with the nanny. We have to bath then. Mike and I share duties, If one of 
us is bathing the other getting our meal ready. They've already eaten so if s basically they ha\ e to 
have their bath and they'll do their reading and might do some work. They get to bed by about eight 
0' clock. Then I don't tend to go out a lot in the week because we resent to have a baby-s1tter So I 
just, sometimes I am bringing work and sometimes I just read an~ relax. I don't go to the gym as 
much as I should. Sometimes I'll swim maybe. I go to [name withdrawn] classes once a week I 
don't know if you've ever heard of that. 

No. . bo h I 
[name withdrawn] is about, a bit like Yoga, is the n.earest I can say, It IS a ut ow to re ease your 
neck and hold your back and things. I would c1ass1fy that as part o~ stress management But It IS 
actually also about mental things as well. Like Yoga. It'S more than Just the b~' I do, th~' once a 
week. It cost quite a lot of money. It's tw.enty pounds for an hour. I do ~Ith rn~ other.~lrls ,and "e 
share the lesson. But J found out about thiS on my own. H~, my [nam~ "Ithdra"n] tea\;her. I.ame to 
[name withdrawn] recently and gave a talk. So it is somethmg I am tI)'mg to bnng mto the company 
But the company is not very good at employee benefi.t~ such as. stress management \1~ b(),~. m~ 
female boss S8VS where she used to work they had faclhttes on site for relaxation and the~ had and 
the\' hired mas~eurs to come in. They had all sorts of daily s~ess,. the knowledge that the work wa" 
stressful. They did something about it. They don't here. It's sttll qUite a macho culture reall) 
\' ou are sharinl everything nearly "'ith "our husband then! . . ~ 
Yes. I am always reading that women do most of It. I mean that "e find \\e do I, ,(lme Job~ seem to 



fall more naturally to me and some to him. So things that he does are look after the, putting out the 
garbage, you know dirty jobs and fixing and gardening. He moves the lawn and he'll do more 
~aditiona~ male ~ings .and I win look after the laundry. Because otherwise he will put in a red 
Jumper WIth a whIte shirt. So I loo.k after the laundry but we share the cooking and we in terms of 
numbers of hours of work we defirutely are equal. But I can't imagine it being any other way, I thmk 
what helped is before we had kids we had that sort of relationship so when we didn't e\en ha\e kids 
and we .were li~ng togeth.er I would not be wait.ing on him, Cooking and cleaning and ironing, he 
always lfoned his own shrrts and looked after hunself It was obvious that when we had kids that 
coul~ 't change. You know we would ~th have more work to do. I think ha\ing a mother who IS a 
workmg mother really helps. Because I ve never felt. I don't have a mother who sayS yOU shouldn't 
be,. y?u. should. be looking ~er him you ~ow, she doesn't think that at all so that h~lps me a lot 
ThIS IS mterestmg my best friend [name WIthdrawn], she is the other manager I see outside work. her 
mother she has, her parents were married and still married but her mother has been a teacher and she 
was working and she feels the same as me, has never felt guilty about having children in chJldcare, 
Because that's how she grew up. I think that a lot of the working women I know had working 
mothers and that helps them. I think the ones who work who didn't have working mothers feel much 
more stressed by the whole thing. It is about your image about what you think a women should be, 15 

very heavily modelled on your mother do. 
This was the first part of the interview now I will ask questions about the equal opportunities 
practices in the company. Do you think there are barriers to recruitment of women b~' this 
company? 
No, no I don't think so. Because most of the recruitment we do is at a level where being a woman is 
not a problem. It would be if we were looking for women directors. We have had a women directors 
recently. [name withdrawn] was one, that [name withdrawn] will know. We've had two very senior 
women, [name withdrawn] and [name withdrawn]. They never really I mean they've chosen to lea\ e 
I think [nrune withdrawn], I am not sure whether she might even. she certainl) left the mainstream 
and she may have come back as a consultant. But I think the company was trying to buy in women 
and it is ve1)' difficult because there aren't many out there, So I don't think the company IS 

restrictive. In fact my boss [name withdrawn] believe she has an advantage, cause there was a short 
list and she thinks that being a female helped her get onto that short list. 
"'hy did they leave? Do you know? 
I think [nrune withdrawn] is an interesting person anyway. You can 'f. it's very hard to generalise 
about one person and their reasons because, But definitely the tenn that we would use is that 'her 
face didn't fit', I don't know if you know that expression but we use it to mean, Her face doesn't fit 
means can't fit into the culture. 
What sort of difficulties did she have? 
Her style was not compatible with the men that she was working with .. Very very assertive "oman. 
swears a lot. A very macho woman actually. sort of, so and \ery revoluttonary With her Id.eas, I mean 
we are doing one thing, you know direct marketing. you know we sell most of o.ur finanCIal products 
through a sales force but there is also a movement to d~ more telephone sales direct marketmg. And 
she was asked to set up a pilot to see if we could do thIS as well as our sales force a few ~ear~ ago 
F or some reason it just never got up the ground and yet I crune to work along on that proJect a few 
years later and I have read all her material and we ~ere doin~ what she thought what we wo~ld be 
doing, you know few years later. So she didn't achIeve buy-m from other people. She didn t buy 

them into her ideas. 
Did you have any problems or difficulties during your recruitment process? 

No, no. . ., 
Do you think there are barriers to selecti~n of~omen by thiS .company. , »' 

To selection. Management services people mtervlew and th~y wIl.1 be, allocated to somew hc:rc "Ithm 
management services but there is no, once you go~ you barner bemg m the company then there I~ no 
further selection process. I don't think, I suppose I~ co~d be that maybe a team \\ Ithm ma~~ement 
services might not be happy to have a woman corrung m I mean they could thmk that but I \ t.: ne, er 
heard of that I don't think that was the case. 
Are the interview panels gender balanced? , . . ' . 
W l'k d . 'nnent work I think it is seen It IS not a prestige thmg so men don t real" omen I e omg recrul· . . 
I'ke to recruit people. Because management services, that IS not our mam Job. so If "c ~(.) 
I. h t' xtra th,'no a lot of men don't seem to get Ifl\ohed m It "omen seemed tar recruitment. t a sane e . 'd 

more interested in that side of things. So that actually might be. funn~ I ne\'er Just put t'\\" an tw l \ 
together maybe that's what's helping ~e. process. in fact that we ha\e a lot of w(')mc:n mten le\\ers 
They wouldn't have this barrier to recrultmg women. 
Ho,,' about recruitment for higher grades of management! . . 
That's not recruinnent. That's what I was talking about progressIOn Sl' we ha\e \anl)ll~ ~rade~ that 



you move through. So equal opportunities is a very subtle thing I don't think that there is certainl\' no 
overt discrimination that I have ever heard of I think the only barrier is that and I believe men "and 
~omen can ~al~ into the sam~ trap yo~ tend .to recruit in your own image. You like people that are 
hke you. So It IS natural that If a man IS looking around for somebody who is like him he is going to 
see it in the men than the women. But I think that women also do feel that too so I hear women "'sa\ 
that we have, we are discriminating. " 
Do you think there are departments to which women are preferred to men? 
I believe that, I've noticed ~at. in finance there are not as many women proportionately and then the 
legal department there aren t eIther. But that may reflect their industry also. It is \'er\' hard for me to 
know what is the difference between are there many lawyers, women lawyers out there an\"\\a\ for 
us to hire. Do you know what I mean, I can't tell. . " 
Are there departments to which women are preferred to men? 
Personnel is traditionall~ the one that attracts women. I would say there is a very even placement of 
women through the vanous departments the problem is though they are all typically at the lo"er 
grades. Across all departments as you get up into the managerial grades. it's men. 
How about the role of society in aU this? 
Oh yes .. If we had took in a lot of graduates then decided to put it in then I might draw some 
conclu~JO~s ~ut we, each of the departments takes in their own graduates and they are already In 

those disclplmes. So I can't really say that we are pushing people into different departments. 
But we can see company the company policy at the managerial levels then. 
All our departments are dominated by men yes. But I don't necessarily think that this IS the 
company's fault. That is just part of what all companies end up doing. It is the socialisation that 
starts, so it is all up here, you know it's what we've talked about. 
Do you think there are factors making life easier for women in this company? 
No. Not really, financial services is not a women's thing is it? It is not like we are a cosmetl~s 
company, that might be a factor that would help a woman. There are no benefits which help women 
How about factors making life harder? 
Yes, this company does still equate hours effort with being a good employee. That's the one th ing 
that women have more trouble giving. I am aware of many fathers who do not behave as if they ha\e 
a family. You know a Jot of the men work very long hours and I am aware that they choose to do so 
and they don't seem to be caring about their own kids. I mean they are here well past their ~hlldren' s 
bed-time at that time. So if they change their behaviour to value family things more then it would 
make life easier for the women, because we would all be caring. about our families more. Well men 
think that they are here to. their main role is to earn money and for many women want that you see. 
that's still the problem as that many women want a man who is going to be a bread-" inner 
Do you think there are barriers to the career development of the women in this compan}'? 
Nothing more than I've covered already. 
You are lucky to have a mentor, your manager. 
Definitely. This has only happened to me in the last nine months of my eight year career here. you 
know. That's an important point. 
Do you think there are barriers to mentoring of women in the company? 
No. I haven't. Ernn I can think of one occasion where a man colleague of mine made some reference 
to the fact that [name withdrawn], my boss, drinks with me outside of work. He made some reference 
to us going to the pub and she said we didn't go to the pub. He said, oh I just see you going to the car 
park with [name withdrawn]. She said yeah but we go the car park you know. Because she ~ItS qUiet 
near me so and we work late there is not many of us so we go to the car park together Somehmes not 
everyday maybe once or twice a week and he w~ assuming that we wer~ going for a drink. '0\\ I 
find that funny because he could equally go w~th a mal~ boss for a drink and nobody would be 
commenting on that. I f I said to him I see you gomg out WIth the boss. He would Ju~t sort of say well 
you know that's very normal. So I know one person who made a comment. I don t thmk there IS a 
real barrier. To any determined women who wants to mentor other women there WIll not be a barrier 
But there are certainly a lack of women role models. . 
Well, that's it. They are there never mind. We have a mentonng system now set-up So there IS 

something established within management services, my department has somethmg and you can ~y 
you wish to do that. 
That's very useful. .. .. 
I think there are a significant number of women there but. One thmg that I ~hould bnng up IS. ~ou 
know this voluntary redundancy program that has been announ~ed here. 

Yes, [name withdrayt11] told mt yes. . . .,. •• " 
It is the first time it's happened in [name WIthdrawn) But for management .sen 11.0 then: \\ere 1-0 
applications and most of them were denied. Because .we ~ew that \\e didn t "ant to get ~hat man~ 
people out but it has been noticed that there IS a slg.mhcant number of pregnant "omen. higher 



proportion of pregnant women leaving in voluntary redundancy. \\.'ell you can interpret that in two 
ways either the company considers them a liability and is happy to shed them or in another sense that 
is true equality because the company is letting them walk away with a bag of money. So I don't quite 
know. A lot of men are jealous at the moment by, some of the men wanted voluntary redundancy and 
h~ve been refu~d and some of the w~men have got it and they are mostly pregnant women. 'I just 
think that that IS a sad trend because It does actually mean that we are losing. I can think of one 
person [name withdrawn], you could mention this [name withdrawn]. [name withdrawn] is seen as a 
very good female. manag~r ~d she has been attracted to this package and taken it and they have 
accepted her. I think that s IS very sad. Because there will be one less mentor. She was the onh 
female manager of th~ bunc~ of people. that left or that are leaving. She is the female manager dos~r 
to my status and sh~ IS leaVIng so that IS one less person available for mentoring. One of the" omen 
that works for me m my team I have suggested that she approach [name withdrawn] to ask her to 
mentor her. I suggested it last month. Before we all knew about this. So she admired her. It is not 
good to be necessarily mentored by your immediate boss. because she is much bener to have a 
mentoring relationship as you know outside. So I thought all this would be a good relationship and 
then the next I found she is leaving so. 
How about education and training of the women in the company? 
Women have as much access to training courses as men. I don't think this company invests veT) 
much in training. Because we always have project delivery time scales. Mostly on the job, by giving 
the work. My boss [name withdrawn] has said that she's noticed her last company spent more on 
training than we do in [name withdrawn]. We have a huge training and development centre out of 
[name withdrawn]. But it is for sales associates. [name withdrawn] will be the person to ask about 
whether he thinks this company invests enough in training or not. My perception is it doesn't but he 
might think that we do. Because he would know what training is like in other companies. whereas I 
don·t. I do know I was trained more in [name withdrawn] than I am here. 
Do you have any difficulties in combining your domestic and work responsibilities. 
I juggle plates. spin plates. Yes. 
Are there any difficulties in your dail)' life outside company? 
No. There is a general lack of equality in society outside work anyway. Do I think I enjoy all the 
same status as a men in society? No. 
Do you have any specific difficulties. 
No. I think that I have many advantages. I ha\:e had a good education. I am middle class. I am white 
and those all help my status. So like women is a bad thing but these other things. class. education and 
race offset the fact that you are female. If those were down there with that. then I have a hell of a lot 
working against me. It would just be one more problem. I mean the worst thing must be to be a black 
female poor working class woman. 
Have you heard of any harassment cases in this company? 
I do know it happens. I think that women are increasingly more able to deal with this. I know that 
the company has tried hard as issued a booklet to e~erybody. of our employee code of conduct or 
something like that I think. In which there was a sectIon covenng harassment. And It ~\as veT) good 
very strong. Some of the men found it too ~trong bec~use.in fact so":,e of the men wo~ed about It. It 
did say it was not just talking about phYSical touching It was talkmg about suggestive comments. 
Now the thing is when we are all in the office we all w~t to be co.mfortable and to be cheeky to 
somebody and I think men might have worried that some~g they ~81d be taken the wrong way. I as 
a manager did have to reassure people in the tearn that t~elf behaVIour was no~ expected to change 
the day this booklet was issued. Irs just an awareness thmg but they were a bit you know "omed 

that. 
In one bank they have tart of the week chart in a department. ,... . . . 
I must say some of the men have nude calendars or pictures. We don t like It. \\o~en .don. t hke It 
But it doesn't. Do you know what the problem is. I ~ ~ woman m~ager and I don t mmd It no" as 
much as I used to because I had the status now that It IS not bothenng me. Mayt>.e when I "as t~at 
men's peer. it would have bothered.me more than if I am m charge of him. It sJust funny. I thmk 

your opinions change as you get to higher status. ." 
There is one little study where a female journalist put male nude pinups a~ a~ action agamst 
male attitude. This has led the men to take their pinups of because they dldn t ,,'ant to see a 

nude male pinup. . 
This is really sad when I would say in pieces where women IS on the cut1mg edge of a change and It 

is very hard to be a pioneer. rt is vel) stressful on that person. you know So I appreciate that I ha\ e 
talked to other women and we have all. not every single person but I ." ou Id say at least SI '\ t) se\C:nt) 
percent of us have been harassed at SOllle point in ou~ career. '0" that harassm~nt "III \ary. 
nobody's raped or anything you know because nobody s brought a case but all 01 us haH: had 
something happened that disturbed us. I have had a case where a male colleague who I "as ha\ m~ 



difficulties at work and wanted to dominate me. We were ~ut on a social evening with our parmers 
and we were on a barge, on a canal. he reached for somethmg under the chair and he was touchinc. 
my leg. At first I thought it was accidenta1 so you just move and then it was persistent. And he "a~ 
doing that deliberately because his wife was there and my husband was there and he knew that I 
wouldn't react ~cause I should have but it made me very unhappy. I think he did something similar 
on another occasJOn and so we a lot of us, women, have had something like that which is not serious 
enough that you would call attention to it because the thing that's stopping you. You are frightened 
that the man's gonna tum round and say you are lying or you're mad or don't give vourselfthat 
much value. Every women would fear that's what they would do to you. I've talked abOut this with 
my boss [name withdrawn]. Now I would know how to cope with it. 
What would you do now? 
What would you do now? I don't really know what I really would do but I would hope that I would 
stir up and take him aside or something or say or give him a look. 
How about the subordinate of yours, this happens to them? 
That would not arise. You know these things are about power aren't they? I think it is down to the 
individual to choose what they are going to do about it. I would advise them on how serious it was. I 
certainly would tell her you should have made a complaint at the time. You know because he is just 
calculating on the fact that you won't make a fuss you know, so. My boss [name withdrawn] is a 
more aggressive women. She has told me in the past when she was interfered in her company, she 
just hit him physically in front of a lot of people. She didn't even slap which is a female thing to do. 
She just hit him like that and she says she never had any other trouble. 
Do you want to add anything about equal opportunities or women and work in this company? 
I would say on average J think that it's reasonably enlightened. There is a lot long way to go. I thmk 
that the power is coming from the women to actuaBy influence how the men think. Then we must be 
careful how we are doing it is to do it in a decent human way. not attack men. not make them mfenor 
because they are part of the same brain washing that we are. So it's about doing it in a kind way you 
know. Sometimes when you are oppressed it comes out too aggressive. when you filffit back We 
need to learn to manage it. 
Ann Witz, writer on patriarchy and professions she suggests m'o strategies for women either 
entering the organisation accepting the male culture or enforcing the female one. \\'hat sort of 
balance do you have? 
Enforcing the female one. I don't like the values that some of them have as regard to their own 
families and I don't like to be like that. But it is interesting. when you get equaJit) of course there are 
bad things and good things about that. For example with reaction to vol~tary redundancy managers 
had to influence the subordinates to either apply for it or not. And that IS a tough thmg to do. So It 

does mean that when women find themselves in these positions, they are going to do things that men 
have to do but are not nice. In other words we fail to realise that if we want our share of the rewards. 
we have to have our share of the hard parts of the work. If the equivalent of. do you remember that I 
said that my husband does the dirty stuff at home like the rubbish you ~ow, it is the equi\alent at 
work there are some jobs at work which involve getting your hands dirty and we have to push 
ourselves to do those so that we understand how men are thinking you know. 
Do you have any other comments.? . 
No I found the questions good. I thmk the questions are vel~Y good. ..' . 
Thanks very much. I am looking for other contacts m other banks or buddmg soclehes or 

insurance companies. , 
I don't network with women in other companies unfortunately. I .don t kno~ how you got mto thiS 
one but I think that there must be an equivalent of [name WIthdrawn] In ~ach of these other 
companies. I would give you these contacts. The. kind of women I network with are happy to talk 
about this sort of thing. But I don't have them outSIde of.the company. • 
Can I give you a questionnaire if you ha~'e a friend who wouldn t mind completing a 

questionnaire? 
OK. 
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